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The! present! work! reports! on! an! empirical! study! aimed! at! investigating! translation!problems!across!multiple!language!pairs.!In!particular,!the!analysis!is!aimed!at!developing!a!methodological!approach! to!study!concordance!search! logs! taken!as!manifestations!of!translation!problems!and,!in!a!wider!perspective,!information!needs.!As!search!logs!are!a!relatively! unexplored! data! type! within! translation! process! research,! a! controlled!environment!was!needed!in!order!to!carry!out!this!exploratory!analysis!without!incurring!in! additional! problems! caused! by! an! excessive! amount! of! variables.! The! logs! were!collected! at! the! European! Commission! and! contain! a! large! volume! of! searches! from!English!into!20!EU!languages!that!staff!translators!working!for!the!EU!translation!services!submitted!to!an!internally!available!multilingual!concordancer.!The!study!attempts!to!(i)!identify!differences! in! the!searches! (i.e.!problems)!based!on! the! language!pairs;!and!(ii)!group!problems!into!types.!Furthermore,!the!interactions!between!concordance!users!and!the! tool! itself! have!been! examined! to!provide! a! translation,oriented!perspective! on! the!domain!of!Human,Computer!Interaction.!The! study! draws! on! the! literature! on! translation! problems,! Information! Retrieval! and!Web! search! log! analysis,! moving! from! the! assumption! that! in! the! perspective! of!concordance! searching,! translation! problems! are! best! interpreted! as! information! needs!for!which! the! concordancer! is! chosen! as! a! form!of! external! support.! The! structure! of! a!concordance!search! is!examined! in!all! its!parts!and! is!eventually!broken!down! into! two!main! components:! the! 'Search! Strategy'! component! and! the! 'Problem!Unit'! component.!The!former!was!further!analyzed!using!a!mainly!quantitative!approach,!whereas!the!latter!was! addressed! from! a! more! qualitative! perspective.! The! analysis! of! the! Problem! Unit!takes!into!account!the!length!of!the!search!strings!as!well!as!their!content!and!linguistic!form,! each! addressed! with! a! different! methodological! approach.! Based! on! the!understanding!of!concordance!searches!as!manifestations!of!translation!problems,!a!user,centered!classification!of!translation,oriented!information!needs!is!developed!to!account!for!as!many!"problem"!scenarios!as!possible.!According! to! the! initial! expectations,! different! languages! should! experience! different!problems.! This! assumption! could! not! be! verified:! the! 20! different! language! pairs!considered! in! this! study! behaved! consistently! on! many! levels! and,! due! to! the! specific!research!environment,!no!definite!conclusions!could!be!reached!as!regards!the!role!of!the!language! family! criterion! for! problem! identification.! The! analysis! of! the! 'Problem!Unit'!component! has! highlighted! automatized! support! for! translating! Named! Entities! as! a!possible! area! for! further! research! in! translation! technology! and! the! development! of!computer,based! translation! support! tools.! Finally,! the! study! indicates! (concordance)!search! logs! as! an! additional! data! type! to! be! used! in! experiments! on! the! translation!process!and!for!triangulation!purposes,!while!drawing!attention!on!the!concordancer!as!a!type!of!translation!aid!to!be!further!fine,tuned!for!the!needs!of!professional!translators.!! KEYWORDS!Translation! Studies,! Translation! Process,! Translation! Problems,! Concordancing! Tool,!European!Union,!Search!Logs,!Information!Need!
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R IASSUNTO !
Il! presente! lavoro! consiste! in! uno! studio! empirico! sui! problemi! di! traduzione! che!emergono!quando! si! considerano!diverse! coppie!di! lingue! e! in!particolare! sviluppa!una!metodologia! per! analizzare! i! log! di! ricerche! effettuate! dai! traduttori! in! un! software! di!concordanza! (concordancer)! quali!manifestazioni!di! problemi!di! traduzione! che,! visti! in!una! prospettiva! più! ampia,! si! possono! anche! considerare! dei! "bisogni! d'informazione"!(information! needs).! I! log! di! ricerca! costituiscono! una! tipologia! di! dato! ancora!relativamente!nuova!e!inesplorata!nell'ambito!delle!ricerche!sul!processo!di!traduzione!e!pertanto! è! emersa! la! necessità! di! svolgere! un'analisi! di! tipo! esplorativo! in! un! contesto!controllato!onde!evitare!le!problematiche!aggiuntive!derivanti!da!un!numero!eccessivo!di!variabili.!I!log!di!ricerca!sono!stati!raccolti!presso!la!Commissione!europea!e!contengono!quantitativi! ingenti! di! ricerche! effettuate! dai! traduttori! impiegati! presso! i! servizi! di!traduzione!dell'Unione!europea!in!un!concordancer!multilingue!disponibile!come!risorsa!interna.! L'analisi! si! propone! di! individuare! le! differenze! nelle! ricerche! (e! quindi! nei!problemi)!a!seconda!della!coppia!di! lingue!selezionata!e!di!raggruppare!tali!problemi! in!tipologie.! Lo! studio! fornisce! inoltre! informazioni! sulle! modalità! di! interazione! tra! gli!utenti! e! il! software! nell'ambito! di! un! contesto! traduttivo,! contribuendo! alla! ricerca! nel!campo!dell'interazione!uomo,macchina!(HumanAComputer!Interaction).!Il!presente!studio!trae!spunto!dalla!letteratura!sui!problemi!di!traduzione,!sull'estrazione!d'informazioni! (Information! Retrieval)! e! sulle! ricerche! nel! Web! e! si! propone! di!considerare! i! problemi! di! traduzione! associati! all'impiego! di! uno! strumento! per! le!concordanze!quali!bisogni!di!informazione!per!i!quali!lo!strumento!di!concordanze!è!stato!scelto! come! forma! di! supporto! esterna.! Ogni! singola! ricerca! è! stata! esaminata! e!scomposta!in!due!elementi!principali:!la!"strategia!di!ricerca"!(Search!Strategy)!e!l'"unità!problematica"! (Problem! Unit)! che! vengono! studiati! rispettivamente! usando! approcci!prevalentemente! di! tipo! quantitativo! e! qualitativo.! L'analisi! dell'unità! problematica!prende! in!considerazione! la! lunghezza,! il!contenuto!e! la! forma! linguistica!delle!stringhe,!analizzando! ciascuna! con! una! metodologia! di! lavoro! appositamente! studiata.! Avendo!interpretato! le! ricerche! di! concordanze! quali! manifestazioni! di! bisogni! d'informazione,!l'analisi!prosegue!con!la!definizione!di!una!serie!di!categorie!di!bisogni!d'informazione!(o!problemi)!legati!alla!traduzione!e!incentrati!sul!singolo!utente!al!fine!di!includere!quanti!più!scenari!di!ricerca!possibile.!L'assunto!iniziale!in!base!al!quale!lingue!diverse!manifesterebbero!problemi!diversi!non!è!stato!verificato!empiricamente!in!quanto!le!20!coppie!di!lingue!esaminate!hanno!mostrato!comportamenti!alquanto!similari!nei!diversi! livelli!di!analisi.!Vista! la!peculiarità!dei!dati!utilizzati! e! la! specificità! dell'Unione! europea! come! contesto! di! ricerca,! non! è! stato!possibile!ottenere!conclusioni!definitive!in!merito!al!ruolo!delle!famiglie!linguistiche!quali!indicatori! di! problemi,! rispetto! ad! altri! criteri! di! classificazione.! L'analisi! dell'unità!problematica! ha! evidenziato! le! entità! denominate! (Named! Entities)! quale! possibile!oggetto!di! futuri!progetti!di!ricerca!nell'ambito!delle! tecnologie!della! traduzione.!Oltre!a!offrire! un! contributo! per! i! futuri! sviluppi! nell'ambito! dei! supporti! informatici! alla!traduzione,! con! il! presente! studio! si! è! voluto! altresì! presentare! i! log! delle! ricerche! (di!concordanze)!quale!tipologia!aggiuntiva!di!dati!per!lo!studio!del!processo!di!traduzione!e!per! la! triangolazione! dei! risultati! empirico,sperimentali,! cercando! anche! di! suggerire!possibili! tratti! migliorativi! dei! software! di! concordanza! sulla! base! dei! bisogni! di!informazione!riscontrati!nei!traduttori.!
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On!second!thoughts,!I!think!this!section!would!be!better!entitled!"Opening!Credits".!!In!my!early!days!as!a!PhD!student,! I!remember!reading!(or!hearing)!somewhere!that!a!PhD! is! "a! solitary! endeavor".!Needless! to! say,! this! statement! added! a! grim!note! to! the!seemingly! long! years! already! looming! ahead.! With! hindsight,! I! would! rephrase! it! as!"solitary!mental!endeavor"!but!definitely!not!as!"lonely"!as!that!statement!made!it!sound!in!the!very!beginning.!In!fact,!this!adventure!has!been!more!like!directing!a!movie!than!sitting!in!a!library!cubicle!chewing!on!a!pencil.!And!if!you!are!reading!this,!it!means!that!the!movie!has!become!a!reality!and!many!people!deserve!to!be!thanked.!The! name!of! this!work,! "Ph.D.",! sounds! like! the!movie! title! following! the! award! in! the!category!of!"Dr."!—!Director,!of!course.!In!a!similar!fashion,!this!introductory!section!will!most!likely!resemble!an!acceptance!speech.!At!this!point,!the!person!standing!before!the!audience! is! in! a! state! of! frenzy,! trying! to! thank! all! the! people!who! contributed! to! the!movie,! desperately! trying! not! to! forget! anyone! and! squeezing! in! as! many! names! as!possible!before!the!conductor!brandishes!the!infamous!stick,!the!music!starts!to!play!and!your! time! is! up.!However!witty,! it!would!not! be! an! acceptance! speech! if! it! didn't! start!with!the!proverbial!opening!line!I!would!like!to!thank…!!Undoubtedly,! the!persons! I!have! to! thank! the!most!are!Producer!Prof.!Federica!Scarpa!and!Co,producer!Dr.!Giuseppe!Palumbo!who!initially!suggested!that!I!consider!making!a!movie! after! graduating! and,!when! I! said! 'ok',! let!me! spread!my!wings! to! pursue! some!kind! of! idea! that! had! taken! shape! in! my! head.!Without! them! –! and! the! University! of!Trieste!as!a!Production!Company!–!this!movie!would!not!exist.!!The!original!idea!came!when!I!was!preparing!to!audition!for!a!role!in!this!movie,!so!the!first!person!I!should!be!thanking!is!probably!Prof.!Lynne!Bowker!for!the!papers!she!has!written.!Before!I!could!even!go!to!my!audition,!I!visited!another!place:!Luxembourg.!This!is!where!I!met!the!soon,to,be!Production!Management!crew!at!the!European!Parliament!and! Commission.! It! has! been! a! key! experience! for! the! future! development! of! the! plot!because!after!becoming!the!director!of! the!movie! I!decided!that!Luxembourg!would!be!where!most!of!the!action!would!take!place.!Denis!Navarre,!my!Production!Designer,!Fons!De!Vuyst!and!Josep!Bonet,!the!Executive!Producers,!are!the!people!I!owe!most!during!my!research!stays!but! I!am!also!grateful! to!all! the!nice!people!who!put!up!with!me!while! I!was!there,!gave!me!some!of!their!time!and!made!sure!I!got!regularly!fed!at!lunch:!Paula!Álvarez,! Andreas! Eisele,! Hilário! Fontes,! Mark! Röder,! Micha,! Luis! and! Bart.! Not! less!helpful!was!the!Second!Unit!at!the!European!Parliament:!Lucia!Magris,!Franco!Urzì,!the!whole! Italian! unit! at!DG!TRAD,! Ivo! Tampieri! and! Felicity!Hands.! I! am! also! thankful! to!Christine! Laaboudi! from! the! Publication!Office,! Aleksandra!Kowalska! from! the! EC! and!Eric!Davies!for!their!additional!help.!A!special!thank!goes!to!Alexandros,!the!Production!Assistant,!for!listening!to!my!initial!rants!about!the!unlikely!storyboard!I!was!working!on.!Believe! it! or! not,! you! gave!me! the!moral! support! I! very!much! needed! back! then,! you!inspired! me! to! push! myself! and! try! out! new! and! unbeaten! paths! and! were! always!available!whenever!I!needed!some!help.!Parts!of!this!work!virtually!bear!your!name,!so,!yes,!you!can!now!add!a!checkmark!next!to!'PhD'!on!your!own!to,do!list.!However,!Luxembourg!turned!out!to!be!just!one!of!the!shooting!locations!for!this!movie.!Every!other!shooting!location!—!Copenhagen,!Saarbücken!and!Rome!—!has!been!crucial!for!the!development!of!the!plot!not!so!much!for!the!work!carried!out!on!site!but!for!the!film! crew! that! I! had! the! pleasure! to!work!with! and!who! played! a! decisive! role! in! the!outcome!of!the!movie.!
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Not!only!did!I!get!to!spend!time!in!one!of!the!cradles!of!process!research,!but!I!also!had!the!privilege!to!work!with!an!outstanding!guest!Production!Supervisor:!Prof.!Arnt!Lykke!Jakobsen.!I!can!see!the!conductor!wobbling!the!stick!so!I!shall!just!say!that!I!don't!have!enough! words! to! express! my! gratitude! to! him! for! everything! that! he! has! taught! me!academically,!professionally!and!personally.! I!am!also!thankful! to! the!rest!of! the!CRITT!group!&!Co.!—!in!particular!Michael,!Kristian,!Barbara!and!Esben.!My!gratitude!then!goes!to!Prof.!Erich!Steiner!for!accepting!me!as!part!of!his!thriving!research!team,!who!quickly!adopted!me:!Katja,! José,!Kerstin,!Peggy,!Katrin,!Jörg,!Marilisa,!Pauline,!Tabea!and!all!my!fellow!students!and!researchers!at!DFKI,!FR!4.6!and!COLI!departments.!In!Rome,!I!found!the!best!Special!Effects!crew!at!Translated.! I! truly!thank!them!for!the!time!they!shared!with!me,!the!opportunities!and!help!they!provided!and!for!the!good!times!we!had.!A!very!special!thank!goes!to!the!Animation!Unit,!a!group!of!selected!few!who!volunteered!to!make! this! study!possible! by! helping!me!with! the! very!much!needed! scripts! and! for!their!patience!while! I! learned!to!use!the!command!line!and!read!a! little!of!at! least! four!new!languages!—!only!this!time,!scripting!languages:!Denis!(EC),!Dan!and!Michael!(CBS),!Sabine,!Philip,!Hannah,!Katja,!Richard!and!Nora!(UniSaarland),!Antonio,!Gianluca,!Alberto!and! Evan! (Translated).! At! different! stages,! a! vital! role! was! played! by! the! Number!Chrunching! Unit,! charged!with! the! burdensome! task! of!making! some! sense! out! of!my!attempts! at! statistical! analysis.! For! this,! I! am! grateful! first! and! foremost! to! Vahram!(UniSaarland)! but! also! to! Prof.! Gabriella! Schoier! (UniTs),! Laura! (CBS),! Hannah! and!Marilisa! (UniSaarland),!Marco!Trombetti! (Translated)! and!Marco!Turchi! (FBK).!At! this!point,! I! should!probably!mention! the!person!who!made! it!possible! for!me! to! learn!any!programming! in! the! first! place!by!making! sure! I!would! get!my! current! laptop! (and!by!pimping!it!up):!thank!you!uncle!Sandro!!A!mention! for!outstanding!achievement!goes! to!my!Stuntman,!Max,!who!not!only! took!care!of!some!Visual!Effects!and!Animations!but!also!literally!saved!this!movie!on!several!occasions!when!my!equipment!stopped!working,!preferably!when!I!was!abroad!or!about!to!leave.!Thank!you,!Max,!for!your!relentless!help,!incredible!patience,!brilliant!teaching!and!precious!tips!but,!most!importantly,!for!always!being!there.!I!am!also!indebted!to!the!Logistics!Unit!that!was!always!ready!to!take!care!of!transfers!of!any! kind! and!magnitude.! Thank! you,!Dad.! Thank! you,!Mom,! for! taking! care! of!me! and!supporting!me! during! this!whole! adventure!with!warmth! and! kindness.! Thank! you! to!Gabri!for!providing!me!with!a!special!shelter!for!the!final!rush.!Thank!you!to!the!Sound!Unit,!Riccardo,!Solo,!Nicolas!and!Dan!who!added!a!new!soundtrack!to!my!life!and!made!sure!I!would!make!up!for!the!interminable!hours!of!sitting!at!my!desk!with!some!salsa.!!Last! but! not! least,! I! would! like! to! express! my! gratitude! to! my! official! and! unofficial!families,! Cecilia! for! her! unconditional! love,! Nathaniel! for! his! unrelenting! support,!Francesco! for! the!many!car!rides,!all! the!people!whose!paths!have!crossed!mine! in! the!past! three! years! and!who!made! a! difference! in!my! life,! my! old! and! new! friends,! PhD!colleagues! and! anyone!whose! name! I! have! failed! to!mention! explicitly.! I! have! had! the!privilege! to! exchange! ideas!with! remarkable! people! and! professors,! among!whom! the!late! Prof.!Miriam!Schlesinger!who!pointed! out,!when! I!was! only! at! the! end! of!my! first!year,! that! the! focus!of!my!work!would!be!on! the!methodology!and,!unsurprisingly,! she!was!right.!The!last!thought!goes!to!'PhD!Comics'!for!their!tongue,in,cheek!truths!and!all!PhD!students!whom!I!met!along!the!way!and!who!have!already!delivered!their!speech,!are!awaiting!the!award!ceremony!or!are!still!working!on!their!own!movie.!!The!movie! script! a! few! pages! ahead! is! the! result! of! a! combination! of! solitary!work,! a!great! deal! of! thinking! and! good! spells! of! teamwork! but,! ultimately,! any! fault! in! the!present!work!is!entirely!my!own.!! February!2013! !
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The!present!study!aims!to!contribute!to!the!research!on!translation!as!a!process!as!well!as!the!development!of!more!targeted!forms!of!translation!support.!The!analysis!focuses!on!a!specific! tool! generally! used! by! professional! translators! which! can! provide! researchers!with! large! volumes! of! authentic! data! about! the! difficulties! encountered! by! translators!while!doing!their!work.!The!tool!is!a!multilingual!concordancer,!which!is!also!well!known!among!scholars!doing!research!in!the!field!of!corpus!linguistics.!The!concordancer!used!as!a! translation! aid! can! log! users'! activity! and! keep! track! of! all! the! searches! translators!submit!in!the!system.!In!particular,!concordance!searches!can!be!seen!as!manifestations!of!translation!problems,!which!are!the!main!focus!of!this!empirical!investigation.!According!to!Lörscher!(1991a:!92),!![t]he! concept! of! ‘translation! problem’! which! manifests! itself! empirically! has!hardly!been!paid!any!attention!by!translation!theory.!The!reason!for!this!may!be!the!fact!that!translation!theory!has!had!a!strong!theoretical,!speculative,!and!thus!non,empirical! orientation! [...]! Although! taxonomies! or! typologies! of! translation!difficulties!are!sometimes!given!in!the!relevant!literature![...],!they!are!theoretical!constructs! which! are! based! on! single,! individual,! and! largely! unsystematic!observations! or,! what! is! more! likely,! are! hypothetically! derived! from! a!comparison!of!source,!and!target,language!phenomena!in!a!contrastive,linguistic!way.!Only! very! recently,!with! the!development!of! a!new!empirical! and!process,oriented!paradigm!within! translation!studies! [...],!has! the!concept!of! ‘translation!problem’!—!and!with!it,!that!of!'translation!strategy’!—!gained!crucial!importance.!!Though!this!statement!should!be!adjusted!to!account!for!the!developments!in!translation!process! research! that! have! taken! place! since! the! late! 1990s! with! the! introduction! of!keystroke! logging,! eye,tracking! and! screen! recording,! it! still! seems! to! apply! to! those!empirical! studies! focusing! on! professional! translators! in! their! normal! working!environment.!!According! to! Holmes'! map! of! Translation! Studies! ([1972]2004),! translation! process!research!traditionally!belongs!to!the!Pure!branch!and!more!specifically!to!the!sub,branch!of!Descriptive!Translation!Studies!(DTS).!A!few!years!ago,!the!Applied!branch!was!updated!by!Quah!(2006)!to!include!the!most!important!technological!developments.!She!identified!four! sub,branches,! namely! "translation! training",! "translation! technology",! "translation!policy"! and! "translation! criticism".! As! far! as! "translation! technology"! is! concerned,! a!further! break! down! into! automatic! translation! tool! (i.e.! machine! translation)! and! CAT!tools!is!provided.!The!CAT!tool!group!is!further!sub,divided!into!translation,!linguistic!and!localization!tools!with!additional!branches!departing!from!each!group.!Concordancers,!in!particular,! are! listed! under! the! "linguistic"! and!more! precisely! "language,independent"!sub,branching.! The!present! study! aims! at! looking! at! a! specific! aspect! of! the! translation!process! that! involves! the! use! of! concordancers,! thus! combining! the! applied! with! the!descriptive!branches.!This! is!not! the! first!study!attempting!to!bring!together! translation!tools!and!the!study!of!the!translation!process!(e.g.!Dragsted!2004)!but! it! is!undoubtedly!one!of! the! very! few! to! focus! specifically! on! the! concordancer! and! attempt! a! large,scale!analysis! in! terms! of! language! combinations.! One! of! the! goals! is! to! gain! further! insights!into!how!translators!interact!with!this!specific!resource!with!a!view!to!improving!existing!forms!of!translation!support:!
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![T]here!is![…]!considerable!scope!for!research!into!the!use!of!translation!tools!by!translators,! which! may! in! turn! lead! to! further! improvement! in! the! tools!themselves!but!can!also!be!expected!to!continue!to!our!knowledge!of!the!process!of!human!translation!in!the!modern!idiom!(Quah!2006:!196).!Recently,! Chesterman! (2011)! has! built! on! Toury's! (1995:! 249)! distinction! between! the!
translation!act!and!the!translation!event,!the!former!being!the!actual!individual!translation!task! and! the! latter! comprising! the! broader! sociological! framework! within! which! the!translation! act! takes! place.! Building! further! on! this! distinction,! the! present! study! will!concentrate!on! the! translation!act! and! the!analysis!will!have!a!very! specific! context,! i.e.!the!translation!services!of!the!European!Union.!Research!on!the!translation!act!can!choose!between! at! least! two! major! approaches.! The! product,oriented! approach! is! normally!corpus,based! and! can! investigate! the! features! and!properties! of! translated! texts!with! a!particular! focus! on! translation! errors! or! variability.! Alternatively,! the! process,oriented!approach! is! generally! experimental! and! either! investigates! expert! performance! as!opposed!to!student!performance!or!focuses!on!psycholinguistic!aspects!of!the!translation!process! using! a! specific! group! of! subjects.! Rather! than! conducting! a! full,blown!experiment,! this! empirical! analysis! draws! data! and! information! from! a! special! kind! of!corpus! and! builds! on! existing! findings! from! experiments! and! studies! in! the! field! of!translation! process! research! (e.g.! Krings! 1986;! Lörscher! 1991;! Dragsted! 2004)! with! a!special! focus! on! problem,solving! as! well! as! gaze! and! pause! patterns! in! text!comprehension!and!production.!1.1 AIMS,!HYPOTHESES!AND!RESEARCH!QUESTIONS!The!present!study!aims!at!gaining! further! insights! into! the!way!professional! translators!operate!in!their!daily!work!by!looking!at!concordance!searches.!A!concordancer!enables!users!to!retrieve!from!a!repository!text!segments!that!match!the!text!used!as!input!for!the!search!and!obtain!a! translated!version!of! that! segment.!Using!concordance!searches! for!research!means! resorting! to! a! relatively! unexplored! data! type! in! an! attempt! to! "focus!research! and! development! efforts! on! addressing! problems! actually! encountered! in! the!workplace!instead!of!introducing!technology!based!on!assumed!needs"!(Karamanis!et!al.!2010).!Hopefully,!findings!from!this!study!will!be!useful!to!tool!developers!to!better!target!user!needs!and!fine,tune!existing!forms!of!support!or!develop!new!ones.!This! research!project! sets!out! to! study! translation!problems! in!a! systematic!way!across!the! largest! possible! number! of! language! pairs! under! comparable! conditions.! To! this!purpose!the!translation!services!of!the!European!Union!provide!the!ideal!test!bed!because!their! internal! structure!and!daily!practices!and!workflow!allow! for!comparability!of! the!data!without!necessarily!limiting!their!volume.!!The!first!research!question!to!be!addressed!will!be:!
[RQ1]!How!do!translation!problems!vary!across!different!language!pairs?*This! question! presupposes! that! there! are! in! fact! differences! across! different! language!pairs! in! terms!of! translation!problems,! thereby! suggesting! that! the! language!pair!might!affect!the!problems!translators!encounter.!This!assumption!derives!from!the!expectation!that!translators!will!encounter!different!problems!according!to!the!specific!language!pair!they! are! working! with! (Göpferich* &! Jääskeläinen) 2009:) 182).! More! specifically,!translation!between! languages!belonging! to! the! same! language! family! is! expected! to!be!more!straightforward! than! translation!between! languages! that!have! little! in!common.! If!English! were! taken! as! source! language,! translation! into! Germanic! languages! should!theoretically! be! less! demanding.! As! a! consequence,! the! problems! encountered! when!
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translating! into! Germanic! languages! should! present! different! features! from! those!experienced! when! translating! into! languages! belonging! to,! say,! the! Finno,Ugric! family.!Based!on!this!assumption,!the!amount!of!"language,specific"!problems!can!be!expected!to!vary!according!to!the!language!pair!considered.!In!addition!to!language,specific!problems,!a!number!of!"global!factors"!can!be!expected,!i.e.!recurring!patterns!that!are!not!language,dependent.!This! initial!assumption!about! the!existence!of! language,specific!problems!as!well! as! global! problems!will! need! to! be! further! developed! before! addressing! the!main!research!question,!which!focuses!specifically!on!the!language,specific!group.!Global! problems! are! worthwhile! being! investigated! on! a! large! scale! even! when! the!language!variable!does!not!play!a!major!role.!To! this!purpose,!a!more!general!approach!will!be!taken!when!investigating!the!following!research!question:!
[RQ2]!What!are!the!types!of!searches!translators!submit!into!a!concordancer?!This!question!first!of!all!considers!all!searches!submitted!into!a!concordancer!and!focuses!in! particular! on! finding! global! recurring! patterns! in! those! searches.! This! involves!categorizing! the! search! strings.! Seen! from! another! perspective,! this! question! can! still!relate! to! the! first! one! in! that! the! global! analysis! of! searches! might! still! highlight!differences!from!language!to!language.!At!the!same!time,!a!concordance!search!is!not!only!characterized!by!the!searched,for!text!but!can!be!looked!at!from!the!perspective!of!user!behavior!when!accessing!a!concordancer,!which!generates!the!third!research!question:!
[RQ3]!How!do!translators!interact!with!a!concordancer!as!a!translation!aid?!This!last!question!aims!at!studying!the!interaction!between!users!and!the!concordancer,!which!falls!into!the!more!general!field!of!Human,Computer!Interaction.!On!the!one!hand,!all!users!are!expected!to!use!the!concordancer!in!a!similar!way,!but,!on!the!other!hand,!the!previous! hypotheses! about! language,related! differences! could! imply! that! there! are!different!types!of!interactions!based!on!the!types!of!submitted!searches.!The!use!of!computer,based!translation!aids!has!only!been!partially!addressed!by!research!in! the! process! of! translation,! in! that! most! of! the! existing! studies! have! focused! on!dictionaries!and!only! recently! the! Internet!has!been! included! in! the!analysis.!Moreover,!findings!about!the!use!of!translation!resources!have!rarely!been!employed!to!triangulate!data!collected!via!keystroke!logging!and!eye,tracking.!In! the! field! of! translation! process! research,! evidence! from! concordance! searches! could!provide! further! insights! into! the!way! translators!work!and! the! types!of! challenges! they!face! while! translating.! In! particular,! the! concordancer! could! be! seen! as! an! additional!source!of!data!on!the!process!of!translation!—!one!that!could!also!be!used!to!support!or!refute!generalizations!on!translation!problems!across!different!language!pairs.!As! for! the! translation! industry! in! general,! a! cross,linguistic! large,scale! investigation! of!translation!problems! could!provide! additional! data! to! further! develop! and/or! fine,tune!existing!forms!of!translation!support!and,!in!general,!increase!awareness!about!the!actual!needs!of!professional!translators!working!between!many!language!pairs.!1.2 SCOPE!OF!THE!STUDY!Data!provided!by!concordance!searches!are!quite!unusual! in!Translation!Studies!and!no!set!methodology!has!been!developed!to!systematically!deal!with!this!kind!of!data!nor!has!their!potential!been!fully!investigated.!Possibly,!the!best!way!to!outline!the!analysis!is!to!frame!it!using!Rudyard!Kipling's!(1902)!approach:!
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I!keep!six!honest!serving,men!/!(They!taught!me!all! I!knew);!/!Their!names!are!What!and!Why!and!When!/And!How!and!Where!and!Who![…].!In! the! following! paragraphs,! the! research! project! will! be! outlined! and! contextualized!before!moving!on!to!the!overall!structure!of!the!study.!
1.2.1 !WHAT:!THE!DATA!!The!data!for!this!study!is!a!collection!of!authentic!concordance!searches.!They!have!been!collected! ex,post! from! a! real! working! environment! and! amount! to! almost! one! million!searches.! Because! the! focus! is! primarily! on! the! concordancer! as! a! form! of! translation!support,!generalizations!are!advisable.!However,!because!the!type!of!data!is!closely!linked!to! the! actual! concordancer! chosen! for! the! analysis,! no! generalizations! should! be!attempted!until!the!peculiarities!of!the!research!environment!have!been!detailed.!
1.2.2 WHERE:!THE!DATA!SOURCE!The! real! working! environment! referred! to! in! the! previous! paragraph! consists! of! the!(internal)! translation! services! of! the! European!Union.! The! data!were! collected! from! an!internally!developed!tool!which!is!available!to!staff!translators!working!in!the!translation!units!of!eight!different!EU!institutions,!including!the!European!Commission,!the!European!Parliament!and!the!European!Council.!The!environment!is!well,defined!and!controlled,!so!that!a!number!of!important!assumptions!for!the!analysis!can!be!made!quite!safely.!Clearly,!such! a! peculiar! environment! is! useful! for! running! an! exploratory! study! and! develop! a!methodology! for! the!analysis!but! future!studies!will!need! to!address! the! issue!of!better!defining!the!research!environment,!particularly!in!the!case!of!an!experiment.!
1.2.3 WHO:!THE!TRANSLATORS!This!analysis!is!based!on!authentic!data!collected!from!a!real!working!environment.!The!prototypical! users! of! the! concordancer! under! examination! are! professional! translators!working! internally! for! the! EU! translation! services! and! can! range! from! senior! officials!(translators)! to! temporary! staff! and! translation! trainees.! For! this! analysis,! no!comparisons!are!drawn!between!semi,professional!and!professional!translators!because!the!queries!will!be!considered!as!coming!from!professional!translators,!who!make!up!the!vast!majority!of!potential!users.!
1.2.4 WHEN:!THE!TIME!FRAME!The!data!cover!one!full!month!of!searches!submitted!in!2010.!One!month!was!deemed!a!long! enough! span! to! provide! a! balanced! overview! of! the! activity! in! the! concordancer!while! keeping! the! dataset! at! a!manageable! size.! Unfortunately,! no! comparisons! can! be!drawn!with!data!from!a!different!time!span,!tool!or!environment!but!final!results!will!at!least! serve! as! baseline! for! future! analyses.! A! more! detailed! explanation! of! the! reason!behind! the! choice! of! September! 2010!will! be! provided! in! the! relevant! chapter! (Section!5.4.1).!
1.2.5 WHY:!THE!RATIONALE!Experimental! studies! in! translation!process! research!have! traditionally!only! considered!one! or! two! language! pairs! and! usually! in! one! directionality! only.! The! most! common!
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language! combinations! are! closely! related! to! the!geographical! area!of! the! researcher(s)!and! their! linguistic! background.!Nonetheless,! English! is! generally! one! of! the! languages,!with! the! main! other! languages! found! in! the! relevant! literature! being! (in! no! particular!order)! German,! Danish,! Portuguese,! French! and! Finnish.! Clearly,! there! is! a! need! for!greater!language,coverage!in!experiments!on!translation!process!research.!This! study! on! the! use! that! professional! translators! make! of! translation! resources! can!provide! some! of! the! results! scholars! advocated! when! they! pointed! out! the! lack! of!empirical! studies! on! the! routines! or! strategies! in! the! use! of! translation! aids! by!professional!translators:![…]! we! should! probably! accept! that,! at! least! in! the! area! of! strategies! of! using!dictionaries!further!studies!of!non,translators!cannot!provide!us!with!much!more!useful! information,! and! that! we! should! now! focus! on! studies! of! professional!translators! using! various! methodologies.! […]! we! probably! need! to! re,examine!anecdotal! (written! from! experience),! theoretical! and! empirical! studies! of!strategies!of!use!of!dictionaries!and!other!reference!sources!by!professionals!and!design! empirical! studies! to! obtain! supporting! evidence! (Ronowicz! et! al.!2005:!592)!In! particular,! compared! to! Translation! Memories,! the! concordancer! as! a! form! of!translation!support!has!not!received!much!attention!from!the!research!community!(other!than!tool!developers).!However,!existing!evidence!shows!that!concordancers!provide!one!of!the!main!forms!of!support!when!used!in!conjunction!with!Translation!Memories.!!While! manual! concordancing! may! indeed! help! to! reuse! phraseology,! TM!developers! have! long! aimed! to! provide! automated! concordancing! to! reuse!database!content!at!the!sub,segmental,!phrase!level,!which!is!said!to!be!the!level!at! which! repetition! happens! most! often.! This! feature! is! currently! being!researched! by!many! TM! developers,! drawing! from! statistical! algorithms! which!may! include! some! kind! of! example,based! MT,! and! marketing! the! feature! with!different!names![…].!We!do!not!yet!have!empirical!studies!on!how!beneficial!these!algorithms!may! be,! but! this! is! an! area! in! which! progress! is! expected;! after! all,!there! have! been! advances! in! natural! language! processing! much! more!sophisticated! than! those! currently! present! in! TM,! and! the! task! of! speeding! up!translation!is!gaining!urgency!(Garcia!2012:!455,6).!More! recent! forms! of! on,line! based! concordancers! offer! stand,alone! support! for!translators!and!their!number!has!increased!in!the!past!few!years.!The!concordancer!as!a!translation!aid!has!become!more!visible!but!not!enough!information!is!available!on!how!users!go!about!using!it.!!
1.2.6 HOW:!THE!METHODOLOGY!The!present!study!aims!to!be!an!empirical!investigation!based!on!authentic!data!and!will!take!a!predominantly!descriptive!approach!because!of!the!peculiar!nature!of!the!dataset!used!with!respect!to!traditional!data!types!in!empirical!Translation!Studies.!Concordance!searches!can!be!examined!both!from!a!quantitative!and!a!qualitative!perspective.!Because!of!the!data!used,!the!analysis!is!to!some!extent!exploratory!in!nature!and!cannot!rely!on!well,established! and! tested! methodologies! in! the! field! of! Translation! Studies.! The!relatively!new!type!of!data!comes!with!additional!challenges!such!as!the!size!and!nature!of! the! dataset! and! has! imposed! an! interdisciplinary! approach! drawing! on! a! number! of!methodologies! from! related! fields.! These! include! studies! in! process! research! (Krings!1986;!Lörscher!1991),!search!log!analysis!(Jansen!2006),!psycholinguistics!(Ecke!2009)!as!
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well!as!corpus,based!studies!(Sinclair!1991)!and!cognitive!studies!applied!to!translation!(Shreve!&!Angelone!2010).!The! language! pair! will! be! considered! the! main! independent! variable! for! most! of! the!analyses!so! that!results!can!be!compared!cross,linguistically!using!descriptive!statistics.!For!parts!of! the!analysis!some!computational!methods!will!be!applied!using!customized!scripts,!parts,of,speech!tagging!and!some!clustering!techniques,!which!will!be!detailed!in!due!course.!
1.2.7 LIMITATIONS!To!some!extent,!the!present!study!can!be!considered!corpus,based,!in!that!the!collection!of! searches! can! be! said! to! represent! a! corpus! in! its! own! right.! Corpus,driven! studies,!however,! have! some! methodological! limitations,! as! pointed! out! by! Alves! et! al.!(2010:!111):!In! corpus,based! translation! studies,! there! is! often! a! wide! methodological! gap!between! high,level! hypotheses! about! translations! and! the! low,level!linguistics/textual!indicators!drawn!from!the!corpora!to!support!the!hypotheses.!In! other!words,! the! connection! or! link! between! extracted! linguistic! phenomena!and! the! hypothetical! construct! is! very! indirect! and!more! complex! than! it! often!assumed.!!Inevitably,!a! large,scale!analysis!runs! the!risk!of!over,simplifying!the!phenomena!under!scrutiny!and!for!this!reason!it!is!advisable!to!turn!to!other!disciplines!such!as!search!log!analysis! for!suggestions!on!how!to!handle!unfamiliar!data.!However,!search! log!analysis!can!be!just!as!problematic:![…]!one!implication!of![the!identified!translators'!behavior]! is!that!one!has!to!be!careful! about! using! log! analysis! to! infer! the! needs! of! translators,! because! the!queries! contained! in! such! logs! may! be! strongly! conditioned! by! the! users'!knowledge!of!that!tool's!strengths!and!limitations!(Désilets!et!al.!2009).!The!present!discussion!relies!exclusively!on!problems!that!have!been!addressed!by!means!of!an!external!resource,! in!this!particular!case!a!multilingual!concordancer.!One!possible!consequence! is! that! only! a!partial! view!of! the! actual! range!of! problems! that! translators!face!in!their!daily!work!is!obtained.!There!are!probably!other!types!of!problems!that!occur!at!higher!textual!levels!than!the!sentence!or!sub,sentence,!such!as!syntactic!and!cohesive!problems!and!problems!related!to! the! logical!progression!or!sense!of! the! text.!For! these!other!problems,!translators!have!to!rely!heavily!on!their!own!cognitive!resources!or!turn!to! colleagues! for! help,!meaning! that! such! problems! cannot! be! systematically! dealt!with!using!a!computer,based!translation!support!tool.!!Search! logs!have! the! advantage!of! coming! in! large!quantities! but! at! the! same! time! they!"may!be!strongly!biased!towards!translation!problems!which!are!particularly!appropriate!for! that!one! tool",! and! indeed!professional! translators! seem!well! aware!of! the! strengths!and!weaknesses!of!each!tool!when!they!use!them!(Désilets,!Brunette!et!al.!2008:!343).!!The! EU! translation! services! are! an! ideal! test! bed! for! overcoming! traditional! practical!problems! that! prevent! a!wide,scale! cross,linguistic! analysis.! On! the! other! hand,! such! a!"controlled"!environment!may!produce!only!partial!results!because!of!the!peculiarities!of!the! EU! institutions! as! opposed! to! the! average! working! environment! in! the! translation!industry.!
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1.3 STRUCTURE!OF!THE!THESIS!A!number!of!questions!have!been!raised!in!this!introductory!chapter!about!the!nature!and!features! of! search! logs! as! manifestations! of! translation! problems.! However,! some!theoretical!premises!are!necessary!before!analysing!the!dataset.!For!this!reason,!Chapter!2!will!cover!the!notion!of!'translation!problem'!by!taking!different!perspectives!within!the!overall!framework!of!translation!process!studies.!Problems!will!be!examined!focusing!on!the! product,! the! process! and! the! subjects! and! according! to! the! various!methodological!approaches! taken! to! examine! them! over! time.! In! the! final! part! of! the! chapter,! a! brief!review! of! the! concept! of! unit! in! translation! will! be! carried! out! to! try! and! produce! a!synthesis! of! the! main! recurring! concepts! in! the! literature! and! reorganize! them! into! a!hierarchical!structure.!!Chapter!3!will!deal!with!the!tool!used!in!this!study:!the!concordancer.!First,!an!overview!will! be! provided! on! the! literature! about! concordancers! both! from! an! academic! and! a!professional!perspective.!The!focus!will!then!shift!to!the!translation!industry!in!particular,!and! the! available! types! of! concordancers! will! be! briefly! reviewed.! A! more! accurate!account!of!existing!research!will!be!provided!for!those!concordancers!that!have!been!the!object! of! scholarly!work.! The! last! part! of! the! chapter!will! present! in! greater! detail! the!concordancer! from!which! the! searches!have!been!collected,!which! is! an! internal! tool! at!that!translation!services!of!the!European!Union.!After!the!theoretical!account!on!the!concept!of!'translation!problems'!and!presenting!the!tool!used!in!this!study,!Chapter!4!will!provide!the!missing!link!between!the!two!and!will!present!concordance!search!logs!as!manifestations!of!translation!problems.!In!addition,!it!will! draw! a! comparison! between! concordance! searches! and! Web! searches! and! will!suggest! that! the! general! idea! of! translation! problem! could! be! in! fact! reworded! as! an!"information! need".! Before! moving! on! with! the! actual! analysis,! the! structure! of! a!concordance! search!will! be! presented! by! breaking! it! down! into!main! components! and!sub,components,!which!will!represent!the!backbone!of!the!chapters!to!come.!The!research!environment,!data!collection!and!pre,processing!will!be!detailed!in!Chapter!5,!where!the!study!will!be!contextualized!within!the!EU!translation!services.!A!number!of!preliminary!analyses!on!several!variables!will!be!carried!out!and!the!main!framework!of!analysis!will!be!sketched.!Most!analyses!will!be!carried!out! in!parallel!at! three!different!levels!for!each!language!pair,!namely!the!main!language!subset,!the!search!session!subset!and!the!spot!search!subset.!Based! on! the! concordance! structure! outlined! in! Chapter! 4,! Chapter! 6! and! 7! will! each!address! one!main! component! and! the! relevant! sub,components! and! attempt! to! answer!the!research!questions.!More!specifically,! the!component!"Search!Strategy"!will!be!dealt!with!in!Chapter!6,!which!reports!on!the!main!quantitative!analysis!in!the!study.!In!Chapter!7,! the! more! qualitative! part! of! the! study! will! be! presented,! which! deals! with! the!component! "Problem! Unit".! Finally,! the! very! last! sections! of! Chapter! 7! will! present! a!categorization! of! translation! problem! scenarios! as! information! needs.! In! Chapter! 8! the!main!conclusions!will!be!drawn!and!a!summary!of!the!main!findings!of!this!study!will!be!provided!together!with!an!illustration!of!possible!future!developments.!! !
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2CHAPTER!2 : !'PROBLEM',RELATED!CONCEPTS ! IN !TRANSLATION!STUDIES !
Translation!Studies!has!often!dealt!with!the!notion!of!translation!problems.!This!has!been!done! at! different! stages! in! the! development! of! the! discipline,! for! various! purposes! and!using!different!methodologies.!This!chapter!aims!to!provide!an!overview!of!the!notion!of!"translation! problems"! as! discussed! in! the! literature! and! with! reference! to! the! related!concepts! of! "translation! difficulty"! and! "uncertainty".! The! chapter! will! also! introduce!other! topics!of!direct! interest! to! the!present! study,! such!as! types!of!problem! indicators,!problem!classification!and!the!concept!of!"unit"!in!translation.!Think,Aloud! Protocols! and! other! research! methodologies! have! often! looked! at! the!problem,solving! aspect! of! translation.! Translation! problems! can! be! challenging! for!researchers!because!they!are!generally!identified!by!inference!from!micro,level!data!(e.g.!fixations)!or!macro,level!indicators!(e.g.!sighs).!Before!examining!the!various!perspectives!from!which! translation! problems! have! been! investigated,! the! concept! itself! needs! to! be!defined.!2.1 TRANSLATION!PROBLEMS!With!regard!to!the!notion!of!translation!problem,!one!of!the!first!things!to!be!noted!is!the!lack!of!a!common!definition,!as!recognized!by!a!number!of!authors.!For!example,!Presas!(1996:! 9)! points! out! that! part! of! the! problem! is! the! usage! of! the!word! "problem"! in! its!'general'!and!'colloquial'!senses:![...]! els$ corrents$ teòrics$ […]$ no! s’ocupen! en! profunditat! del! tema! “problema! de#traducció”,+ gairebé+ sempre+ emprenen+ el+ terme+ en+ la+ seua+ accepció+ col·loquial,+ i+per!tant!no!n’ha!estat!desenvolupat!un!concepte!que!sigui!comunament!acceptat.!As!a!consequence,!!![…]!nous!ne!disposons!pas!de!définition!du!problème!de!traduction!qui!obtienne!un!certain!consensus,!ni!d'une!classification!des!problèmes!de!traduction!qui!ait!été!validée!empiriquement!(Hurtado!Albir!2001:!280!in!Gil,Bardají!2010:!279).!!The! lack!of!consensus!can!also!be!seen!as!deriving! form!the!different!senses!attached!to!the! word! "problem"! in! Translation! Studies,! as! pointed! out! by! Toury! (2002).! More!specifically,!Toury!has! identified! three!different! senses! (and!usages)!of! the!concept.!The!first! sense! ("PROBLEM1"!for!Toury)!is! centered!on! the! source! text!and!addresses! issues!of!translatability! without! considering! the! context! of! a! translation! act.! The! second! sense!("PROBLEM2")! is! linked! to! the! actual! translation! events,! i.e.! "individual! translation! acts!situated!in!a!particular!time!and!space"!(Palumbo!2008:!54)!and!takes!a!product,oriented!perspective! that! highlights! problems! in! retrospection.! Finally,! the! third! sense!("PROBLEM3")!can!be!considered!process,oriented!because!it!looks!at!the!translation!act!in!its! unfolding.! However,! problems! of! the! third! type! can! only! be! investigated! if! the!translation! process! has! left! (temporary)! "traces! comprising! more! than! just! the! end,product"! (Toury! 2002:! 65),! such! as! interim! replacements! or! reflections.! The! several!definitions!of!the!notion!of!translation!problem!that!have!been!proposed!over!time!can!be!placed!individually!at!each!of!the!three!levels!identified!by!Toury!(2002),!which!he!terms!
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(i)! source,oriented! and! prospective;! (ii)! target,oriented! and! retrospective;! and! (iii)!process,oriented! and! processual.! One! of! the! most! famous! and! more! widely! used!definitions! is! the! one! proposed! by!Nord! (1991),!who! distinguishes! between! translation!
problems!(in!the!sense!of!PROBLEM1)!and!translation!difficulties!(PROBLEM2!and!PROBLEM3):!A! translation! problem! is! an! objective! problem! which! every! translator!(irrespective! of! his! level! of! competence! and! of! the! technical! conditions! of! his!work)!has!to!solve!during!a!particular!translation!task!(Nord!1991:!151;!emphasis!added).!The! concept! of! problem! as! a! shared! and! common! incident! is! contrasted! with! that! of!translation! "difficulty",!which! is!a! subjective! concept!and! is! related! to! the! translator!and!his/her!specific!working!conditions!(Nord!1991:!151).!Unfortunately,!the!definition!does!not!lend!itself!to!a!straightforward!implementation!because,!as!Nord!further!explains,!the!same!textual!item!can!be!seen!both!as!a!problem!and!as!a!difficulty:!Ein! Übersetzungsproblem,! das! für! einen! Anfänger! eine! nicht! zu! bewältigende!Schwierigkeit!darstellt,!weil! er!noch!nicht!gelernt!hat,!wie!es! zu! lösen! ist,!bleibt!ein!Übersetzungsproblem,!auch,!wenn!er!als!langjähriger!Berufsübersetzer!keine!Schwierigkeiten!mehr!damit!hat.!Ebenso!kann!ein!anderes!Übersetzungsproblem,!das!der!erfahrene!Ubersetzer!mit!den!entsprechenden!Hilfsmitteln![…]!leicht!löst,!wieder! Schwierigkeiten! beraten,!wenn! es! ohne! Rückgriff! auf! die!Hilfsmittel! […]!bewältigt!werden!muss!(2011:!255).!The! trouble! with! implementing! these! definitions! of! problems! was! also! pointed! out! by!Lachat!(2003!in!Muñoz!Martín!2009a:!30),!who!rejected!the!difference!between!problem!and! difficulty! because! translation! problems! "were! found! to! be! usually! complex! and! ill,defined"!and!she! found! that! the!definitions! lacked!"psychological! reality".!This! is!maybe!why,! as! already!pointed!out!by!Palumbo! (2008:!48),! it!would! seem! that! the! concepts!of!"problem"! and! "difficulty"! are! often! used! interchangeably,! reflecting! "the! uncertainty! of!researchers!as!to!what!translation!problems!are!and!how!they!should!be!categorized".1!!Another!well,known! definition! of! translation! problem! (in! Toury's! third! sense)!was! put!forward! by! Lörscher,! who! pointed! out! the! lack! of! attention! the! concept! received! in!translation! theory,! particularly! from! an! empirical! perspective.! According! to! Lörscher,! a!problem! consists! of! "all! those! (linguistic)! problems!which! a! subject! is! faced!with!when!performing!a!translation"!(1991a:!94):![...]!a!translation!problem!is!considered!to!occur!when!a!subject!realizes!that,!at!a!given!point!in!time,!s/he!is!unable!to!transfer!or!to!transfer!adequately!a!source,language!text!segment!into!the!target,language!(Lörscher!1991a:!80).!While! Lörscher's! definition! does! not! seem! to! restrict! the! translation! problem! to! a!particular! size! or! unit,! Gonzáles! Davies! and! Scott! Tennent! (2005:! 164)! explicitly! add!potential!problem!locations,!i.e.!global!and!local:!A!translation!problem!can!be!defined!as!a!(verbal!or!nonverbal)!segment!that!can!be!present!either!in!a!text!segment!(micro!level)!or!in!the!text!as!a!whole!(macro!level)!and!that!compels!the!student!/!translator!to!make!a!conscious!decision!to!apply! a!motivated! translation! strategy,! procedure! and! solution! from! amongst! a!range!of!options.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!For!a!more!in,depth!discussion!about!the!concepts!of!"problems"!and!"difficulties",!see!Palumbo!(2008:!47ff.).!
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They! consider! translation! problems! to! be! linked! with! conscious! decision,making! for!problem,solving,!as!Kiraly!(1995:!105)!did!before!them:!Translation! problems! emerge! from! the! intuitive! workspace! when! automatic!processing!does!not!produce!tentative!translation!elements.!These!problems!are!considered! in! the! controlled! processing! center! and! a! strategy! is! chosen! and!implemented!in!an!attempt!to!deal!with!them.!This! view! assumes! that! alternating! sequences! of! automatic! and! controlled! processing!occur!while! translating,! the! latter!emerging!whenever!a!problem! is!encountered.! In! this!sense,! Kiraly's! definition! brings! to! mind! the! "stop,and,go"! structure! of! the! translation!process,!originally!suggested!by!Krings!(1986a:!116),!who!described!it!as!eine! alternierende! Auftreten! von! Phasen! des! raschen,! relativ! ungehinderten!Fortschreitens! und! Phasen! des! Blockiertseins! durch! eine! nur! durch! besondere!übersetzerische!Anstrengungen!zu!überwindende!Schwierigkeit.!As!a!consequence,!a!clear!interruption!in!the!translation!flow!was!taken!to!represent!some!kind!of!encountered!difficulty.!Once! this!dichotomy! in! the!process!had!been!established,!the! next! step! was! to! label! stretches! of! continuous! translation! "non,problematic"! as!opposed! to! the! "problematic"! ones.! Problems! were! identified! with! a! non,productive!stretch!where!no!translation!occurred!(interruption)!due!to!either!SL!comprehension!or!TT!production.!More!recent!definitions!consider!translation!problems!as!"difficulties!encountered!by!the!subjects!when!carrying!out!a! translation! task"! (PACTE!2011a:!37)!and!more!specifically!"any! source! language! word! or! expression! which! presents! a! difficulty! for! a! human!translator!(not!machine)!during!the!process!of!translation"!(Désilets!et!al.!2009).!A!similar!translator,oriented! view! is! adopted! by! Enríquez! Raído,! for!whom! "a! central! discussion!inevitably! revolves! around! what! constitutes! a! translation! problem! and! from! whose!perspective"!(2011:!151;!emphasis!in!the!original).!In!her!study,!!"problems"! constitute! those! particular! source! text! items! that! the! research!participants! explicitly! identified! as! problematic! for! translation! in! the! online!search!reports,!and!as!manifested!in,!and!inferred!from!the!participants'!recorded!translation!processes!and!their!resulting!products!(Enríquez!Raído!2011:!151).!Most! definitions! of! translation! problems! have! been! formulated! from! a! translator's!perspective.! However,! a!machine,oriented! view! is! also! possible.! In! the! case! of!Machine!Translation,!a!translation!problem!would!become!an!issue!of!"translation!mismatches",!i.e.!a! source! expression! that! is! wrongly! matched! with! one! of! several! target! language!equivalents!(Prahl!&!Petzolt!1997:!125).!In!order!to!operationalize!the!definition!and!use!it!on!a!machine,!a!clear!distinction!between!problems!and!non,problems!should!be!made!available.!Humans!are!more! flexible! (and!possibly!unpredictable)! in! this! regard!because!the! problematic! item! is! generally! subject,dependent! and! difficulties! do! not! necessarily!occur!in!the!same!textual!locations.!2.2 PROBLEMS!AS!DIFFICULTY!&!UNCERTAINTY!Difficulty! is! an! intrinsic! property! of! a! translation! task.! In! addition! to! her! definition! of!(subjective)! "translation! difficulty",! Nord! (1991:! 168)! sets! out! the! parameters! to!determine! the! degree! of! difficulty! presented! by! a! translation! task.! In! the! practice! of!translation,! such! parameters! boil! down! to! the! particular! features! of! the! source! text,in,situation,! assuming! that!professional! translators! are! fully!proficient! in! language,! subject!
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matter!and!transfer!procedures.!The!discussion!of!the!concept!of!difficulty!can!be!further!broken!down!into!other!dimensions!of!difficulty!that!Reiss!(1974:!5!in!Nord!1991:!165,6)!calls! (i)! linguistic! difficulties,! (ii)! factual! difficulties! and! (iii)! technical! difficulties.! In! the!field!of!translation!teaching,!a!linguistic!classification!of!difficulties!has!been!proposed!by!Wilss!(1982:!161),!who!distinguishes!between!(i)!transfer,specific!translation!difficulties!(TD);!(ii)!translator!specific!TD;!(iii)!text,type,specific!TD;!(iv)!single,text,specific!TD!and!eventually! provides! a! definition! of! translation! difficulty! based! on! the! concept! of!equivalence:!TD!occur!whenever!a!lexical!or!syntactic!one,to,one!correspondence!between!SLT!and!TLT!cannot!be!practised,!because!literal!translation!would!inevitably!entail!a!negative!transfer!(Wilss!1982:!164).!An!alternative!view!on!difficulties!is!offered!by!Campbell!(1999:!34),!who!considers!three!distinct!perspectives!of!analysis,!namely!the!source!text,!the!translation!task!(i.e.!external!factors!such!as!time!pressure)!and!the!translator's!competence.!His!analysis!centers!on!a!cognitive!approach!to!translation!difficulties!that! first!distinguishes!between!on,line!and!off,line!translation!mode2,!the!former!roughly!matching!Jakobsen's!"drafting"!phase3,!the!latter! matching! "orientation"! and! "revision",! and! then! goes! on! to! examine! on,line!translation! difficulties! in! greater! detail.! Text! difficulties! in! on,line! translation! can! be!characterized! from! a! cognitive! perspective! (e.g.! grammatical! and! lexical! items! whose!processing! consumes!more!working!memory! capacity)! as!well! as! a! language!processing!perspective! (e.g.! availability! and! activation! of! source! and! target! lemmas! in! the! mental!lexicon).! These! two! variables! have! been! operationalized! by! Campbell! and! later! on! by!Dragsted!(2012)!to!indicate!difficult!items!in!the!source!text!by!considering!the!amount!of!cognitive!processing! (i.e.!mean!number!of!alternate! renditions!by!a!group!of! translators!for! the! same! SL! item)! and! the! amount! of! editing! in! the! target! text! (e.g.! additions! and!deletions).!Although!the!focus!was!on!the!source!text,!difficulty!was!first!measured!in!the!target! text! and! then!mapped! back! onto! the! source.! A!more! straightforward! source,text!oriented! analysis! of! source! text! difficulty! is! presented! in! Jensen! (2009)! and! Hvelplund!(2011:! 88ff.),! who! used! three! quantitative! indicators! to! measure! difficulty,! namely!measurements! of! readability,! calculations! of! word! frequency! and! calculations! of! the!number!of!occurrences!of!non,literal!expressions!(idioms,!metaphors!and!metonyms).!On! the!other!hand,!a! subject,oriented!cognitive!approach! to! translation!difficulty!can!be!found!in!Dragsted!(2004:!58),!according!to!whom!"translational!problems!only!exist!to!the!extent! that! the! translator! experiences! a!problem",! as! if! to! say! that! translation!problems!are!not!to!be!established!a!priori.!The!main!variable!affecting!the!perception!of!difficulty!is!the!translator's!competence.!However,!some!source!texts!will!nonetheless!be!intrinsically!more!difficult!and!cause!more!problems!to!translators!as!revealed!by!reduced!speed!and!segment!size!in!the!translation!process.!In!his!study!on!metacognitive!activity!in!translation,!Angelone!(2010)!supports!the!view!of!a! linear! translation! process!where! problem,solving! translation! sequences!will! alternate!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!"On,line"!mode!means!that!"the!translator!works!on!a!document!or!part!of!a!document!at!a!more!or!less!a!single!pass"!whereas!"off,line"!involves!e.g.!pre,reading,!re,reading,!checking!words!(Campbell!1999:!36).!3!According!to!Jakobsen!(2002:!191,193),!a!translation!event!(/act)!can!be!subdivided!in!the!three!phases!of!orientation,!drafting!and!revision.!More!specifically,!the!orientation!phase!"is!the!time!delay!between!the!appearance!of!the!source!text!on!the!screen!and!the!typing!of!the!first!text!production!key",!the!drafting!phase!"runs!from!the!first!text!production!keystroke!until!the!first!typing!of!the!final!punctuation!mark"!and!the!(end)!revision!phase!mainly!consists!in!"monitoring![the]!existing!text".!
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with! unproblematic! ones.! Difficulties! can! arise! at! any! stage! of! comprehension,! transfer!and!production,!impeding!the!translation!activity,!and!are!likely!followed!by!uncertainty.!"Uncertainty"!is!another!concept!that!can!be!found!in!the!literature!as!closely!relating!to!translation!difficulty,!which!Angelone!(2010:!18)!defines!as!!a!cognitive!state!of!indecision!that!may!be!marked!by!a!distinct!class!of!behaviors!occurring!during!the!translation!process![…],![it]!is!associated!with!an!observable!interruption!in!the!natural!flow!of!translation!and!is!generally!related!to!a!discrete!
problem! nexus! in! the! translation.! A! nexus! is! the! confluence! of! a! given! textual!property!and!level!(lexis,!term,!collocation,!phrase,!syntax,!sentence,!macro,level!feature)! intersecting! with! some! sort! of! deficit! in! the! translator's! cognitive!resources.!Because! uncertainty! behaviors! are! visible,! a! number! of! "diagnostic! behaviors"!marking!the! interruptions! in! the! translation! process! can! be! studied! empirically.! They! are!physiological! as! well! as! verbal! indicators! about! the! interactions! with! the! translation!interface! and! include! extended! pauses! in! TT! production,! deletions,! revisions,! cursor!repositioning,! information! retrieval! behavior,! eye! movements,! pupil! size! variations,!increased! brain! activity,! galvanic! skin! responses! and! direct! and! indirect! verbal!articulations.! These! behavioral! markers! for! uncertainty! can! be! said! to! overlap! with!translation!problem!indicators!such!as!long!pauses!or!fixations!and!(in)direct!articulation,!as!suggested!by!Angelone!(2010:!22):!Ideally,! each! occurrence! of! uncertainty! is! demarcated! by! a! problem! recognition!indicator!marking!the!activation!of!uncertainty!management!and!the!beginning!of!a!problem!solving!bundle.!According! to! Tirkkonen,Condit! (2000:! 123),! uncertainty!management! in! the! translation!process!manifests!itself!in!identifiable!patterns!which!she!investigated!by!means!of!verbal!protocols.!Such!patterns!can!be!seen!as!"conscious!strategies!for!reducing!uncertainty!by!solving! the! problems! of! comprehension,! transfer! or! production"! (Angelone! &! Shreve!2011:!109),! i.e.! an! example! of! strategic! sub,competence! in! the! PACTE's! model! of!translation!competence!(2011b:!326).!!The! PACTE! group! (2011a:! 37)! has! provided! a! list! of! indicators! for! the! identification! of!translation!problems!which!include!the!coefficient!of!perception!of!the!overall!difficulty!of!the! text! and! a!number!of! indicators! relating! to! "Rich!Points".!The! concept!of!Rich!Point!was! borrowed! from! Agar! (1991:!176),! who! defined! it! as! a! "particular! place! in! one!language! that!makes! it! so!difficult! to! connect!with!another".!Rich!Points! are! source,text!elements!identified!by!PACTE!during!pilot!tests!and!include!"linguistically,!culturally!and!functionally! challenging! points,! i.e.! terms! which! are! expected! to! result! in! extensive!processing! activities"! (Jääskeläinen! 2011:! 25),! and! are! complemented! by! "Points! of!Interest",!i.e.!"presumably!non,challenging!points!where!the!choice!of!translation!variants!is! limited! and! little! conscious! thought! expected"! (ibid.).! In!particular,!Rich!Points! in! the!source! text! can! be! assigned! to! five! categories! of! translation! problems:! (i)! linguistic!problems,! (ii)! textual! problems,! (iii)! extralinguistic! problems,! i.e.! relating! to! cultural!difference!or!subject!domain!knowledge,!(iv)!problems!of!intentionality,!i.e.!difficulties!in!understanding! ST! information! and! (v)! problems! relating! to! the! translation!brief! and/or!the!target,text!reader!(PACTE!2011b:!327).!Having! established! some! overlaps! between! the! underlying! concepts! of! terms! such! as!"problem",!"difficulty"!and!"uncertainty",!the!present!review!will!now!turn!to!illustrating!some!common!approaches!employed!in!the!study!or!description!of!translation!problems,!i.e.!product,oriented,!subject,oriented!and!process,oriented!approaches.!!
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2.3 PRODUCT,ORIENTED!APPROACH!A!product,oriented!perspective!on!translation!problems!can!be!taken!by!considering,!on!the! one! hand,! some! of! Kring's! primary! and! secondary! problem! indicators,! such! as!alternative! tentative! translation! equivalents! and! gaps! in! the! TT! resulting! from! a!participant!not!knowing!how! to! translate! certain!ST!units! and,! on! the!other,!Campbell's!indicators.! Campbell! (1999)! interpreted! source! text! difficulty! as! a! function! of! the!processing!effort!measured!by!looking!at!the!mean!number!of!alternate!renditions!of!the!same!item!by!different!translators!(i.e.!variability!in!the!target!text)!as!well!as!the!amount!of! editing! by! the! same! translator! e.g.! in! terms! of! additions! and! deletions! during! the!drafting!phase.!Difficulty!was! therefore! related! to! the! complexity!of! choices! available! to!the! translator! (Campbell! 2000:! 38).! His! investigation! also! introduced! the! concept! of!Choice! Network! Analysis! (CNA;! Campbell! 2000),! a! research!method! aimed! at! inferring!mental!processes!from!the!analysis!of!translations!of!the!same!source!texts!performed!by!multiple! subjects.! CNA! can! be! "useful! for! estimating! the! relative! difficulty! of! parts! of!source!texts",!where!difficulty! is!closely!related!to! the!number!of!nodes!and!branches! in!the! network! of! available! TL! choices! (2000:! 38).! Building! on! Campbell,! Dragsted! (2012)!conducted! a! study! to! correlate! observable! indicators! of! difficulty! in! translation! product!data! (target! text! variation! and! target! text! modifications)! and! process! data! (gaze! time,!regressions/refixations! and! pause! length)! and! concluded! that! "target! text! variation! is! a!reliable!predictor!of!difficulty!indicators!observable!in!process!data"!(Dragsted!2012:!95).!In! translation! pedagogy! in! particular,! translation! problems! have! been! discussed! both!
prospectively! (i.e.! predicted! on! the! basis! of! a! linguistic! analysis! of! the! source! text)! and!
retrospectively!through!error!analysis!of!the!target!language!text!(Krings!1986b:!266),!the!latter!to!be!covered!in!the!next!section.!
2.3.1 PROBLEMS!AS!ERRORS!!Uncertainty!management!has!been!assumed!to!reflect!translation!quality4!in!that!potential!correlations! exist! between! the! efficacy! of! uncertainty! management! and! the! number! of!errors! in!a! translation!and!can!be!revealed!by!error!analysis!(Angelone!&!Shreve!2011).!When! tested,! error!analysis!highlighted! that! the!professional! translator!did!not!produce!any! errors! as! opposed! to! a! bilingual! subject! and! two! students! with! different! mother!tongues.!Due!to!the!very!small!subject!sample,!no!firm!conclusions!can!be!established!on!the!basis!of!Angelone!and!Shreve's!study.!Nonetheless,!the!professional!translator's!profile!suggested!a!possible!correlation!between!the!absence!of!errors!and!a!higher!frequency!of!problem!recognition!behaviors.!Therefore,!problem!recognition!was!perceived!as!the!most!important!element!in!uncertainty!management!and!as!a!way!of!limiting!and!reducing!the!number!of!errors.!Problem! awareness! is! also! considered! as! a! prerequisite! for! strategic! competence! in!translation.! Similarly! to! the! previously! mentioned! findings,! in! PACTE! (2011a)! problem!awareness!is!directly!linked!to!the!absence!of!translation!errors,!the!number!of!translation!problems!solved!and!the!number!of!translation!errors!reflected!upon.!The!concept!of!translation!difficulty!(and!translation!problem)!is!therefore!closely!linked!to! that! of! translation! error! (Palumbo! 2008:! 5).! Translation! errors! in! turn! are! the!main!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!In!the!case!of!Angelone!and!Shreve!(2011)!"quality"!is!to!be!interpreted!as!the!absence!of!errors.!Quality!evaluation!was!performed!by!grading!translations!using!a!modified!version!of!the!error!encoding!framework!adopted!by!the!American!Translators!Association.!
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object! of! translation! evaluation! and! "can! first! of! all! be! seen! as! problems! which! the!translator!was!not!able!to!solve"!(Palumbo!2008:!47).!In!such!error,oriented!approaches!to!translation!problems,! the!main!focus! is!on!the!target!text,! to!be!compared!not!only!to!the! original! source! language! text! but! also! to! readers'! expectations.! Whatever! the!touchstone,! the! translation! product! remains! the! central! element! based! on! which!translation!problems!are!examined.!2.4 SUBJECT,ORIENTED!APPROACH!Most,! if! not! all,! empirical! studies! in! translation! need! at! least! one! subject! to!make! data!collection! possible! and! in! this! sense! the! subjects! (sometimes! referred! to! as! "research!participants")! play! a! central! role.! Some! researchers! have! shifted! the! focus! from! the!product!to!the!subject,!who!is!the!one!actually!experiencing!the!problem:![...]!a!translation!problem!is!considered!to!occur!when!a!subject!realizes!that,!at!a!given!point!in!time,!s/he!is!unable!to!transfer!or!to!transfer!adequately!a!source,language!text!segment!into!the!target,language!(Lörscher!1991a:!180).!Data! elicitation! in! this! case! can! take! many! different! forms,! the! most! obvious! being! a!translation!task.!A!number!of!different!data!elicitation!techniques!have!been!used!which!vary! from! direct! interaction! with! the! researcher! in! the! case! of! e.g.! interviews! to! more!sophisticated! monitoring! systems! such! as! eye,tracking.! This! section! is! concerned! with!those!studies!that!presuppose!a!direct!interaction!with!the!subjects!or!where!the!subject!is!"actively"!participating!in!data!collection.!Verbalizations!in!the!wide!sense!have!been!one!of!the!favored!methodologies!for!analysis.!They! draw! on! psycholinguistics! studies! and! have! been! used! from! the! early! days! of!translation! process! research.! Verbalizations! can! be! grouped! into! two! main! categories:!concurrent!verbalization!(i.e.!Think,Aloud!Protocols!or!TAPs;!e.g.!Krings!1986a,b;%Gerloff%1987;& Jääskeläinen& 1987)! and! retrospective! verbalization! (e.g.! Dragsted! 2004;! Enríquez!Raído!2011),!which!are!mostly!used!as!an!additional!data!elicitation!method!for!purposes!of!data!triangulation.!
2.4.1 DATA!ELICITATION!BASED!ON!Q&A!Q&A!as!a!data!elicitation!method!relies!on!the!direct! interaction!between!the!researcher!and!the!subject!and!its!most!frequent!realizations!are!interviews!or!questionnaires.!Unlike!TAPs,!it!generally!does!not!involve!multitasking!on!the!part!of!the!subject.!An!example!of!written! Q&A! is! the! questionnaire! on! translation! problems! used! by! the! PACTE! group!(2011a:!56),!aimed!at!studying!translation!competence!and!its!acquisition.!It!consisted!of!four!questions!and!inquired!e.g.!about!the!overall!degree!of!difficulty!of!the!text!perceived!by!the!participants!(from!very!easy!to!very!difficult).!Eventually,!the!translator!was!asked!to!provide!five!instances!of!problems!encountered!while!translating!and!for!each!problem,!four!additional!questions!were!asked.!The!collected!answers!became!the!main!data!source!for!the!identification!of!translation!problems,!though!at!times!researchers!had!to!interpret!vague!or!confusing!answers!in!order!to!categorize!them.!Overall,!![i]t!was!observed! that! it!was!difficult! for!subjects! to!explain! the!difficulties! they!encountered!given!the!procedural!cognitive!processes!involved!in!translation!and!the!automatisation!of!all!expert!knowledge!(PACTE!2011b:!334).!A!more!articulated!questionnaire!with!open,ended!and!closed!questions!was!submitted!by!Enríquez! Raído! to! her! students! (2011:!523,4).! In! the! problem,related! questions,! the!
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interviewee! was! asked! to! first! order! a! short! list! of! actions! (e.g.! Try! to! understand! the!meaning! of! the! word! from! the! context;!               Consult! a! bilingual! dictionary;!   Consult! a!monolingual!dictionary;!Try!to!express!the!same!idea!in!as!many!ways!as!possible!in!the!target! language)! according! to! their! likelihood! and! then! answer! true! or! false! statements!(e.g.! "The! main! problems! encountered! when! translating! non,specialized! texts! are!vocabulary!problems").!Questionnaires!together!with!interviews!were!also!one!of!the!three!main!data!sources!for!a! study!on! the!challenges!posed!by!multilingual! lawmaking!within! the!EU! (DGT!2010a).!The! questionnaires! were! filled! by! translators! and! lawyer! linguists! working! at! the!European! Commission,! Council! and! European! Parliament,! as! well! as! by! Member! State!coordinators.! In! the! present! review,! only! the! questionnaire! for! the! translation!departments!will!be!considered.!It!consisted!of!13!questions!which!did!not!explicitly!ask!about! translation! problems! but! touched! upon! scenarios! linked! to! translation! problems,!asking!for!example!whether!translators!were! in!contact!with!experts! for!clarifications!of!uncertain!terminology!and!what!approaches!translators!took! in!the!case!of!e.g.!outdated!or!foreign!language!expressions.!Questionnaires,! surveys! and! polls! can! be! considered! a! non,relational! type! of! data!elicitation! because! data! collection! does! not! require! the! physical! presence! of! the!researcher.! However,! they! cannot! be! considered! completely! non,mediated! in! that! the!structure! and! wording! of! the! questionnaire! can! reveal! the! researcher's! intent.!Alternatively,! relational! forms! of! Q&A! can! be! adopted! where! the! researcher! directly!interacts!with!the!subject!by!asking!questions!or!using!cues!to!trigger!responses.!This!can!be!the!case!of!Contextual!Inquiry!and!field!studies!in!general!(e.g.!Drugan!2004;!Désilets!et!
al.!2009;!Karamanis!et!al.!2010),!where!researchers!observe!the!subjects!in!their!authentic!working! environment! and! interact! with! them! whenever! needed.! Sometimes,! actual!interviews! (structured,! semi,structured,! tailored! or! informal)! are! carried! out.! For!example,!Désilets!et!al.!(2008a,b)!used!interviews!in!the!context!of!two!translation!tasks,!a!natural!task!and!a!controlled!one,!whilst!transcripts!provided!qualitative!and!quantitative!data!to!produce!a!list!of!translation!problems!of!professional!translators.!Questions!about!problems!are!also! found! in!Dragsted's!retrospective! interviews! to!both!professional!and!student! subjects! (i.e.! "Did! you! find! the! text! problematic?";! 2004:! 294ff.).! A!more! recent!example!of! interviews! can!be! found! in!Enríquez!Raído! (2011),!where!participants'!Web!search!behavior,!rather!than!translation!problems,!was!the!main!focus!of!attention.!In! the! case! of! Q&A! sessions,! data! interpretation! is! more! straightforward! because!researchers! do! not! need! to! interpret! the! answers! inferentially,! provided! the! questions!were! formulated! appropriately.! For! this! reason,! this! form! of! data! elicitation! possibly!produces! the!most!direct! type!of! results,! if!not! the!most!reliable,!and!can!be!used!as!an!additional! reference! to! confirm! results! about! translation! problems,! whenever! possible!and!appropriate,!as!pointed!out!by!Hvelplund!(2011:!225):!Retrospective! interviews!and!questionnaire!data,! for! example,!would!have!been!helpful!in!explaining!some!of!the!more!surprising!results.!For!instance,!they!could!have! explained!why! source! text! complexity! did! not! appear! to! have! an! effect! on!translators’! allocation! of! cognitive! resources.! Retrospective! data! might! have!revealed! that! the! translators! did! not! experience! any! difference! between! the!experimental!texts!with!respect!to!difficulty.!Because! experimental! results! depend! heavily! on! the! subjects,! comparisons! of! results!should!only!be!attempted!when!studies!present!comparable!experimental!conditions!and!involve! the! same! categories! of! subjects! (e.g.! student! vs.! professionals! or! novice! vs.!experts).! Unfortunately,! this! is! not! always! possible.! For! example,! early! studies! in!
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translation! process! research! relied! on! advanced! language! learners!while! recent! studies!have! become! much! stricter! in! the! selection! criteria! for! subjects! (e.g.! Martín,Mor!2011:!104ff.).! Other! studies! have! focused! on! the! didactics! of! translation! and! the!acquisition!of! translation! competence! and! therefore! focus! on! the! student!population.! In!principle,!the!present!study!is!concerned!with!professional!translators!only!and!shall!not!attempt!to!compare!students'!and!professionals'!performances,!whilst!the!overview!in!this!chapter!is!concerned!not!so!much!on!the!results!of!each!empirical!study!but!rather!on!the!different! theoretical! and! empirical! approaches! as! well! as! the! methodologies! used! for!studying!translation!problems.!2.5 PROCESS,ORIENTED!APPROACH!Research! on! the! process! of! translation! started! in! the!mid,1980s! and! is! still! very! active!with! new! technologies! and! methodological! approaches! being! introduced! or! borrowed!from!other!disciplines.!Overall,! three!main!stages! in!translation!process!research!can!be!identified.!The!first!covers!the!decade!between!the!mid,1980s!and!the!mid!1990s,!when!verbal!protocols!were!the!main!approach!chosen!to!tap!into!the!translators'!black!box.!In!the! late! 1990s,! a! new! era! began! with! the! introduction! of! keystroke! logging! to! study!patterns! of! target! text! production! at! a! very!minute! level.! This! phase! is! still! very!much!ongoing!but!from!the!mid,2000s!a!further!branching!in!translation!process!research!was!started!when!the!eye,tracking!methodology!was!applied!to!the!study!of!translation.!With!all! these! different! data! types! available,! the! practice! of! triangulating! translation! process!data!has!established!itself:!Assuming! that! navigating! through! uncharted! waters! requires! several! location!points! to!establish!one's!position,!and! taking!examples! from!the!Social!Sciences,![researchers]! focus! on! the! need! to! apply! several! instruments! of! data! gathering!and! analysis! in! their! attempts! to! throw! light! on! the! nature! of! the! process! of!translation,! and! mainly! on! issues! related! to! their! inferential! behavior,!intersubjectivity,! competence,! segmentation,! time! pressure,! dictionary! use,! and!the!novice,expert!interface!(Alves!2003:!vii).!The! following! sub,sections! present! approaches! and! findings! from! process! studies! that!relied! on! experiments,! rather! than! interviews,! to! elicit! process! data.! None! of! the!experiments! would! have! been! possible! without! research! participants.! The! role! of! the!subjects! is! still! paramount! but! the! type! of! interactions! with! the! researchers! differ!considerably! from! the! previously! described! scenario! in! that! the! analysis! is!much!more!focused!on!the!unfolding!of!a!translation!assignment!rather!than!on!a!global!(or!punctual)!assessment!of!a!task.!
2.5.1 STUDYING!PROBLEMS!WITH!CONCURRENT!VERBALIZATIONS!!Concurrent!verbalizations,!also!known!as!Think!Aloud!Protocols!(TAPs),!have!been!widely!used! in! translation! process! studies! since! the! mid,1980s.! The! main! purpose! of! this!approach!is!to!gain!insights!into!the!cognitive!processing!in!a!person's!brain!while!s/he!is!translating!but!also!to!find!out!about!other!translation,related!questions,!such!as!the!size!of! the! translation! unit.! Despite! being! a! form! of! verbalization,! TAPs! differ! from!retrospective! interviews! because! they! are! elicited! simultaneously!while! performing! the!main!experimental!task,!as!opposed!to!post,task!elicitation.!A!lot!has!been!written!about!TAPs! as! a! research!method! (e.g.! Fraser! 1996;!Bernardini! 2001;! Jääskeläinen!2002)! and!their! practical! implications,! including! criticisms! about! the! validity! of! the! results! which!Enríquez! Raído! (2011:! 100)! summarizes! in! terms! of! completeness! of! the! reports,! their!
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effects! on! cognitive! processes5!and! the! ecological! validity! of! the! experimental! setting.!Similar! feedback! also! comes!directly! from! the!participants.!One! example! is! provided!by!Lauffer! (2002:! 65)! describing! the! outcome! of! her! experiment! with! professional!translators:!I! asked! why! he! had! not! verbalized! and! he! replied! that! he! had! found! it! very!difficult! and! that!having! to! think! about! talking!while! translating! took!him!away!from! the! actual! work.! Interestingly,! the! third! translator! who! felt! more!comfortable!thinking!aloud!once!said!“I’m!not!talking!at!all!now.!I!could!talk!more!but!that!would!slow!me!down!and!it!doesn’t!feel!normal.”!However,! TAPs!have! also! provided!useful! insights! into! the! processes! of! translation! at! a!time!when!no!alternative!methods!were!available.!Today,! introspective!methods!are!still!used! in! research! projects! (e.g.! the! TransComp! project;! Göpferich! 2010)! but! instead! of!being!the!main!source!of!data!elicitation,! they!serve!as!complements!to!other!data!types!for!triangulation!purposes.!In!the!case!of!TAPs,!the!experimental!setup!and!in!particular!the!choice!of!subjects!is!very!diversified! and! existing! labels! to! characterize! subject! groups,! such! as! "professional!translators",!"expert!translators",!"novice",!"advanced!student",!"semi,professional",!could!be!discussed!at!length6.!As!extensive!reviews!on!existing!TAP!studies!are!already!available!(Enríquez!Raído!2011;! Jääskeläinen!2011),!no!attempt!will!be!made!here! to!produce!an!additional!overview!of!the!existing!literature.!As!with!the!previous!sections,!the!focus!still!remains!on!the!use!of!TAPs!as!a!method!for!the!analysis!of!translation!problems!as!they!unfold.!In! his! pioneering! study,! Krings! (1986a:! 188)! reported! that! 90%! of! his! subjects'!verbalizations! were! connected! with! problematic! items.! This! can! be! justified! by! the!ensuing!notion!that!subjects!can!only!report!on!what!is!in!their!focus!of!attention:!![I]t! is! only! information! stored! in! the! short,term! memory! which! can! be!externalized,! and! which,! by! definition,! is! in! the! individual's! focus! of! attention.!There! is! no! way! of! getting! information! [read:! verbalizations]! about! mental!processes!which!are!not!given!cognitive!attention!(Lörscher!1991b:!75).!In! particular,! Krings! identified! 454! single! translation! problems! from! the! think,aloud!protocols,!which!proved!to!be!the!most!important!single!feature!of!the!translation!process!(Krings!1987:!168,9).!Similarly,!one!of!Lörscher's!(1986:!279)!categories!of!analysis!was!the! verbalization! of! a! translational! problem,! i.e.! "[a]! subject! verbalizes! a! problem!connected!with!the!translation!of!an!SL!text!segment!into!TL.!Translational!problems!are!verbalized!either!before!or!during!the!search!for!their!solution".!Both!Lörscher!and!Krings!found! hardly! any! thinking,aloud! during! unconscious! (i.e.! automatic)! phases! of! the!translation! process! and! Jääskeläinen) and) Tirkkonen,Condit! (1991)! found! that! the!verbalized! problems! changed! according! to! the! level! of! translation! competence.! Later!experiments!(e.g.!Lauffer!2002;!Buchweitz!&!Alves!2006)!showed!that!the!non,vocalized!information!(or!at! least!part!of! it)!could!be!elicited!using!retrospective! interviews!while!showing! a! playback! of! the! task! previously! recorded! via! a! screen,recording! software.! In!particular,!![i]f!a!segment!of!the!text!(a!word,!a!phrase,!or!even!a!full!sentence)!is!instantiated!in! the! verbalization! of! the! participants,! it! represents! a! possible! problem! faced!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!See!Jääskeläinen!(1999:!151,158);!Jakobsen!(2003);!Krings!(2001).!6!For!a!comprehensive!discussion!on!the!concept!of!expertise!in!translation!and!its!operational!definitions,!see!Jääskeläinen!(2010).!
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during! translation! that! required!more!decisive!action,! and!as! such! is!burned!on!the!memory!of!participants!and!recalled! in! the! think,alouds!(Buchweitz!&!Alves!2006:!249).!Ultimately,!implementing!TAPs!to!study!translation!problems!has!often!meant!looking!for!Krings'!primary!and!secondary! indicators! in! the!verbal!protocols!and! task!recordings!of!experiments!(1986:!121).!Krings'!primary!indicators!are!(1)!explicit!or!implicit!utterances!by!means!of!which!the!participants!manifest!a!translation!problem;!(2)!consultation!of!a!source!of!reference;!and!(3)!gaps!in!the!TT!resulting!from!a!problem!with!certain!ST!units.!Secondary!indicators!are!(i)!competing!translation!equivalents;!(ii)!changes!in!the!target!text! manuscript;! (iii)! underlinings! in! the! source! text;! (iv)! negative! evaluations! of! the!target! version;! (v)! metaproblematisation;! (vi)! unfilled! pauses! of! more! than! 3! seconds;!(vii)! paralinguistic! indicators;! (viii)! lack! of! a! primary! equivalent! association.! Broadly!speaking,!these!indicators!can!be!grouped!according!to!two!focal!points:!the!translator!(i.e.!the!subject)!and!the!target!text!(i.e.!the!product).!In!his!analysis,!Krings!classified!an!item!as!translation!problem!if!at!least!one!primary!or!two!secondary!indicators!were!found.!Other! studies! that! used! TAPs! to! investigate! translation! problems! focused! on! subtitling!(Kovačič! 2000)! and! the! characterization! of! expertise! (Jarvella! et!al.! 2002).! Both! studies!used!TAPs!in!combination!with!other!methodologies!and!produced!an!ad!hoc!classification!of!problems,!one!specific!for!subtitling!problems,!the!other!distinguishing!four!degrees!of!problem!difficulty.!The!assessment!of!the!degree!of!difficulty!was!based!on!a!"combination!of!pauses,!repetitions!of!source!and!target!text,!returns!made!to!problems,!the!quantity!of!verbalization!produced!relating!to!a!problem![and]!verbal!cues"!(Jarvella!et!al.!2002:!189).!Eventually,! both! studies! reported! a! limited! amount! of! verbalizations! and! results! were!obtained!by! combining! concurrent!verbalizations!with! the!other!methodologies,! such!as!key,logging! and! retrospective! interviews.! A! comparative! study! between! concurrent!verbalization!(TAPs)!and!cue,based!retrospective!verbal!protocols!(RVPs)!highlighted!that!explicit! information! about! the! use! of! resources! and! reflections! about! strategies!and! dealing! with! translation! problems! might! be! more! accessible! with! RVPs!(Ehrensberger,Dow!&!Künzli!2010:!130).!In! particular,! Ehrensberger,Dow!and!Künzli! found!RVPs! (to! some! extent! comparable! to!Contextual! Inquiry)!more!suited! to! investigate! the!process!of!professional! translators! in!their! normal! work! setting,! whereas! Hvelplund! (2011:! 225)! noted! that! retrospective!interviews!and!questionnaire!data!would!help!explaining!some!surprising!results!of!eye,tracking!and!key,logging.!In!sum,!TAPs!have!provided!useful! insights! into!some!aspects!of! the! translation!process!but!are!probably!not!the!best!methodology!to!systematically!study!translation!problems.!A!complementary!approach! that! can!produce!more!easily!quantifiable!data! is!provided!by!pause!analysis.!
2.5.2 PAUSES!AS!MANIFESTATIONS!OF!PROBLEMS!Pauses! play! an! important! role! in! the! study! of! translation! process! using! TAPs.! Unfilled!pauses,! for! instance,! were! used! by! Krings! (1986a,b)! as! secondary! indicators! for! a!translation!problem.!Similarly,!Lörscher!(1986:!279)!used!pauses!to!possibly!identify!one!of!his!categories!of!analysis,!i.e.!the!realization!of!a!translation!problem:!To!the!analyst![the!realization!of!a!translation!problem]!is!very!often!perceivable!by!a!pause!and/or!hesitation!during!the!production!of!the!TL!text.![…]!Of!course,!not! every!pause!or!hesitation!necessarily! indicates! a! translational!problem.!The!
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mental!organization!of!SL!test!segments!as!well!as!problems!in!SL!text!reception!can!lead!to!pauses!and!hesitation.!!Before! Krings'! primary! and! secondary! indicators,! Færch! (1984:! 60ff.! in! Lörscher!1991:!63)!distinguished!between!implicit!and!explicit!(strategy)! indicators,!pauses!being!listed!in!the!implicit!group!as!opposed!to!a!verbalization!that!constituted!an!explicit!type!of! indicator.! One! caveat!with! the! existing! indicators!was! pointed! out! by! Lörscher,! who!warned!that![i]ndicators! are! only! constituted! by! the! analyst's! interpretive! approach! to! the!data.![…][They]!are!not!strategy!or!problem!indicators!by!themselves!but!potential!indicators.!In!the!process!of!interpretive!reconstruction!they!can!be!interpreted!as!being! strategy! or! problem! indicators! by! the! analyst! (1991:! 65;! emphasis! in! the!original).!After!keystroke! logging!was! introduced! in! translation!process!research!with!Translog! in!19997,! a! new! perspective! on! translation! problems! became! possible.! Translog! logs! the!typing! activity! of! translators! and! provides! researchers!with! a! new! data! type! that,! once!analyzed! and! interpreted,! gives! new! empirical! insights! into! many! aspects! of! the!translation! task! (e.g.! the! comparison! between! experts! and! novices)! and! the! translation!process! alike,! such! as! revision,! memory! constraints! and! shifts! in! attention.! For! the!purpose!of!the!present!overview,!the!focus!will!be!on!segmentation,!and!in!particular!on!pauses.! Building! on! Krings! (1986a,b),! pauses! have! been! linked! to! the! employment! of!translation!strategies!to!solve!translation!problems,!so!that!the!slower!the!production!of!the!TT!due!to!the!number!and!length!of!pauses,!the!more!problematic!the!text!is!assumed!to! be! (Dragsted! 2005:!50).! In! particular,! Dragsted's! experiment! compared! translation!students!and!professional!translators!translating!texts!of!various!levels!of!difficulty.!Both!groups!were! slowed!down! considerably!when! translating! the!more!difficult! text,! due! to!longer!pauses.!Dragsted! (2004,!2005)!used!pause!patterns! to! study! the!segmentation!of!the!source!text!in!Translation!Units!(TU),!whose!length!was!expected!to!vary!according!to!the! level! of!difficulty! encountered,! i.e.! the!more!difficult! the! source! text,! the! shorter! the!TUs.!The!difficult!text!often!had!segment!length!reduced!to!one!word,!which!"shows!that!the! presence! of! a! difficult! item! in! the! source! text! and! the! retrieval! of! the! information!required!to!solve!the!problem,!took!up!practically!all!the!WM![working!memory]!capacity"!(Dragsted!2005:!57,8),!possibly!because!the!information!processing!system!can!only!focus!on! one! thing! at! a! time!when! solving! a! problem! (Newell! &! Simon! 1972:! 89! in! Dragsted!2005:!50).!In!a!study!on!directionality!and!recursiveness!(i.e.!"on,line"!revision!of!a!text8),!translation!into!an!L2!resulted!overall!more!difficult!(i.e.!more!time,consuming,!resulting!in! a! greater! number! of! segments! and! requiring!more! revision)!while! segment! and! TAP!analysis! highlighted! that! the! focus!was! frequently! on!words! (Buchweitz!&!Alves! 2006).!Jakobsen!(2005)!studied!the!segmentation!patterns!of!expert!translators!by!analyzing!the!occurrences!and!distribution!of!pauses!and!suggested!how!to!use!this!approach!to!identify!the!kind!of!cognitive!activity!going!on!at!any!given!moment.! Irrespective!of! the!problem!and!the!cognitive!rhythm!(which!is!linked!to!the!level!of!expertise),!target!text!production!was!again!slowed!down!when!translators!struggled,! though!the!specific! type!of!problem!(e.g.!reception!problems,!L2,problems)!would!affect!the!delay!in!different!ways!(Jakobsen!2005:!181,!187).! In!other!words,!"the!main!obstacle!to!fluent!translation!is! frequently!to!do!with!a!local,!e.g.!semantic,!problem!occurring!unpredictably"!(Carl!et!al.!2008a:!116).!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7!For!an!overview!of!existing!studies!conducted!using!Translog,!see!Schou!et!al.!(2009).!8!For!the!concepts!of!"on,line"!and!"off,line"!see!Section!2.2,!note!2.!
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Although! translation! process! research! made! a! considerable! step! forward! after! the!introduction!of!Translog,!there!were!still!several!pending!questions!regarding!the!type!of!processing!taking!place!during!pauses,!e.g.!reading,!interpreting!the!ST,!considering!target!text! alternatives! or! checking! the! TT! (Mees! 2009:! 28).! This! is! when! eye,tracking! as! an!additional!type!of!data!elicitation!methodology!was!introduced!to!complement!data!from!key,logging.! Pause! patterns! could! be! identified! by! considering! the! number! and! the!duration!of!fixations!which,!in!turn,!were!linked!to!ongoing!cognitive!processing!due!to!the!eye,mind! assumption,! i.e.! "there! is! no! applicable! lag! between!what! is! being! fixated! and!what!is!being!processed"!(Just!&!Carpenter!1980:!331!in!Hvelplund!2011:!68).!In!addition!to!global!data!on!fixations,!measurements!of!pupil!dilation!can!be!added!as!an!additional!variable!to!measure!cognitive!effort!(e.g.%Pavlović%&%Jensen%2009;!Hvelplund!2011).!!With! both! keystroke! logging! and! eye,tracking! being! used! jointly! in! experiments,! a! new!method!for!investigating!human!translation!was!established,!which!produced!increasingly!larger!volumes!of!data!related!to!keyboard!activity!and!eye!movements!(Carl!et!al.!2008b:!21),!termed!User!Activity!Data!(UAD).!More!generally,!the!notion!of!UAD!is!taken!to!!subsume!any!kind!of!data!which!is!consulted!or!generated!by!a!translator!during!(or! in! context! with)! a! translation! session.! […]! UAD! relates! spatial,! i.e.! textual,!product!data!with!temporal!process!data!(Carl!&!Jakobsen!2009:!126).!In!this!new!UAD!perspective,!translation!pauses!were!not!just!characterized!by!absence!of!keyboard!activity,!as!in!"pure"!keystroke!logging,!but!also!by!the!exclusive!occurrence!of!fixations!(Carl!2009a).!The!underlying!idea!is!to!"link!basic!translation!concepts!i.e.!major!building! blocks! of!mental! representation,! with! patterns! of! UAD! to! detect! factors!which!contribute! to! the!problems!which! translators! face!during! their!work"! (Carl!et!al.!2008b:!26).! In! particular,! researchers! hope! to! find! a! way! to! determine! the! specific! cause! of! a!translation!pause,!e.g.!unknown!terminology!or!a!more!complicated!understanding!and/or!translating!problem!(Carl!2009)!by! triangulating!micro,level!data!(e.g.!UAD)!and!macro,level!data!(e.g.!verbal!protocols).!A! critical! element! in! the! analysis! of! pauses! is! the! cut,off! length! to! determine! process!boundaries,!i.e.!pause!duration!to!identify!interruptions!in!the!typing!or!verbalization!flow!and!(long)!fixations.!The!chosen!time!delay!will!mark!the!processing!units!to!be!analyzed.!Pause!cut,off! length!can!vary!between!one!second!(Krings!2001:!210),!one/two!seconds!(Dragsted! 2004:! 103)9,! three! seconds! (Krings! 1986:! 121)! or! five! seconds! (Buchweitz!&!Alves!2006:!249,!Alves!&!Vale!2009:!257)!and!will!affect! the!nature!of! the!segmentation!unit! and! the!way! statistics! are! calculated.! However,! this! cut,off! length! cannot! be! easily!defined,!though![t]here! is! agreement! among! most! researchers! that! considering! very! short!interruptions! as!pauses!would! lead! to! the! identification!of! automatic! processes,!corrections! of! typos! or! other! instances! of! on,line! text! production! in! which! no!conscious! problem,solving! and/or! decision,making! takes! place! (Alves! &! Vale!2009:!255).!Once!pauses!have!been!mapped,!researchers!can!try!to!establish!what!type!of!pause!each!instance! represents.!Alves!and!Vale! (2009:!257)!distinguish!between! four!main! types!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9!In!her!study,!Dragsted!compared!students!and!professionals!and!found!an!approximate!pause!length!of!1.5!seconds!for!all!subjects.!However,!the!pause!unit!value!was!eventually!adjusted!according!to!the!characteristics!of!the!subjects!(e.g.!typing!speed!and!processing!speed)!to!account!for!inter,group!variations:!a!pause!unit!value!of!1!second!was!used!for!the!group!of!professionals,!whereas!for!the!students,!a!pause!of!two!seconds!applied!(2004:!100,103).!
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pauses:! (i)! planning,! (ii)! searching! for! a! translation! alternative,! (iii)! assessment! of! the!previous!production!and! (iv)!beginning!of!a!new!reading!phase.!A! comparative! study!of!the! writing! processes! for! translation! and! monolingual! text! production! presents! three!main! interpretations! for! pauses! in! normal! text! production,! i.e.! indication! of! mental!organization,!problem,solving!or! the!beginning!of!a!new!cognitive!unit! (Immonen!2006:!315),! which! clearly! overlap! with! the! types! listed! for! translation.! However,! "[a]s! the!production! of! a!written! text! is! a! highly! complex! activity! and! the! outcome! of! numerous!cognitive! processes,! it! is! difficult! to! determine! any! one! cause! to! be! responsible! for! a!certain! pause"! (Immonen! &! Mäkisalo! 2010:!46).! A! systematic! pause! analysis! has! been!attempted! to! gain! further! insights! into! the! role! of! pauses! in! translation! which! had!generally! only! been! used! for! segmentation! purposes! (Immonen! &! Mäkisalo! 2010:! 49).!Pauses! were! first! examined! based! on! their! location! and! duration! at! the! boundaries! of!linguistic!units10!(Immonen!2006).!Next,!the!correlation!between!syntactic!units!(e.g.!type!and!function!of!phrases,!clauses)!and!pause!time!distribution!was!investigated!(Immonen!&!Mäkisalo!2010).!Surprisingly,!pause!time!distribution!changed!according!to!the!size!and!nature!of!the!linguistic!units!being!processed!(2010:!57).!In!particular,!pause!processing!in!translation! was! intensified! for! smaller! units! and! reduced! for! larger! units! compared! to!monolingual! text!production.!This!was!explained!by!considering! that!at! textual! level!not!much!processing! is!required!because!the!"paragraph!and!sentence!structure![…]! is!often!copied!from!the!source!text"!(Immonen!&!Mäkisalo!2010:!60).!In!translation,!the!focus!is!often! on! the! lexical! level! which! seems! confirmed! by! the! finding! that! pauses! preceding!noun! phrases! were! generally! longer! than! pauses! before! verb! phrases.! In! addition,!translation! of! noun! phrases! seems! characterized! by! a! form! of! writing! strategy11!where!writing! begins! before! processing! is! completed! which! results! in! longer! phrase! medial!pauses.! Further! research! showed! that! processing! in! translation! cannot! be! predicted! by!analyzing!monolingual! text!production.!The!two!writing!processes!differ! the!most!at! the!level!of!syntactic!processing,!bearing!in!mind!considerable!inter,subjective!variation.!The!most! common!pattern! in! translation!was! the!processing!of!words!as!units!of! their!own,!separated!from!phrases!and!clauses!that!constituted!a!separate!unit.! In!other!words,! the!processing!of!phrases!differs!significantly!from!the!processing!of!words!but!not!so!much!from! the! processing! of! clauses,! suggesting! that! in! translation! the! processing! of! short!phrases!and!words! is!emphasized,!possibly!due!to! the!search! for!equivalence!(Immonen!2011:! 244,6,! 251).! One! special! case! are! compound! words! that,! being! multiword!constructions,! could! in! fact! be! considered! between! words! and! phrases! and! become!another! element! on! which! the! emphasis! of! word! processing! is! placed! (Immonen!2011:!250,1).!Key,logging!and!eye,tracking!(possibly!complemented!by!retrospective!verbal!protocols)!have!become!the!new!standard!in!translation!process!research.!These!methodologies!de,compose!a!translation!event!(a!complex!event)!into!simple!minimal!events!such!as!reading!and! writing! logged! at! the! level! of! milliseconds;! thanks! to! UAD,! the! evolution! of! a!translation!task!can!be!tracked!over!time.!Other!methodologies,!such!as!TAPs,!interviews!and!screen!recording!focus!more!on!the!macro,level!of!the!translation!task.!Triangulation!(Alves! 2003),! a! de! facto! paradigm! in! current! translation! process! research,! has! brought!together! these! two! levels! of! analysis,! given! better! insights! into! several! aspects! of! the!translation!process!and!created!a!sounder!basis!for!discussing!experimental!findings.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10!Location!is!here!intended!to!mean!(in!ascending!order):!character,!syllable,!compound!word,!word,!phrase,!subordinate!clause,!main!clause,!sentence!and!paragraph.!11!The!other!strategy!in!written!text!production!consists!in!pausing!"long!enough!to!process!the!intended!portion!of!text!before!starting!to!write"!(2010:!60).!These!strategies!are!two!ways!to!control!working!memory!overload!(Immonen!2011:!236).!
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2.6 TRANSLATION!AS!PROBLEM!SOLVING!In!the!previous!sections,!several!references!were!made!to!translation!as!a!problem,solving!activity! where! translation! strategies! are! employed! more! or! less! systematically.! This!section! aims! to! present! a! more! focused! account! of! the! problem,solving! nature! of! the!translation!task.!The! view! of! translation! as! a! problem,solving! and! decision,making! activity! is! widely!accepted!in!Translation!Studies!but!perspectives!on!the!concept!of!"strategy"!vary!greatly!(Palumbo!2009:!131,2)!and!can!be!used!in!the!sense!of!either!conscious!(overt!tactics)!or!unconscious!procedures!(mental!procedures)!(Séguinot!1991:!82).!This!overview!takes!a!descriptive! approach! toward! the! concept! of! translation! strategy! and! considers! it! in! a!narrower!perspective,!i.e.!linked!to!the!concept!of!"problem":!A! translation! strategy! thus! becomes! a! procedure! or! method! used! to! solve! a!particular! kind! of! problem! posed! by! the! text! to! be! translated! or! linked! to! the!translation!task!(Palumbo!2009:!132).!From!this!definition,!translation!strategies!could!be!said!to!refer!to!conscious!procedures!of!problem!solving.!However,!such!a!conclusion!is!probably!too!far,fetched,!as!testified!by!Krings'!(1986:!268b)!definition!of!translation!strategies!as!"potentially!conscious!plans!for!solving! a! translation! problem"! (emphasis! added)! and! considering! Kiraly's! (1995:! 105)!contention! that! "[s]trategies! do! not! solve! translation! problems;! they! are! merely! plans!carried!out!in!an!attempt!to!solve!problems"!(emphasis!added).!A!point!to!clear!up!about!the! conscious! character! of! translation! strategies! is! the! relationship! between! task!automatization! and! problem! solving.! If! strategies! for! handling! translation! problems! are!conscious,! then! they!should!not!occur! in! the!automatized!stretches!of!a! translation! task.!Krings'!observation!seems!to!speak!in!favor!of!conscious!strategies:!"Strategies!emerge!as!soon!as!the!translation!cannot!be!carried!out!automatically"!(1986:!268b).!!Different! kinds! of! strategies! are! used! for! different! kinds! of! problems! related! to! the!translation! task.! In! a! broader! view,! problems! can! include! "detecting! properties! of! the!source!and!target!audiences,!determining!the!extent!of!the!translation!brief,!designing!the!structure! of! the! translated! document,! etc."! (Sharoff! 2006).! The! most! frequent! type! of!problem! is! however! linked! to! the! choice! of! the! appropriate! target! language! version! for!rendering! the! source! words! and! concepts,! which! brings! to! mind! Pym's! binary! and!minimalist! view! of! translation! competence! (2003:! 489).! In! particular,! problem,solving!activity! is! understood! as! "information! processing! aimed! at! solving! a! specific! and!identifiable! translation! problem"! (Jensen! &! Jakobsen! 2000:! 111).! Problem,solving!strategies!have!been!categorized!in!many!ways!(e.g.!search!strategies,!creativity!strategies!and!textual!strategies;!Chesterman!&!Wagner!2002:!57)!and!pertaining!to!different!levels,!e.g.!global!and!local!strategies!(Jääskeläinen*1993),!but!strategy!concepts!are!often!flawed!because!the!underlying!notion!of!problem!is!too!vague:!What! the! authors! consider! to! be! a! problem! often! is! not! made! explicit.!Nonetheless,! an! implicit! use! of! the! term! ‘problem’! in! a! colloquial! sense! can! be!detected!(Lörscher!1991a:!79).!Experimental!studies!highlighted!varying!translation!behaviors!with!regard!to!strategies.!In! particular,! Sharoff! et! al.! (2006:! 743)! found! that! for! the! majority! of! problems,!translators! preferred! very! different! translation! solutions.! Translators! were! found! to!switch!strategies!based!on!the!interplay!between!memory!constraints!and!the!difficulties!encountered! in! the! source! text! (Séguinot! 1989:! 33,34).! For! example,! Krings!(1986b:!268ff.)! identified! five! main! strategies! involved! in! problem! solving:!
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comprehension! strategies,! strategies! of! equivalent! retrieval,! strategies! of! equivalent!monitoring,!strategies!of!decision,making!and!strategies!of!reduction.!For!the!purpose!of!the! present! review,! only! the! "comprehension! strategies"! will! be! considered,! which!originate! from!a! comprehension!problem.!The! two! subtypes! are! (i)! inferencing! and! (ii)!the!use!of!reference!books12.!The!latter!comprises!further!sub,types!of!strategies!for!the!use!of!reference!books,!a!very!frequent!one!being!a!word!look,up!in!a!bilingual!dictionary!and! a! subsequent! check! for! appropriateness! in! a! monolingual! dictionary.! Inferencing!strategies,!on!the!other!hand,!were!used!when!no!support!was!available!or!the!search!was!unsuccessful.! Interestingly,! inferencing! strategies! turned! out! to! be! non! translation,specific! and!matched! inferencing! used! in! ordinary! text! comprehension! (Krings! 1986b:!270).!A! more! precise! framing! of! the! span! of! a! translation! strategy! is! proposed! by! Lörscher!(2005:!599),!who!contends!that![…]!translation!strategies!have!their!starting,point!in!the!realization!of!a!problem!by! a! subject,! and! their! termination! in! a! (possibly! preliminary)! solution! to! the!problem! or! in! the! subject's! realization! of! the! insolubility! of! the! problem! at! the!given!point!in!time.!!The!concept!of!translation!strategies!as!solution!to!a!problem!is!in!line!with!the!view!put!forward! by! Chesterman! (1997:! 89)! and! endorsed! by! Tirkkonen,Condit! (2000).! The!starting!point!of!a!strategy!as!well!as! the! translation!process! is!one!or!more! translation!problems! or! obstacles! that! interfere!with! the! natural! progress! of! the! translation.! If! the!process!of!translation!can!be!interrupted!by!obstacles!and!problems,!there!must!be!also!sequences!of! a!different!kind! in!a! translation! that!Mondahl! and! Jensen! (1996:!102)! call!
spontaneous!sequences!as!opposed!to!problem!sequences.!The!former!are!characterized!by!automatized! uninterrupted! behavior,! the! latter! by! stops! and! hesitations.! Mondahl! and!Jensen! derive! problem! indicators! from! TAPs! collected! from! adult! language! learners!working!into!their!L2.!Spontaneous!sequences!did!not!contain!any!(overt)!problem!signs!such!as!verbalizations,!stops!and!interruptions!or!any!sign!of!problem,solving!strategies.!On! the! other! hand,! problem! sequences! could! be! identified! not! just! through! direct!verbalization!but!also!through!a!series!of!secondary!indicators,!i.e.!competing!translation!suggestions! for! the! same! SL! part,! underlinings! of! ST! elements,! dissatisfaction!with! the!chosen!translation,!corrections!and!pauses.!Once!the!starting!and!end!points!of!a!strategy!have!been!established,!a!categorization!of!any! additional! activity! taking! place! in! between! can! be! useful! to! map! the! translation!process.! Lörscher! (1991a:! 107ff.,! 2005:! 599,600)! identified! two! hierarchical! levels:! the!lower! level! containing! the! elements! of! translation! strategies,! i.e.! the! smallest! discrete!problem,solving! steps,! and! the! second! level! capturing! the!manifestations! of! translation!
strategies.!No!matter!how!complex!a!translation!strategy!may!be,!it!can!be!broken!down!into! basic! structures! that! in! turn! can! grow! into! expanded! structures! and! complex!structures.!Expanded!structures!occur!when!one!element!of!a!strategy!is!repeated!whereas!
complex!translation!structures!originate! from!the!union!of!a!basic!an!expanded!strategy.!Five!types!of!basic!structures!are!listed:!(i)!recognition!of!a!problem,!(ii)!searching!for!a!solution,!(iii)!verbalization!of!the!problem,!(iv)!searching!and!verbalizing!together!and!(v)!a!splitting,up!structure!(i.e.!when!a!problem!is!too!complex!to!be!solved!as!a!whole!so!the!subject!splits!it!smaller!parts!to!be!addressed!separately).!Some!of!these!structures!are!in!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12!The!examples!provided!obviously!refer!to!the!main!forms!of!translation!support!available!at!the!time!of!Krings'!study.!However,!the!type!of!resource!can!be!easily!updated!to!match!current!forms!of!support.!
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fact!not!relevant!to!the!present!analysis!because!no!verbal!protocols!have!been!recorded.!However!a!search!instance!in!a!concordancer!can!clearly!represent!an!instance!of!type!(ii)!which! necessarily! follows! type! (i)! for! the! very! fact! that! the! translator! left! the! editing!environment!to!consult!a!translation!resource;!type!(v)!is!also!plausible!but!the!question!remains!as!to!whether!it!can!be!successfully!recognized.!In! a! more! cognitive! perspective,! Dragsted! (2004:! 55ff.)! has! developed! an! approach! to!problem,solving! that! used! the! concept! of! subject,dependent! "problem! space",! i.e.! "a!person's! internal! (mental)! representation! of! a! problem,! and! the! place!where! problem,solving!activity!takes!place"!(2004:!55).!The!ability!to!find!solutions!to!a!problem!is!linked!to! the! "intelligence"! (and! expertise)! of! the! problem! solver! which! determines! the! goal,directed! activity.! The! activities! going! on! in! the! problem! space! are! "a! selective! search!through!the!possible!TL!items!and!structures![…]!until!the!most!appropriate!solution![…]!has!been!found"!(2004:!55).!When!discussing!human!problem!solving,!Newell!and!Simon!(1972:!88! in!Dragsted!2004:!55,6)!presented!it!as!a!serial! task:! first!a!representation!of!the!problem!is!produced,!then!a!method!for!solving!it!is!selected!and!finally!the!method!is!applied.!If!no!solution!is!found,!the!process!repeats!itself!with!the!limitation!that!only!one!method! is! activated! at! a! time.! As! all! attention! is! geared! towards! the! problem! solving!activity,! in! translation! "[i]t! can! thus! further! be! expected! that! the! number! of! items! in! a!translation! unit! will! be! limited! to! comprising! only! the! problematic! item"! (Dragsted!2004:!56).!Comparisons! between! professional! and! non,professional! translators! have! highlighted!that!the!former!engage!in!more!problem,solving!activities!(Jääskeläinen!1999;!Hvelplund!2011:!23)!but! the!amount!of!problem,solving!activity! turned!out! to!be!affected!by! time!constraints!(Jensen!&!Jakobsen!2000).!In!addition!to!the!approaches!discussed!here,!other!methods! have! been! employed! to! identify! problem,solving! activities.! By! combining! eye,tracking! and! keystroke! logging,! the! eyeAkey! span! measure! has! been! introduced! which!refers! to! the! time! span! between! looking! at! a! ST!word! and! producing! its! TT! equivalent!(fixation,to,production! span)! (Dragsted! &! Hansen! 2008:! 10,19).! Problem! words! have!been!connected!with!longer!eye,key!spans!and!this!measure!has!therefore!been!claimed!to! be! an! indicator! of! problem,solving! activity! and! greater! processing! effort! (Hvelplund!2011:! 29).! Screen! recording! (e.g.! Göpferich! 2009;! Enríquez! Raído! 2011;! Martín,Mor!2011)!have!allowed! researchers! to!monitor! any!operation! carried!out!on,screen!by! the!subjects! and! obtain! detailed! information! on! translators'! problem,solving! strategies,!among!others.!!2.7 CLASSIFICATION!OF!PROBLEMS!Closely!connected!to!strategies!is!problem!classification,!which!attempts!to!fit!instances!of!translation!problems!(and/or!difficulties)!into!typologies.!According!to!Lörscher,!![taxonomies! or! typologies! of! translation! difficulties]! are! theoretical! constructs!which!are!based!on!single,! individual,! and! largely!unsystematic!observations!or,!what!is!more!likely,!are!hypothetically!derived!from!a!comparison!of!source,!and!target,language!phenomena!in!a!contrastive,linguistic!way!(1991a:!92).!Problem! classifications! are! often! employed! in! the! didactics! of! translation! e.g.! to! teach!translation!strategies.!The!distinction!found!in!Nord!(1991:!158ff.)!between!problems!and!difficulties!(see!Section!2.1)!goes!down!to!a!further!degree!of!detail!to!include!pragmatic!problems,! cultural! translation! problems,! linguistic! problems! and! text,specific! problems.!Connected!with!the!above,mentioned!rich!points,!different!types!of!translation!problems!have!also!been!considered!by!the!PACTE!group!(2009:!213):! linguistic!problems,! textual!
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problems,! extralinguistic! problems,! problems! of! intentionality! and! problems! relating! to!the! translation! brief! and/or! the! target! text! reader.! These! echo! the! list! of! problems!mentioned!by!Sharoff!(2006,!see!Section!2.6)!and!before!him,!by!Jääskeläinen!(1987),!who!classified! problems! into! comprehension! problems,! monitoring! problems! (i.e.! when!searching!for!translation!alternatives),!editing!problems!and!planning!problems!(i.e.!style!of!the!TT!and!requirements!of!the!translation!brief).!The! alternation! of! problematic! and! non,problematic! sequences! seems! to! underlie! the!approach! taken!by!Prahl! and!Petzolt! (1997),!who!have!distinguished!between!potential!and!actual!translation!problems.!They!attempted!to!develop!clear!criteria!to!tell!problems!and! non,problems! apart,! with! a! view! to! finding! common! problem! categories! between!human!translators!and!machine!translation.!In!their!words,!!a! potential! translation! problem! becomes! an! actual! translation! problem! when!there! is! an! information! deficit! at! a! certain! point! in! time! –! without! taking! into!account! whether! the! translation! is! aware! of! this! deficit! information! or! not!(1997:!25).!They! proposed! the! following! criteria! to! identify! an! actual! translation! problem:! (i)! a!decision! must! be! made! during! the! translation! process! (ii)! but! there! is! an! information!deficit! (iii)!at!a!specific!moment!within!the!translation!problem!(iv)! in!a!certain!context.!However,!a!systematic!application!of!such!criteria!to!both!human!and!machine!translation!remains!difficult.!One!of!the!most!widely!adopted!categorizations!employed!in!translation!process!research!distinguishes! between! reception! problems! (also! receptive! problems,! comprehension!problems,! translation! problems! or! L2,problems)! and! production! problems.! Problematic!elements! in! the! source! text! are! not! only! caused! by! the! inherent! complexity! of! the! text!itself! (Rezeptionsprobleme,! i.e.! problems! related! to! the! interpretation! of! the! ST)! but! can!also! be! due! to! difficulties! in! finding! the! appropriate! target! language! equivalent! for! that!particular! source! text! element! (Wiedergabeprobleme,! i.e.! problems! related! to! the!production!of!the!target!text)!(e.g.!Gerloff!1986:!252;!Krings!1986a:!144,152;!Mondahl!&!Jensen!1996:!102).! In!addition!to!these!two!main!categories,!a!third!"hybrid"!category!is!sometimes!mentioned!to!account!for!dubious!instances.!Krings!(1986a:!144,152)!called!it!reception,production!problems!whereas!Mondahl!and!Jensen!(1996)!state!that!a!problem!can!be!both!receptive!and!productive.!Despite!being!an!interesting!classification,!it!proves!difficult! to! implement!without! specific! operational! criteria! and!often! the!data! and!TAPs!themselves!do!not!qualify!as! indicators! for!a!clear!classification! (Lörscher!1991a:!95,6).!Lörscher!(1991a:!201,217)!grouped!translation!problems!into!three!categories,!i.e.!lexical,!syntactic! and! lexico,syntactic.! Lexical! problems,! i.e.! "single! lexemes! of! the! SL! text! for!which!the!subject!has!no!corresponding!TL!lexemes!available"!(1991a:!202),!turned!out!to!be! the! most! populated! category! in! his! experiment! (ca.! 70%).! The! second! category!(syntactic! problems,! ca.! 8%)! was! concerned! with! the! syntactic! arrangement! of! the!lexemes,!while!the!third!group!(lexico,syntactic!problems,!ca.!22%)!either! included!both!levels!or!was!used!when!no!distinction!between!the!two!could!be!made!(1991a:!203).!The!main!problem!with! these! tripartite! categorizations! is! the!presence!of! the! third! "hybrid"!group,! not! helpful! for! a! systematic! analysis.! Lörscher! further! distinguished! between!problematic! and! non,problematic! phases! at! the! level! of! the! source! text,! the! former!requiring!the!application!of!a!problem,solving!approach.!!The!source!text!has!also!been!the!focus!of!Campbell's!analysis!on!difficulty!(1999).!Source,text! related!difficulties!were!attributed! to!word!class,!distributed!meaning! in!a!group!of!words,!complex!noun!phrases,!abstractness,!frequency!and!familiarity!of!the!subjects!with!source!text!expressions.!As!an!alternative,!a!binary!classification!of!problematic! items! in!
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the!source!text!has!been!carried!out!by!Désilets!and!colleagues!(2009),!who!distinguished!between! Language! for! Special! Purposes! problems! and! Language! for! General! Purposes!problems! according! to! the! linguistic! items! that! translators! looked! up! in! translation!support!tools.!!Further!details!about!problem!classifications!and!operational!categories!will!be!provided!in!Section!7.3.2.!Before!moving!on!with! the!analysis,!one! last!element!needs! to!be! taken!into!account!when!dealing!with! translation!problems,! i.e.! the! concept!of! "problem!unit",!which!will!be!detailed!in!the!following!section.!2.8 UNITS!IN!TRANSLATION!RESEARCH!When! discussing! translation! (and! the! process! of! translation,! in! particular)! researchers!have! often! resorted! to! the! concept! of! "unit"! in! an! attempt! to! establish! a! clear! and!measurable!constituent!for!more!systematic!analyses.!The!most!discussed!unit!is!without!doubt!the!translation!unit,!which!has!attracted!the!interest!of!the!researchers!for!over!fifty!years.!More!recently,!other! types!of!units!have!been! introduced! in! translation!studies! to!keep! pace! with! the! new! developments! in! research! methodologies! and! technological!advances.!This!section!aims!at!providing!an!overview!of!the!main!types!of!units!found!in!the! literature! in!addition! to! the! translation!unit,!namely! the!cognitive!unit,! the!attention!unit!and!the!problem!unit.!
2.8.1 TRANSLATION!UNIT!The!translation!unit!(TU)!is!by!far!the!most!popular!type!of!unit!discussed!in!the!literature.!Generally!speaking,!a!TU!represents!the!structure!resulting!from!the!cognitive!processing!and! segmentation! of! the! text!while! translating.! A! few! extensive! literature! reviews! have!already!been!written!about!the!different!understandings!of!the!concept!and!its!evolution!in!time!(Dragsted!2004;!Alves!&!Vale!2009;!Enríquez!Raído!2011).!Dragsted!(2004:!11ff.)!first!discussed!the!translation!unit!from!a!linguistic!perspective!and!grouped! scholars! according! to! the! suggested! size! of! a! translation!unit,!which! is! by!now!established!as!a! flexible! item!with!no!set! size.!However,! some!scholars!used! to! limit! the!scope!of!TUs!to!a!given!length!in!a!somewhat!normative!perspective!based!on!the!concept!of! equivalence! in! translation.! Dragsted! focused! on! three! main! approaches! proposing!different! sizes! and! scopes!of!TUs.!The! first! approach! considered! the!TU!below!sentence!level13!as! the! smallest! unit! of!meaning! expressed! by! a! flexible! unit! (from!morpheme! to!sentence).!The!second!level!considered!the!TU!at!clause!or!sentence!level14!as!the!smallest!unit!of!analysis!with!an!independent!meaning.!Finally,!the!TU!can!be!found!at!the!level!of!paragraph!or!text15!with!a!greater!focus!on!structure!and!style.!In!the!second!part!of!her!literature! review,! she! looked! at! the! TU! from! a! cognitive! perspective16,! reviewing! data,driven!approaches!to!the!definition!of!translation!unit.!Empirical!data!came!largely!from!experiments!on!the!translation!process!using!TAPs.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13!Dragsted!specifically!considered!Vinay!&!Darbelnet!(1995),!Catford!(1965),!Newmark!(1988),!Barkhudarov!(1993),!Sager!(1993)!and!Toury!(1995).!14!In!this!respect!the!following!scholars!were!listed:!Bell!(1991),!Hewson!&!Martin!(1991),!Lou!(1999),!Zhu!(1999).!15!For!this!approach,!see!Nida!(1964,!1969),!Bassnett,McGuire!(1991).!16!This!is!the!view!generally!chosen!in!translation!process!research!and!promoted!by!Dechert!&!Sandrock!(1986),!Gerloff!(1986),!Lörscher!(1986,!1991,!1996),!Krings!(1986a/b),!Königs!(1987),!Kiraly!(1995)!and!Jääskeläinen!&!Tirkkonen,Condit!(1991),!whom!Dragsted!discussed!in!detail.!
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Alves! and! Vale! (2009:! 254)! identified! three! groups! of! researchers! that! focused! on!different! aspects! of! the! TUs.! The! fist! group! includes! researchers! who! attempted! to!distinguish!between!problematic!and!non,problematic!TUs!and!respective!processing!by!translators17.!The! second!group! includes! those!who!have! tried! to! establish! the!different!size!of!TUs!processed!by!professional!and!non,professional!translators18.!The!third!group!is! made! up! of! those! who! have! attempted! to! determine! the! general! size! and! nature! of!translation! units19.! A! similar! structure! is! found! in! Enríquez! Raído's! literature! review!(2011:! 38ff.).! She! first! discussed! TUs! from! the! perspective! of! empirical! TAP! studies!focusing! on! translation! units! (and! translation! strategies)! and! then! divided! researchers!into!two!main!groups,!i.e.!those!who!considered!TU!size,!level!of!analysis!and!the!amount!of!processing!involved,20!and!those!who!considered!the!(non)problematic!nature!of!TUs21.!!Alves! and! Vale! (2009:! 253ff.)! also! presented! other! studies! focusing! on! the! concept! of!translation! unit! from! a! process,oriented! perspective! and! briefly! discussed! Malmkjær's!distinction! between! product,oriented! and! process,oriented! TUs! (2006).! Product,based!TUs!are!"pairs!of!ST!and!TT!segments!which!can!be!identified!by!mapping!the!units!of!the!TT! onto! the! units! of! the! ST"! (Alves! &! Vale! 2009:! 254),! which! resembles! Carl's!understanding! of! "alignment! units",! i.e.! correspondences! between! the! source! and! the!target! text! (static! product! data;! Carl! 2009b:! 227).! Alignment! involves! finding!correspondences! not! just! at! word! level! within! the! same! segment,! but! also! between!continuous! or! discontinuous! sequences! of! different! length! and! even! across! sentence!boundaries.!In!this!static!perspective,!product,oriented!translation!units!do!not!change!in!time!and!can!be!directly!observed.!Process,oriented!TUs,!on!the!other!hand,!are!dynamic!units!that!change!in!time!and!that!do!not!have!a!1:1!correspondence!between!ST!and!TT!elements.!This!is!one!of!the!reasons!why!"we!do!not!exactly!know!what!TUs!actually!are"!(Carl!2009:!228)!and!"the!concept!of!translation!unit![…]!cannot!be!easily!framed"!(Simard!&!Macklovitch!2005:!71).!More!importantly,!the!process,oriented!view!of!TU!relies!greatly!on! experimental! findings! such! as! that! the! TU! is! "identified! on! the! basis! of! cognitive!processes!observable!(indirectly)!in!a!set!of!data"!(Dragsted!2004:!32).!Some!researchers!(e.g.!Malmkjær!2006!and!Alves!2006)!agree!on!a!definition!of!TU!which!highlights! two!main! elements! (i.e.! the!TU! is!mapped!onto! the! source! text! and! coincides!with!the!translator's!focus!of!attention).!Translation!units,!therefore,!can!be!understood!as![...]!segments!of!the!source!text,!independent!of!specific!size!or!form,!to!which,!at!any!given!moment,!the!translator’s!focus!of!attention!is!directed.!It!is!a!segment!in!constant!transformation!that!changes!according!to!the!translator’s!cognitive!and!processing!needs!(Alves!&!Gonçalves!2003:!10).!In!other!words,!"[o]!foco!de!atenção!e!consciência!é!o!fator!direcionador!e!delimitador!da!unidade!de!tradução"!(Alves!2006:!38).!Similarly,!Malmkjær!defines!a!TU!as!"the!stretch!of!the! source! text! that! the! translator! keeps! in!mind! at! any! one! time,! in! order! to! produce!translation!equivalents!in!the!text!he!or!she!is!creating"!(2006:!92).!Even!though!TUs!are!understood!in!terms!of!the!ST,!the!translator's!focus!of!attention!(a!central!element!for!the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17!Lörscher!(1986),!Krings!(1986),!Königs!(1987),!Kiraly!(1995),!Jääskeläinen!and!Tirkkonen,Condit!(1991).!18!Lörscher!(1986),!Kiraly!(1995),!Jääskeläinen!and!Tirkkonen,Condit!(1991).!19!Gerloff!(1986),!Lörscher!(1986),!Krings!(1986)!and!Kiraly!(1995).!20!Dechert!&!Sandrock!(1986),!Gerloff!(1986,!1987,!1988),!Lörscher!(1986,!1991,!1996),!Jääskeläinen!(1987,!1990),!Séguinot!(1989),!Kiraly!(1995),!Jensen!(1999),!Lorenzo!(1999),!Jakobsen!(2003),!Malmkjær!(2006).!21!Krings!(1986),!Lörscher!(1986,!1991),!Jääskeläinen!(1993),!Kiraly!(1995),!Mondahl!(1995),!Mondahl!and!Jensen!(1996),!Dragsted!(2004).!
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identification!of!a!TU)!is!generally!analyzed!by!looking!at!continuous!text!production!(i.e.!the!TT)! and! in!particular! at!production! segments!delimited!by!non,productive! intervals!(i.e.! pauses)! (Alves! &! Vale! 2009:!254).! Researchers! point! out! that! there! is! no! direct!correspondence!but!only!a!correlation!between!the!TT!segments!and!TUs!because!![a]! text!production!segment! is!a! text!extract!observable! in!TTs!or!along! the! text!production!process!while!units!are!only!momentarily!perceptible!and!identified!in!time!by!pause!intervals!as!they!catch!the!translator’s! focus!of!attention!(Alves!&!Vale!2009:!254,5).!The!other!element!of!general!consensus!among!researchers!is!the!dynamic!nature!of!TUs,!which!not! only! reflects! the! size! of! the!processed!unit! but! also! the! translator's! personal!past! history! and! his/her! general! mental! capacities! (Malmkjær! 2006).! Experimental!findings!highlighted!both! intra,! and! intersubjective! variability! (e.g.! between!novice! and!professional! translators22),! in! that! "[…]! translators!navigate!between!different! linguistic!units! and! levels! during! translation"! (Alves!et!al.!2010:! 121).!Dynamicity! is! derived! to! a!great!extent!from!the!focus!on!time,!which!is!a!central!element!in!Alves'!definition!of!TU:!"TUs!are!ST!segments![…],!which!attract!the!translator’s!focus!of!attention!at!a!given!time!in!the!translation!process"!(Alves!&!Vale!2009:!254).!The!concept!of! translation! focus!is!not!entirely!new:! !Bennett!(1994:!13)!used!it!a!decade!earlier!to!indicate!"the!section!of!text!which!the!translator!focusses!on!at!any!one!time"!and!maintained!that!![e]ach!UT![unit!of!translation]!is!part!of!a!larger!unit,!and!so!on!up!till!the!entire!text! is! reached,! but! no! translator! can! work! with! any! text! other! than! the! very!shortest!as!an!undivided!UT,!for!reasons!of!memory!limitations!if!nothing!else.!Indeed,! the! dynamic! approach! is! generally! linked! to! considerations! on! cognitive! load,!working!and!long,term!memory,!which!are!reflected!by!pauses!in!text!production.!Alves!and!Vale!(2009)!mark!the!beginning!of!a!translation!unit!with!a!pause!in!keystroke!data;!the! unit! then! continues! in! a! production! phase! until! a! new! pause! interrupts! it.! The!translation! process! does! not! unfold! in! a! linear! fashion! and! previous! units! are! re,used,!revised,! edited,! deleted! and! so! forth.! These! operations! enable! researchers! to! identify!macro,!and!micro,translation!units.!In!fact,!translation!units!are!not!necessarily!just!seen!as! minimal! units,! but! each! TU! "may! be! modelled! as! a! macro,unit,! a! composite! of!constituent!micro,units"!(Alves!et!al.!2010:!123).!!Alves!and!Vale!(2009:!257)!provide!the!following!definition!for!micro,!and!macro,TUs:!A! micro! TU! is! defined! as! the! flow! of! continuous! TT! production! –! which! may!incorporate!the!continuous!reading!of!ST!and!TT!segments!–!separated!by!pauses!during!the!translation!process!as!registered!by!key,logging!and/or!eye,!tracking!software.!It!can!be!correlated!to!a!ST!segment!that!attracts!the!translator’s!focus!of!attention!at!a!given!moment.!!A!macro!TU,!in!turn,!is!defined!as!a!collection!of!micro!TUs!that!comprises!all!the!interim! text! productions! that! follow! the! translator’s! focus! on! the! same! ST!segment!from!the!first!tentative!rendering!to!the!final!output!that!appears!in!the!TT.!In! operational! terms,! micro! TUs! include! all! changes! implemented! online! (i.e.! while!translating)!and!found!between!two!pauses!of!a!given!length.!On!the!other!hand,!a!macro!TU! is!not!necessarily! time,bound!as! far!as!pause! length! is! concerned!and! includes!both!online!and!end,revision!operations.!Researchers!were!specifically! interested!in!studying!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22!e.g.!Dragsted!(2004);!Alves!&!Liparini!Campos!(2009a,b).!
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the! distribution! of! translation! units! between! the! drafting! and! revision! phases.! Another!study! that!distinguished!between!micro!and!macro! (attention)!units!was!carried!out!by!Hvelplund! (2011),! who! looked! at! the! distribution! of! units! between! the! reading! and!writing!processes!(see!Section!2.8.3!below).!The! interplay!between!reading!and!writing!phases!became!prominent! in! relation! to! the!concept!of!the!eye,key!span!proposed!by!Dragsted!and!Hansen!(2008).!They!first!defined!segments!by!identifying!their!boundaries!as!pauses!of!an!arbitrary!length!(e.g.!at!least!1.5!seconds)!and!then!looked!at!the!type!of!processing!(comprehension!and/or!production)!within! each! segment.! Three! scenarios! emerged:! (i)! segments! concerned! solely!with! ST!reading/comprehension!(ST!segments);!(ii)!segments!containing!only!TT!production!(TT!segments)!and!(iii)!segments!where!both!reading!and!writing!activities!took!place!(ST/TT!segment)!(2008:!16).!The!existence!of!instances!for!each!scenario!raised!questions!on!the!pause,defined! understanding! of! the! translation! unit! (or! translation! segment,! as! the!authors!tend!to!call!it).!In!other!words,!the!issue!arose!whether!the!notion!of!translation!unit! could!be!applied! to!all! three!scenarios!or! should! involve! target! text!production! (or!the!mixed! type).! Dragsted! and! Hansen! proposed! a! distinction! between! orientation! (ST!segments)! and!production! (TT!production! and!mixed! type)! (2008:!24).!With! respect! to!the! previous! study! based! solely! on! keystroke! logging! (Dragsted! 2004),! additional! data!could! be! collected! in! this! later! study! (Dragsted!&!Hansen! 2008)! after! introducing! eye,tracking!for!data!collection.!It!turned!out!that!the! input!material! (ST! reading)! associated!with! the! corresponding!TT!output! is!rarely!found!within!the!same!(pause,defined)!segment,!but!rather!in!the!previous!segment,!raising!the!question!of!whether!the!pause!criterion!for!segmentation!is!operational!(Dragsted!&!Hansen!2008:!25).!A!closer!analysis!revealed!that!the!coordination!between!reading!and!writing!takes!place!across!segment!boundaries!and!that!"the!pause!seems!to!signal!a!coordination!effort,!i.e.!a!
transition! from!SL! comprehension!mode! to!TL!production!mode,! rather! than! a! transition!from!one!ST/TT!unit!of!meaning!to!the!next"!(Dragsted!&!Hansen!2008:!25;!emphasis!in!the!original).!The!scholars!came!to!the!conclusion!that!a!pause,defined!segmentation!may!not!be!the!ideal!solution!and!that!a!segment!could!rather!be!seen!as!"a!TT!string!and!the!matching!ST!input!often!divided!by!a!pause"!(Dragsted!&!Hansen!2008:!25),!which!seems!to!indicate!a!"run,up"!to!production!of!the!target!segment!(p.!27).!This!view!of!pauses!as!"run,up"! to! production! will! be! central! for! the! discussion! of! translation! problems! as!information!needs!in!Chapter!4.!
2.8.2 PROBLEM!UNIT!As!opposed!to! the! translation!unit,! the!concept!of!problem!unit!has!been!sparingly!used!and!usually!more!as!an!intuitive!entity!rather!than!an!operationalized!one.!This!is!possibly!due! to! the!different! approaches! to! the! study!of! translation!problems! that! sometimes!do!not!lend!themselves!to!a!categorization!of!this!kind.!!Kiraly!(1995:!86)!explicitly!distinguished!two!types!of!translation!units:!(a)!units!that!were!problems!and!required!cognitive!attention!and!the!application!of! conscious! or! potentially! conscious! strategies! and! (b)! units! whose! solutions!came! from! intuition! and! spontaneous! association,! apparently! without! the!intervention!of!problem,solving!strategies.!He!conducted!a!case!study!and!reported!that!all!subjects!experienced!both!types!of!units!and! the!mean! number! of! problem!units!was! higher! than! non,problem!units!with! some!
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intersubjective! variation.!Kiraly's! distinction! can!be!directly! linked! to! the! conception!of!translation! as! alternation! of! problem! and! non,problem! sequences,! though! for! some!reason!the!word!"unit"!has!been!generally!avoided!in!the!literature.!A!problem!unit! intuitively! represents! a!portion!of! the! source! text! that! corresponds! to! a!problematic! item! for! the! translator.! The! question! as! to!what! relationship,! if! any,! exists!between! a! translation! unit! and! a! problem! unit! has! not! been! explicitly! discussed! in! the!literature!but!will!be!tentatively!addressed!in!Section!2.9!below.!
2.8.3 ATTENTION!UNIT!Attention! unit! is! a! concept! originally! borrowed! form! cognitive! psychology! and! then!applied! to! translation! process! studies! particularly! in! relation! to! eye,tracking,! to! mean!"visual! attention,! i.e.! recordable! eye! fixations"! (Dragsted! 2010:! 47).! If! all! gaze! activity!allocated! to! a! specific! area! is! aggregated,! an! indication! of! the! cognitive! processing!pertaining! said! area! can! be! obtained! (Hvelplund! 2011:! 73).! Before! eye,tracking! was!introduced!in!Translation!Studies,!the!concept!could!not!be!linked!directly!to!gaze!activity!and!TAP!data!were!used!instead!(Jääskeläinen!1999,!in!Hvelplund!2011:!73).!!An! attention! unit! thus! represents! "a! unit! of! problem,solving! activity,! or! an! instance! of!
marked!processing! which! interrupts! the! smooth! unproblematic! flow! of! the! translation!process"!(2011:!73;!emphasis!in!the!original).!Moreover,!Jääskeläinen!(1987,!1990)!found!out!that! the!majority!of! the!attention!units!were!related!to!target! text!production!rather!than!source!text!processing!which!differs!from!the!general!mapping!of!units!of!attention!onto! the! source! text.! This! difference! could! be! tentatively! explained! by! considering! the!methodology.!In!TAP,!translators!tend!to!verbalize!the!problems!they!encounter!in!terms!of! the! TT! because! the! translation! task! itself! triggers! the! verbalization! of! the! problem.!Keystroke! logging!uses! target! text!data! that! are! then!mapped!back!onto! the! source! text!while! eye,tracking! can! virtually! consider! both! levels! simultaneously.! These! consistent!methodological! differences! may,! to! a! certain! extent,! be! at! the! root! of! different!understandings!of!attention!(and!translation)!units.!A!more!recent!perspective,!maintains!that! [b]y! concentrating! our! attention! on! a! particular! ST! segment!which! attracts! the!translator’s!focus!of!attention![i.e.!a!TU],!we!can!see!it!evolve!into!correlated!text!production! segments! (micro! TUs)! which! together! form! a! macro! TU,! i.e.,! a!combination!of!processing! steps! in!on,line! text!production,!until! it! appears!as! a!TT!segment,!a!definite!solution,!at!the!end!of!the!translation!process!(Alves!&!Vale!2009:!257).!Based!on!this!definition,!a!"unit"!can!be!defined!as!a! segment!of! the! source! text! independent!of! specific! size!or! form! to!which,! at! a!given!moment,! the! translator's! focus! of! attention! is! directed.! It! is! a! segment! in!constant!transformation!that!changes!according!to!the!translator's!cognitive!and!processing!needs!(Livbjerg!&!Mees!2003:129).!Hvelplund!too!considered!attention!units!as!markers!for!cognitive!processing!or!problem!solving.!He!operationalized!an!Attention!Unit!(AU)!for!his!eye,tracking!study!and!defined!it!as!"a!time!measurement!unit!of!uninterrupted!cognitive!processing,!as!indicated!by!eye!movement! data! (fixations! and! saccades)! and! typing! events"! (2011:! 73).! As! opposed! to!TAP,based!AUs,!attention!units!identified!by!eye,tracking!have!clearer!boundaries!and!in!Hvelplund's!study,!AUs!are!determined!by!three!properties:!(i)!a!task!which!is!the!focus!of!the!translator's!attention!(type!of!AU),!(ii)!a!specific!attention!shift!(i.e.!the!latest)!marking!
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the!beginning!of!an!AU!and!(iii)!a!specific!attention!shift!(i.e.!the!next)!marking!the!end!of!the!AU23.!In!particular,!AUs!can!be!related!to!different!sub,processes!and!be!mapped!onto!the!source!text!(ST!reading!and!comprehension),!the!target!text!(TT!reformulation!and!TT!reading! or! typing)! or! may! indicate! parallel! attention! to! both! elements! (ST!reading/comprehension!and!TT! reformulation/typing)!and! their!duration! is! assumed! to!represent! the! translator's! conscious! response! to! the!processing! requirement!of! the! task!(Hvelplund!2011:!74,78).!Similarly! to! translation!units,!AUs!have!been!subdivided! into!micro,AUs!and!macro,AUs.!Micro,AUs!were!obtained!by!looking!at!neighboring!data!rows!in!the!gaze!and!typing!data!whereas!macro,AUs!correspond!to!the!three!possible! locations!of!an!AU,! i.e.!source!text,!target!text,!parallel!attention!plus!the!case!where!not!enough!data!is!available!(Hvelplund!2011:! 116).! Findings! from! Hvleplund's! study! may! help! dissipate! doubts! regarding! the!locus!of!the!translator's!attention.!Building!on!Alves'!assumption!that!TUs!are!source!text!segments!and!the!focus!of!the!translator's!attention!(Alves!et!al.!2010:!124),!an!inference!can! be! drawn! that! all! TUs! are!made! up! by! source! text! elements! but! not! all! foci! of! the!translator's!attention!are!necessarily! source! text!elements.! In!addition,!Hvelplund! found!that!there!are!differences!in!the!distribution!of!AUs!between!professional!translators!and!students! (Hvelplund!2011:!138,9).!The! former! focused! longer!on!TT!reformulation! than!ST! comprehension,!whereas! students! had!more! ST,comprehension! related!AUs! than!TT!reformulation! AUs,! meaning! that! expertise! (in! addition! to! the! specific! data! elicitation!method)!can!affect!experimental!results.!
2.8.4 COGNITIVE!UNIT!The!concept!of!cognitive!unit!has!not!been!explicitly!defined!and!is!hardly!to!be!found!in!the! literature!on!process! research.!However,! some! researchers! (e.g.!Dragsted!2004:!42)!discussed!cognitive!segmentation,!which!is!dependent!on!the!human!memory!system!and!presents!translation!units!as!a!product!of!this!segmentation.!The! expression! "cognitive! unit"! is!mentioned! in! passing!when! discussing! Translog! data!(e.g.!Dragsed!2004:!143,!Alves!&!Vale!2009:!255)!to!explain!the!presence!of!segments!that!were!not! justified!by!the!syntactic!structure!of! the!text!but!nonetheless!seemed!to!make!sense!for!the!translator.!Moreover,!cognitive!units!can!be!identified!in!real!time!by!adding!the!time!element!to!the!linear!representation!of!the!text!production.!When!discussing!average!TU!size,!Dragsted!(2004:!150)!compared!the!length!of!processed!segments!with!the!size!of!"normal! information!processing!units"!and!found!out!that!TUs!comprised! approximately! the! same! (or! slightly! fewer)! items,! irrespective!of! the! level! of!expertise!of!the!translator.!Information!processing!unit!can!be!used!as!an!alternative!label!for!cognitive!units.!In! this! perspective,! cognitive! units! can! be! understood! as! the! result! of! cognitive!segmentation,! i.e.! the!object!of!cognitive!processing!at!any!given!point! in!time.!Cognitive!segmentation! was! found! to! differ! between! professional! translators! and! students!suggesting! that! cognitive! units! would! differ,! too.! As! is! the! case! with! translation! units,!cognitive!units!do!not!need!to!be!understood!using!a!set!size!because!they!were!shown!to!vary! and! they! can! also! be! related! to! a! specific! activity,! such! as! problem! recognition,!solution!proposal!and!solution!evaluation!defined!by!uncertainty!management!(Angelone!2010:! 23).! A! statement! in! Sager! (2001:! 259)! effectively! summarizes! the! present!understanding!of!a!cognitive!unit!in!relation!to!the!translation!task:!"In!its!simplest!form,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!23!For!further!details!on!the!specific!kind!of!attention!shifts,!see!Hvelplund!(2011:!73).!
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the! focus! in! translation! can!be! said! to! be! on! the! linguistic! representation! of! a! cognitive!unit;![…]".!2.9 RELATIONSHIPS!AMONG!UNITS!This! review! of! how! units! are! understood! and! studied! in! translation! research! has!highlighted! many! overlaps! between! labels! and! pointed! to! a! number! of! synonymous!expressions! that! sometimes! add! to! the! confusion.! Given! the! considerable! technological!and! methodological! advances,! particularly! in! the! study! of! the! translation! process,! it! is!perfectly!understandable!that!the!original!theoretical!concepts!have!changed!and!evolved.!In! turn,!empirical! studies!need! to!propose!new! labels! for!newly!discovered!phenomena.!All! in!all,! there! seems! to!be!a! relatively! small! set!of! recurring!expressions! that! could!be!mapped!so!as!to!propose!a!basic!framework!of!reference!for!translation!process!research!and!hopefully!accommodate!most!existing!approaches.!!When! studying! the! translation!process,! references! have! been!made! to! existing! research!both! in! reading! and!writing,!which! are! the! two!main! (observable)! activities! underlying!translation.! In!addition,!some!studies!have!specifically!compared!translation!with!"pure"!reading! and! writing! (e.g.! Jakobsen! &! Jensen! 2008! and! Immonen! &! Mäkisalo! 2010,!respectively).!On!the!basis!of!some!of!the!previously!discussed!findings!(e.g.!ST!segments!and! TT! segments! in! Hvelplund! 2011),! it! would! therefore! seem! reasonable! to! consider!reading!and!writing!in!addition!to!the!translation!activity.!
Cognitive!units! represent! the!mental! processes! going!on! at! any! given! time! and! could!be!placed! at! the! highest! level! of! the! hierarchy.! This! is! probably! the! hardest! level! to! define!because! it! cannot! be! physically! accessed! and! it! can! be! generally! considered! an!unconscious!type!of!processing!because!people!are!usually!not!aware!of!the!fact!they!are!reading! something! (they! would! rather! focus! on!what! they! are! reading)! or! the! type! of!information! processing! going! on!while!writing,! let! alone! during! a! translation! task.! This!level! can! be! tapped! into! thanks! to! some! kind! of! manifestations! of! ongoing! cognitive!processes,!as!already!pointed!out!by!Sager!(2001:!259):!"In!its!simplest!form,!the!focus!in!translation! can! be! said! to! be! on! the! linguistic! representation! of! a! cognitive! unit;![…]"(emphasis! added).! Based! on! the! reviewed! literature,! examples! of! manifestations!could!be!eye!movements!and!fixations!for!reading!and!typing!behavior!for!writing.!!When! fixations!occur,! they!are!usually!referred!to!as!attention!units.!Because!of! the!eye,mind!assumption,!the!fixated!items!are!taken!to!represent!those!elements!the!translator's!mind!is!attending!to,!i.e.!focusing!on.!As!regards!reading!patterns,!a!number!of!factors!can!affect!the!typical!duration!of!fixations!(i.e.!between!200!and!250!milliseconds;!Jakobsen!&!Jensen! 2008:!114),! such! as! word! familiarity,! word! predictability,! word! length! and!complexity! and! lexical! and/or! syntactic! ambiguity! (Dragsted! &! Hansen! 2008:! 19,20;!Jakobsen! &! Jensen! 2008:!103).! On! the! other! hand,! one! feature! of! written! language!production!to!have!received!scholarly!attention!is!pause!time!distribution!which!Immonen!and! Mäkisalo! presented! in! their! study! (2010:! 46).! In! particular,! researchers! combined!information!about!pause!length!(representing!the!writing!process)!and!pause!location!in!the! text! (the! product)! to! infer! the! mental! processes! underlying! the! writing! task,! i.e.!planning!and!decision,making.!Moreover,!the!types!of!pause!location!were!thought!to!be!dependent! on! the! type! of! text! and! the! unit! of! language! but! there! could! also! be! other!cognitive! causes! (e.g.! physical! or! socio,psychological! reasons)! affecting! the! writing!patterns.!As!translation!consists!of!both!tasks,!these!manifestations!(fixations!and!pauses)!can!be!expected!to!be!applicable!in!the!case!of!a!translation!task,!as!was!empirically!shown!by!e.g.! Jakobsen!&! Jensen!(2008)!and! Immonen!(2006).!Thus,! fixations!and!pauses!have!
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been! used! as! manifestations! of! cognitive! segmentation! in! reading! and! writing,!respectively,!i.e.!they!signal!units!of!attention!(or!attention!units).!The!concept!of!attention!unit!has!been!used!in!translation!to!refer!to!fixations!(Hvelplund!2011)!but!also!to!target!text! production! with! pauses! as! boundaries! (Alves! &! Vale! 2009).! The! latter! concept! is!perfectly! justifiable! if! the!activities!of! reading!and!writing!are!considered! in! isolation!or!rather!in!sequence.!This!view!presupposes!that!the!(written)!translation!process!is!serial!(also!referred!to!as!linear,!sequential!or!vertical),!meaning!that!"full!comprehension!of!the!SL!message!must!be! achieved!before! any! rendition!of! the!message! in! the!TL! can!begin"!(Hvelplund!2011:!61).!However,!empirical!evidence!(Dragsted!&!Hansen!2008;!Hvelplund!2011)! and! theoretical! accounts! (Séguinot! 1989:! 76)! support! the! parallel! view! of! the!translation! process! (i.e.! ST! comprehension! and! TT! production! taking! place! at! the! same!time)!though!some!variables!such!as!text!type!and!translator's!expertise!may!impact!the!overall! processing! (Dragsted! 2004:! 50).! Dragsted! and! Hansen! referred! to! these! ST/TT!segments!as!translation!segments,!which!they!also!call!translation!units.!
Translation! units! (or! units! of! translation)! can! then! be! those! instances! where! parallel!reading!and!writing!activities!take!place.!Attention!units!can!therefore!refer!to!the!general!foci! of! attention! that! can! be! highlighted! in! reading! and! writing,! thus! comprising! both!instances!of!ST!segments!and!TT!segments!in!translation.!Alternatively,!attention!units!can!be! considered! the! "unmarked"! type! of! unit! found! in! general! reading! and!writing! tasks,!whereas! any! unit! identified! in! a! translation! task! could! be! labeled! translation! unit,! to!distinguish!it! from!the!unmarked!type!for!reading!and!writing.!This!alternative!has!been!suggested! in! the! event! that! the! parallel! processing! perspective! is! perceived! as! too!restrictive! or! when! no! UAD! can! be! collected! for! both! eye,tracking! and! key,logging.!Translation!units!can!represent!a!very!dynamic!situation!because!they!could!include!a!ST!segment!and!a!TT!segment!that!do!not!directly!match!(i.e.!where!no!alignment!is!possible).!However,! these!units!would!still!be!manifestations!of!cognitive!processing! in! translation!just!as!attention!units!do!for!cognitive!units!in!reading!and!writing.!At!this!level,!attention!and!translation!units!could!be!conscious!or!unconscious.!An!example!of!conscious!unit!of!attention! in! reading! might! be! an! expression! that! the! reader! particularly! enjoys! and!therefore!s/he!reads!again!or,!in!writing,!an!editing!of!the!written!text.!However,!chances!are! that! in! translation! these! units! are! dealt! with! unconsciously! by! default,! e.g.! the!translator! is! not! aware! that! while! typing! a! TT! segment! s/he! is! actually! reading! the!following!ST!segment.!The!question!now!arises!as!to!whether!or!not!there!is!a!quantitative!relationship!to!be!established!between!the!cognitive!level!and!the!attention!level.!On!this!regard,!Dragsted!explains!that!!the!TU!size!data!suggest!that!all!translators,!regardless!of!expertise!level,!process!segments! comprising! approx.! the! same! or! slightly! fewer! items! than! normal!information!processing!units!(2004:!150).!One! hypothesis! is! therefore! that! segment! size! in! translation! (the! translation! unit)! is!basically!comparable!to!the!size!of!attention!unit!for!reading!and/or!writing.!At!the!level!in! which! cognitive! units! are! observable,! no! striking! differences! are! found! between! the!processes!but!the!question!remains!as!to!how!faithful!the!manifestation!of!these!units! is!with! respect! to! the! actual! processing! because! e.g.! the! eye,mind! assumption! does! not!always!seem!to!hold!(Hvelplund!2011:!68,9).!Empirical!observation!has!then!highlighted!that!attention!(and!translation)!units!are!not!always!the!same.!There!are!instances!where!"unusually"! long! pauses! or! fixations! were! found,! e.g.! in! monolingual! text! production,!pauses! seem! to! occur! mostly! at! sentence! and! paragraph! boundaries,! as! if! to! indicate!instances!of!global! text!planning! (Immonen!2011:!250).!At!word! level,! a!pause!could!be!caused! by! a! spelling! problem! in! writing! whereas! a! pause! in! a! reading! task! could! be!triggered! by! anaphora! resolution! or! a! long! and! articulated!word.! In! all! these! instances,!
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there!appears!to!be!one!(or!more)!element(s)!that!somehow!disrupt!the!normal!flow!and!progression! of! attention! units.! Most! likely,! such! disruptions! are! due! to! a! problem! (or!difficulty)! of! some! kind.! Attention! units! that! are! delimited! by! indicators! of! greater!cognitive! effort! such! as! "long"24!pauses! could! be! termed! problem! units.! In! translation,!problem!indicators!have!been!well!documented!at!the!boundaries!of!segments!(Dragsted!2004;!Hvelplund!2011)! and! the! resulting!units! could!be! labeled! translation!problems! or!







* READING* TRANSLATION* WRITING* *
COGNITIVE*
UNIT25*
Comprehension! Comprehension!and/or!Production26! Production! Unconscious!
(manifested!as)! ! ! ! !
ATTENTION*
UNIT*
Fixations!(eye,tracking)! TRANSLATION*UNIT27!Fixations!and/or!Pauses! Pauses!!(keystroke!logs)! (Un)conscious!
(a!special!type!is)! ! ! ! !
PROBLEM*UNIT* Long!fixation! TRANSLATION*
PROBLEM28* Long!non,productive!pause! Conscious!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24!The!value!of!"long"!needs!to!be!defined!and!agreed!on!within!the!research!community,!or!at!least!it!has!to!be!clearly!stated!when!presenting!and!discussing!empirical!studies.!25!Alternative!labels,!cognitive!segment!and!information!processing!unit.!26!Assuming!that!translation!is!a!PARALLEL!process.!The!conjunction!"and/or"!is!used!to!account!for!the!scenario!where!translation!units!are!taken!to!represent!any!processing!unit!in!translation!and!those!cases!where!no!UAD!for!both!eye,tracking!and!key,logging!can!be!collected.!27!Alternative!labels,!unit!of!translation,!translation!segment.!
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!The!concept!of!problem!unit!will!be!taken!up!again!and!further!discussed!in!Section!4.6!to!contextualize! it! in! the! present! research,! while! Sections! 7.3.2! and! 7.3.5! will! attempt! to!illustrate!different!types!of!translation!problems!based!on!the!data!used!for!this!research.!2.10 KEY!CONCEPTS!
 There!is!still!no!full!consensus!among!researchers!about!the!nature!and!definition!of!translation!problems,!let!alone!their!classification.!
 Difficulty! and! uncertainty! in! translation! are! two! closely! related! concepts! to! that! of!translation!problems!are!sometimes!used!interchangeably.!
 The!notion!of!translation!problem!can!be!approached!from!different!perspectives,!the!main!ones!being:!product,oriented,!subject,oriented!and!process,oriented.!
 In! the! product,oriented! approach,! translation! problems! are! examined! by! looking! at!translation!errors,!that!is!from!a!translation!evaluation!perspective!which!tends!to!be!more!common!in!translation!pedagogy.!
 In! the! subject,oriented! approach,! translation! problems! are! elicited! more! or! less!explicitly!and!directly! from!the!subjects!by!means!of!written!or!verbal!Q&A!sessions!and/or!retrospective!verbalizations.!
 Two!main!approaches! fall!within! the!process,oriented!approach,!namely! concurrent!verbalizations!(TAPs)!and!pause!analysis.!
 Pause!analysis!used!to!be!based!on!TAPs!but! technological!advances!turned! it! into!a!more!quantitative!analysis!of!keystroke!and!eye,tracking!logs.!
 Key,logging! and/or! eye,tracking! (possibly! complemented! by! retrospective! verbal!protocols)! have! become! the! new! standard! in! translation! process! research.! The! data!thus!obtained!are!sometimes!referred!to!as!User!Activity!Data!(UAD).!
 Problems! play! a! role! in! the! very! definition! of! translation,! which! can! be! seen! as! a!problem,solving! activity! where! decision,making! and! (possibly! conscious! problem,solving)! translation! strategies! are! applied! in! alternating! problematic! and! non,problematic!sequences.!
 Over! time,! a! number! of! different! classifications! for! translation! problems! have! been!proposed,!originating!from!various!perspectives!of!analysis.!
 A! limited! number! of! recurring! concepts! in! the! literature! about! translation! was!highlighted,!namely!translation!unit,!problem!unit,!attention!unit!and!cognitive!unit.!
 Despite!existing!uncertainty!about!the!nature!of!the!translation!unit,!some!researchers!seem!to!agree!on!at!least!some!features,!i.e.!it!can!be!framed!in!terms!of!the!source!text!and!it!has!a!dynamic!nature,!meaning!no!fixed!size.!
 A! hierarchical! relationship! between! the! units! has! been! proposed! that! takes! into!account!at!the!same!time!the!tasks!of!reading,!writing!and!translating.!! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!28!Alternative!labels,!problematic!translation!unit!and!possibly!problem!nexus.!
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3CHAPTER!3 : !OVERVIEW!OF !CONCORDANCING!TOOLS !
This! chapter! contains! the! second! part! of! the! literature! review;! it! will! cover! in! greater!detail!the!topic!of!computer,assisted!translation!and,!more!specifically,!the!available!types!of!concordancers.!In!the!first!part!of!the!chapter,!different!types!of!concordancers!will!be!presented!together!with!the!contexts! in!which!they!are!used.!The!main!section!presents!features!and!interfaces!of!a!number!of!online!concordancing!tools!and!then!moves!on!to!examine! the! concordancer! used! for! this! study.! This! tool! is! used! internally! by! EU! staff!translator,!which! implies! that! the! framework! for! the! analysis! is!well,defined! and!well,known.!A! few!words!on! the! internal! organization! and! functioning!of! the!EU! translation!services,!with!a!special!focus!on!the!European!Commission!will!be!spent!in!Chapter!5.!3.1 TYPES!OF!CONCORDANCING!TOOLS!In! this! section,! concordancing! tools! will! be! presented! and! contextualized! in! different!domains!according!to!their!context!of!use!and!purpose.!On!a!terminological!note,!different!classifications! for! translation! technologies! have! been! proposed! over! the! years29!that!distinguish!between!a!"tool"!and!a!"resource".!The!word!tool!refers!to!computer!programs!that!enable!translators!to!carry!out!a!series!of!functions!or!tasks!with!a!set!of!data!that!they!have!prepared!and,!at!the!same!time,!allows!a!particular!kind!of!results!to!be!obtained.![…]!By!resources!we!refer!to!all!sets!of!data!that!are!organised!in!a!particular!manner!and!which!can!be!looked! up! or! used! in! the! course! of! some! phase! of! processing! (Alcina! 2008:! 94;!emphasis!in!the!original).!Examples! of! the! former! are! word! processors,! assisted! translation! software! and!terminology! database! management! software,! while! the! latter! include! dictionaries,!corpora!and!other!closed!data!sets.!From!this!perspective,!the!concordancer!can!be!seen!to!fall!in!both!categories.!Concordancers!in!local!Translation!Memory!Systems!can!be!seen!as! tools,! whereas! stand,alone! concordancers! become! resources! because! they! are! used!mainly! as! an! external! reference! source.! They! enable! users! to! query! a! repository! of!documents! by! entering! a! text! string! (the! query).! The! program! retrieves! the! matching!items!from!the!database!and!displays!them!to!the!user!according!to!the!specific!interface!and!architecture!of!the!system.!Concordancers!show!the!matching!item!in!its!surrounding!context,!the!so,called!KWIC!(Key!Word!In!Context).!They!can!be!monolingual!if!the!texts!to! be! analyzed! are! all! in! one! language.! Alternatively,! concordancers! can! be! bi,! or!multilingual!and!this!is!the!type!of!tool!discussed!in!the!next!sections.!!
3.1.1 CONCORDANCERS!IN!CORPUS!STUDIES!AND!ACADEMIA!Traditionally,!one!of!the!first!practical!applications!for!concordancing!software!programs!is! corpus! linguistics.! A! number! of! tools! have! been! developed! over! the! years! in! the!research! community! to! make! full! and! better! use! of! existing! corpora.! Concordancing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!29!See!Alcina!(2008)!for!an!overview!of!the!different!classification!approaches.!
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tools30!in! academia! have! long! been! known! in! corpus! studies! research! and! students! in!universities! have! been! exposed! to! them! since! the! late! 1990s! (Quah! 2006:! 113).! For!example,! Multiconcord31!is! a! multilingual! parallel! concordancing! tool! which! has! been!mainly! used! for! foreign! language! teaching! (Gross! 1998)! and! in! general! for! classroom!activities,!though!studies!focusing!on!translation!also!exist!(Scarpa!1999,!2000).!!A!probably!more!well,known!parallel!text!concordancing!software!is!ParaConc32!(Barlow!1996).! This! tool! is! designed! primarily! for! linguists! and! researchers! to! enable! them! to!carry! out! contrastive! language! studies! in! the! field! of! translation! studies! and/or! to!investigate! specialized! or! technical! information! texts! (Barlow! 2004).! It! contains! an!alignment!utility!to!perform!semi,automatic!alignment!of!the!files,!allows!users!to!select!different! search! modes! and! granularities! and! produces! frequency! statistics! (Barlow!2002).!Another! corpus!analysis! software! coeval!with!ParaConc! is!WordSmith!Tools33.! It!offers!word!and!keyword! lists!as!well!as!a!concordancing! function,!used! in!a!number!of!studies!in!translation,oriented!corpus!studies!(e.g.!Olohan!2004)34.!A!slightly!more!recent!addition! has! been! the! freeware! software! AntConc35,! a! multi,purpose! corpus! analysis!toolkit,!originally!designed!for!use!in!the!classroom!(Anthony!2004)!but!whose!scope!has!been!broadened!to!meet!translators'!needs!when!dealing!with!electronic!text!corpora!e.g.!to!search!for!terminology!in!specialized!domains.!!The! role! of! concordancing! software! in! the! realm! of! corpus! linguistics! resources! has!gained! further!ground! in!empirical! studies,! such! that! "the!creation!of! concordances,! i.e.,!formatted! displays! of! all! the! occurrences! of! a! particular! type! in! a! corpus,! may! be!considered!the!most!fundamental!task"!among!the!routine!procedures!of!corpus!analysis,!such!as!counting,!organizing!and!displaying!the!results!(Wiechmann!&!Fuchs!2006:!107).!Wiechmann! and! Fuchs! (2006)! conducted! a! comparative! analysis! of! as! many! as! ten!concordancing! software! programs36,! both! commercial! and! freeware,! along! three! main!dimensions:!(i)!functionality,!(ii)!performance!and!(iii)!usability.!The!aim!of!the!study!was!to!provide!an!overview!of!the!features!and!performance!of!search,and,retrieval!software!available!at!that!time.!For!their!study,!the!researchers!used!four!datasets!of!different!sizes,!ranging! from!100,000!words! (a! subset!of! the!Brown!corpus)! to!100!million!words! (the!British!National!Corpus!in!full).!They!found!that!"not!a!single!one!of!the!programs!tested!was!able! to!perform!all!searches"!(2006:!109)!possibly!because! they!used!a! test!system!that! matched! the! standard! office,computer,! which! was! underpowered! for! some! of! the!tasks! performed.! As! a! means! of! comparison,! the! same! searches! were! also! performed!using!a!scripting!language!(Perl)!and!the!command!line!and!as!a!result!all!operations!were!carried!out!successfully,!despite!the! limitations!of!the!machine!used.!This!result!showed!that! "the! queries! are! not! impossible! per! se! on! [the]! test! system.! Instead,! the! gap! in!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!30!As!anticipated,!reference!will!be!made!exclusively!to!bilingual!(or!multilingual)!concordancers.!For!details!about!monolingual!concordancers,!refer!to!e.g.!Bowker!(2002:!53ff.)!and!Simard!et!al.!(1993:!2,4).!31!http://artsweb.bham.ac.uk/pking/multiconc/l_text.htm!(last!accessed:!November!2012).!32!http://www.paraconc.com/index.html!(last!accessed:!November!2012).!33!http://www.lexically.net/wordsmith/!(last!accessed:!November!2012).!34!For!a!complete!account!of!related!works,!refer!to:!http://www.lexically.net/wordsmith/corpus_linguistics_links/articles_using_wordsmith.htm!(last!accessed:!November!2012).!35!http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/antconc_index.html!also!including!a!list!of!related!works!(last!accessed:!November!2012).!36!MonoConc!Pro!2.2,!WordSmith!Tools!4,!Concordance,!Multi!Language!Corpus!Tool,!ConcApp!4,!AntConc!1.3,!Aconcorde,!Simple!Concordance!Program,!Concordancer!for!Windows!2.0!and!TextSTAT!2.6.!
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performance! […]! is! probably! best! explained! by! the! difference! in! functionality"!(2006:!109)!because!the!programs!used!a!large!amount!of!memory!for!the!analysis!while!the! script! only! executed! each! command! sequentially!without! taking! up! all! the!memory!but,!in!so!doing,!the!scripts!reduced!the!scope!of!the!analysis!to!individual!operations.!For!each! system,! suggestions! were! given! as! to! which! analysis! or! data! type! would! be! best!suited!for!a!given!tool,!based!on!its!performance!in!the!study.!Finally,!another!corpus!analysis!tool!will!be!briefly!mentioned!that!was!developed!in!the!2000s! following! a! cooperation! between! Italian! universities.! TaLTaC2! which! stands! for!Trattamento! Automatico! Lessicale! e! Testuale! per! l'Analisi! del! Contenuto! (Automatic!lexical! and! text! analysis! tool! for! content! analysis)37.! It! allows! statistical! analysis! on!any!linguistic! data! type,! can! be! combined! with! other! linguistic! and! statistical! programs,!currently!supports!up!to!five!languages!and!it!has!been!employed!in!a!number!of!studies!in! different! fields,! from! linguistics! and! translation! (e.g.! Ondelli! &! Viale! 2010)! to! text!mining!and!computational!linguistics38.!In! addition! to! their! applications! to! language! teaching! and! contrastive! studies,!concordancing! tools! have! also! been! employed! in! translators'! and! interpreters'! training,!more!specifically!in!the!area!of!Language!for!Special!Purposes!and!specialized!translation!(e.g.! Gavioli! 1999;! Scarpa! 2006).! Further! examples! of! applications! of! bilingual!concordancers! in! academic! settings! for! translators'! training! can! be! found! in! Bowker!(2002:!19,20).!
3.1.2 CONCORDANCERS!FOR!THE!TRANSLATION!PROFESSION!!The!brief!overview!of!past!and!present!research!and!teaching!activities!that!use!corpora!and! concordancing! software! in! academia! did! not! consider! the! usability! of! such!concordancing!tools!for!professional!translators.!Indeed,!bilingual!concordancers!have! long! been! known! in! fields! such! as! language! teaching! or! second,language!learning![…]!but!it!is!only!more!recently!that!their!potential!as!translation!aids!has!been!recognized!(Bowker!&!Barlow!2004:!74).!!Both!WordSmith!Tools!and!AntConc!are!not!just!used!for!corpus,based!research!but!also!perceived!as!resources!for!professional!translators,!so!much!so!that!they!have!been!(and!still! are)! regularly! reviewed! and! compared! in! (online)! journals! about! translation! (e.g.!Reppen! 2001;! Wilkinson! 2011,! 2012).! However,! this! has! not! always! been! the! case.!Looking! at! the! professional! literature! and! magazines! aimed! at! language! professionals,!Bowker! and! Barlow! (2008:! 8,9)! noted! that! bilingual! concordancers! were! hardly!mentioned!in!the!professional!settings,!suggesting!that!they!were!less!widely!known!with!respect! to! Translation! Memories! (TMs).! In! a! purely! chronological! perspective,! the!development!of!the!translator's!workstation!(and!TMs)!can!still!be!considered!a!relatively!recent!phenomenon,!which!Hutchins! (2005)!attributed! to! two! important!developments,!namely!"the!acquisition!and!management!of!terminology"!and!"the!appearance!of!systems!for!storing!large!corpora!of!bilingual!texts"!with!the!possibility!of!extracting!examples!of!translations! of! phrases! and! sentences.! These! have! become! known! as! Translation!Memories! and! originated! as! a! "by,product! of! research! on! statistical! methods! of! MT![Machine! Translation]"! (Hutchins! 2005).! Macklovitch! and! Russell! (2000:! 412)! have!distinguished!between!two!main!usages!of!the!label!"Translation!Memory".!According!to!a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!37!http://www.taltac.it/it/taltac1.shtml!(last!accessed:!November!2012).!38!For!a!complete!account!of!related!works,!refer!to:!http://www.taltac.it/it/materiali1.shtml!(last!accessed:!November!2012).!
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narrow!definition,!TMs!represent! the!type!of! translation!support! tool! that!automatically!retrieves! matches! from! a! repository;! the! broader! definition! sees! TMs! "simply! as! an!archive!of!past!translations,!structured!in!such!way!as!to!promote!translation!reuse".!The!concordancing!function!in!TM!systems!allows!translators!to!manually!search!within!a!TM!and! use! it! "as! the! reference! tool! it!was! originally! envisaged! to! be"! (Benito! 2009).! This!seems! to! have! been! the! most! prominent! (and! useful)! functionality! in! the! adoption! of!Translation!Memories.!Because! the!narrow!definition!presupposes!automatic! look,up!of!translation! matches,! interactive! bilingual! concordancing! tools! would! be! excluded! from!the! class! of! TMs! (Macklovitch! &! Russell! 2000:! 412).! A! similar! differentiation! was!proposed!by!Macklovitch!et!al.!(2000:!1201)!who!used!the!concept!of!TM!to!refer!to!"an!archive! of! existing! translations,! structured! in! such! a!way! as! to! promote! translation! re,use"!(see!above),!whereas!"the!widespread!use!of! the! term![…]!has!arisen!as!a!result!of!the!popularity!of!commercial!translation!support!systems".!Irrespective!of! the!scope!of! the!definition,!a!common!feature!of!bilingual!concordancers!and! Translation!Memories! is! information! extraction! from! parallel! corpora.! The! hidden!potential! of! bilingual! parallel! corpora! for! translators! had! already! been! pointed! out! by!Bowker! and! Barlow! (2004:! 70).! They! presented! concordancers! as! the! 'old'! technology!and!reportedly! "not!well!known! in! the! translation! industry!outside!of!academic!circles"!(2004:!70).! Because! of! sustained! lack! of! investigations! on! concordancers! and! TMs,! the!authors!took!charge!of!the!task!and!compared!a!bilingual!concordancer!(ParaConc)!and!a!popular!TM!system!(SDL!Trados)!(Bowker!&!Barlow!2004,!2008).!Despite!the!fact!that!the!same!corpus!data!can!be!used!with!both!concordancers!and!TMs,!there!is!an!underlying!difference! in! the! way! the! texts! are! stored! in! each! system.! ! A! bilingual! concordancer!maintains! the! aligned! units! (at! sentence! level)! of! source! and! target! texts! within! their!surrounding! text! whereas! a! TM! splits! the! source! and! target! texts! into! segments! of!sentence,like! length! which! are! paired! to! form! a! Translation! Unit! (TU),! though! in! the!process!"the!very!notion!of!a!document!is! lost"!(Macklovitch!&!Russell!2000:!415).!Each!TU! is! stored! individually! in! the! database! and! the! original! text! cannot! be! retrieved! as! a!whole,!unless!specific!solutions!are!devised!beforehand39.!However,!a!direct!comparison!of!the!two!systems!as!conducted!by!Bowker!and!Barlow!seems!somewhat!unjustified!as!the!two!systems!are!concurring!rather!than!mutually!exclusive!or!complementary.!Almost!a!decade!earlier,!Simard!et!al.!pointed!out!that![a]!translation!memory!has!applications!beyond!the!simple!recovery!of!translated!sentences:! it! can! serve! as! the! basis! for! a! bilingual! concordance! tool,! a! program!which! finds! occurrences! of! specified! expressions! or! pairs! of! expressions,! and!displays!them!in!their!bilingual!context!(1993:!2,!emphasis!in!the!original).!The!structure!of!a!bilingual!(or!multilingual)!concordancer!is!relatively!simple!compared!to!other!translation!tools.!It!only!requires!reference!texts!to!be!pre,processed!so!that!the!content!can!be!quickly!indexed!and!retrieved!by!the!system.!Reference!documents!usually!come! in! the! form! of! bi,texts! or! Translation! Memories,! which! can! be! collectively! (and!loosely)!defined!as!parallel,aligned!corpora.!All!concordancing!software!works!according!to!the!same!underlying!principle:!each!search!has!to!be!manually!entered!and!launched!by!the! user! as! opposed! to! Translation! Memory! systems,! whose! matching! algorithms! run!automatically!and!the!user!just!needs!to!accept!or!reject!the!proposed!solution.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!39!One!exception!is!MultiTrans!Prism,!a!tool!that!is!able!to!incorporate!the!entire!text!and!index!the!document!as!a!corpus!when!a!TM!is!created![http://www.multicorpora.com/!,!Last!accessed:!December!2012].!Another!attempt!in!this!direction!was!the!introduction!of!'context!match'!in!some!TM!systems.!This!corresponds!to!a!101%!match!because!the!TU!also!contains!information!about!the!preceding!and!following!segments.!
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A!comparison!of! "full,sentence!repetitions!processing"!and!bilingual!concordancing!was!carried! out! in! another! study! (Macklovitch! et!al.!2000:! 1205).! The! authors! stressed! the!greater! flexibility! of! concordancing! tools! for! searching! and! pointed! out! the! differences!between! a! concordancer,! a! translation! tool! and! a! terminology!bank.! If! a! term!bank! can!count! on! evaluated! and! validated! entries,! a! concordancing! tool! can! help! translators! to!solve! "many! problems! that! often! aren't! catalogued! in! either! term! banks! or! bilingual!dictionaries"!thanks!to!the!wider!topic!coverage!of!a! large!corpus!over!more!specialized!TMs!(2000:!1205).!A!major!difference!between!the!two!systems!pertains!to!the!degree!of!automation! for! database! retrieval.! The! TM! carries! out! the! comparison! automatically,!while! concordancers! require! their! users! to! manually! enter! the! query! in! the! system.!Traditional! TM! systems! match! strings! based! on! similarity,! understood! as! number! of!shared! characters! (or! string! edit! distance)! but! in! order! to! deal! with! sub,sentential!matching! and! retrieval,! automation! needs! to! be! reduced! and! the! user! allowed! "to!manually! select! and! submit! a! word! or! phrase! to! the! bi,textual! database! via! a! […]!concordancing!tool"!(Macklovitch!&!Russell!2000:!414,5).!The! lack!of!automation! in!the!concordancer! was! initially! presented! as! a! potential! limitation! (Bowker! &! Barlow!2004:!72),! but! is! in! fact! a! very! important! feature! because! the! translator! is! always! in!control!of!the!search!process!and!deliberately!looks!up!whatever!unit!is!needed.!Back!in!1990,! Pierre! Isabelle! had! already! suggested! that! "existing! translations! contain! more!solutions!to!more!translation!problems!than!any!other!existing!resource"!(in!Macklovitch!
et!al.!2000:!1205).!User!behavior!in!relation!to!the!use!of!linguistic!resources!and!tools!has!been!investigated!through!ethnographic!studies!carried!out!among!Canadian!professional!translators!by!the!National!Research!Council!of!Canada!(Désilets!et!al.!2009;!Désilets,!Brunette!et!al.!2008;!Désilets,! Farley! et! al.! 2008)! using! methodologies! from! ethnographic! practice! such! as!Contextual! Inquiry! (CI).! CI! is! a! one,to,one! field! interview! conducted! in! the! actual!work!environment!of! the!subjects!and! the!data!are! later!analyzed!using!grounded! theory40.!A!similar! study!was! conducted! in! Ireland! (Karamanis! et!al.! 2010,! 2011)! focusing! on! real!work!practices!and!in!particular!on!the!areas!of!Human,Computer!Interaction!(HCI)!and!Computer!Supported!Cooperative!Work!(CSCW).!The!findings!of! these!studies!provide!a!solid! basis! for! further! investigation! in! the!way! translators! use! translation! aids! to! solve!translation!problems.!!In! particular,! concordance! searching! is! usually! referred! to! as! a! terminology,! and/or!phrase,oriented! search! (Benito! 2009:! 4)! but! previous! studies! (Bowker! 2002:! 88)!highlighted!that!some!translators!record!for!personal!reference!(specialized)!phrases!or!expressions!that!do!not!qualify!as!terms!in!the!conventional!sense.!Even!though!this!view!is! likely! to! be! closer! to! the! reality,! a! large,scale! empirical! research! on! authentic!concordance! searches! looking! systematically! at! search! patterns! is! still! lacking.! Some!earlier! studies! on! concordancing! can! be! found! that! focused! primarily! on! idiomatic!expressions!and!fixed!formulae!(Simard!et!al.!1993)!but!the!Canadian!research!group!has!advocated! the! need! for! greater! language! coverage! and! analysis! of! problems! relating! to!Language! for! General! Purposes! (Désilets! et!al.! 2009)! and! has! pointed! out! that,! at! least!until!2008,!current!commercially!available!concordancers!"have!never!been!the!object!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!40!Grounded!Theory!is!an!analytic!framework!for!(qualitative)!research!developed!by!Anselm!Strauss!and!Barney!Glaser!in!the!1960s.!According!to!this!approach,!theory!is!derived!and!emerges!from!a!systematic!analysis!of!data!as!opposed!to!theories!that!are!already!established!but!are!not!anchored!in!empirical!research.!In!the!early!stages,!the!researcher!does!not!generally!have!clear!expectations!and!is!expected!to!be!flexible!and!open!to!multiple!options!while!performing!the!analysis!and!building!the!theory.!
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scientific! evaluation! and! publication"! (Désilets,! Farley! et! al.! 2008).! Moreover,! further!evidence! of! lack! of! attention! towards! concordancers! can! be! found! in! the! literature,!according! to! which! the! "majority! of! concordancers! are! not! widely! advertised! to!professional!translators"!(Quah!2006:!113).!!More! recently,! concordancers! have! been! getting! more! exposure! both! in! academia! and!among! translation!professionals,!which!makes! their! absence! in! studies!on!CAT! tools! all!the! more! striking.! The! same! can! be! said! for! specialized! translation! magazines! and!resources!offering!reviews!of!translation!and!localization!software!programs!and/or!new!releases,!but!not!even!mentioning!concordancers.!This!lack!of!information!is!made!up!for!by!blogs!by!users,!professional! translators!and!service!owners!presenting!new!products!and!services,!carrying!out! their!own!comparative!analyses!and!reviewing!CAT!tools!and!their!features,!which!sometimes!specifically!target!the!concordancing!function!(Schiaffino!2011;! Lossner! 2012).! Academic! contributions! present! (bilingual)! concordancers! as! a!translation!aid!but!they!either!only!consider!standalone!corpus,based!types!of!tools,!like!the! ones! described! in! Section! 3.1.1! (Bowker! 2002:! 55ff.)! or! refer! to! the! integrated!concordancing!function!of!TM!systems!(O'Brien!et!al.!2010).!Furthermore,!a!labeling!issue!emerges! as! to! how! to! refer! to! these! resources,! suggesting! that! awareness! about! these!tools! and! resources! is! sometimes! still! low.! The! available! concordancers! are! sometimes!presented!and!referred!to!by!their!own!developers!or!by!users!writing!blog!posts!about!them!as!"translation!search!engines",!"terminology!search!tools"!and!"translation!memory!databases"!(Gough!2012),!adding!to!the!confusion!as!to!what!these!tools!are!and!do.!!3.2 CONCORDANCERS!IN!THE!TRANSLATION!INDUSTRY!On!the!basis!of!a!more!straightforward!—!albeit,!due!to!Web,based!TM!systems,!no!longer!water,tight!—!distinction,!concordancers!can!be!grouped!into!two!main!categories:!"off,line! concordancers",! i.e.! those! integrated! in! the! local! TM! system! (or! the! traditional!software! for! corpus! studies)! installed! on! the! user's! machine! and! "online! (standalone)!concordancing!tools",!which!that!give!users!access!to!data!stored!'in!the!cloud'41.!The!next!sub,sections!will!present!each!type!of!translation!aid!in!greater!detail.!
3.2.1 OFF,LINE!CONCORDANCERS!Traditional!Translation!Memory!systems!are! installed! locally!on! the!user's!machine!and!so!are!the!databases!they!manage,! i.e.!Translation!Memories.!This!type!of!system!can!be!considered!off,line!in!that!there!is!no!interaction!with!other!users!and!only!locally!stored!resources!are!used.!The!main!difference!between!the!concordancing!function!and!the!TM!systems!matching!algorithm!lies!in!the!role!of!the!translator.!In!a!concordance!search,!the!user!is!fully!in!control!of!the!search!operation,!while!in!the!other!scenario!the!translator!might! be! closer! to! an! editor! and/or! evaluator! of! an! existing! translation! automatically!chosen!by!the!system.!However!minor,!this!difference!plays!an!important!role!in!the!way!translators! may! relate! to! and! perceive! a! tool! because! translators! "appreciate! being! in!control! when! using! the! TMs"! and! flexibility! was! found! to! be! a! requirement! in! HCI!(Karamanis!et!al.!2011:!49).!In!a!(manual)!sub,segment!match,!the!system!displays!all!TUs!containing! the! requested! chunk! and! serves! as! "an! extension! of! the! translator's! own!memory"!(Benito!2009).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!41!The!concept!of!!"the!cloud"!derives!from!"cloud!computing",!i.e.!a!way!of!providing!services!using!a!number!of!centralized!resources!stored!on!servers!and!accessed!via!the!Internet.!
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When!Translation!Memory!systems!are!reviewed!and/or!compared,!not!much!attention!is!given! to! the! concordancing! feature.! When! the! results! of! the! well,known! Translation!Memory!Survey!(Lagoudaki!2006)!were!presented,!hardly!any!mention!of!concordancing!features!or!tools!was!made.!In!a!retrospective!overview!of!the!history!and!evolution!of!TM!systems,!Garcia!(2012:!453)!points!out!that![o]utside!th[e]!area!of!technical!translation/localisation,!TM!was!of!not!much!use!for!the!individual!freelancer.!Except!for!updates,!sentence!repetition!or!similarity!in! natural! language! is! scarce! and! the! usefulness! of! the!memory! database,! which!came!empty!on!purchase!of! the! tool,!was!small!beyond!concordancing!(emphasis!added).!The! potential! usefulness! of! sub,segment! matches! has! been! emphasized! for! some! time!(Simard!&!Langlais!2000)!and!eventually!TM!systems!have!enabled!it.!Melby!(2006)!has!suggested! automatic! sub,segment! lookup,! with! additional! language,specific!morphological! processing! in! the! case! of! inflected! languages42,! and! display! of! matching!target!language!units!according!to!their!likely!relevance.!Target!text!recombination!could!furthermore! benefit! from!predictive! typing!mechanisms! (Benito! 2009)! such! as! the! one!used!in!some!CAT!prototypes!(Kohen!&!Haddow!2009).!Relevance!of!results!can!also!be!measured! using! co,text! (Melby! 2006),! as! Simard! and! Langlais! (2001)! had! done! a! few!years!earlier.!They!considered!the!TM!as!a!large!parallel!corpus!and!computed!the!most!likely! target! sub,segment! on! the! basis! of! the! context! of! the! retrieved! matching! TUs.!However,! this! approach! proved! to! be! computationally! expensive,! it! suffered! from!inconsistencies!in!the!translation!of!the!same!phrase!and!was!not!likely!to!perform!well!in!detecting! the! correct! boundaries! in! the! translation! (Benito! 2009).! The! issue! of!"granularity"! affects! both! TM! and! EBMT! (Example,based! MT)! because! the! longer! the!units! the! lower! the! chance!of! finding!an!exact!match,!but! at! the! same! time!a! short!unit!increases! the!probability!of! ambiguity,! i.e.!multiple!and!conflicting!matches,! and!quality!inevitably!suffers!(Somers!&!Fernandez!Diaz!2004:!9).!According!to!Melby!(2006),!there!are!some!challenges!in!(manual)!sub,segment!matching!that! may! speak! in! favor! of! automatic! sub,segment! lookup,! namely! (i)! the! potential!overwhelming!number!of!hits!to!evaluate!and!(ii)!the!possibility!of!not!finding!the!chunk!in!the!database!thus!wasting!time!in!an!unfruitful!search.!Not!too!long!ago,!SDL!Trados!(v.!6.5)!added!an!auto,concordance!function!that!would!automatically!look!for!sub,sentence!matches!of!the!segment!in!case!no!match!was!found!and!was!later!improved!to!the!'Auto,Suggest'!function!in!SDL!Trados!Studio!2009!offering!predictive!suggestions!to!the!typing!translator!(O'Brien!et!al.!!2010:!187,8).!However,!this!was!far!from!being!the!first!example!of! such! a! feature.! The! concept! of! sub,segment! matches! had! already! been! defined! by!Bowker!as!falling!"partway!between!fuzzy!and!term!matching"!(2002:!103)!and!in!2004!was!considered!"very!desirable!in!TMSs![TM!systems]!but!so!far!has!only!been!a!promise,!with!one!notable!exception"!(Somers!&!Fernandez!Diaz!2004:!16).!This!exception!was!the!commercial! TM! system! Déjà! Vu,! which! in! its! Déjà! Vu! X! release! introduced! the!functionality! 'assemble! from! portions'.! Using! EBMT! technology,! this! functionality! was!able! to! self,repair! fuzzy! matches! and! replace! them! automatically! with! exact! matches,!provided!the!right!conditions!were!met!(2004:!17).!This!feature!is!still!researched!by!TM!developers!(e.g.!'Advanced!Leveraging'!in!Multicorpora,!'Auto,Suggest'!in!SDL!Trados!and!'Deep,Miner'! in!Déjà!Vu!X2),!who!use!statistical!algorithms!and!example,based!machine!translation! for! sub,segmental,! phrase,level! matching,! "which! is! said! to! be! the! level! at!which!repetition!happens!most!often"! (Garcia!2012:!456).!Even!professional! translators!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42!A!well,known!limitation!of!many!TM!systems!is!their!inability!to!deal!with!inflection!and!derivation!(Macklovitch!&!Russell!2000;!Bowker!2002:!106).!
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agree!that!"it!had!long!been!obvious!that!below!the!sentence!is!where!the!true!linguistic!treasure!of!translation!memories!was!buried"!and!today,!having!moved!past!to!complete!segment!matching,!most! major! tools! have! found! some! sort! of! subsegmenting! technology! that!provides!a!way!to!unearth!automatically!the!real!value!that!translation!memories!hold!and!to!give!us!that!material!at!our!fingertips!(Zetzsche!2012:!31).!The!"usability"!of!sub,sentential!segmentation!has!been!investigated!by!Colomnias!(2008!in!O'Brien!et!al.!2010:!188)!by!means!of! traditional! IR!measures!of!recall!and!precision,!though! the! analysis! was! carried! out! without! consulting! translators.! To! fill! in! this! gap,!O'Brien! and! colleagues! set! up! an! eye,tracking! experiment! to!measure! the!usefulness! of!sub,segment!matching!and!evaluate! the!design!of! the!user! interface.!They! looked!at! the!number! and! duration! of! fixations! on! the! Concordancing!window! as! an!Area! of! Interest!(AOI)! and!measured! productivity! using! average! task! time! length!with! and!without! the!concordancing! feature! enabled.! Results! were! then! triangulated! with! the! outcome! of! a!quality!check!and!an!opinion!survey!completed!by!the!six!subjects,!finally!suggesting!that!translators!found!concordancing!useful!and!"even!favoured![the!information!provided!via!the! Concordance]! over! the! longer! segments! displayed! in! the!TM!window"! (2010:! 189).!Translators! used! the! concordancer! "primarily! as! a! terminology! and! context,checker,! as!opposed! to! a! productivity! enhancing! tool"! and! they! also! did! "not! wish! to! have! [the!Concordance! window]! turned! on! constantly"! (2010:! 187,! 190).! Moreover,! most!translators!reported!using!the!concordancer!daily!and!closing!it!as!soon!as!the!search!was!completed.!A! broader! study! on! translation! support! tools!was! carried! out! in! two! Language! Service!Providers! (LSPs)! via! Contextual! Inquiry! (Karamanis! et! al.! 2011).! The! main! tools!translators! used! were! Translation! Memory! systems! and! they! generally! included! a!concordance!function!to!manually!search!the!TM!for!a!specific!chunk!of!text:!Translators!were!observed!searching!the!Concordance!frequently,!mostly!for!sub,parts!of!the!segment!they!were!working!on!such!as!single!word!or!a!short!phrase!(i.e.!a!term)!(Karamanis!et!al.!2011:!40).!However,! using! the! concordancer! did! not! necessarily! imply! that! the! translator! was!looking!up!an!unknown!item:!as!stated!by!an!interviewee,!"'[i]n!most!cases!the!translator!is! not! really! stuck! as! in! they! don't! have! a! clue! about!what! a! term!means'"! (2011:! 40).!Another! result! was! the! occasional! necessity! to! consult! with! other! team! members! to!ensure!consistency.!Researchers!report!about!an!incident!where!the!translator!needed!to!identify! the! most! appropriate! translation! for! a! particular! segment! among! the! several!versions! available,! i.e.! a! consistency! check.! In! this! particular! context,! the! Concordance!interface!also!provided!information!about!the!author!of!the!translation!in!the!metadata!of!the! segment.! Finally,! translators! were! found! to! look! up! a! phrase! or! a! sub,part! of! the!original! sentence! and! in! some! cases! a! sub,segment! search!was!performed! even! though!the!TM!system!provided!the!translator!with!a!full!sentence!match!(Karamanis!et!al.!2010).!In!his!doctoral!dissertation,!Simard!(2003!in!Somers!&!Fernandez!Diaz!2004:!10)!looked!at! the! arbitrary! sequences! real! users! submitted! to! a! bilingual! concordancer! and! found!that!such!'chunks'!were!syntactically!well!formed.!He!also!implemented!a!system!to!select!the!most!useful!results!from!the!hits!produced,!which!otherwise!were!too!numerous,!and!found! that! his! implementation! was! 15,30! times! more! effective! than! a! sentence,based!system.!!One! of! the! main! issues! with! sub,segment! matching! is! related! to! the! pricing! of! a!translation!job!(O'Brien!et!al.!2010:!187)!because!the!more!matches!are!found!in!a!TM,!the!
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lower!the!rate!for!the!translator!and!further!discounts!will!possibly!be!demanded!for!sub,segment!matches.!The! likelihood!of!TM!matches! increases!with! the! size! of! the!TM.!The!current! trend! is! towards! integration! and! sometimes! even! replacement! of! locally! stored!resources! with! cloud,based! ones,! such! as! corpora,! TMs! or! term! bases! in! a! translation!environment!that!increasingly!integrates!more!resources!(both!on,!and!off,line).!




!As!can!be!seen!from!the!title,!the!focus!is!on!terminology!(and!phrases).!The!Industry!filter!enables!users!to!select!an!industry!domain!e.g.!automotive,manufacturing,!legal!services,!computer! software/hardware,! telecommunications! and! energy,! water! and! utilities.! The!








!Results! are! displayed! in! a! two,column! format! and! an! additional! filter! allows! users! to!refine!the!search!by!subject!(e.g.!marketing,!music,!pharmaceuticals,!aerospace,!banking)!(Figure!4).!If!the!source!text!is!not!exactly!matched!in!the!database,!a!machine,translated!version!is!shown.!For!existing!matches,!a!reference!is!provided!e.g.!a!user!or!a!Website.!At!any! time,! a! user! can! contribute! to! the! TM!by!manually! adding! a! translation,! editing! an!existing!translation!or!voting!for!the!best!translation.!
Figure!4.!MyMemory!results!page!








3.2.2.4 GLOSBE!Glosbe49!is! a! "multilingual! online! dictionary"! and! provides! free! dictionaries! "for! almost!every!existing! language"!as!well!as!a!Translation!Memory!with!over!1!billion!sentences.!Glosbe!also!promotes!collaboration!and!resource!sharing!and!offers!a!Glosbe!API.!The! interface! (Figure! 7)! is! very! basic! and! is! available! in!many!different! languages.! The!system!stores!the!last!few!selected!languages!for!easy!access!in!case!of!multiple!searches.!
Figure!7.!Main!Glosbe!search!interface.!




3.2.2.5 TRADOOIT!TradooIT50 !is! a! bilingual! concordancer! currently! covering! three! languages:! English,!French!and!Spanish.!Its!database!contains!over!260!million!words!and!is!described!as!"a!computer,assisted! translation!suite"! that! comprises!a!Translation!Memory,!a! term!bank!and! a! bilingual! concordancer.! The! first! two! are! built! using! public! resources! and! the!concordancer!enables!users!to!query!them.!Language!professionals!from!all!fields!are!the!main! target! users! of! this! service.! The! TM! repository! covers! legislative! texts,! corporate!documents,! government! and! international! organizations! websites! and! movie! subtitles,!among! others,! while! the! term! bank! contains! Wikipedia! entries! and! well,known! term!banks.!A! lighter!version!of!TradooIT!(i.e.! the!bilingual!concordancer!only)!was! launched!online! in! 2011! for! the! general! public! as! well! as! language! professionals! but! originally!served!a!different!purpose:!TradooIT! was! created! in! a! basement! by! a! developer! for! his! sweetheart,! a!freelance!translator!who!found!that!current!translation!tools!were!poorly!adapted!to! translators'! needs.! Among! other! things,! she! considered! existing! translation!tools! to! be! too! slow,! too! invasive,! too! compartmentalized! and! too! expensive!(Okidoo!2012).!As!far!as!the!original!version!is!concerned,!TradooIT!was!a!tailor,made!tool!for!the!needs!of! a!professional! translator! and!was! later! adopted!and!adapted!by! a! translation! agency!and!further!customized.!The! search! interface! closely! resembles! the! Google! search! engine! (Figure! 9)! whereas!access! to! the!Translation!Memory! requires!user! log,in.!Both!are!offered!only! in!English!and!French.!
Figure!9.!TradooIT!search!interface.!








!Results! are! displayed! in! a! two,column! format! with! highlights! on! the! source,text! side!while! an! additional! link! right! below! the! search! mask! provides! access! to! a! term! bank!(Figure!12).! In!addition! to! the!displayed!results,! the!user!can!click!on!either! icon! in! the!middle!to!be!taken!to!a!new!Web!page.!In!one!case,!the!full!text!is!displayed!in!a!similar!format,! i.e.!segmented!and!aligned.!In!the!other,!the!user!is!taken!directly!to!the!original!Web!site!that!is!displayed!in!a!split!screen,!each!half!containing!one!different!language.!
Figure!12.!WeBiText!results!page.!
!!WeBiText!was!already!known! in!academia! thanks! to! the! research!work!by!Désilets!and!colleagues!(2008b)!who!investigated!how!a!multi,purpose!TM!could!be!created!from!Web!
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mining!and!in!particular!"whether!such!a!TM!could!add!value!over!TMs!built!from!other!large,!publicly!available!parallel!corpora"!(2008b:!1).!English!and!French!translators!were!interviewed!and!observed! in! their! real!working!environment! in!Canada!and!a! large!TM!built! from! crawling! the! Web! pages! of! the! Government! of! Canada! was! compared! to! a!smaller!general!purpose!TM!built!from!the!Canadian!Hansard!corpus.!Results!showed!that!the! larger! TM! performed! better! in! covering! the! observed! translation! problems,!particularly!those!related!to!specialized!terminology.!At!the!time!of!the!experiment,!other!languages!were!being!tested!using!Web!parallel!corpora!but!results!were!less!remarkable.!Thanks!to!Web!crawling,!a!TM!can!be!populated!much!faster!and!become!large!enough!to!be!useful! for! translators,!but!at! the!same! time! the!data!harvested!are! likely! to!be!much!noisier!than!those!of!existing!corpora.!3.2.2.7 TRANSSEARCH!TransSearch52!is!a!bilingual!concordancer!(EN!to/from!FR!or!ES),!originally!developed!at!the! CITI,! a! Canadian! research! center,! in! the! early! 1990s53!in! cooperation! with! the!University!of!Montreal!and!commercialized!by!Terminotix!since!2003.!Since! then,! it!has!been!the!object!of!a!number!of!scientific!studies!and!publications!so!much!so!that!it!can!be!considered! one! of! the! most! researched! commercial! linguistic! resources.! In! the! past!decade,! research!on! the! tool!mainly! focused!on! the!analysis!of! the!concordancer! search!logs! in! order! to! shed! light! on! the! human! translation! process,! given! that! "users! submit!their! queries! in! the! natural! course! of! their! work,! as! they! encounter! translation!difficulties"!(Simard!&!Macklovitch!2005:!71).!To! the! public,! TranSearch! is! presented! as! a! database! of! past! translations,! a! bilingual!concordancer! and! a! tool! for! professional! translators,! lexicographers,! terminologists,!linguists!and!(technical)!writers!who!have!to!write!in!a!language!that!is!not!their!mother!tongue.!As!of!2008,! the! system!had!about! two! thousand!regular!users,!mostly!Canadian!translators! submitting! an! average! of! 177,000! queries! per! month! (between! 2006! and!2007)!(Macklovitch!et!al.!2008:!412).!!Concordancing! tools! work! according! to! some!matching! principles! which! are! likely! not!known!or!understood!by!users.!As!a!consequence,!!the!way!TransSearch!interprets!a!query!does!not!necessarily!conform!to!a!"naïve"!user's! intuition:!while! TransSearch! looks! for! couples!which! satisfy! a! query,! the!user!expects!occurrences!of!a!particular!expression!(Simard!et!al.!1993:!16).!This!seems!still!to!hold!for!some!current!concordancing!tools!because!users,!particularly!non,translators,!misjudge!or!misuse!the!systems!due!to!differing!expectations.!Originally,! TransSearch! was! a! bilingual! concordance! program! that! could! extract!concordance! subsets! from! an! underlying! Translation! Memory! structure! (TransBase)!using!a!"fairly!traditional!search!algorithm"!and!an!abstract!query!language!(Simard!et!al.!1993:!10).!The!TM!repository! contained! two!main!databases,! i.e.! the!Canadian!Hansard!with! the! parliamentary! debates! and! the! Canadian! Court! Rulings! containing! legal!documents,!but!additional!smaller!databases!were!added!over!time!to!include!translation!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!52!http://www.tsrali.com/!soon!to!be!discontinued!in!favor!of!http://tsrali3.com/Main.aspx?cc=true![last!accessed:!December!2012].!53!For!a!detailed!description!of!the!original!architecture!of!TransSearch,!its!underlying!Translation!Memory!structure!TransBase!and!any!further!technical!details,!see!Simard!et!al.!(1993)!and!Macklovitch!et!al.!(2000).!
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! Financial!&!economic! 25%!!If! search! results! were! logged! in! addition! to! queries,! researchers! could! study! both! the!chosen!translation!for!a!given!query!and!the!translators'!strategies.!However,!this!type!of!information! raises! even! greater! ethical! issues! than! query! logs! alone! as! users!were! not!personally! consulted! before! their! search! data! was! analyzed! (Simard! &! Macklovitch!2005:!76,77).!!A!number!of!additional!studies!have!been!carried!out!with!TransSearch!logs!to!investigate!translation!units!and!the!nature!of!the!text!units!with!which!translators!work!(Simard!&!Macklovitch!2005).!In!order!to!study!the!queries,!researchers!could!only!use!the!context!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!54!For!a!finer,grained!distinction!between!the!two!concepts,!see!Section!7.3.5.!55!The!authors!believed!that!this!way!users!were!missing!out!on!advanced!features;!as!shown!in!the!logs,!95%!of!the!searches!were!considered!"simple".!
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in!which! they! appeared! in! the! database,! as! the! original! source! text!was! not! accessible.!Researchers!first!resubmitted!a!number!of!queries!to!TranSearch,!automatically!chunked!the! source,language! sentences! from! the! result! page! and! compared!each!query!with! the!newly!obtained!chunks.!At! the! level!of!boundary!matches,! they!checked!whether!or!not!the!beginning!(or!end)!of!a!query!matched!the!beginning!(or!end)!of!a!syntactic!chunk!in!the! source.! The! chunk! ends! matched! in! 85%! of! the! instances! whereas! the! beginnings!were!matched!less!often!(55%),!mostly!in!nominal!chunks!(NP)!and!less!frequently!with!verb! and! prepositional! phrases,! which!were! the! three!main! types! of! chunks! identified.!Modifiers,!auxiliary!verbs!and!determiners!can!all!be!easily!left!out!in!a!search!to!shorten!it!or!as!a!reflection!of!frequent!Internet!searching,!while!the!lexical!head!on!the!right!(i.e.!chunk! end)! tends! to! be! retained.! To! better! track! user! behavior,! researchers! (Simard!&!Macklovitch! 2005)! developed! the! idea! of! an! In,line! TransSearch! (ITS)! functionality,! an!add,on! that! would! integrate! TransSearch! into! a! word,processor! and! support! complex!queries!such!as!'bite+!the!dust'!(for!inflection)!and!'bite!..!dust'!(for!ellipsis).!!More!recently,!a!more!systematic!analysis!has!been!carried!out!on!the!log!files!collected!over! 6! years! (Macklovitch! et!al.! 2008)! to! study! the!main! types! of! translation! problems!addressed! with! TransSearch.! The! most! frequent! searches! for! each! length! group! were!examined! and! a! few! "true! terms56"!were! found.! ! Contrary! to! researchers'! expectations,!almost!no!figurative!expressions!were!identified.!Instead,!a!high!number!of!prepositional!phrases! including! compound!prepositions!and!complex!prepositional! groups!was! found!together!with!predicate!expressions! followed!by!a!preposition!and!single!word!queries,!generally!adverbials!and!adjectives!(Macklovitch!et!al.!2008:!416,7).!Another! area! where! much! effort! has! been! spent! is! that! of! "translation! spotting",! or!"transpotting"! i.e.! "the! task! of! identifying! the! word,tokens! in! a! target,language! (TL)!translation! that! correspond! to! the! word,tokens! of! a! query! in! a! source! language! (SL)"!(Bourdaillet!et!al.!2009:!28).!This!has!proven!a!very!challenging!task!but!was!eventually!implemented! in! the!TS3!project.!An!enhanced!version!of!TransSearch!was!developed! to!automatically!highlight!the!corresponding!translation!to!the!query!in!the!target!versions57!and! display! them! in! descending! order! of! frequency! after! reducing! nominal! and! verbal!inflection! and!merging! similar! results.! A! "transpot"! consists! of! "the! target,word! tokens!automatically!associated!with!a!query!in!a!given!pair!of!units!(sentences)"!(Bourdaillet!et!
al.!2009:!28)!and! frequency!was! found! to!be!a!good! indicator!of!good! translations!with!hapax!items!often!corresponding!to!variants!of!the!most!frequent!results!(Bourdaillet!et!
al.! 2010:! 253).! Transpotting! is! actually! one! of! the! two!main! functionalities! of! the! new!TransSearch,! i.e.! bilingual! concordancer! and! translation! finder.! As! a! bilingual!concordancer,!the!focus!is!on!the!successful!identification!of!the!reference!transpot!in!the!target!version.!As!a!translation!finder,!the!system!will!output!a!set!of!different!translations!for!the!same!query!(2010:!255,6).!3.2.2.8 OTHER!CONCORDANCERS!Additional!concordancing!tools!developed!in!academia!are!TotalRecall!(Wu!et!al.!2003),!a!Web,based! concordancer! for! English! and! Chinese! mainly! thought! for! second! language!learners,! and! Linear! B! (Callison,Burch! et! al.! 2004)! which! is! a! tool! meant! to! exploit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!56!"True!terms"!are!here!understood!to!mean!"technical!terminology".!The!small!number!of!searches!of!this!kind!was!partially!justified!by!the!limited!number!of!domains!covered!by!the!TransSearch!corpus!as!well!as!the!availability!of!two!large!terminology!banks!in!Canada,!possibly!better!suited!for!specialized!terminological!searches.!57!Further!details!on!the!transpotting!algorithm!and!other!technical!details!can!be!found!in!Huet!et!
al.!2009a!and!2009b!and!Bourdaillet!et!al.!2009!and!Bourdaillet!et!al.!2010.!
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translation!memories!to!build!an!MT!system.!As!of!2010,!Linear!B!covered!Arabic,!Chinese!and!seven!European!languages.!Its!interface!is!similar!to!a!standard!concordancer!and!so!is!the!way!it!presents!results.!However,!it!also!performs!some!additional!processing!of!the!query!so!that! it!produces!the!most! likely!translations!of!the!source,!ranked!according!to!their!probability.!In!the!present!study,!all! listed!stand,alone!concordancers!will!collectively!be!referred!to!as! concordancing! tools! irrespective! of! the! specific! label! given! to! each! tool! by! its!developers,!advertisers!or!users.!Some! labels!could!be!misleading! for! the!users!because!they!sound!restrictive!(e.g.!"terminology!search!tools").!In!fact,!these!systems!lack!some!of!the!traditional!features!of!terminology!tools,!are!memory,based!rather!than!lexicon,based!(Somers!&!Fernandez!Diaz!2004:!10)!and!often!assume!a!professional!use!by!translators.!To!collectively!refer!to!all!these!tools,!a!more!general!label!such!as!"concordancers"!seems!more! effective,! at! least! until! a! sufficient! number! of! empirical! studies! are! systematically!carried!out!about!the!actual!use!translators!make!of!these!tools,!such!as!the!questionnaire!study!conducted!by!Gough!(2012).!Based! on! the! previous! definitions,! most! (if! not! all)! tools! share! the! same! features! of! a!traditional! concordancer! and! for! this! reason! they! have! been! grouped! and! discussed!together:!
 They!are!all!based!on!a!large!repository!of!aligned!documents!or!TMs,!i.e.!types!of!aligned!parallel!corpora;!!
 Translators!deliberately!access!this!resource!at!their!discretion,! i.e.!the!tool!does!not! come! as! an! integral! part! to! a! workstation! but! rather! can! be! added! later! if!desired;!
 Users! traditionally! submit! concordance! searches! manually! instead! of! being!presented!with!an!automatic!translation;!
 They!are!generally!aimed!at! retrieving! sub,segment!matches,! though! in!practice!they!are!used!for!segments!of!various!lengths.!
3.2.3 !INTRANET,BASED!CONCORDANCERS!In! the!previous!section,! several!examples!of! freely!accessible!Web,based!concordancers!were!provided.!There!is!however!a!third!level!at!which!concordancing!tools!can!be!found!beside! the! off,line! and!Web,based! types.! They! are! concordancers! found! at! the! intranet!level! of! businesses! and! particularly! large! corporations! but! also! within! international!organizations! such! as! the! European! Union.! From! a! research,oriented! perspective,! the!intranet!offers!many!advantages!as!opposed!to!the!Web,!e.g.!a!finite!number!of!potential!users.! Generally! speaking,! intranet! solutions! provide! a! more! controlled! environment!which!can!be!useful!for!empirical!studies!(see!Section!5.1).!At!EU!level,!one!concordancing!tool! is!available!and!used!daily!by!EU!translating!staff! in!addition! to! a! metasearch! engine.! They! both! provide! an! ideal! test! bed! to! conduct! this!exploratory!study!without!incurring!in!the!many!challenges!posed!by!regular!tools!on!the!Internet.! In! the! next! sub,sections,! both! the! concordancing! tool! (Euramis)! and! the!metasearch! engine! (Quest)! will! be! presented! in! greater! detail! so! as! to! outline! the!reference!framework!for!the!main!study.!! !
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Translation!Centre!(TC)! 87! 36!!Every!service!in!Euramis!can!be!accessed!from!its!tabbed!interface.!Alignment!produces!a!bitext!version!of!existing!documents!directly!into!the!user's!mailbox;!Translation!Memory,!retrieves!TMs!from!the!central!TM!repository!based!on!a!given!document;!Search!can!lead!to! the! Document! Search! page! to! retrieve! a! document! using! metadata;! Concordance!searches! the! Translation! Memory! on! the! fly;! finally,! another! interface! allows! users! to!upload! alignments! to! the! central! TM! repository60.! Euramis! is! generally! referred! to! as! a!"central! translation!memory"! (DGT!2009a:!10),! "inter,institutional! translation!memory"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!58!For!a!brief!history!of!the!origins!of!Euramis!until!the!late!1990s,!see!Leick!(1998).!59!About!five!years!ago,!there!were!talks!for!creating!a!public!version!of!Euramis!along!the!same!lines!of!what!of!had!been!done!for!IATE!but!the!costs!were!eventually!found!to!be!too!high!and!the!project!was!abandoned.!A!good!deal!of!the!basic!material!that!Euramis!uses!is!available!in!TM!form!via!the!Joint!Research!Centre!(http://ipsc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.php?id=61,!last!accessed:!December!2012).!However!no!interface!or!tool!to!query!it!are!provided.!60!About!80%!of!the!translations!made!by!DGT!are!stored!in!Euramis!but!there!are!some!confidentiality!and!file,format!issues!that!prevent!some!documents!from!being!uploaded.!TM!uploads!can!also!be!carried!out!automatically,!as!is!the!case!for!some!institutions.!
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(DGT! 2010c)! and! also! "outil! de! traduction"! together! with! the! Translator's!Workbench!(Kowalska! 2010).! On! other! occasions,! the! Euramis! concordancer! is! presented! as! a!terminology! search! tool! (Rusu!2009)!with!multilingual! and!multi,directional! capability.!Euramis!at!the!EC!also!integrates!machine!translation!for!some!language!pairs.!If!the!MT!service! is! available! for! the! chosen! language! pair,! the! translator! is! offered! an! automatic!translation!whenever!the!TM!does!not!provide!any!suggestions.!!Figure! 13! represents! the! Euramis! architecture.! The! Euramis! Portal! interfaces! can! be!found!at!the!very!left!of!the!chart,!in!the!green!section.!The!first!six!orange!boxes!list!the!available!services!discussed!above,!while!the!main!TM!repository!is!placed!at!the!far!right,!in! pink.! The! concordance! application! and! consequently! the! retrieval! service!will! be! the!main!object!of!the!present!study61.!The!concordance!interface!will!be!presented!in!greater!detail!in!the!following!sub,section.!
Figure!13.!Euramis!architecture!(DGT!2010c).!Items!can!be!found!in!the!top!half!of!the!green,!
orange!and!pink!sections!are!illustrated!at!length!in!the!text.!





multiple! hits.! Basic! Search! means! that! some! grammatical! words! (the! so,called! "stop,words")! in! the! string! are! ignored! (in! English! and! French! only)! while! the! other! lexical!items! are! searched! (in! the! same! order! as! presented);!Exact! Search!means! the! string! is!searched! verbatim!while!All!Words!Anywhere!means! that! any! segment! that!matches! all!these!words!found!anywhere!in!the!string!is!returned!as!a!result.!The!central!box!in!the!Simple!interface!lists!all!source!languages!on!the!left,!the!available!target!languages!on!the!right!65!and!in!the!middle!a!list!of!available!TMs!in!the!middle,!is!shown.!In!the!Advanced!interface,!multiple!target!languages!can!be!selected!in!the!same!search!episode!while!the!database! filter! has! been! moved! to! the! bottom! part! of! the! screen! where! a! number! of!additional! filters! can! be! found:!Requesting!DG,!Year,!Document!Type,!Document!Number,!






!!At! the! top! of! the!Results! page,! there! is! a! blue! box! containing! a! summary! of! the! search!setup! and! the! search! string.! As! previously! seen! with! other! concordancers,! results! are!displayed!in!a!two,column!format,!source!text!on!the!left,!with!red!highlights,!and!target!
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text!on!the!right.!If!the!user!is!given!the!option!to!Search!More!(Figure!16),!this!means!that!the!system!has!retrieved!more!results!than!the!displayed!ones.!Unlike!previous!tools,!Euramis!groups!results!from!the!same!document!under!a!common!heading!using!the!metadata!of!the!document.!In!the!heading,!users!can!perform!different!operations,!namely!(i)!open!a!new!window!to!see!the!whole!aligned!bitext;!(ii)!download!the! document! and! (iii)! send! feedback! in! case! of! mistranslations! or! misalignments.! If!multiple!target! languages!are!selected,!the!multi,language!target!segments!are!clustered!in!the!same!target!cell!with!the!corresponding!language!code.!The!order!in!which!results!are! displayed! matches! the! order! in! which! segment! pairs! have! been! uploaded! in! the!database67 !and! there! may! be! instances! where! some! sentences! are! missing! from! a!document!because!the!system!does!not!allow!duplicate!source!sentences!within!the!same!document.!This!seemingly!strange!behavior!goes!back!to!the!very!notion!of!"document"!in!Euramis,!in!that!the!system!is!designed!as!a!centralized!Translation!Memory!and!not!as!a!document!repository!or!management!system.!!The! underlying! architecture! is! a! SQL,based! database! and! has! a! specific! structure! for!storing!text!segments!using!the!document!metadata.!The!segment!identifier!is!composed!by!a!segment!ID!together!with!a!language!code!that!matches!the!language!of!the!segment.!Segment!matching! is!performed!not!by!comparing!segments!but!by!retrieving!matching!metadata!between! source! and! target! sentences! and!using! the! language! code! to! identify!the! corresponding! translation(s)! for! the! source! segment.!Figure!17!gives!an!example!of!the!TM!structure!in!Euramis.!
Figure!17.!Example!of!the!structure!of!the!Euramis!Translation!Memory!(DGT!2010c).!
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common!ID!can!be!found!for!all!submitted!words.!For!example,!if!a!user!searches!for!'final!report'!(EN>FR),! the!system!will!match! 'jkl6789!EN'!with! 'jkl6789!FR'!but!will! fail! if! the!language!pair!was!EN>DE.!The!first!step!is!to!looks!for!segments!that!include!the!search!words! in! the!selected!search! language.!There! is!no! limitation! to! the!amount!of! text! that!can!be!entered!in!the!white!search!box.!However,!the!system!will!only!consider!the!first!230!characters!of!the!searched,for!string.!Secondly,!for!each!of!the!retrieved!segments!the!system! checks! whether! a! translation! in! the! target! language(s)! exists! by! browsing! the!segment!IDs.!As!a!consequence,!a!search!that!produces!many!results!in!the!first!step!(e.g.!common!words)! but! has! few! entries! in! the! target! language! (e.g.! in! case! of! an! unusual!language! pair)! takes! much! longer! to! be! processed! than! a! search! that! produces! many!results!in!the!second!step!because!in!the!latter!case,!the!maximum!number!of!results!to!be!displayed!is!reached!much!faster.!!In!order! to!provide! the!history!of! the!past!searches,! the!system!saves! the!queries! in! log!files,! which! have! now! been! collected! for! about! six! years.! One! log! stores! the! following!information! about! each! search:! date! and! time! stamp,! user! ID,! institution! code,! source!language,! target! language(s),! search! mode,! search! interface,! searched! TMs,! search!method,! execution! time,! number! of! results,! requesting! DG,! year,! document! type,!document! number,! directionality! and! maximum! number! of! results.! TransSearch! logs!contain!similar!information!such!as!date,!time,!submitted!query,!number!of!hits!produced,!but!also! the! IP!address!of! the!machine68!(i.e.! the!source!of! the!query),!how!results!were!displayed! and! details! on! the! source! of! the! query! (Macklovitch! et! al.! 2008:! 413;!Macklovitch! et!al.! 2000:! 1204;! Simard! &!Macklovitch! 2005:! 70).!While! in! TransSearch,!users!are!identified!using!the!IP!of!the!machine!whereas!in!Euramis!login!details!are!used.!Before! Euramis! data! could! be! analyzed! for! the! purposes! of! the! present! study,! user!information! had! to! be! removed! in! order! not! to! infringe! on! users'! privacy.! As! a! result,!Euramis! searches! could!only!be! studied!according! to! the! requesting! institution!because!information!about!individual!translators!was!lost.!3.2.3.3 QUEST!Quest!is!a!meta,search!engine!developed!in!the!early!2000s!by!the!European!Commission!to!speed!up!the!search!process!and!provide!simultaneous!lookups!into!several!databases!and! online! resources! (both! general! and! language,specific).! A! new! inter,institutional!version! of! Quest! (Quest! II)! was! released! in! 2009.! Once! again,! the! tool! seems! centered!around! terminological! searches.! When! a! user! launches! a! search! in! Quest,! the! system!forwards!the!query!to!each!active!resource!as!if!a!human!user!had!accessed!each!resource!separately!and!then!consolidates!results!in!one!single!Web!interface!while!saving!search!logs!(History)!for!future!reference.!Similarly! to! Euramis,! Quest! can! be! accessed! from! a!Web! interface! or! directly! from! the!Word! toolbar.!A!Word!macro! can! interact!with! the!Trados!Workbench!and!e.g.! retrieve!the!language!pair!currently!activated69.!Compared!to!Euramis,!Quest!has!a!much!simpler!interface!where!users!only! select! source! and! target! languages! and! choose!between! two!search!modes:!Exact!String! (default)! and!All!Words! (which! corresponds! to! the!mode!All!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!68!This!information!allows!researches!to!keep!track!of!the!rough!number!of!users!(i.e.!one!IP!is!thought!to!represent!one!user)!as!well!as!to!cluster!potential!users!according!to!their!organization!and/or!country.!69!Until!recently,!EP!trainees!did!not!have!access!to!the!Commission's!ECAS!authentication!system!which!is!used!to!access!Quest.!This!means!that!they!were!a!group!of!users!who!did!not!have!access!to!Quest!at!the!time!of!data!collection!for!the!present!study.!
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Words! Anywhere! in! Euramis)! (Figure! 18).! A! customizable! advanced! search! feature! for!Quest!is!foreseen!but!has!not!yet!been!implemented.!
Figure!18.!Quest!main!search!interface.!






! !!The! result!page!comes! in!a! two,pane! format! (Figure!19!–! right!and!Figure!20).!The! left!pane! lists! all! responsive! resources! at! the! top.! The! first! resource! to! respond! is!automatically! displayed! as! a! nested!webpage! in! the! larger! right,hand! pane;! Euramis! is!very! often! the! first! resource! to! respond.! By! clicking! on! the! relevant! link,! the! user! can!change!the!displayed!resource.!!
Figure!20.!Quest!result!page!with!the!Euramis!concordance!as!the!active!resource.!
!3.2.4 CONCORDANCE!USERS'!PROFILES!Whenever!Euramis! is! selected!as! a! resource! (i.e.! for!most! searches),!Quest!will! act! as! a!standard! Euramis! user! and! submit! the! search! using! the! Euramis! Simple! interface! and!default!settings.!Because!the!number!of!Quest!users!is!on!the!rise72,!the!number!of!refined!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!72!As!of!July!2012,!over!70%!of!the!Euramis!searches!were!submitted!by!Quest!vs.!about!63%!in!September!2010.!
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 to! check!whether! the! term!has! been! translated! and!how! to! find! the! established!translation!in!a!given!context74;!
 to!produce!consistent!translations!with!other!parallel!target!versions;!
 to!double!check!word!usage!when!a!translation!is!not!convincing;!





 Concordancers! applied! to! translation! memories! and! bilingual! parallel! resources!originate!from!research!in!machine!translation;!
 There!are!several!types!of!concordancers!and!some!are!widely!used!by!professionals!but!they!generally!do!not!attract!researchers'!attention;!
 In! the! translation! industry,! concordancers! can!be! found! at! three! levels:! off,line! and!online;!the!latter!branch!into!Web,based!and!intranet,based!tools.!
 Off,line!concordancers!are!traditionally!found!in!Translation!Memory!systems;!Web,based! concordancers! are! generally! commercial! standalone! tools!whose!number!has!noticeably! increased! in! the! past! few! years;! intranet,based! concordancers! can! be!found!at!corporate!level!or!within!international!organizations,!such!as!the!EU;!
 Special!attention!was!devoted!to!TransSearch,!an!online!bilingual!concordancer!which!has!been!the!object!of!a!number!of!research!studies!on!concordance!searches!and!user!interaction;!
 Two! intranet,based! EU! concordancers! (Euramis! and! Quest)! have! been! thoroughly!analyzed!as!they!are!the!source!of!the!search!logs!studied!in!the!present!work;!
 Concordance! users! profiles! at! the! EU! have! been! sketched! and! broader! questions!about! user! interaction! with! different! types! of! language! resources! have! been! put!forward.!! !
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4CHAPTER!4 : !CONCORDANCE!SEARCHES , !TRANSLATION!PROBLEMS!AND!INFORMATION!NEEDS!
In! Chapter! 2,! different! perspectives! taken! on! the! concept! of! translation! problem!were!discussed! and! the! use! of! reference! books! was! mentioned! as! a! primary! indicator! of! a!problem.! Chapter! 3! dealt! at! length!with! the! features! of! one! specific! type! of! translation!support!tool,!i.e.!the!concordancer,!and!special!attention!was!devoted!to!the!functioning!of!the! concordancer! used! in! the! present! analysis.! In! this! chapter,! the! concordancer! as! a!standalone!resource!will!be!added!to!the!list!of!reference!material!available!to!translators!and!concordance!searches!will!be! considered!as!an!additional! type!of!user!activity!data!(UAD)! that! could! be! successfully! triangulated! with! other! data! types! to! gain! further!insights!into!the!translation!process.!4.1 INTERNAL!AND!EXTERNAL!SUPPORT!When! discussing! translation! problems! (see! Chapter! 2),! a! number! of! problem,solving!behaviors! were! identified,! ranging! from! conscious! translation! strategies! to! the!consultation! of! reference!material.! Problem,solving! strategies! can! broadly! fall! into! two!main! categories,! linked! to! the!use!of! internal! or! external! support! (Alves!1997).! Internal!
support! comprises! the! translator's! world! knowledge! and! in! general! his/her! cognitive!resources! whereas! external! support! refers! to! the! use! of! documentation! sources! (e.g.!dictionaries,!reference!material!and!online!resources)!available!to!the!translator.!A!similar!distinction! is! found! in!Ronowicz!et!al.! (2005:!583),!who!claimed! that!external! resources!(particularly!dictionaries)!are!used!when!neither!internal!mechanism!(the!Frequent!Lexis!Store76!and!the!Lexical!Search!Mechanism)!provides!an!answer!to!the!problem.!The!distribution!of! internal! and! external! support! in! the!process! of! translation!has! been!studied! empirically! using! translation! protocols,! key,logging! and! direct! observation! (e.g.!PACTE!2005;!Alves!&!Liparini!Campos!2009a,b).!In!one!study!by!the!PACTE!group!(2005),!a!number!of!different!sequences!of!actions!were!observed!during!translation!that!could!be!grouped!in!five!main!categories:!1. Simple!internal!support!(IS);!2. Internal!support!dominant!combined!with!external!support!(ISD);!3. Balanced!interaction!between!internal!and!external!support!(IS,ES);!4. External!support!dominant!combined!with!internal!support!(ESD);!5. Simple!external!support!(ES).!The!first!category!occurred!when!a!"Definitive!Solution"!was!found!without!any!external!consultation,! whereas! category! five! was! assigned! to! those! instances! where! a! bilingual!dictionary!was!used!as!external!support.!Categories! two!and!four!contained! instances!of!"complex! consultations",! i.e.! a! chain! of! consultations! or! a! complex! type! of! search! like! a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!76!The!Frequent!Lexis!Store!is!a!concept!developed!by!Bell!(1991:!47)!when!describing!the!translation!process!and!is!defined!as!"an!instant!look,up!facility!for!lexical!items!both!'words'!and!'idioms'".!It!is!a!component!of!the!brain's!syntactic!analyzer!(Ronowicz!et!al.!2005:!581).!
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targeted! Internet! search.! The! dominant! type! of! support! was! considered! the! one! that!eventually!provided!the!solution.!For!the!third!category,!three!further!subcategories!were!identified! (generally! involving! the! use! of! dictionaries):! (i)! Consultation! to! confirm! a!decision;! (ii)!Consultation!using!a!dictionary!but! solution! rejected;! (iii)! Internal! support!plus!consultation!and!solution!accepted!(PACTE!2005:!615).!Category!distributions!were!then! combined!with! the! acceptability! of! the! chosen! solutions! for! the! likely! problematic!items!in!the!text!(i.e.!the!"rich!points";!see!Section!2.2).!!PACTE's! classification!was! later! reformulated! to! accommodate! a! different! classification!that! distinguished! between! support! for! orientation! and! support! for! revision! (Machado!2007!and!Batista!2007,!in!Alves!&!Liparini!Campos!2009a:!78,9).!PACTE's!five!categories!were! first! re,organized! by! removing! the! IS,ES! type! and! renaming! the! remaining!categories!SIS,!DIS,!DES!and!SES77,!respectively.!Because!of!the!new!added!dimensions!of!orientation! and! revision,! eight! new! categories78!were! listed! according! to! the! phase! of!translation!at!which!each!of!the!four!forms!of!support!can!occur!and!their!distribution!was!tested!in!a!translation!task!with!and!without!Translation!Memory!systems.!The!study!by!Alves! and! Liparini! Campos! (2009a)! also! tested! translators'! behavior! during! orientation!and! revision! by! applying!Machado's! and! Batista's! categories! and! recording! translator's!activity.!A!screen,recording!software!was!used! in!conjunction!with!TM!systems!whereas!Translog!was!used! for! the! task!without!TM!systems.!Overall,! internal!support!was!more!frequent! both! for! orientation! and! revision! with! slight! variations! between! simple! and!dominant!categories!according!to!the!task!type,!one!involving!the!use!of!TM!systems,!the!other!leaving!them!out.!However!interesting,!such!categorization!cannot!be!applied!"as!is"!to! the!present!analysis!because!no! information! is!available!about! the!stage!at!which! the!concordance!search!was!launched!(orientation,!drafting!or!revision),!though!intuition!and!existing!evidence!point!to!the!drafting!phase!as!the!most!likely.!!Alves! and! Liparini! Campos! considered! every! (single)! consultation! of! external! resources!and! concluded! that! "[m]ost! instances! of! external! support! involve! web! searches! or!dictionary!look,ups!to!find!translation!alternatives!for!specific!terms"!(2009b:!203).!This!statement! suggests! that! one!of! the!main! reasons! for! turning! to! external! support!was! in!fact!not!so!much!the!need!to!understand!a!term!or!find!out!its!meaning!but!rather!to!find!"translation!alternatives".!Further!evidence!showed!that!the!use!of!external!support!was!not!affected!by!the!use!of!TM!systems,!though!the!nature!of!the!search!changed!according!to!the!test!scenario.!When!no!TM!system!was!available,!external!support!comprised!Web!searches! for! parallel! texts! and! dictionary! look,ups,! otherwise! the! Trados! Concordancer!was!the!most!frequently!used!type!of!external!support!(2009b:!204).!Overall,! this! group!of! studies! is!particularly! interesting! for! the!present! analysis!because!these! experiments! explicitly! consider! external! support! both! in! isolation! and! in!combination! with! internal! support.! Experiments! in! process! research! have! at! times!allowed! participants! to! use! some! kind! of! translation! support,! under! different!circumstances.! Including! support! tools! in! an! experiment!was! a! deliberate! choice! on! the!part!of!the!researcher.!Early!studies!in!the!1980s!(e.g.!Krings!1986a,b)!only!had!the!option!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!77!Simple!internal!support!(SIS);!Internal!support!dominant!combined!with!external!support!(DIS);!External!support!dominant!combined!with!internal!support!(DES);!and!Simple!external!support!(SES).!78!For!the!orientation!phase:!Simple!internal!support!for!orientation!(SISO);!Simple!external!support!for!orientation!(SESO);!Dominant!internal!support!for!orientation!(DISO);!and!Dominant!external!support!for!orientation!(DESO).!For!revision:!Simple!internal!support!for!revision!(SISR);!Simple!external!support!for!revision!(SESR);!Dominant!internal!support!for!revision!(DISR);!and!Dominant!external!support!for!revision!(DESR).!
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of!paper,based!support,!usually! in! the! form!of!mono,!and!bilingual!dictionaries!or!some!other! kind! of! printed! reference! work.! Over! time,! forms! of! support! have! increased! in!number! and! types! but! researchers! have! in! some! cases! decided! to! do! without! external!support! altogether! so! as! to! reduce! the! number! of! variables! and! focus! on! the! purely!cognitive!task!(Immonen!2006;!Dragsted!&!Hansen!2008).!Usually,!experiments!involving!eye,tracking!and!key,logging!tend!not!to!allow!dictionaries!or!other!translation!resources!because!of!practical!constraints!during!data!elicitation.!However,!some!empirical!studies!have!specifically! focused!on! the!way! translators! interact!with! translation!support! in! the!form!of!paper,based!resources!(Künzli!2001;!Livbjerg!&!Mees!2003)!and! Internet,based!resources! (Enríquez! Raído! 2011;! PACTE! 2011b).! Some! other! studies! have! decided! on!having!the!Internet!as!sole!external!aid!for!translators!during!the!experiments!(Jakobsen!2003;!Alves!et!al.!2010)!whereas!others!allowed!any!support!tool!translators!wished!for!(Buchweitz!&!Alves! 2006).! Ethnographic! research! has! also! contributed! to! shed! light! on!the! type! of! tools! translators! use,! this! time! without! experiments! involved.! Researchers!have! observed! professional! translators! at! work,! taking! notes! of! how! they! worked! and!what!type!of!aids!they!were!using!(Désilets)et!al.!2009;!Karamanis!et!al.!2010).!No!study,!however,! seems! to! have! used! an! experimental! design! focused! on! the! use! of! the!concordancer!and!the!only!empirical!evidence!on!the!use!of!this!resource!is!derived!from!verbal!protocols!(Buchweitz!&!Alves!2006;!Karamanis!et!al.!2010).!Generally! speaking,! two!main! groups! of! external! resources! can! be! identified:! relational!and!nonArelational!resources!(Lu!&!Yuan!2011).!Examples!of!relational!resources!involve!a!direct!interaction!with!other!people!e.g.!colleagues!or!experts,!be!it!in!the!form!of!spoken!or! written! communication,! from! direct! dialogue! to! instant! messaging.! They! provide!"immediate! and! focused! responses! given! specific! questions"! (2011:! 136)! and! can! be!further! broken! down! into! synchronous! and! asynchronous! forms! of! communication,! i.e.!with! or! without! time! delay! between! interactions.! Non,relational! resources! (e.g.! the!corporate! intranet,! paper,based! resources)! do! not! involve! direct! interpersonal! contact!and! can! be! thought! of! as! the! traditional! type! of! resource! translators! use,! such! as!dictionaries,!glossaries!or!reference!documents.!Relational!support!is!more!likely!to!occur!within!a!translation!team!than!in!individual!projects!and!two!main!patterns!of!interaction!can!be! identified.!On! the!one!hand,! translators! seek!advice! from!their! "peers"!who!have!experience! in! the!same!or!a!similar!project!or! topic,! in!particular!when!a! team! leader! is!available;! on! the! other! hand,! junior! translators! tend! to! turn! to! more! experienced!colleagues,! which! implies! a! unidirectional! form! of! information! exchange.! More!importantly,!"translators!do!not!consult!resources!arbitrarily.!Trusted!resources!are!given!priority!over!less!trusted!ones"!(Karamanis!et!al.!2011:!43).!Source!trustworthiness!plays!a!major! role! in! deciding!whether! or! not! to! use! the! proposed! translation.! In! the! case! of!online! searches! (i.e.! when! the! source! is! less! trusted),! translators! were! found! to! place!greater! importance! on! the! reason! for! choosing! a! translation! over! another! (why)! rather!than!the!meaning!of! the!word!(what)!(2011:!49).!Vice!versa,! if! the!translator! is!using!an!internal!TM,!the!metadata!of!the!translation!unit!(e.g.!date!or!author)!may!be!sufficient!to!make!an!informed!choice!and!the!why!is!not!really!questioned.!When! translation! support! is! technology,based,! the! phenomenon! under! scrutiny! is!referred! to! as! Human,Computer! interaction! (HCI)79!(O'Brien! 2012),! a! research! area!where! field! studies! and! Contextual! Inquiry! (CI)! are! often! chosen! as! methods! for! data!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!79!Should!(external)!computer,based!translation!support!be!interpreted!in!the!broad!sense!of!translation!technologies!such!as!TM!systems,!a!number!of!additional!studies!can!be!mentioned!that!deal!specifically!with!the!relation!between!translators!and!TM!systems!(e.g.!Dragsted!2004;!O'Brien!2008;!Alves!&!Liparini!Campos!2009a,b).!
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elicitation.! In! a! CI! study! (Désilets,! Brunette! et! al.! 2008;! Karamanis! et! al.! 2010,! 2011),!researches!observe! and! interview!users!during! their! daily!work.!This! approach!has! the!advantage! of! being! grounded! in! the! end,user's! world.! TAPs! studies! have! provided! a!wealth! of! data! about! the! process! of! translation! but! were! not! very! effective! for!investigating!how!technology!can!better!support!translators!because!"what![translators]!
think! they! need! […]! often! turns! out! to! be! different! from! what! they! actually! need"!(Désilets,!Brunette!et!al.!2008;!emphasis!added).!Conversely,!available!experiments!have!tended! not! to! take! into! account! how! translators! employ! technology! while! working!because! they! were! focusing! on! different! research! questions.! Désilets,! Brunette! and!colleagues! (2008)! carried! out! their! analysis! using! grounded! theory! in! conjunction!with!pre,established! categories! such! as! user! goals! or! recurrent! workflows.! Additional!categories!were! found!which!were!more! specific! for! the! translation! task,! such! as! those!relating! to! translation! problems80.! In! particular,! they! identified! the! following! three!categories:!(i)!problem,type!(e.g.! finding!an!equivalent!or!understanding!the!meaning!of!the! ST),! (ii)! problem,solving! approach! (type! of! action! performed)! and! (iii)! employed!linguistic!resource(s).!!In! the! Contextual! Inquiry! studies,! researchers! noted! that! available! resources! (e.g.!glossaries! or! other! reference! material)! were! sometimes! not! enough! and! translators!would! then! turn! to! online! search! (Karamanis! et! al.! 2011:! 43).! In! general,! translators!tended! to! be! very! cautious! when! evaluating! results! of! online! searches! and! sometimes!multiple! searches!were! carried!out! to! verify! the! initial! suggestion.!Both! the!destination!website! and! the! number! of! results!were! taken! as! additional! criteria! to! evaluate! search!results! whereas! the! pool! of! resources! shared! by! the! translation! team! was! generally!considered! trustworthy! right! away.! Because! translators! seem! to! access! resources!according! to! their! trustworthiness,! the! order! in! which! external! forms! of! support! are!accessed!can!provide!additional!insights!into!the!reliability!and/or!usefulness!of!a!specific!resource!over!another.!For!example,!Karamanis!et!al.!(2011:!43)!found!that!on!many!occasions!the!translators!were!observed!doing!a!Concordance!search!as!their! first!step!for!resolving!a!problem.!Moreover,! they!would!normally!consult!the!TM!and!their!references!(provided!that!these!were!available)!first!and!then!search! online.! Trusted! team! members! were! asked! to! verify! an! inconclusive!search!and!their!own!decisions.!4.2 CONCORDANCE!SEARCHES!&!TRANSLATION!PROBLEMS!Concordancers,! as! described! in! Chapter! 3,! can! undoubtedly! be! considered! a! type! of!external! support! that! translators! use! in! addition! to! dictionaries! and! the! Internet.! For!example,!in!an!experimental!study,!the!!Trados!Concordancer!was!considered!to!be!a!source!of!external!support!since! it!has! to! be! looked! up! by! the! translator! and!works! differently! from! the! standard!solutions!provided!by!the!TM!(Alves!&!Liparini!Campos!2009b:!201).!!Evidence! collected! via! Contextual! Inquiry! (Karamanis! et! al.! 2010)! showed! that!"translators! interrupted! editing! in! order! to! perform! a! Concordance! search! on! several!occasions".! If! the! text! editor! is! taken! as! an! area! of! interest! for! the! mapping! of! the!translator's!activity,!a!concordance!search!will!be!logged!as!an!interruption!in!the!typing!(i.e.! a! pause)! and! is! possibly! preceded! by! a! fixation! of! a! text! item.! Long! pauses! and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!80!The!researchers!understood!translation!problems!as!words!or!expressions!that!caused!difficulties!to!the!translator!and!for!which!multiple!resources!had!to!be!consulted.!
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fixations! together!with! consultations! of! external! support! are! all! considered! established!problem!indicators,!hence!concordance!searches!can!be!said!to!represent!manifestations!of!translation!problems.!Concordance!searching!was!often!found!to!be!the!first!step!translators!took!were!facing!a!problem!that!could!not!be!solved!with!internal!support!only,!despite!the!fact!that!at!times!no!answer!could!be!obtained!(Karamanis!et!al.!2010),!in!which!case!online!searching!was!attempted.!The!concordancer!remained!nonetheless!the!main!cause!of!interruption.!While!it!can!be!quite!safely!assumed!that!all!concordance!searches!are!contained!within!a!larger!pause! in! target! text!production,!not!all!pauses! in! the!process!represent!an! instance!of!a!search! using! external! support! (the! concordancer)! because! internal! support,! mixed!support! and! virtually! any! other! interruption! can! occur! in! a! professional! setting.!Translators! were! reported! using! resources! at! their! discretion! whenever! they! felt!appropriate.! In! the! case! of! the! concordancer,! a! user! stated! that! "[at]'[a]ny! time! I! can!
highlight! a! portion! of! the! sentence! that! I! am! translating! and! do! a! concordance! search'"!(Karamanis!et!al.!2011:!44),!which!suggests!that!performing!a!concordance!search!is!not!perceived!as!labor,intensive!or!particularly!time,consuming.!In!fact,!a!concordance!search!can!be!performed!very!quickly!because!the!tool!is! integrated!in!the!editing!environment!and! the! user! only! needs! to! highlight! the! desired! source! text! portion! and! click! on! the!appropriate! shortcut! (see! Sub,section! 3.2.3.2! and! Karamanis! et! al.! 2010).! A! bilingual!concordancer!may! be! less! automated! but! keeps! the! translator! in! control! of! the! search!pattern.!Even!if!concordancers!"might!appear!to!achieve!less![than!e.g.!TM!systems],!they!may!be!quicker!to!provide!translators!with!results!they!can!actually!use,!and![translators]!are!more! likely! to!be!more! tolerant!of!unexpected! situations"! (Bowker!&!Barlow!2008:!12),! particularly! if! they! eventually! learn! "which! types! of! patterns! are! likely! to! produce!valuable!information!and!which!are!likely!to!waste!time"!(2008:!13).!Moving! now! from! the! search! act! to! the! searched! item,! references! can! be! made! to! the!theoretical! approach! to! translation! problems.! The! chunk! of! source! text! chosen! as! the!input!for!a!concordance!search!can!be!said!to!represent!the!translator's!focus!of!attention!at! a! given! moment,! which! justifies! the! view! of! a! search! query! as! a! translation! unit.!However,! these! translation! units! are! paired!with! some! kind! of! external! support,! hence!they!fall!in!the!category!of!problem!units,!the!special!kind!of!translation!units!discussed!in!Section! 2.9.! Indeed,! "when! working! with! a! BC,! the! translator! initiates! the! search! and!therefore!only! looks! for!passages! for!which!he! requires!help"! (Bowker!&!Barlow!2008:!11).!In!sum,!searches!can!be!seen!as!manifestations!of! translation!problems!because!they!(i)!represent! items! attracting! the! translator's! attention! at! given!moments,! (ii)! produce! an!interruption! in! the! translation! workflow! (pause,! very! likely! above! the! adopted! cut,off!length),! (iii)! involve! using! external! support,! (iv)! are! consciously! performed! and! (v)!ultimately! aim! at! finding! a! target! language! version! for! a! source! text! item.! In! this!perspective,!a!concordance!search!can!be!regarded!as!a!complex!type!of!search!because!it!involves! many! levels! of! analysis! and! a! combination! of! reading,! typing! and! strategic!choices.!4.3 CONCORDANCE!SEARCHES!IN!PROCESS!RESEARCH!Concordance!searches!are!saved!and!stored!in!the!form!of!logs.!In!general,!search!logs!(as!opposed! to! other! types! of! logged! data)! are! records! of! the! user! requests! to! a! system.!Search! logs! as! a! data! type!have! the! advantage! that! source! text! segmentation! is! already!provided! and! its! identification! does! not! rely! on! interpreting! eye,tracking! or! keystroke!
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data.! Instead,!user!searches!can!be!used!in!the!first!place!to!better! interpret!micro,level!data.!This!can!be!clearly!seen!from!the!example! found!in!Alves!et!al.! (2010:!132)!where!key!logging!alone!would!not!have!been!enough!to!make!hypotheses!about!the!translator's!cognitive! activity.! At! some! point! in! the! experiment,! a! 45,second! typing! pause! was!recorded,! after! which! a! portion! of! a! previous! translation! unit! was! typed.! Only! after!triangulating!key!logs!with!eye,tracking!data,!researchers!found!out!that!during!those!45!seconds,! the! translator! used! external! support! (an! online! dictionary)! to! look! up! a!translation!of!a!German!verb.!Using!an!external!support!involved!a!(much)!longer!pause!than! the! threshold! length! set! for! the! experiment! but! still! the! experiment! showed! that!translators!were!quick!at!searching!and!making!decisions.!!In! a! previous! experiment! involving! TAPs,! the! following! scenario! was! reported! where!triangulation!played!a!central!role:!The!first!translator!started!by!reading!the!entire!text!very!carefully.!I!assumed!he!would!begin!talking!once!he!started!translating.!Several!minutes!later,!he!had!still!not!said!a!word.!Even! though! I!knew!not! to! interfere!with! the!process,! I!quietly!said!to!him!“remember!to!think,aloud.”!He!looked!at!me!with!great!surprise!and!said!“I!am!not!thinking!about!anything”!and!went!back!to!typing.!Several!minutes!later,! he!was! still!not$ saying$ anything.$Once$ again,$ I$ quietly$ asked$him$ to$ think,aloud.'He'said'he'was' just' looking' for'a'word' in' the'dictionary,'but'did'not'give'any$details.$Luckily,$I$had$the$camera$to$zoom$in$and$could$see$that$he$was$looking$up#the#word#écarter.#He#then!continued!to!translate!and!did!not!say!another!word!until!he!finished!two!hours!later!(Lauffer!2002:!64).!Situations!of!this!kind!could!be!virtually!applied!to!many!experimental!scenarios!just!by!replacing!the!type!of!aid!available.!Concordance!searches!do!not!require!any!verbalization!on!the!part!of!the!subject!to!be!identified.!They!do!not!require!any!arbitrary!cut,off!length!within!the!unit!or!in!the!pause!time!because!each!logged!search!has!clear,cut!boundaries,!deliberately! selected! by! the! user81.! In! the! above,mentioned! experiments,! knowing! the!searched! items! (beforehand)! from! a! separate! data! source!would! have! provided! a! good!starting! point! to! interpret! process! data! (and! in! particular! key,log! and! eye,tracking!results)!and!analyze!problematic!items.!!Generally! speaking,! the! only! thing! that! can! be! clearly! measured! is! the! fact! that! the!translator!left!the!editing!environment!to!perform!a!search!operation!on!a!different!tool.!Presumably,!there!is!a!time!frame82!during!which!the!translator!considers!whether!or!not!s/he! can! immediately! translate! that! source! text! portion! using! his/her! own! internal!resources!and!then!decide!which!translation!aid!is!best!suited!to!solve!the!problem83.!This!time! frame! is! very! likely! to! be! extremely! short! but! long! enough! to! be! recorded! as! a!fixation! of! the! source! text.! According! to! studies! on! eye,tracking! and! reading! patterns,!factors!such!as!word!familiarity,!word!predictability,!word!length!and!complexity,!lexical!and/or! syntactic! ambiguity! affect! fixation! length! (Jakobsen!&! Jensen!2008:! 103).! These!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!81!This!statement!has!in!fact!only!a!general!validity!because,!as!will!be!discussed!in!the!following!chapters,!there!are!logs!which!can!be!grouped!into!sessions!and!consequently!the!identification!of!the!"main"!Problem!Unit!becomes!trickier!(see!Section!5.6).!However,!each!concordance!search!can!also!be!considered!a!Problem!Unit!in!isolation!as!each!search!would!still!represent!an!interruption!in!the!target!text!production.!82!This!time!frame!may!be!considered!as!the!"run,up"!to!production!mentioned!in!Section!2.8.1.!83!Following!the!"eye,mind!assumption"!(Just!&!Carpenter!1980:!330,1),!"there!is!a!high!correlation!between!long!fixation!durations!and!effortful!processing"!(Jakobsen!&!Jensen!2008:!114).!
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factors! have! been! documented! specifically! in! a! reading! task! but! they! are! all! the! more!likely!to!play!a!role!in!a!translation!task.!!The!main! features!of! search! logs! is! that! they!are!Web,based!and! they!are!authentic,! i.e.!they! can! be! collected! without! setting! up! an! experiment! and! thus! maintain! a! high!ecological! validity.! Search! log! volumes! can! be! of! considerable! size! and! can! represent! a!large!and!often!heterogeneous!user!group84.!This!can!easily!be!controlled!using!standard!IT!procedures!to! filter!specific!computer!IPs!or! isolate!a!geographic!area.!Obviously,! the!need! to! have! a!more! or! less! controlled! user! group! highly! depends! on! the! scope! of! the!analysis! but! in! general,! large! data! volumes! from!a! large! pool! of! users! tend! to! highlight!(search)!trends.!Alternatively,!generalizations!have!to!be!made!from!smaller!datasets!with!a!variable!number!of!subjects!(often!not!higher!than!20!people)!which!can!be!problematic!since! problem! perception! has! a! strong! intra,subjective! component:! not! everyone!perceives!the!same!element!as!difficult!(Séguinot!2000:!145).!!In!sum,! in!spite!of!possibly! less!controlled!conditions!during!data!collection,!search! logs!provide! a! reliable! segmentation! of! the! source! search! segment! and! can! lead! to! the!identification!of!trends!–!as!opposed!to!idiosyncratic!behavior.!This!type!of!data!can!also!produce! (comparable)! data! in! comparable! quantities! about! e.g.! different! language!combinations! without! the! limitations! that! lab! experiments! usually! impose.! Search! logs!were! chosen! for! this! study! to! gain! a! better! understanding! of! what! translators! are!searching! for! in!a!systematic! fashion.!As!a!data! type,!search! logs!can!be!considered!as!a!special! case! in! that! they! represent! a! non,invasive! method! of! data! elicitation.! By!triangulating! search! logs! with! pauses! and! fixations,! researchers! may! have! a! more!objective!basis!to!identify!segmentation!patterns!and!problem!units!by!e.g.!measuring!the!pause! length! immediately! before! a! search.! This! could! provide! an! empirical! basis! to!identify! the!most! appropriate! cut,off! length! and! possibly! determine! whether! it! should!vary!according!to!other!parameters!such!as!expertise!or!text!difficulty.!4.4 TRANSLATION!PROBLEMS!AS!INFORMATION!NEEDS!In!her!study,!Dragsted!(2004)!has! looked!at!problems!in!cognitive!terms!as!triggers!of!a!goal,directed!activity.!Generally!speaking,!the!ultimate!goal!in!translation!is!to!produce!a!target!language!version!of!a!source!text!item!but!sometimes!source!text!comprehension!or!target! text! production! problems! impede! the! goal.! Solving! these! problems! involves!engaging!short!and! long! term!memory.!By! looking!at!pause! length,! researchers!can!best!estimate! "how! long! it! takes!a! subject! to! retrieve! relevant! information! from! the!memory!system,!and![…]!to!prepare!each!TL!segment"!(Dragsted!2004:!129).!Information! retrieval! is! generally! triggered! by! some! kind! of! information! need.! An!information!need!"traditionally!denotes!the!start!state!for!someone!seeking!information,!which! includes! search! using! an! [Information! Retrieval]! system"! (Cole! 2011:! 1216).!According!to!Canfora!and!Cerulo!(2004:!178),! there!are!three!types!of! information!need!scenarios! (for! document,related! searches):! (i)! known! item! information! need,! (ii)!conscious!information!need!and!(iii)!confused!information!need.!In!the!first!case,!users!try!to! locate! or! verify! the! existence! of! documents! they! know! exist,! while! in! the! second!scenario,! users! know! about! the! subject!matter! but! not! about!what! documents! they! are!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!84!Not!all!search!logs,!however,!necessarily!come!from!human!beings,!just!as!not!100%!of!the!concordancer!search!logs!always!originate!from!professional!translators.!In!the!Web,!robots!(BOTs)!exist!whose!function!is!to!crawl!the!Web!and!navigate!through!links,!thereby!often!performing!search!operations!and!queries!in!the!freely!accessible!concordancers.!
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searching! for.! Finally,! in! the! third! scenario! users! know! neither! the! documents! nor! the!subject.!The!question!now!arises!as!to!whether!translation!problems!can!be!generally!thought!of!as! information!needs.!An! information!need!can!be!defined!as!"the!gap!between!people's!current!information!and!information!sufficiency!threshold"!(Lu!&!Yuan!2011:!134);!it!can!be!considered!to!be!implicit!in!the!user's!mind!(Canfora!&!Cerulo!2004:!178)!and!plays!a!central! role! when! balancing! cost! and! benefits! for! attaining! the! desired! information.! In!particular,!people!are!not!necessarily!motivated!to!expend!too!much!effort!on!processing!information,!which!means! that! sources! likely! to! provide! the! result!with! the! least! effort!would!be!selected!more!easily!(Lu!&!Yuan!2011:!134).!Given!the!points!made!in!Section!4.2! about! the! frequency! of! use! of! the! concordancer,! this! tool! can! be! regarded! as! an!information! source! requiring! low! effort! on! the! part! of! the! user.! When! accessing! a!concordancer,! the! user! is! basically! trying! to! extract! sufficient! information! from! an!external! memory! to! fill! the! current! knowledge! gap! which! prevented! the! translation!process!to!continue!uninterrupted.!If! translation! problems! can! indeed! be! considered! as! knowledge! gaps,! then! the! task! of!problem!solving!can!be!regarded!as!an!Information!Retrieval!(IR)!task:!!Information!Retrieval!(IR)!is!the!scientific!discipline!that!deals!with!the!analysis,!design! and! implementation! of! computerized! systems! that! address! the!representation,! organization! of,! and! access! to! large! amounts! of! heterogeneous!information!encoded!in!digital!format!(Canfora!&!Cerulo!2004:!175).!This!applies! to!most!of! today's! forms!of!external! support!but! in!a!metaphorical! sense! it!can! be! used! to! refer! to! the! instances! of! internal! support! too,! where! the! translator!attempts! to! retrieve! some! kind! of! information! from! his/her!memory! system,! using! the!brain!as!a!computer.!!In!classical!IR,!information!needs!are!defined!as!"the!perceived!need!for!information!that!leads! to! someone! using! an! information! retrieval! system"! (Broder! 2002:! 3).! The!information! need! (the! problem)! is! represented! as! a! statement! usually! containing!keywords! or! phrases,! which! involves! a! loss! of! information! between! the! original!information!need!(e.g.!a!phrase! in!context)!and!the!way! it! is! formulated!(e.g.! the!phrase!without!context).!This!representation!of!a!user! information!need! is!known!as!query!and!originates!from!a!problem!that!the!user!is!trying!to!solve!(Canfora!&!Cerulo!2004:!175,8).!Information!seeking!can!be!seen!as!closely!related!to!problem!solving!in!that!both!require!the! adoption! of! some! kind! of! search! strategy! on! the! part! of! the! user.! In! the! field! of!translation,!translation! strategies!have! their! starting,point! in! the! realization!of! a! problem!by!a! subject,! and! their! termination! in! a! (possibly!preliminary)! solution! to! the!problem!or!in!the!subject's!realization!of!the!insolubility!of!the!problem!at!the!given! point! in! time.! […]! [F]urther! verbal! and/or! mental! activities! can! occur!which! can! be! interpreted! as! being! strategy! steps! or! elements! of! translation!strategies!(Lörscher!1991a:!96)!In!this!sense,!translation!strategies!relate!to!forms!of!both!internal!and!external!support.!If! the! focus!shifts!on! the!use!of!external! support,! the!strategy!steps! in!Figure!21!can!be!identified!within!the!broader!problem,solving!strategy.!This!opens!up!new!approaches!to!the!task!of!analyzing!translation!problems!and!translation!strategies.!
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Figure!21.!SearchAstrategy!steps!in!translationAproblem!solving!using!external!support.!
!According!to! the!classic!model! for! IR!(Figure!22),!a!search!process!can!be!broken!down!into! a! number! of! actions.! An! information! need! drives! the! user! to! formulating! a! query!which! is! then! submitted! to! the! system.!Matching! rules! enable! the! system! to! select! the!relevant!documents!from!a!larger!collection!(e.g.!a!corpus).!After!evaluating!the!results,!a!query!refinement!can!be!considered,!where! the!query! is! reformulated! to!better!balance!information!needs!and!results!(Broder!2002:!4).!
Figure!22.!The!classic!model!for!IR!(Broder!2002:!4).!
!The!purpose!of!a! search! is! retrieving!some! information!which! in! the!case!of! translation!can! take! the! form! of! an! equivalent! target! language! version,! a! definition,! a! word! in! a!specific! context,! a! synonym,! background! information! and! many! more.! However,!retrieving! at! least! one! result! from! the! system! does! not! necessarily! guarantee! that! the!translation! problem! has! been! solved.! Désilets! and! colleagues! (2008b:! 8)! list! typical!situations!where!retrieving!results!does!not!come!to!a!solution!to!the!problem:!1. The!translation!provided!was!in!the!wrong!sense!or!topical!domain;!2. The!target!segment!was!not!correctly!aligned!with!the!source!in!the!repository;!3. The! target! language!contained! the! same! text!as! the! source!because! the! segment!was!not!translated;!4. The! problematic! item! in! the! source! segment! cannot! be! found! in! the! target!segment!e.g.!because!it!had!purposely!not!been!translated.!By! considering! translation! problems! as! information! needs,! the!word! "problem"! can! be!avoided!altogether;!Pavlović!(2007:!30)!noted!that!"the!term!'problem'![…]!might!be!laden!with! negative! connotations".! In! order! to! avoid! such! connotations,! some! scholars! have!resorted! to! alternative! labels! such! as! "attention! unit"! (Jääskeläinen! 1990)! because!"labeling!all!points!at!which!the!translation!seems!non,automatic!in!the!same!way!has!the!disadvantage! of! investing! the! source! text! with! the! difficulty"" (Séguinot" 2000:! 144! in!Pavlović! 2007:! 30).! During! informal! conversations! with! translators! at! the! European!Commission,!the!word!"problem"!was!indeed!hardly!mentioned.!There!were!references!to!things!that!looked!"strange"!or!"checks"!to!be!performed!but!there!was!no!clear!mention!
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of! "problems".! As! far! as! professional! translators! are! concerned,! the! notion! of!"problematic"! should! maybe! be! interpreted! loosely,! i.e.! in! the! cognitive! sense! of!"requiring!more!processing!effort",!as!manifested!by!the!fact!that!translators!resorted!to!the!concordancer.!If!translation!problems!can!be!referred!to!as!information!needs,!translation!support!tools!could!in!turn!be!regarded!as!information!sources!and,!in!an!even!broader!perspective,!TM!applications!too!can!be!seen!from!an!IR!perspective:!When!using! a! TMS! [i.e.! TM! system],! the! translator! is! actually! just! searching! for!documents!that!might!help!in!translating!a!given!sentence.!As!for!the!query,! it! is!constructed!automatically!by!the!TMS,!from!the!SL!sentence!to!be!translated.!The!retrieval! operation! is! carried! out! by!matching! this! query! as! closely! as! possible.![…]! the! default! strategy! of! existing! TMS's! is! an! extreme! form! of! high,precision,!low,recall!search:!return!only!the!best!matching!document,!and!only!if!it!displays!a!sufficient!resemblance!to!the!source!sentence!(Simard!&!Langlais!2001:!335).!!The!underlying!assumption!is!that!the!user!is!not!willing!to!browse!through!large!volumes!of!results.!However,!the!exact!repetition!of!complete!sentences!within!and!across!texts!is!a! rare! event! in! general! language,! the! only! exceptions! being! texts! with! specific! content!such!as!updates!or!localization,related!texts.!The! measures! of! Precision! and! Recall! in! IR! derive! from! the! assumption! that! any!retrievable! item!can!be!considered!(i)!retrieved!or!not!retrieved!and!(ii)!relevant!or!not!relevant!(Lu!&!Yuan!2011:!134).!Document!relevance!in!translation!depends!on!whether!the! translator! deems! that! the! "target,language! (TL)! segment! constitutes! an! acceptable!translation!for!the!source,language!(SL)!sentence"!(Simard!&!Langlais!2001:!335).!In!the!case!of!a!bilingual!concordancer,!solution!recall!can!be!understood!as!"the!proportion!of!all! relevant! solutions! that! a! tool! is! able! to! suggest"!within! the! set! limit! of! results! to! be!displayed,!whereas! "solution!precision! is! the!proportion!of! […]! solutions!proposed!by!a!tool,!which!are!in!fact!relevant!for!the!problem!at!hand"!(Désilets!et!al.!2008b:!7).!In!this!type!of! search,!higher!recall! can!be!obtained!by!making! the!search!more!general,! i.e.!by!reducing!the!length!of!the!string!and/or!by!not!applying!any!filters!to!the!search.!In!this!way,! the! search! will! produce! more! results! but! they! might! turn! out! less! precise.!Conversely,!a!search!with!high!precision!will!be!characterized!by!longer!queries!and/or!a!higher! number! of! search! filters,! which!will! reduce! retrieval! effectiveness! and! limit! the!number!of!results.!According!to!Simard!and!Langlais!(2001:!336),!the!main!purpose!of!a!concordance! search! is! to! provide! the! translator! with! useful! matches! for! the! searched!portion! and! not! so!much! cover! the!whole! source! segment! or! recombine! retrieved! sub,matches!automatically.!Source! trustworthiness! is! certainly! important! but! in! the! case! of! a! information! need,! it!does! not! seem! to! be! a!major! issue! because! translators! are! good! at! dealing! with! noisy!results!provided!that!they!have!some!results!to!evaluate!in!the!first!place.!Therefore!low!precision!would!seem!less!harmful!than!no!recall!because!"when!translators!use!a!tool!to!search! for! a! solution! to! a! particular! problem,! their!main! goal! is! to! find! one!acceptable!
solution!in!the!first!10!to!20!suggestions"!(Désilets!et!al.!2008b:!7).!!The!selection!of!the!resource!to!be!queried!first!of!all!depends!on!the!number!of!resources!available! (the! fewer! the! resources,! the!more! limited! the! choice)! but! it! also! depends! on!their!specific!features,!in!particular!their!quality!and!accessibility.!Quality!was!hinted!at!in!Section!4.1!while!discussing! trustworthiness!because! the! two!can!be!considered!closely!linked.!Accessibility!is!a!measure!of!how!easily!the!resource!can!be!accessed.!For!example,!an!Internet!search!engine!can!generally!be!accessed!very!easily!but!results!might!not!be!necessarily! trustworthy! in! terms! of! quality.! Ultimately,! the! information! need! will!
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determine! which! feature! matters! most! for! each! search! (Lu! &! Yuan! 2011:! 140,1).! In!particular,! "[i]nstead! of! tending! toward! one! source! or! the! other,! individuals! skillfully!adjust! their! information,seeking! strategies! according! to! their! information!needs"! (Lu!&!Yuan!2011:!142)!and!!they!also!like!to!be!given!a!choice!of!different!relevant!solutions,!so!they!can!select!the! one! that! seems! most! appropriate! for! their! current! situation.! Multiple!suggestions! are! also! often! used! as! a! source! of! inspiration! for! creating! new!solutions!that!are!ideally!suited!to!the!situation!at!hand!(Désilets!et!al.!2008a).!!Lu! and!Yuan! (2011:! 135ff.)! distinguish!between! three! levels! of! information!need! (high,!medium!and! low)!which! directly! impact! the! trade,off! between!quality! and! accessibility!(see!Section!7.3.4).!4.5 CONCORDANCE!SEARCHES!VS.!WEB!SEARCH!LOGS!Search! logs! in! Translation! Studies! represent! an! underused! and! to! some! extent! even!unknown! data! type.! Information! Retrieval! developed! in! the! course! of! the! 20th! century!and,! in! the! late! 1990s,! it! branched! out! to! include!Web! searching.! Queries! submitted! to!search!engines!have!been!studied!to!find!out!what!users!are!after!and!how!they!go!about!searching!for!it.!The!literature!on!Web!log!analysis!has!identified!three!main!categories!of!Web! queries! (Broder! 2002:! 5,6;! Rose! &! Levinson! 2004:! 14,15):! (i)! navigational,! (ii)!transactional!(or!resource)!and!(iii)! informational!queries.!Navigational!queries!help!the!user!reach!a!particular!site,!which!can!be!either!known!or!assumed!to!exist.!Transactional!queries!are!meant!to!reach!a!site!where!further!actions!will!be!required!on!the!part!of!the!user,!such!as!shopping!sites,!downloading!pages!or!Web,mediated!services.!Queries!in!the!third!category!–!informational!queries!–!are!aimed!at!finding!(static)! information!on!the!Web! for! the! main! purpose! of! reading! and! are! closest! to! classical! IR.! According! to! the!distribution! of! queries! found! in! several! studies! (Broder! 2002:! 8;! Rose! &! Levinson!2004:!18;! Baeza,Yates! et! al.!2006:! 102;! Jansen! et! al.! 2008:!1262),! the! majority! of!Web!queries! are! informational,!which! is! also! the! category!where! the!majority! of! translators'!queries!can!be!said!to!happen.!!Broadly! speaking,! studies! in! the! area! of!Web! searching! can!be! tentatively! grouped! into!four!main!categories:!1. Studies!on!general!Web!searching!as!opposed!to!standard!IR.!2. Studies! on! user! behavior! focusing! on! the! goal! of! the! searches,! which! can! be!identified!in!several!ways!(e.g.!via!the!log!itself,!page!results!or!clickthrough!rates).!3. Studies! on! search! sessions! using! time! cut,offs! to! reconstruct! the! operations!performed!by!one!user!when!interacting!with!a!Web!search!engine!(e.g.!quantitative!and!qualitative!analysis!of!user!sessions!or!query!reformulation!strategies).!4. Studies!on!queries!in!quantitative!(e.g.!statistics!on!length!and!frequencies)!as!well!as! qualitative! terms! (e.g.! query! clustering,! taxonomies,! topical! categorization! of!queries!and!linguistic!analysis).!Web!searching!is!said!to!differ!from!traditional!IR!searching!in!that!it!consists!of!a!"highly!simplified!type!of!searching!by!the!broad!public"!whereas!more!sophisticated!users!and!professionals!would!use!other!IR!systems!and!submit!more!complex!queries!(Spink!et!al.!2001:!230).!When!it!comes!to!modeling!Web!searching,!however,!the!classical!IR!retrieval!model! (see! Section! 4.4)! becomes! slightly! more! articulated,! as! shown! in! Figure! 23.! An!information!need!originates!from!a!task!and!is!verbalized!(mentally)!into!a!query!that!is!
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submitted! to! a! search! engine,!which! in! turn! extracts! the! relevant! information! from! the!available!collection!of!resources!and!displays!results!(Broder!2002:!4).!!
Figure!23.!Classic!model!for!IR!augmented!for!Web!searching!(Broder!2002:!4).!




!As! soon! as! the! translator! chooses! the! concordancer! over! existing! and! available! tools! a!search!strategy!is!in!place.!In!the!specific!case!of!the!EU!translation!services,!the!translator!also! chooses!what! interface! s/he! is! going! to! use! (the!Web!portal! or!Quest).! During! the!query! process,! additional! components! come! into! play! that! are! part! of! the! strategic!component,!such!as!the!use!of!filters!or!the!amount!of!text!to!be!searched.!In!the!study!by!Karamanis! et!al.! (2010),! delays!were! sometimes! observed!when! translators! had! to! sift!through! the! results! and! online! searching! was! found! to! be! more! time,consuming! than!concordance! searching! because! additional! checks! were! required! before! accepting! the!suggested! translation! (Karamanis!et!al.! 2010).! In!another! study,!manual! search!on!Web!search!engines!could!last!from!a!minimum!of!30!seconds!to!5!minutes.!Despite!being!time!consuming,! subjects! used! it! fairly! frequently.! In! particular,! of! the! 11! subjects,! 7! used!Google,! 3! TransSearch! and! 3! a! custom! TM! but! Google! was! by! far! the! most! queried!resource! with! 13! searches! compared! to! 5! and! 4! for! the! other! resources! respectively!(Désilets!et!al.!2008b:!4)85.!!In! the! present! study,! the! only! translation! aid! to! be! considered! is! a! multilingual!concordancer,!which!means!that!the!query!is!not!"formulated"!by!typing!keywords!as!in!Web!searches,!but!rather!it!is!"copied"!directly!from!the!source!text!as!a!chunk!of!text.!As!opposed!to!Web!searches,!where!there!are!virtually!no!limits!to!the!amount!of!documents!to! be! searched,! the! performance! of! a! concordancer! relies! on! the! size! of! the! underlying!repository! of! aligned! segments.! The!matching! rules! in! the! system! retrieve! the! relevant!units! from! this! corpus! of! aligned! segments,! which! can! be! referred! to! as! a! Translation!Memory.!The!translator!then!evaluates!results!and,!if!necessary,!refines!the!query.!In! reviewing! existing! concordancing! tools! in!Chapter!3,! some! comparisons!were!drawn!between! the! concordancer! and! Web! search! engines,! particularly! at! the! User! Interface!level.! Concordance! searching! shares! some! features! not! only!with! IR! but! also!with!Web!searching.! The! boundaries! between! user! categories! and! resources! are! increasingly!blurred,! as! are! the! categories! of! users,! now! ranging! from! professional! translators! to!general! Internet! users.! This! is! also! justified! by! the! fact! that! most! standalone!concordancers!are!generally!Web!based!and!translators!themselves!resort!to!Web!search!engines! to! satisfy! their! information! needs.! However,! search! logs! within! Translation!Studies!are!fundamentally!different!from!generic!Web!search!logs.!Web!searching!can!be!triggered! by! a! variety! of! purposes,! whereas! concordance! searching! has! always! an!ultimate! goal,! i.e.! the! retrieval! of! a! target! language! version.! Irrespective! of! the! specific!features! of! each! search,! the! ultimate! user! goal! for! the! translator! is! to! produce! a! target!version!of!the!text.!!User! behavior! is! an! important! component! of! the! analysis! because! by! inferring! user!behavior,!search!strategies!and!reformulation!strategies!can!be!identified.!This!is!possibly!where!the!greatest!differences!in!the!type!of!recorded!data!are!to!be!found!between!Web!searches!and!concordance!logs.!Search!engines!usually!log!information!such!as!IP!address!and/or! a! cookie,! which! basically! correspond! to! user! ID.! Often,! click,through! data! and!click,through!rate!(CTR)!are!also!obtained.!The!former!is!a!collection!of!user!transactions!using!queries!and!their!corresponding!clicked!links!to!discover!correlations!between!the!two!e.g.!for!the!purpose!of!clustering!(Chuang!&!Chien!2002:!76).!The!latter!is!calculated!by!dividing!the!number!of!clicked!links!in!the!results!by!the!total!number!of!links!obtained!for! an! individual! query.! CTR! is! considered! a! measure! of! user! satisfaction! with! the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!85!This!result!is!possibly!due!to!the!fact!that!the!TransSearch!repository!was!not!"customized"!for!the!specific!translation!task!at!hand!and!its!usability!might!have!been!limited!in!some!cases.!
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retrieved!result!based!on!the!submitted!query!and! it! is!also!the!main!source!of!revenue!from!advertising!(Zhang!et!al.!2009:!1,2).!Concordancer!logs!from!Euramis!do!not!contain!either! types! of! data! and! different! metrics! need! to! be! found! to! (anonymously)! identify!users!and!user!satisfaction.!The!time!stamp!is!another!important!factor!when!studying!the!interaction!between!the!user!and!the!search!engine.!A!temporal!cut,off!is!sometimes!used!in!addition!to!IP!and!cookies!to!identify!search!sessions,!which!can!be!plainly!defined!as!"the!entire!set!of!queries!by!the!same!user!over!time"!(Spink!et!al.!2001:!227).!Compared!to!more!traditional!data!types,!query!logs!are!a!rather!poor!source!of!data!for!individual!events!(Grimes!et!al.!2007:!1)!in!that!they!only!show!the!recorded!actions!and!not!the!intent!behind!the!queries,!which!can!be!difficult!or!impossible!to!identify!without!context!—!usually!missing! form!the! logs!(Huang!&!Efthimidias!2009:!84).! In! the!case!of!translation,related!searches,!the!scope!of!search!logs!is!more!constrained!than!in!general!Web! searching! and! each! interaction! with! the! system! could! virtually! be! ascribed! to! a!relatively! small! number! of! possible! search! intents! (i.e.! information! needs)! that! will! be!addressed! in! Section! 7.3.5.! The! existing! distinction! between! "reception! problems"! and!"production! problems"! (Krings! 1986a:! 144,152)! will! not! be! strictly! enforced! in! the!present! analysis! because! any! submitted! query! already! implies! that! the! problem! was!important! enough! to! justify! a! search,! irrespective! of! whether! it! was! a! reception! or!production!problem.!This!is!in!line!with!Lörscher's!approach!(1991a:!94),!which!does!not!differentiate!between!reception!and!production!problems!in!that!the!distinction!"does!not!play!any!role!for!the!subjects"!(emphasis! in!the!original).! In!Lörscher's!study,!translators!would! employ! "problem! solving! strategies! which! are! independent! of! the! analytical!artefacts!of!L2,competence!problems!and!translation,competence!problems"!(1991a:!94).!The!difference,! if! any,!which! should! emerge! in! the!present! study! is! the!way! translators!evaluate!the!results!of!the!concordance!search,!i.e.!what!elements!they!focus!on!more.!One!obvious!problem!when!studying!search!logs!(in!particular!for!Web!searching)!is!the!risk!of!using!outdated!technologies!or!even!obsolete!data!and!recent!data!can!be!hard!to!obtain.!Researchers!are!aware!of!the!rapid!changes!in!technology!but!reassured!that!"[i]n!contrast,! people,! their! information! needs,! and! behavior! do! not! [change]"! (Spink! et! al.!2001:!227),!given!that!"the!method!of!interaction!has!remained!the!same!(i.e.!enter!query,!retrieve! results,! scan! results,! view! results,! refine! query! as! needed)"! (Jansen! et! al.!2008:!1252).!!4.6 STRUCTURE!OF!A!CONCORDANCE!SEARCH!Translation! process! research! has! developed! a!model! for! the! use! of! translation! support!(PACTE!2005;!Alves!&!Liparini!Campos!2009a,b)!and!Web! log!analysis!has!developed!a!methodology! to! analyze! search! queries.! By! bringing! them! together,! a! methodological!framework!could!be!developed!to!analyze!concordance!search! logs.!Concordance!search!logs! resemble! very! much! a! traditional! query! log! but! there! are! a! few! fundamental!differences! between! the! two.! First! and! foremost,! concordance! search! logs! serve! a!different!purpose!from!Web!search!logs.!Web!search!log!analysis,!a!branch!of!Transaction!Log! Analysis! (TLA)! has! identified! three! main! types! of! queries! but! in! the! case! of! a!concordance!search!the!only!purpose!is!for!the!translator!to!find!a!target!language!version!of!a!portion!of!a!source!text.!This!introduces!the!second!main!difference!from!traditional!Web! queries:! a! concordance! search! is! normally! not! freely! formulated! by! the! user! but!rather! it! consists!of!a!verbatim!selection!of! the! text! to!be! translated,!which! implies! that!the!form!and!structure!of!a!concordance!query!is!likely!to!be!different!from!a!traditional!Web!search.!
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!!A!concordance!search!derives!from!an!information!need!that!requires!a!search!strategy!to!be!employed!to!retrieve!the!desired!information.!By!using!a!concordancer!the!translator!is! in! control! of! the! search! process! and! can! exactly! define! the! search! criteria.! Unlike! a!standard!Web!query,!translators!using!Euramis!can!profit!from!a!controlled!environment!of! texts! pertaining! to! the! specific! domain! of! interest.! These! texts! were! most! likely!previously!translated!by!the!user!him,/herself!or!by!unit!or!department!colleagues.!Web!queries!are!not!ruled!out!as!source!of!information!but!they!are!more!likely!to!be!chosen!if!the! concordancer! does! not! provide! any! usable! information.! The! concordancer! is! less!likely!to!be!used!to!solve!content!related!problems!(i.e.!Krings'!reception!problems)!when!an! extremely! efficient! resource! like! a! search! engine! is! just! a! few! clicks! away.! In! fact,!concordance! query! language! is! optimized! for! "linguistic",! rather! than! "document,oriented"!queries!(e.g.!those!submitted!to!a!traditional!Web!search!engine):!!For! example,! when! a! [concordance]! user! specifies! a! sequence! of! words,! their!order! is! generally! considered! significant! […].! Even!when! this!property!does!not!hold,! it! is! usually! the! case! that! the! words! which! satisfy! a! query! must! appear!within! the! same! linguistic! context,! e.g.! within! the! same! sentence! (Simard! et! al.!1993:!3).!The! text! of! the! query! is! the! central! part! of! the! search.! The! text! string! can! be! analyzed!using! both! a! quantitative! and! a! qualitative! perspective,! as! shown! by! studies! on! Web!search!logs.!The!quantitative!approach!focuses!on!measurable!and!countable!features!of!the!string!such!as!length,!frequency!counts!and!basic!descriptive!statistics!such!as!query!distributions.! The! qualitative! analysis! is!more! varied! and! includes! clustering! by! topics,!categorization!and!linguistic!analysis.!In!sum,!a!search!in!Euramis!means!that!1)!a!user!(a!translator)!was!translating!or!revising!a!document,!or!in!any!case!performing!an!activity!with!a!document!involving!two!or!more!languages;!2)!The!translator!encountered!some!problems!that!s/he!could!not!(or!did!not!want! to)! solve!using! internal! support!only;!3)!The! translator! interrupted! the!activity! (=!paused)! to! elaborate! a! search! strategy,! e.g.! selecting! the! appropriate! tool;! 4)! The!translator! filled! (part! of)! the! pause! by! querying! the! Euramis! concordancer! to! try! and!
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In!the!previous!chapter,!a!concordance!search!was!seen!and!described!as!a!manifestation!of!a!translation!problem.!In!this!chapter!the!dataset!will!be!presented!together!with!the!main!methodological!approach! to! the!analysis.!As!previously!mentioned,!no!experiment!was!carried!out!for!this!analysis!and!the!data!were!selected!so!that!at!least!some!variables!could! be! controlled! for! the! study! to! be! scientifically! acceptable.! The! first! part! of! the!chapter!will!deal!with!the!ecological!validity!of!the!study!and!the!controlled!variables.!The!second! part! will! present! the! data! and! explain! all! the! pre,processing! steps! that! were!carried!out!on!the!strings!before!obtaining!the!final!dataset!for!the!main!analysis.! In!the!third! part,! the! final! dataset! will! be! examined! and! some! preliminary! analyses! will! be!carried!out!before!the!main!analysis!of!the!search!subcomponents!can!be!developed!in!the!relevant!chapters.!In!Sections!3.2.3!and!3.2.4,!the!background!for!the!study!was!sketched!by!presenting!the!translation!tools!that!will!be!used!to!collect!the!data!for!the!analysis.!Interesting!elements!of!this!study!are!the!high!ecological!validity!that!can!be!obtained!by!collecting!authentic!data! on! the! daily! work! of! translators! and! the! wide! coverage! of! language! pairs.! In! this!perspective,! some! theoretical! conceptualizations! will! be! derived! from! the! analysis! of!recurring!patterns,!i.e.!trends,!rather!than!from!the!study!of!individual!translators!as!such,!provided! they! are! clearly! identifiable.! Hypotheses! and! trends! will! be! derived! for! each!individual!analytical!step!and!will!then!be!organized!in!categories!leading!to!greater!levels!of! abstraction,! in! line! with! some! of! the! underpinnings! of! grounded! theory86!(Corbin! &!Strauss! 1990,! Strauss! &! Corbin! 1994).! An! additional! reference! for! approaching! this!exploratory! study! was! found! in! the! levels! of! data! analysis! suggested! by! Krings!(2005:!354)! that! work! best! with! structured! data! elicitation.! The! very! first! step! in! the!(systematic)!analysis!of!data!is!of!a!phenomenological!nature,!in!that!interesting!examples!are! identified! in! the!data! and!used! as! a! starting!point! for! the! analysis! that! should! then!proceed! in!a! systematic! fashion! for! the!whole!dataset.!This!bottom,up!approach!should!ideally! be! pursued! towards! increasing! abstraction,! starting! from! observing! the! data,!moving!on!to!classifying!and!quantifying!them!and!identifying!correlations!and!causality!between! variables! to! eventually! formulate! a! theory.! Immediately! after! the!phenomenological!analysis,!individual!phenomena!should!be!labeled!and!categorized!and!then! each! category! should! be! quantified! so! as! to! highlight! phenomena! that! occur!with!higher!frequency.!In!a!traditional!study!on!the!process!of!translation,!statistical!measures!for! hypothesis! testing! would! be! employed! to! determine! whether! two! phenomena! are!correlated! to! one! another,! i.e.! whether! there! is! a! causal! relationship! between! two!variables! from! which! the! final! step! of! theory! generation! can! be! reached.! The! present!analysis,!however,!will!largely!be!based!on!20!individual!subsets!which!means!that!there!is!an!exponentially!high!number!of!possible!correlations,!making!it!very!hard!to!perform!systematic!tests.!Assuming!that!all!the!possible!pairwise!comparisons!were!performed,!in!order! to! test! their! statistical! significance! the! p,value! (usually! used!with! a! threshold! of!0.05)! would! have! to! be! lowered! to! account! for! multiple! comparisons!—! the!more! the!comparisons,!the!lower!the!p,value!should!be.!By!lowering!the!threshold,!the!test!would!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!86!Grounded!theory!is!also!used!as!theoretical!basis!of!Transaction!Log!Analysis!(TLA),!i.e.!Web!search!log!analysis,!in!that!the!starting!point!are!observations!of!the!"real!world"!used!to!ground!resulting!theories!or!models!(Jansen!2006:!409).!
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become!more!stringent,!because!the!null!hypothesis!can!only!be!rejected!when!a!lower!p,value! threshold! is! reached.! However,! the! lower! the! p,value,! the! harder! it! becomes! to!obtain! significant! results.! This! problem! would! occur! at! each! analytical! step! where! all!target!languages!are!separately!analyzed.!For!all!these!reasons,!statistical!significance!will!not!be!tested.!Data! collection! for! the! present! study! did! not! rely! on! any! structured! or! systematic!approach,!such!as!surveys,! field!observation!or! interviews.!Some!were!nonetheless!used!to!complement!the!analysis!but!they!were!rather!informal!in!nature!and!did!not!directly!pertain!to!the!collected!dataset.!When!translators!use!online!forms!of!translation!support,!authentic!user!activity!can!easily!be!logged!in!a!non,disruptive!way!and!collected!ex,post.!This!is!the!way!in!which!the!present!dataset!was!obtained.!Due!to!the!highly!exploratory!nature! of! the! study,! a! proper! experimental! setup! was! avoided,! so! as! to! reduce!idiosyncratic! components! as! much! as! possible! and! to! focus! on! possible! approaches! to!studying!the!available!data.!Despite!the!numerous!methodological!challenges!that!arose!in!the! course! of! the! analysis,! this! approach! helped! to! eschew! some! of! the! renowned!limitations!of!translation!experiments,!summarized!by!O'Brien!(2009:!251)!as!relating!to,!among!others,!the!research!environment,!research!participants,!ethics,!data!explosion!and!validity87.!The! following! sections!will! each!cover! some!of! the!main!aspects!by!giving!an!account!of!the!way!in!which!such!variables!could!be!"controlled."!5.1 RESEARCH!ENVIRONMENT!For! the! analysis! to! include! some! controlled! variables,! the! research! environment! was!limited! to! the! level! of! the! EU! intranet.! The! users! who! have! produced! the! data! work!internally! at! the! eight! European! institutions! (European! Commission,! European!Parliament,!Council!of!the!European!Union,!Court!of!Auditors,!Court!of!Justice,!Committee!of!the!Regions,!Economic!and!Social!Committee!and!Translation!Centre!for!the!Bodies!of!the!European!Union)!that!have!access!to!Euramis!and!Quest.!More!specifically,!they!work!for! the! translation! services! of! these! institutions! and! are! generally! referred! to! as!translating! staff.! Translating! staff! may! include! any! person! actively! participating! in!producing! a! translation! because! the! translation! services! comprise! not! only! permanent!translators,! but! also! assistants,! lawyer! linguists,! terminologists,! stagiaires,! contracting!agents! and! temporary! staff! (and! possibly! interpreters! from! the! SCIC! services)! which!amount!to!over!4,000!potential!users!across!the!eight!institutions88.!The!total!number!of!potential!users!who!have!access! to! the!EU,intranet! is!obviously!much!higher!but! active!users!are!very!likely!limited!to!the!translating!staff.!!As! detailed! in! Section! 3.2.3,! Quest! is! a! predominantly! linguistic! tool! whereas! Euramis!offers! a! range! of! services! that! are! used! by! a! potentially! larger! pool! of! users! (e.g.! pre,translation!services!and!IT!departments).!For!this!reason,!statistics!referring!exclusively!to! Euramis! (see!Table! 3,! Sub,section! 3.2.3.1)!might! be! considered! less! reliable! because!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!87!In!a!broader!perspective,!Krings!(2005:!357)!pointed!out!that!translation!process!research!would!profit,!among!others,!from!a!variety!of!methodological!approaches,!larger!subject!groups!possibly!involving!translation!professionals,!real,life!text!types,!greater!language,coverage,!more!field!studies!and!more!frequent!adoption!of!inferential!statistics!to!test!correlations!and!causality.!This!research!project!is!an!attempt!to!meet!a!number!of!these!desiderata.!88!According!to!official!statistics,!translating!staff!across!EU!institutions!in!2010!was!distributed!as!follows!(Kowalska!2010;!values!in!brackets!refer!to!2012):!EC!1750!(1650);!EP!760!(750);!Council!650!(=);!COA!100!(=);!COJ!620!(=);!EESC/COR!joint!service!350!(=);!TC!110!(=);!ECB!70!(50);!EIB!30!(=).!
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' EC' EP' COUNCIL' COA' EESC/COR' COJ' TC' TOTAL'
Tot.!Transl.!Staff!201090! 1,750! 760! 650! 100! 350! 620! 110! 4,340!
Total!Quest!users!2010! 2,518! 595! 530! 134! 576! 428! 134! 4,915!
Active!Quest!users!2010! 2,032! 405! 352! 106! 432! 300! 109! 3,736!
%!Active!Quest!users! 80.70%! 68.10%! 66.40%! 79.10%! 75.00%! 70.10%! 81.30%! 76.01%!
Quest!users!Sept!2010! 2,345! 575! 502! 125! 550! 388! 127! 4,612!
Active!Quest!users!Sept!201091!! 1,892! 392! 333! 99! 413! 272! 103! 3,504!
Total!Quest!queries!Sept!2010! 365,202! 84,022! 41,618! 12,091! 72,907! 44,584! 10,499! 630,92392!
Avg.! queries! per! Active! User! Q!
Sept!201093!
193! 215! 125! 122! 177! 164! 102! 180!!From!Table!4,!different!percentages!emerge!with!respect!to!the!ratio!of!active!Quest!users!in! September! 2010! and! the! total! translating! staff! in! 2010.! In! some! institutions! (EC,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!89!Compared!with!the!statistics!from!Euramis!(33,278),!there!is!a!delta!of!about!a!dozen!strings,!suggesting!that!there!might!have!been!instances!where!Euramis!was!not!used!as!a!resource!in!Quest.!90!Interpreters!and!lawyer,linguists!not!included!(Kowalska!2010).!91!Estimate!on!the!basis!of!available!data.!92!Again,!compared!with!the!previous!statistic!(630,935)!there!is!a!delta!of!a!dozen!strings!which!is!possibly!due!to!some!minor!differences!in!the!two!logging!systems.!93!Estimate!calculated!as!the!average!per!user!(supposing!equal!distribution!of!queries).!
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EESC/COR)!the!number!of!active!users!exceeds!the!stated!translating!staff!but!this!may!be!due! to! the! fact! that!official! statistics!on! translating! staff!do!not! include! lawyer! linguists!and! interpreters! and! possibly! other! people! such! as! assistants 94 .! In! the! remaining!institutions,!the!number!of!active!users!is!almost!equal!to!or!in!some!cases!(EP,!COUNCIL,!COJ95)!much!smaller!than!the!number!of!potential!users.!This!indicates!that!the!potential!pool! of! users! lies! somewhere! between! 3,500! and! 4,000,! i.e.! a! considerable! number! of!(virtual)!subjects!compared!to!other!studies!in!the!field.!A!closer!look!into!Quest!searches!divided!by!institution!provides!a!more!accurate!breakdown!of!resource!usage!(Figure!28).!
Figure!28.!Distribution!of!queries!submitted!via!Quest!per!requesting!institution!(September!
2010).!


















controlled! for! upstream! as! much! as! possible! (i.e.! at! user! level,! as! opposed! to! filtering!search! logs!downstream,! after!data! collection).!To!exemplify!how!relevant! the! statistics!about!the!EU!translation!services!are,!Figure!29!compares!two!pie!charts,!one!showing!the!distribution!of!searches!in!the!whole!dataset,!the!other!the!distribution!of!the!translating!staff! across! all! institutions! according! to! official! data.! As! pointed! out! in! Section! 3.2.3,!searches! can! be! made! to! and! from! all! available! languages,! meaning! the! whole! dataset!covers! a! total! of! 506! language! combinations96.! The! initial! dataset!will! be! referred! to! as!ALL>ALL! and! amounts! to!971,321! searches.! The! first! comparisons!were! carried!out! on!the!initial!dataset!with!a!view!to!identify!more!meaningful!subsets!and!reduce!the!number!of!language!pairs!to!analyze.!
Figure!29.!Distribution!of!searches!per!institution!(ALL>ALL)!viz.!Distribution!of!translating!
staff!according!to!official!statistics!for!2010.!
! !By!comparing!the!two!charts,! the!amount!of!searches!seems!to!positively!correlate!with!the! number! of! translators! for! most! institutions! with! the! exception! of! the! Translation!Centre! (TC),! which! seems! less! active! than! expected! with! respect! to! the! size! of! its!translation!services.!The!Commission!(EC)!shows!greater!activity!in!proportion!to!its!size!whereas!the!Council!and!the!Court!of!Justice!(COJ)!seem!to!have!only!a!small!proportion!of!users!accessing!these!resources.!This!argues!in!favor!of!the!conclusion!that!translators!are!the!ones!who!actually!take!advantage!of!these!resources!and!consequently!the!query!logs!to!be!analyzed!can!be!said!to!come!for!the!most!part!–!if!not!completely!–!from!translators.!Information!about!the!research!environment,! in!this!case!an!accurate!distribution!of!the!virtual!subjects!across!institutions,!allows!for!correct!data!interpretation!and!provides!a!sound! basis! for! additional! considerations.! In! view! of! the! main! analysis,! these! results!suggest!that!the!European!Commission,!the!European!Parliament!and!possibly!the!Council!will!be!the!main!data!sources.!Given!the!above!distributions,!a!closer!look!into!the!internal!structure!of!the!two!most!active!requesters,!EC!and!EP,! is!deemed!appropriate!to!better!sketch!the!research!environment!and!complement!the!overview!provided!in!Chapter!3.!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!96!This!is!the!total!number!of!language!combinations!when!only!EU!official!languages!are!considered,!thereby!excluding!Croatian!(HR)!and!Turkish!(TR)!which!were!also!present!in!the!initial!dataset.!
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5.1.1 EUROPEAN!COMMISSION!The! EC! deserves! a! special! analysis! because! it! possibly! has! the! most! articulated!organization!and!is!one!of!the!largest!translation!services!worldwide.!A!whole!Directorate!General! is! dedicated! to! translation! (DGT),!which!deals!with! a!wide! range! of! texts97!and!target!readers!and!also!counts!a!separate!unit! for!Web!publications.!Generally!speaking,!the! documents! at! the! EC! are! divided! into! three! main! groups:! incoming,! outgoing! and!internal!(DGT!2009b:!54,55;!EC!2010:!47).!A!large!part!of!the!translation!work!at!the!EC!is!devoted!to!translating!working!documents,!including!regulations,!directives!and!decisions!and! in! many! cases! the! texts! are! based! on! standard! models;! in! 2009,! 74%! of! the!documents!were!made!up!of!existing!legal!obligations!such!as!implementation!measures!and! monitoring! reports;! 10%! consisted! of! non,core! documents! (whose! translation!depends!on!resources!and!costs);!8%!were!political!priorities!possibly!creating!new!legal!obligations! and! 8%! were! communication! priorities! of! the! EC! (DGT! 2010c).! The!documents! produced! by! DGT! can! be! further! divided! into! two! main! categories:! (i)!legislation,related! documents,! i.e.! texts! using! specific! EU! terminology! and! usually!available! in! all! 23! official! languages,! accounting! for! over! two! thirds! of! the! total! DGT!workload;!and!(ii)!communication!documents!aimed!at!EU!citizens,!to!be!adapted!to!the!national!context!of!each!Member!State!(EC!2010:!47,48)!and!coming!in!the!form!of!printed!materials!or!website!content.!!Several! studies!have!presented! the!EU! translation! services!and! their! internal!workflow,!with!a!special!focus!on!the!European!Commission!(EC)!which!offers!the!largest!translation!service!of!all.!Some!of!these!studies!were!conducted!by!academics!and!researchers!giving!an! external! perspective! (Dollerup! 2001;! Drugan! 2004)! while! other! studies! originated!from! within! the! institutions! and! provided! an! inside! perspective! (Wagner! et! al.! 2002;!Cosmai!2007;!Koskinen!2008).!DGT!offices! are! split! between!Brussels! and!Luxembourg!and!count!a!separate! language!department! for!each!of! the!23!EU!official! languages.!The!language! departments! are! distributed! into! three! of! the! six! Directorates! of! DGT,! called!Translation! Directorates! –! the! other! three! being! the! Transversal! Linguistic! Services!Directorate,! the! Resources! Directorate! and! the! Translation! Strategy! Directorate.! Every!language! department! counts! some! 60! translators! who! are! further! divided! into! three!'thematic'!units!each!serving!a!number!of!Directorate!Generals!and!dealing!with!specific!topics!(Peressini!2010):! Justice,!External!Relations,!Administration,!Budget,!Competition!(Unit!01);!Environment,!Climate,!Agriculture,!Energy,!Research,!Economic!and!Financial!Affairs,!Internal!Market,!Information!Society!(Unit!02);!Enterprise,!Education!and!Culture,!Trade,!Health!and!Consumers,!Employment!(Unit!03).!The!enlargement!of!the!EU!brought!about!an!urgent!need!for!reorganizing!the!translation!service!of!the!EC,!which!went!back!to!a!language,based!system!integrating!the!pre,existing!thematic!organization.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!97!At!the!EC!the!following!document!types!are!translated:!Legal!acts!and!preparatory!documents;!International!agreements;!Policy!statements;!Commission!decisions!and!communications!(answers!to!be!written!and!oral!parliamentary!questions);!Publications!(scripts!and!captions!for!films!and!other!promotional!material);!Correspondence!(internal!administrative!matters!and!staff!information,!correspondence!with!ministries,!firms,!interest!groups!and!individuals);!Speeches!(speeches!and!speaking!notes);!Minutes;!Reports!(technical!studies,!financial!reports);!Working!Documents!(briefings!and!press!releases);!Web!Pages!and!publications!of!every!size!and!format!on!a!huge!range!of!topics!for!opinion,formers!and!the!general!public!(DGT!2009b,!DGT!2010c).!
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Such! internal! organization! allows! translators! to! specialize! in! some! domains! and! the!number! of! staff! per! unit! depends! on! the! demand! for! translations98.! Different! sizes! and!degrees!of! specialization!contribute! to!making!workflow!management!more!challenging!(Drugan!2004:!18):! people!use!diverse! translation! tools! in! a!different!manner! and! staff!works!at!least!in!two!sites,!not!to!mention!teleworkers.!This!is!the!main!reason!behind!the!centralization!and!standardization!of!some!pre,!and!post,translation!tasks.!
5.1.2 EUROPEAN!PARLIAMENT!The! structure! of! the! translation! division! at! the! European! Parliament! is! more!straightforward:! Directorate! A! deals! with! support! and! technological! services! for!translation!(ITS!services),!and!Directorate!B! ("Translation!and!Terminology")! is!divided!into! 23! language! units,! one! for! each! official! language! plus! one! Terminology! Unit.! The!language!regime!at!the!EP!is!more!balanced:!there!are!no!procedural!languages,!as!is!the!case!with!English,!French!and!German!at!the!Commission,!although!they!are!used!as!pivot!languages,!English!being!the!most!common.!In!2009,!about!80%!of!the!source!documents!at!DGT!were!drafted!in!English!by!non,native!speakers!(DGT!2009b:!56).!Translations!are!made!from!and!into!all!official!languages,!at!least!for!some!document!types.!There!is!also!a!Pre,Translation!Unit!(PreTrad)!dealing!with!more!technical!tasks!and!the!management!of!translation!resources!and!support.!Of!the!three!main!institutions!(EC,!EP!and!COUNCIL),!the!Parliament!has!the!largest!document!re,use,!the!highest!level!of!multilingualism!and!the!shortest!deadlines.!The! workflow! at! the! Parliament! is! also! quite! articulated! and! differs! from! that! of! the!Commission! one! reason! being! the! specific! features! of! documents! to! be! translated! (e.g.!multilingual! documents! in! the! case! of! amendments).! A! detailed! breakdown! of! some!sample!workflows!at!the!EP!can!be!found!in!Poulis!(2009)!and!Hands!(2012).!While!still!working! with! Euramis,! Quest! and! other! resources! developed! by! the! European!Commission,! translators!at!Parliament!also!have!a!number!of! internally!developed!tools!and!resources!available,!the!main!ones!being!Twist,!Shout!,!FullDoc!and!Cat4Trad.!Twist!stands! for! Translator's! Workbench! Integrated! Suite! and! is! a! standalone! application!providing! a! customized! interface! for! the! Trados! workbench! and! used! specifically! for!translation! and! TM! handling.! Shout!! is! a! Web! application! acting! as! an! interface! with!Euramis!for!EP!users!who!do!not!need!to!use!the!main!Euramis!Portal.!The!main!reason!for!developing!this!interface!was!improve!integration!between!internal!EP!databases!and!resources! and! the! Commission's! resources.! FullDoc! is! an! intranet,based! tool! for!document!search!and!retrieval!and!works!similar!to!the!Euramis!concordancer!but!it!only!accesses! EP! texts! and! can! also! display! results! from! on,going! translations.! Finally,!Cat4Trad! is! an! ad! hoc!developed! XML,based! CAT! tool,! specifically! designed! to! handle!multilingual! documents! (i.e.! amendments)! using! Translation! Memories! thereby!complementing!the!functionalities!of!the!existing!CAT!tool!(Trados).!
5.1.3 LANGUAGE!POLICY!FOR!THE!EU!TRANSLATORS!One! very! important! aspect! of! translation! at! the! European! institutions! regards! the!language!policy! and! justifies! the!division! in! language!units!with! translators! sharing! the!same! native! language:! Translators! translate! into! their! mother! tongue.! However,! the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!98!English,!French!and!German!are!an!exception:!they!are!the!procedural!languages!of!the!EC!with!a!higher!workload!and!consequently!more!staff!(about!120!translators).!Their!language!departments!are!divided!into!six!units!and!not!three!like!all!other!languages.!
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uncompromising! statements! in!Dollerup! (2001:! 31;! emphasis! added):! "[…]! translations!are! always! made! into! the! translators'! mother! tongue! […]",! Wagner! et! al.! (2002:! 32;!emphasis!added):!"Translators!translate!exclusively!into!their!mother!tongue"!and!Cosmai!(2007:!93;!emphasis!added)!"[…]!l'attività!di!traduzione!comunitaria!è!sempre!passiva,!si!svolge! cioè! dalla! lingua! straniera! verso! quella! materna! –! o! indicata! come! tale! –! del!traduttore"!need!to!be!slightly!revised!for!the!sake!of!precision.!In!recent!times,!DGT!has!introduced!a!"two,way!translation"!option!(anticipated!by!Wagner!et!al.!2002:!110).!On!a!voluntary! basis,! translators! can! also! translate! documents! for! internal! information! only!(usually! newspaper! articles! or! letters)! that! are! not! intended! for! publication,! generally!into! English! or! French! (EC! 2010:! 48,! DGT! 2009b:! 54)! and! this! is! reflected! in! the! new!statement! that! "[translators]! translate! out! of! several! languages,! but! almost! always! into!their!mother!tongue"!(DGT!2009a:!2;!emphasis!added),!or!rather!"into!the!language!they!regard!as!their!main!language,!generally!their!mother!tongue"!(DGT!2009c:!9).!Although!there!are!some!openings!to!retour!translation!(i.e.!out!of!the!main!language,!generally!into!English)! particularly! as! far! as! the! new! Member! States! are! concerned,! almost! all!institutions!have!rejected! this!option!(Cosmai!2007:!190)!and!rather!use!pivot! language!versions!(English,!French!and!German)!of!the!documents.!This!translation!policy!is!particularly!relevant!to!the!present!study!and!the!analysis!of!the!research! environment! because! it! implies! that! EU! translators! are! native! speakers! of! the!language! they! translate! into,! differently! from! the! TransSearch! scenario! studied! by!Macklovitch! et! al.! (2000)! where! concordance! users! could! be! translators! into! either!French! or! English! and! it! was! not! possible! to! determine! from! the! search! what! the!directionality!of!the!translation!was.!In!the!case!of!Euramis!and!Quest,!the!selected!target!language!in!a!query!will!be!a!clear!indicator!of!the!language!unit!the!translator!belongs!to!and!consequently!of!his/her!native! language!because!there! is!one!main!directionality! in!translations!for!the!EU.!The!following!section!will!deal!in!greater!detail!with!the!average!user!profile!of!the!"research!participants".!5.2 RESEARCH!PARTICIPANTS!The! overview! on! the! research! environment! suggests! that! the! average! profile! of! a!concordance! user! is! a! translator! working! into! his/her! native! language! and! that! each!language!unit!of!an!institution!will!count!approximately!the!same!number!of!translators,!with!a!few!notable!exceptions.!Given! the! large! pool! of! translators,! considerable! differences! in! terms! of! age! groups,!computer! skills! and! expertise! should! be! expected! adding! to! the!well,established! inter,subjective! differences! in! translation! styles! and! needs! established! in! the! literature! (see!Chapter! 2).! This! user! pool! can! comprise! subjects! ranging! from!a! senior! translator!with!over! 20! years'! experience! translating! for! the! EU! to! a! newly! arrived! trainee! who! is!completing!his/her!university!degree!in!translation.!In!terms!of!traditional!experimental!design,!such!internal!variability!can!be!considered!a!disadvantage!for!data!interpretation.!However,!the!present!study!also!aims!to!provide!a!baseline!for!the!use!of!a!concordancer!by! the! average! user! so! that! service! providers! of! commercially! and! freely! available!concordancers!may!benefit,! too.!For!this!reason,!the!examined!searches!need!to!account!for! the!variety!of!potential! tool!users,!which!becomes!even!greater! in! the! case!of! freely!available!concordancing!tools!accessed!by!users!who!are!not!proficient!in!a!language!and!where!search!directionality!is!unknown.!For!the!purposes!of!this!research,!a!more!precise!study!on!the!actual!profiles!of!users!was!deemed!unnecessary.!The!aim!of!the!analysis!is!to! obtain! overall! trends! from! as! large! a! volume! of! data! as! possible! as! opposed! to!generalizing! results! from! data! obtained! from! a! small! set! of! controlled! users! where!
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idiosyncratic! behavior! may! be! quite! marked.! A! previous! study! on! translation! and!multilingualism! (DGT! 2010a)! was! partly! based! on! replies! to! three! different!questionnaires,!one!addressed!to!translation!units!of!the!EC,!the!EP!and!the!Council,!one!to! lawyer,linguists! and! one! to! the!Member! States'! central! administration.! According! to!the! aforementioned! statistics! on! translating! staff,! some! 3,000! potential! respondents!might! have! been! expected! for! questionnaires! one! and! two! together.! However,! only! "a!total! of! 45! replies! from! those! involved! in! the! multilingual! drafting! process! could! be!analyzed"! (2010a:! 40),! which! would! provides! only! a! partial! snapshot! of! the! overall!picture.!When! it! comes! to!establishing!user!profiles,!Web!users!accessing! concordancers! can!be!expected!to!have!any!possible!background!because!freely!available!online!concordancers!do!not!restrict!access!to!the!tool.!Filtering!users!(e.g.!professional!translators!vs.!general!Web! users)! on! the! basis! of! existing! logs! becomes! nearly! impossible.! However,! the! EU!working!environment!provides!a!way!of!controlling!user!access!to!the!tool!early!on!in!the!search!process!so!that!this!exploratory!study!focused!on!professional! translators!can!be!carried!out.!Irrespective!of!the!individual!background,!EU!staff!translators!need!to!comply!with!some!general!regulations!and!selection!procedures!before!they!can!start!working!for!the!EU,!which!helps!to!provide!partly!controlled!conditions!for!the!study.!To!become!an!official!translator,!a!candidate!has!to!complete!a!special!selection!procedure,!as!laid!out!in!the! document! "Staff! Regulations! of! officials! and! the! conditions! of! employment! of! other!servants!of!the!European!Communities"!adopted!in!2004!(the!first!version!dating!back!to!1968).! Since! July! 2002,! all! selection! procedures! have! been! implemented! by! EPSO!(European!Personnel!Selection!Office)!but!translators!can!also!be!selected!and!employed!as! temporary! staff,! contract! agents! and! trainees! to! work! internally! at! the! institutions!(Cosmai!2007:!93,4).!Free,lance!translators!are!another!important!group!of!contributors,!but! they!work! remotely! and! "do!not!benefit! from!all! the! facilities! available! in!Euramis"!(Drugan!2004:!13)!and!more!generally!in!the!intranet.!Irrespective!of!the!contract!type,!a!more!or!less!stringent!selection!procedure!is!carried!out!either!by!EPSO!or!(a!commission!of)! officials! from!within! a! translation! unit! (e.g.! in! the! case! of! translation! trainees).! The!wide! variety! of! subjects! and! expertise! levels! offers! an! interesting! spectrum! of! the!translation!profession!covering!the!whole!range!of!potential!users,!from!the!novice!to!the!expert!translator.!!Search! logs! are! a! data! type! that! may! raise! issues! of! anonymity,! confidentiality! and!intellectual!property.!Simard!and!Macklovitch!(2005:!77)!rightly!point!out!that!"whatever!knowledge! we! can! extract! from! [TranSearch]! log,files! certainly! cannot! be! seen! as!'voluntary! contribution'! from! the! community".! In! order! to! make! data! available! to! the!scientific! community,! user! anonymity! must! be! preserved.! Encryption! of! the!communication!channels!may!be!necessary!and!data!ownership,!particularly!in!the!cases!where!surrounding!context!is!also!stored!(see!Sub,section!3.2.2.7),!may!be!thorny!if!data!collection!takes!place!wholesale.!In!the!case!of!Euramis,!however,!the!researcher!did!not!have!direct!access! to! the!queries,!as! in! the!TransSearch!study.!Permission!was!asked! to!use!and!analyze!the!data!and,!once!granted,!the!searches!were!anonymized!before!release.!5.3 EXPERTISE!In!translation!process!studies,!the!question!is!often!raised!as!to!what!constitutes!an!expert!translator!and!where!the!dividing!line!between!categories!should!be!drawn.!!One!general!definition!of!expertise!is!!
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the!property!of! a!person!who!performs!an!operation!or!a! set!of!operations! in!a!limited! domain! with! exceptional! results! when! compared! to! others! capable! of!performing! the! same! operation.! Expertise! generally! implies! useful! and! large!amounts!of!knowledge!and!fluent!action,!and!it!may!depend!on!abstractions!such!as! individual! mental! models,! rather! than! on! knowledge! alone! (Muñoz! Martin!2009a:!25;!emphasis!in!the!original).!Muñoz!Martin!goes!on!to!provide!an!operational!definition!of!"expertise"!specifically!for!translation!which,!however,!uses!some!slippery!concepts!such!as!"expert!translator":!Translation! expertise! [is! defined]! as! the! capabilities! which! underlie! the!performance!of!human!expert!translators,!including!extensive!domain!knowledge,!but!crucially!also!heuristic!rules!that!simplify!and!improve!approaches!to!problem!solving,! metaknowledge! and! metacognition,! and! compiled! forms! of! behaviour!which! afford! great! economy! in! skilled! performance! (2009:! 25;! emphasis! in! the!original).!Jääskeläinen!(2010)!provides!a!comprehensive!overview!on!the!evolution!of!the!concept!of! expertise! and! the! problems! related! to! generalizing! results! of! empirical! research!involving! "naïve! translators"! (i.e.! traditionally! language! learners).! Translation! students!are!generally!labeled!"novice!translators"!or!"semi,professionals",!whereas!"professional!translators"! populate! the! top,level! and! are! loosely! defined! as! "somebody! who! is! a!practicing!translator!and!not!a!student"!(O'Brien!2009:!254).!This!raises!the!problem!of!defining! the! concepts! of! "expertise",! "professionalism"! and! possibly! "specialization".!Recent! studies! have! used! a! combination! of! requirements! to! label! a! translator! as! a!professional:!over!3!years!of!experience!and!over!50%!of!personal! income!coming!from!translation! jobs! (Martín!Mor! 2011:! 106)! or! a! translation! degree! or! certification! and! at!least!3!years!of!experience!in!the!relevant!language!pair!(Hvelplund!2011:!85).!!Aside! from! the! definition! of! expertise,! approaches! to! translation! work! may! also! vary!according! to! the! source! text! format! and! individual! preferences! having! to! do! with!diverging!working!methods!and!acquired!skills,!which!in!turn!depend!on!the!type!of!aid!a!translator!uses!for!drafting!the!text!(ranging!from!translation!using!Trados!Workbench,!to!Word!or!dictation),!as!Drugan's!field!study!clearly!shows!(2004:!5,6).!Irrespective!of!the!preferred!working!method,!the!Euramis!concordancer!is!always!available!and!accessible!as! an! external! resource! to! all! EU! translators.! It! can! be! assumed! that! a! good! share! of!Euramis! searches! come! from! expert! translators! and! the! study! can! be! said! to! focus!primarily!(but!not!exclusively)!on!professional!translators99.!While!the!average!number!of!participants! in! traditional! translation! process! studies! has! been! on! an! average! of! 8!"translators"! for! experiments! involving! TAPs! to! about! a! dozen! in! more! recent! studies!involving!eye!tracking!and!key,logging,!the!potential!number!of!participants!in!this!study!could!be!as!high!as!4,000.!From! a! methodological! point! of! view,! it! is! always! necessary! to! specify! "which! view! is!adopted![…]!to!allow!for!comparison!of!research!results,![…]!the!definition!of!expertise!or!professionalism! used! and! the! relevant! background! information! on! the! subjects"!(Jääskeläinen! 2010:! 223).! In! this! research,! there! are! no! "subjects"! as! traditionally!understood! in! empirical! research! because! neither! an! experiment! nor! the! correlated!recruiting! were! performed.! However,! the! controlled! environment! of! the! EU! allows! to!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!99!For!example,!at!the!European!Parliament,!there!are!about!700!official!translators!and!some!50!trainees!(2,3!per!language!unit)!that!rotate!every!three!to!six!months.!At!the!time!of!data!collection,!EP!trainees!still!did!not!have!access!to!the!Quest!search!engine,!which!means!that!they!are!not!included!among!the!Quest!users!for!September!2010.!
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sketch! average! profiles! of! the! participants! while! guaranteeing! their! anonymity! at! all!stages,!which!is!one!of!the!requirements!for!ethical!approval!(O'Brien!2009:!259).!The! present! study! focuses! on! real,working! conditions! to! try! and! investigate! "real!scenarios"! and! increase!validity! (O'Brien!2009:!262)!while! sidestepping! the!problem!of!discerning! "the! extent! to! which! findings! in! a! laboratory! can! be! extended! to! other!environments"! (Muñoz! Martín! 2009a:! 26),! a! problem! raised! by! several! authors! in! the!field! who! pointed! out! potential! limitations! in! the! generalization! of! results! from!experiments! due! to! e.g.! limited! number! of! participants,! time! constraints! to! run! the!experiment,! nature! of! the! text! used! and! selection! criteria! for! the! subjects! (e.g.! Muñoz!Martin!2009b;!O'Brien!2009).!A!possible!objection!to!the!subjects!in!this!study!may!reside!in! the! lack! of! a! clear,cut! distinction! between! the! professional! and! trainee! translators!owing!to!the!impossibility,!with!the!available!data,!to!further!tell!the!searches!apart.!This!objection!can!at! least!partly!be!countered!by! the! fact! that!sometimes! trainees!at! the!EU!institutions!are!in!fact!translation!professionals!who!decided!to!take!on!a!different!job!for!a! while.! Moreover,! a! study! conducted! by! Lörscher! with! language! learners! and!professional!translators!has!shown!that!"in!spite!of!the!differences,!professional!and!non,professional! translation! processes! have! many! features! in! common! […]"! and! suggested!"[…]!that!the!two!kinds!of!mental!processes!are!similar"!and!"[f]rom!the!point!of!view!of!the!strategies!detected,!the!mental!processes!of!the!two!kinds!of!translators!did!not!reveal!significant! differences"! (2005:! 604ff.).! In! Lörscher's! study! (2005),! the! two! groups! have!rather! shown! differences! in! the! quantitative! aspects! of! the! translation! process,! i.e.! the!type!and!frequency!of!the!different!translation!strategies,!the!size!of!the!translation!units!(larger!among!professionals,!smaller!among!students)!and!the!degree!of!control!over!the!TL!output!both!in!terms!of!grammar!and!style.!!!5.4 DATASET!FOR!THE!STUDY!The!dataset!for!this!study!covers!a!month's!worth!of!user!searches!and!was!collected!ex,post,!i.e.!at!the!end!of!September!2010.!The!searches!together!can!be!said!to!form!a!special!kind!of!multilingual!corpus!of!search!logs!covering!all!23!EU!official!languages.!Following!the!definition!of!Bowker!and!Pearson! (2002:!9),! "[a]! corpus!can!be!described!as!a! large!collection! of! authentic! texts! that! have! been! gathered! in! electronic! form! according! to! a!specific! set! of! criteria,"! the! keywords! being! 'authentic',! 'electronic',! 'large'! and! 'specific!criteria'.!On! this!basis,! the!dataset!under!consideration!can!be!equated! to!a! corpus!and,!following! the! corpus! typology! in! Laviosa! (2002:! 34ff.),! it! would! fall! in! the! categories!"sample",! "synchronic",! "general! and! terminological",! "multilingual" 100 !and! "written"!corpus.!However,!there!is!an!additional!word!in!the!Bowker!and!Pearson's!definition!that!requires!attention,!i.e.!texts.!The!dataset!for!this!study!is!in!fact!a!collection!of!text!strings,!not!whole! texts.!This!may!prove!problematic! for! employing!established! corpus,analysis!methods! and! standard! corpus,analysis! tools.! In! a! translation! process! research!perspective,!a!corpus!of!translated!texts!only! constitutes! post,hoc! data,! as! the! product! is! only! the! end! point! of! the!process(es)! that! created! it.! Experimental! data! from! psycholinguistic! tests,! on!the! other! end,! allows! better! and! more! direct! access! to! cognitive! processing,!yielding! copious!process!data,!but! the!product!data!obtained! in! such!artificial!settings! is! on! a! much! smaller! scale! than! that! available! in! corpora.! A!combination! of! both! product,! and! process,oriented! methods! should! provide!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!100!This!only!pertains!to!the!initial!dataset.!As!will!be!detailed!in!Section!5.5,!the!actual!dataset!used!in!the!analysis!has!been!reduced!to!a!monolingual!corpus.!
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substantively!greater!empirical!process!and!product!evidence![…]"!(Alves!et!al.!2010:!111).!A!corpus!of! search!strings!provides! insights! into! the! translation!process!by! framing! the!translator's! activity! in! a! collection! of! snapshots! that! can! be! joined! into! a! novel! type! of!corpus.!This!data!type!alone!is!however!not!sufficient!to!provide!conclusive!information!about!the!translation!process!but!should!rather!be!seen!as!an!additional!data!type!to!be!used! for! triangulation101!so! as! to! complement! and/or! verify! findings! based! on! other!methods!of!data!collection,!e.g.!keystroke!logging,!eye,tracking!and!product!analysis!(e.g.!Alves! 2003).! Similar! to! keystroke,! large! volumes! of! concordance! search! logs! can! be!collected! in! a! reasonably! short! time! span,! which! may! expose! the! study! to! the! data!explosion! problem.! If! generalizations! of! research! findings! are! usually! the! problematic!step,!in!the!case!of!data!explosion!researchers!acquire!a!rich!set!of!data!that!may!become!overwhelming! if! there! is! only! one! researcher! to! carry! out! the! analysis! or! if! processes!cannot! be! automatized! (O'Brien!2009:! 260,1).! Any!methodological! inaccuracy! resulting!from!such!superabundance!of!data!can!negatively!impact!the!validity!of!the!research!and!its!results.!After! presenting! the! backdrop! of! this! study,! a! few! additional! considerations! about! the!dataset! are! necessary! before! delving! into! the! analysis.! In! order! to! control! for! data!explosion,! some! pre,processing! of! the! initial! dataset! was! carried! out.! The! following!sections!present! in!greater!detail! the! initial!dataset!and! the!evaluations! that!guided! the!corpus!pre,processing!stages.!
5.4.1 TIME!SPAN!The! dataset! was! collected! in! October! 2010! and! covers! searches! submitted! from!September!1st!to!September!30th!2010.!September!2010!was!chosen!so!as!to!have!a!period!of!time!that!included!the!most!common!working!scenarios!for!translators!and!one!with!a!reasonable!balance!between!peak!activity!and!holiday!time.!More!accurate!results!could!have!been!obtained!by!considering! longer!periods!(two!months!or!more)!and!averaging!or! comparing! the! results.! However,! the! data! volume! for! one! month! was! challenging!enough!and!the!methodology!had!still!to!be!developed,!so!the!comparison!phase!has!been!postponed! to! a! future! replication! of! the! study.! The! main! motivations! for! choosing!September!2010!over!other!months!are!listed!below!in!greater!detail.!
 The!summer!months!had!to!be!excluded!because!EU!activity! is! lower!than!usual!and!tends!to!rely!more!on!trainees!due!to!annual!leaves!of!staff!translators.!
 In!September!2010!there!were!no!official!holidays,!which!allows!for!a!full!log!of!20!working!days!without!potential!disturbing!factors.!
 September! seemed! to! strike! a! good! balance! between! holiday! time! and! activity!peaks.!Many!people!are!still!on!holiday!in!the!first!week!(which!would!represent!activity!in!the!summer!months)!and!gradually!resume!work!in!the!first!couple!of!weeks!of!the!month.!The!second!half!is!characterized!by!normal!(or!peak)!activity.!
 In! Section! 5.1,! the! EC! and! the! EP! were! found! to! be! the! two! largest! users! of!Euramis,! so! they!will! likely! affect! the!general! search! trends.!Generally! speaking,!the!workload! at! the! EC! is! fairly! constant,! so! it! was! important! to! avoid! unusual!situations!as!much!as!possible.!As!for!the!EP,!activity!usually!peaks!around!session!week! (i.e.! a! week,long! plenary! session! in! Strasbourg,! generally! followed! by! a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!101!Triangulation!involves!"a!weaving!of!results"!(O'Brien!2009:!260)!attained!using!several!instruments!of!data!gathering,!ranging!from!qualitative!to!quantitative!approaches,!as!well!as!different!data!processing!and!analyses!(cf.!also!Alves!2003:!vii).!
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shorter! session! in! Brussels).! In! September! 2010,! two! Strasbourg! sessions!were!held!to!make!up!for!the!missed!August!one,! implying!a!heavier!workload!for!the!EP.!
 The! members! of! the! Barroso! Commission! (2010,2014)! took! office! in! early!February! 2010.! A! few! months! were! allowed! for! adjustments! to! policies! and!workflows,!which!ruled!out!spring!months.!!
 The! Treaty! of! Lisbon! came! into! force! on! 1! December! 2009.! Procedural! and!terminological! changes! were! introduced! by! the! Treaty! and! a! sufficiently! broad!time! span! was! deemed! necessary! for! the! required! adjustments! to! be! fully!implemented.!
 This!round!of!data!collection!was!made!in!early!October!2010.!September!was!the!most!recent!fully!available!month!of!logs.!Choosing!the!most!recent!available!logs!was!advisable!in!view!of!the!overall!length!of!the!research!project!(i.e.!at!least!two!more!years)!so!that!the!dataset!would!not!become!obsolete.!!
 Originally,!a!different!dataset!was!analyzed!that!contained!logs!from!March!2009.!At! that! time,! the! choice!was! justified! by! similar! criteria! such! as! the! absence! of!official!holidays.!In!addition,!the!new!Barroso!Commission!was!designated!in!2009!and!the!end!of!the!term!of!office!of!the!MEPs!was!approaching.!The!EP!elections!had! been! scheduled! for! June! 2009! and! parliamentary! activity! was! likely! to! be!feverish!in!the!previous!months.!Logs!from!the!second!half!of!the!year!would!have!had! to! be! discarded! because! of! the! adjustment! time! for! the! newly! elected! EP.!Unfortunately,! this! initial! dataset! had! to! be! discarded! after! some! time! due! to! a!discovered! technical! glitch! that! did! not! record! the! distribution! of! searches!between! the! two! interfaces! (Euramis! and! Quest),! which! is! a! relevant! piece! of!information!for!the!analysis.!
5.4.2 DISTRIBUTION!OF!SEARCHES!BY!SOURCE!LANGUAGE!The!initial!dataset!covered!all!23!EU!official! languages.!The!first!analysis!will! look!at!the!distribution!of!searches!according!to!the!selected!source!language!(Figure!30).!The!results!will!provide!information!about!the!relative!weight!of!each!language!and!possibly!the!most!representative!source!language(s).!
Figure!30.!Distribution!of!total!searches!(970,000)!per!source!language.!
!Pre,enlargement!statistics!about!the!main!source!languages!of!texts!translated!at!DGT!in!2003!report!that!58.9%!of!documents!were!drafted!in!English,!28.1%!in!French,!3.8%!in!German!and!8.9%!in!other!languages!(Drugan!2004:!9).!More!recent!DGT!data!from!2008!provide! a! different! overall! picture:! 72.5%! of! original! texts! have! English! as! the! source!
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language,! 11.8%!were! drafted! in! French,! 2.7%! in! German! and! 13%! in! other! languages!(DGT! 2009c:! 6).! As! shown! in! Figure! 31,! the! overwhelming! majority! of! searches! are!submitted!in!English.!The!other!two!procedural!languages!of!the!EC!(French!and!German)!rank!second!and!third!respectively,!with!all!remaining!languages!together!accounting!for!only!8%!of!the!total!searches.!The!figures!for!Euramis!searches!closely!resemble!the!2009!estimates.! A! finer,grained! distribution! of! source! languages! (in! terms! of! the! number! of!drafted!pages;!Figure!31)!provides!a!justification!for!the!very!low!scores!for!most!source!languages!in!Euramis.!!
Figure!31.!Breakdown!of!pages!translated!per!source!languages!at!DGT!in!2008!(DGT!
2009c:!7).!
!The! massive! gap! between! English! as! a! source! language! and! all! remaining! languages!makes! any! potential! comparison! unsuccessful! because! of! the! irreconcilable! size!difference! with! any! other! source! language! subset.! There! simply! is! not! enough! data! to!work!with!other!source!languages,!unless!the!English!subset!is!dramatically!reduced.!For!this!reason,!English!was!selected!as!the!sole!source!language,!thereby!limiting!the!whole!analysis! to! a! single! directionality! only,! i.e.! translation! from! English! into! the! native!language! of! the! translator! (any! of! the! remaining! 22! languages).! The! whole! dataset! of!searches! will! only! consist! of! English! queries! and! was! consequently! brought! down! to!749,500!searches.!
5.4.3 DISTRIBUTION!OF!SEARCHES!BY!TARGET!LANGUAGE!The!analysis!of!source!languages!strongly!indicated!that!English!should!be!chosen!as!the!source!language!for!the!study.!However,!an!additional!check!should!be!made!in!order!to!verify! the! potential! data! loss! in! terms! of! target,language! distribution! when! English! is!chosen! as! the! only! source! language.! As! translation! output! per! translated! pages! shows!(Figure! 32),! the! distribution! of! target! languages! is! higher! and! slightly! less! unbalanced!with!respect!to!source!languages.!Here,!too,!English!ranks!as!the!top!target!language!but!for! the! present! analysis! it! shall! not! be! taken! into! account! in! that! it! cannot! be! used! as!source!and!target!language!at!the!same!time.!
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Figure!32.!Breakdown!of!pages!translated!per!target!languages!at!DGT!in!2008!(DGT!2009c:!7).!




!As! anticipated,! the! distribution! of! target! languages! is! at! first! sight! very! similar! to! the!official!statistics! for!the!number!of! translated!pages.!However,!a! few!notable!differences!need!to!be!pointed!out.!The!most!searched!language!is!French,! followed!by!German!at!a!considerable! distance.! English! only! comes! third! and! then! the! order! in!which! languages!appear! is!very!different! from!the!one! found! in!Figure!32.!This! indicates! that! there! is!no!clear! relationship!between! the!number!of!pages! translated!and! the!number!of! searches!that! were! performed.! It! should! be! noted! that! the! two! charts! are! in! fact! not! directly!comparable!because!one!refers!to!the!yearly!production!of!DGT!in!2008!and!the!other!to!a!month's! worth! of! searches! from! several! institutions! in! 2010.! In! this! overview,! large!numbers! and! approximate! statistics! are! used,! hence! the! focus! is! on! potential! trends!rather!than!exact!findings.!Some!further!explanations!for!the!distributions!of!source!and!target! languages! can! be! obtained! from! the! analysis! of! the! searches! according! to! the!requesting!institution.!
5.4.4 DISTRIBUTION!OF!SEARCHES!BY!INSTITUTION!As! previously! explained! (see! Section! 3.2.3),! Euramis! and! Quest! can! be! accessed! by!translators!working!internally!at!eight!different!EU!institutions!having!translation!units!of!different!sizes.!Figure!34!provides!the!distribution!of!all!searches!(ALL>ALL)!according!to!the!submitting!institution,!which!was!partly!discussed!in!Section!5.1.!
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Figure!34.!Distribution!of!total!searches!(ALL>ALL)!according!to!submitting!institution.!
!The!majority!of!the!searches!come!from!the!Commission!and!in!particular!from!DGT.!The!EC,!the!EP!and!the!Council!are!the!top!three!requesting!institutions.!The!analysis!of!source!languages!has!already!established!that!English!should!be!the!only!source!language!used!in!the! study.! An! additional! check! will! be! performed! to! ensure! that! the! distribution! of!searches!per!institution!is!not!affected!by!the!selection!of!just!one!source!language.!Figure!35!details!the!distribution!of!the!searches!considering!English!as!the!only!source!language!(EN>ALL)! per! EU! body.! The! total! searches! in! this! case! amount! to! 749,500! queries!covering!77.16%!of!the!total!searches.!
Figure!35.!Distribution!of!requesting!institution!for!EN>ALL!(749,500!queries).!
!A! striking! similarity! can! be! noted! between! the! pie! charts! for! the! EN>ALL! distribution!(Figure!35)!and!the!ALL>ALL!distribution!(Figure!34).!The!same!ranking!can!be!found!for!all! institutions!but!one:!the!Court!of! Justice!(COJ).! In!the!overall!(ALL>ALL)!distribution,!COJ!ranked!fourth,!but!came!last!in!the!EN>ALL!distribution.!In!order!to!account!for!this!phenomenon,!a!comparable!distribution!will!be!examined!where!the!sole!source!language!is!French,!i.e.!the!second!most!requested!source!language,!which!accounts!for!11.26%!of!the!searches,!or!109,336!FR>ALL!queries!(Figure!36).!
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Figure!36.!Distribution!of!requesting!institution!for!FR>ALL!(109,336!queries).!
!In!this!case,!the!distribution!looks!quite!different!from!the!previous!two.!COUNCIL,!EESC!and!COR!have!all!increased!by!a!few!percentage!points.!At!a!closer!look,!the!ranking!is!the!same!as!before!in!all!cases!except!for!the!Court!of!Justice.!The!COJ!percentage!moved!from!4%!in!the!ALL>ALL!distribution!to!22%!for!FR>ALL,!while!searches!coming!from!the!EC!have! halved! (29%).! This! apparently! odd! behavior! of! the! Court! of! Justice! can! be! easily!explained! by! looking! at! its! internal! structure! and! work! practices.! Within! the! Court! of!Justice,! the!Translation!Directorate!General! is! the! largest!service,!employing!46%!of! the!total! staff! in! 2008! (i.e.! 876! people),! according! to! internal! statistics102.! All! language!combinations! for! the! official! languages! have! to! be! covered! and! the! translation! volume!exceeds! 700,000! pages! per! year;! all! texts! are! of! a! legal! nature! with! highly! technical!content.!The!Directorate!General!is!further!divided!into!two!Directorates,!one!comprising!the!language!units!for!BG,!CE,!DA,!DE,!ET,!EN,!FI,!LT,!MT,!NL,!PL!and!SV;!the!other!dealing!with! ES,! EL,! FR,! IT,! LV,! HU,! PT,! RO,! SK! and! SL.! The! French! language! unit! is! the! largest!because! all! legal! documents! have! to! be! available! in! that! language,! which! is! the! main!working!language!of!the!institution!(Cosmai!2007:!83).!In! practical! terms,! choosing! English! as! the! sole! source! language! penalizes! some!institutions!(in!this!case,!the!Court!of!Justice)!where!the!distribution!of!source!languages!is!more! diversified.!However,! this! loss! can! be! put! into! perspective! by! considering! total!counts:!the!volume!of!searches!from!English!is!about!7!times!the!amount!of!searches!from!French.!Had!the!total!sums!for!EN>ALL!and!FR>ALL!been!comparable,!searches!from!the!COJ!would! have! amounted! to! some! 165,000! searches! (i.e.! 22%! of! 749,500)! but! in! fact!searches!from!French!"only"!accounted!for!24,000!queries!(i.e.!22%!of!109,336),!which!is!only!about!three!times!bigger!than!the!subset!of!COJ!searches!from!English,!i.e.!7,500!(1%!of!749,500).!This!means!that!all!other!source!languages,!which!are!proportionately!more!frequent!in!institutions!other!than!the!EC,!would!still!be!very!much!underrepresented!in!the! whole! dataset.! Source! languages! other! than! English! can! thus! be! removed! without!incurring! in! major! data! loss,! as! can! be! easily! seen! by! comparing! the! pie! charts! for!ALL>ALL!(Figure!34)!and!EN>ALL!(Figure!35).!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!102!Statistics!obtained!from!http://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/Jo2_10742/direction,generale,de,la,traduction![last!accessed:!December!2012].!
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5.5 DATASET!PRE,PROCESSING!Once! English! was! selected! as! the! sole! source! language,! the! new! main! dataset! became!EN>ALL! and! amounted! to! 749,500! searches.! This! dataset!was! obtained! by! filtering! the!initial!ALL>ALL!dataset!by!source!language!but!no!further!operations!were!carried!out!on!the! target! language! side.! Multiple! target! languages! had! been! previously! identified! as!problematic! for! the! analysis! (see! Section! 5.4.3)! so! they! had! to! be! removed! before! the!strings! could! be! analyzed103.! In! addition! to! the! cleanup! of! multiple! target! languages,!additional!pre,processing!operations!on! the!EN>ALL!dataset!were!deemed!necessary! to!remove!other!forms!of!noise!as!much!as!possible.!Additional!sources!of!noise!were!non,official! EU! target! languages! and!mismatches! between! the! selected! source! language! and!the! actual! language! of! the! search.! The! preprocessing! and! cleanup! operations! can! be!summarized!as!follows:!1. REMOVAL!of!MULTIPLE!TLs!Because!of! the!assumption! that! translators!are!working! into! the! target! language!they! select! for! the! search! (i.e.! their! native! language),! multiple! target! languages!make!it!impossible!to!determine!the!relevant!language!for!the!statistics.!Searches!were!removed!that!contained!the!following!elements!in!the!Tgtlang!field:!a. "*"![i.e.!ALL!available!languages!were!selected!at!once]!b. COMMA!and/or!WHITE! SPACE! [i.e.! there!was!more! than!one! element! in!the!field,!hence!multiple!languages]!2. REMOVAL!of!INDIVIDUAL!TLs!In!a!few!occasions,!some!non,official!EU!languages!were!selected!and!in!some!other!cases!source!and!target!languages!were!made!to!match,!which!turned!the!search!operation!into!a!monolingual!query.!Given!the!nature!of!the!material!in!the!repository!(i.e.!parallel!aligned!segments!in!different!language!pairs),!a!monolingual!search!would!not!be!useful.!In!this!case,!searches!were!removed!that!matched!the!following!filtering!criteria!in!the!Tgtlang!field:!a. TGTLANG!=!HR!(Croatian)!or!TR!(Turkish)![i.e.!non,official!EU!languages,!as!of!2010]!b. TGTLANG!=!EN![i.e.!SL!same!as!TL]!After!this!pre,processing,!the!total!number!of!strings!was!brought!down!to!743,611!and!the!dataset!was!renamed!EN>ALL_1tgt.!An!additional!manual!cleaning!was!performed!to!remove! the! searches! where! the! selected! and! actual! source! language! did! not! match,!starting! with! the! longest! text! strings.! After! a! first! round! of! manual! cleaning,! the!EN>ALL_1tgt!dataset!was!brought!down!to!742,033!searches!and!a!second!round!further!reduced!it! to!740,000!strings.!This!new!EN>ALL_1tgt!dataset! included!English!as!source!language!and!22!of!the!23!official!EU!languages!as!targets!(as!English!only!counts!as!SL).!The! overall! distribution! of! searches! for! the! 740,000! dataset! is! summarized! in! Table! 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!103!Multiple!target!languages!can!be!interesting!as!a!separate!subset.!Recurrent!language!combinations!that!translators!select!in!the!searches!could!be!analyzed!to!reflect!either!the!working!languages!and!language!combinations!of!the!translator!or!possible!criteria!for!finding!additional!support!by!using!multiple!languages!(i.e.!language!similarity,!even!without!working!knowledge!of!one!or!more!of!the!selected!languages).!However,!for!the!purposes!of!the!present!study,!this!type!of!search!does!not!provide!any!useful!information.!
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!Two!outliers!can!be!immediately!identified!in!Figure!37:!French!and!Gaelic.!The!former!is!about!1.5! times!as! large!as! the! second!most!popular! target! language,!while! the! latter! is!about!four!times!smaller!that!the!one!before!last!(Maltese),!which!in!turn!was!almost!half!the! size! of! the! previous! language! (Dutch).! Clearly,! individual! language! subsets! are! not!directly! comparable! in! absolute! terms.! There! is! a! delta! of! over! 10! percentage! points!between!the!first!and!the!last!language,!which!amounts!to!over!70,000!searches.!The!delta!could! be! reduced! considerably! (by! about! 3! percentage! points,! i.e.! some! 24,000)! if! the!target!languages!considered!ranged!from!DE!to!NL.!The!gap!between!the!first!and!the!last!language! in! the! smaller! group!would! still! be! relatively! high! but! the! delta! between! two!adjacent! languages! is! proportionately! very! small,! allowing! for! some! straightforward!
TL' Count' %'(of'total)' TL' Count' %'(of'total)'
GA! 3,246! 0.44%! BG! 33,508! 4.53%!
MT! 12,211! 1.65%! SV! 33,826! 4.57%!
NL! 23,594! 3.19%! RO! 35,075! 4.74%!
PT! 24,173! 3.27%! CS! 38,064! 5.14%!
ES! 25,880! 3.50%! HU! 38,512! 5.20%!
FI! 26,765! 3.62%! SL! 38,527! 5.21%!
EL! 27,812! 3.76%! PL! 43,431! 5.87%!
IT! 29,270! 3.96%! LT! 43,942! 5.94%!
LV! 29,407! 3.97%! ET! 47,403! 6.41%!
SK! 30,422! 4.11%! DE! 47,617! 6.43%!
DA! 31,266! 4.23%! FR! 76,049! 10.28%!
Total' 740,000' 100.00%' ' ' '
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comparisons.! French! and! German! have! the! two! largest! subsets,! which! comes! as! no!surprise!due!to!the!large!volumes!of!translations!into!these!two!procedural!languages!for!DGT.!!The!third!largest!subset!is!Estonian,!which!is!an!unexpected!outcome.!Intuitively,!this!can!be!related!to!two!phenomena:!either!ET!translators!have!large!volumes!to!translate!or!ET!translators!are!simply!very!active!users!of!Euramis!submitting!on!average!more!queries!than!translators!of!other!non,procedural!languages.!According!to!information!collected!at!DGT,! the! workload! for! each! official! language! is! usually! approximately! the! same.! The!second!hypothesis! seems!more!plausible:! the! target! languages! in! the! top!half!of! the! list!can!be!considered!more!active!users!of!Euramis.!If! comparisons! across! languages! are! carried! out! using! simple! frequency! counts! for! the!analyzed!phenomena,!languages!with!larger!datasets!are!likely!to!have!higher!frequency!counts!for!the!phenomenon!under!analysis.!This!is!why!it!is!important!to!avoid!as!much!as!possible!discussing!data!based!on!simple!frequency!counts!when!the!language!variable!is!considered.!To!ensure!that!even!the!relatively!small!delta!between!each!language!pair!is!taken! into! account,! the! vast!majority! of! inter,language! comparisons!will! be! carried! out!using!percentage!values,!with!counts!normalized!by!the!total!number!of!strings!for!each!language,!if!not!otherwise!specified!in!the!course!of!the!analysis.!
5.5.1 THE!FINAL!DATASET!Preliminary! analyses! and! small! pilot! studies! showed! that! despite! the! prediction! that!languages! with! smaller! datasets! would! be! penalized,! Gaelic! and! Maltese! behaved! very!oddly.!Their!very!small!datasets,!compared!to!those!of!other!languages,!were!probably!the!cause!of!the!odd!results,!with!ratios!placing!them!consistently!either!at!the!very!top!or!at!the!very!bottom!of!the!ranking.!On!the!other!hand,!French!is!not!perceived!as!problematic!because! a! larger! dataset! is! not! considered! as! likely! to! negatively! impact! French! with!respect!to!the!other!languages.!Gaelic!and!Maltese!were!eventually!removed!from!the!final!dataset! for! the! analysis! because! the! delta! was! too! marked! and! there! was! no! way! to!increase! the! size! of! the! respective! subsets.!Without! GA! and!MT,! the!main! dataset! was!further!reduced!to!724,500104!searches!and!20!target!languages;!this!will!be!referred!to!as!the!overall!(or!main)!dataset!(i.e.!EN>ALL_1tgt_20).!In!the!course!of!the!study,!additional!




TgtLang' Count' %'on'tot' TgtLang' Count' %'on'tot'
NL! 23,570! 3.3%! SV! 33,826! 4.7%!
PT! 24,170! 3.3%! RO! 35,075! 4.8%!
ES! 25,880! 3.6%! CS! 38,064! 5.3%!
FI! 26,765! 3.7%! HU! 38,510! 5.3%!
EL! 27,810! 3.8%! SL! 38,520! 5.3%!
IT! 29,270! 4.0%! PL! 43,431! 6.0%!
LV! 29,407! 4.1%! LT! 43,942! 6.1%!
SK! 30,420! 4.2%! ET! 47,400! 6.5%!
DA! 31,266! 4.3%! DE! 47,617! 6.6%!
BG! 33,508! 4.6%! FR! 76,049! 10.5%!
Total! 724,500! 100%! ! ! !!One! of! the! research! questions! (see! Section! 1.1)! mentions! a! possible! differentiation! of!translation! problems! based! on! a! specific! language! pair,! i.e.! different! languages! would!experience! different! types! of! translation! problems! because! of! some! recurring! language!specific! transfer! issues.! In! particular,! languages! belonging! to! the! same! language! family!(e.g.! Germanic)!may! highlight! similar! problems! in! a! translation! from!English! and! these!may! differ! from! problems! experienced! by! another! language! family! (e.g.! Romance).!Consequently,! grouping! target! languages! by! their! language! family! may! highlight! some!recurring!search!patterns!to!compare!translation!problems!more!easily.!!










Slavic! BG,!CS,!PL,!SK,!SL!!The!distribution!into!language!families!is!clearly!uneven.!Some!families!(e.g.!Slavic)!count!as!many!as! five!elements,!whereas! the!Hellenic! family!only!has!one!member.!While! this!may!not!be!a!problem!per!se,!an!uneven!distribution!makes!studying!phenomena!across!languages!more!difficult!because!results!will!inevitably!be!evened!out!in!the!case!of!larger!families.!In!the!case!of!Greek,!on!the!other!hand,!the!behavior!of!the!language!family!and!the!single!language!will!coincide.!The!phenomenon!can!be!exemplified!with!a!cross!tabulation!of!the!main!variable!'target!language'! grouped! by! language! family! and! the! submitting! institution,! which! can! be!assumed!to!deal!with!different!text!types,!at!least!to!some!extent:!A! cross! tabulation! is! a! joint! frequency!distribution!of! cases! according! to! two!or!more! classificatory! variables.! The! display! of! the! distribution! of! cases! by! their!position! on! two! or!more! variables! is! the! chief! component! of! contingency! table!analysis! and! is! indeed! the!most! commonly! used! analytical!method! in! the! social!sciences.!(Nie!et!al.!1975:!218).!A! cross! tabulation! would! highlight! the! distribution! of! searches! per! language! family!according!to!the!submitting!institution,!thus!looking!at!the!overall!distribution!instead!of!individual! languages!as! in!Section!5.4.4,!when!only!EN!and!FR!were!analyzed!as! source!languages.! Keeping! all! 20! languages! isolated! within! each! institution! would! have! made!data!interpretation!very!challenging!while!language!families!seem!to!serve!the!purpose!of!studying!common!phenomena.!!




Figure!38!clearly!shows!that!the!most!searched,for!language!families!are!either!Romance!or! Slavic! languages.! The! gap! between! the! first! and! the! second! language! family! is!most!striking!at! the!COJ,!but!also!TC,!COUNCIL!and!EP!register!a!quite!steep! fall!after! the! top!family! group.! Greek! is! quite! popular! at! the! COJ! but! only! accounts! for! a! very! small!percentage!in!the!other!institutions.!Uralic!languages!seem!quite!popular!at!COA,!EP!and!EC.! Baltic! languages! are! the! most! searched,for! at! COR,! TC! and! COUNCIL.! Germanic!languages! seem!most!problematic! at!EESC!and!COR.! Slavic! languages!are!by! far! the! top!group! at! COR,! COUNCIL! and! EP,!whereas! Romance! languages! at! COJ! and! TC.! The!most!balanced!distributions!are!possibly!found!at!COA!and!EC.!The! most! popular! language! families! at! each! institution! are! either! Romance! or! Slavic!languages! and! each! comprises! four! to! five! languages.! A! closer! look! into! the! individual!distribution!of!all!20! languages!within!one!institution!may!help!shed!light!on!the!effects!that! the! language! family! grouping! may! have! on! the! analysis.! Building! on! the! previous!findings!for!the!Court!of!Justice,!it!can!be!hypothesized!that!French,!as!the!main!working!language,! plays! a!major! role! not! just! as! a! source! but! also! as! target! language.! The!most!popular! language! family!at!COJ! is! the!Romance! family,! so!French!will! likely!be! the!most!searched,! for! target! language! and! Figure! 39! confirms! this! assumption.! Romance!languages!other!than!French!are!hardly!searched!for!whereas!Greek!(EL)!stands!out!as!it!did!in!the!previous!chart.!Stating!that!Romance!languages!were!(equally)!problematic!for!translators!at!COJ!would!have!been!misleading!because!in!fact!French!is!almost!the!only!Romance!language!that!is!searched!for.!
Figure!39!Distribution!of!target!languages!within!the!institution!COJ.!




!The!most! popular! Slavic! language! at! EP! is! Polish.! This! is! not! the! case! at! the! COUNCIL,!where!Slovenian!is!the!most!searched,for!target!language.!Slovenian!(SL)!ranks!also!quite!high!at!the!EP,!just!like!Czech!(CS)!which!is!also!the!second!most!searched!Slavic!language!at!the!Council.!A!considerable!difference!can!be!found!for!Slovak,!very!common!at!the!EP!and! less! so! at! the! Council.! Apart! from! the! Slavic! family,! Estonian! turns! out! to! be! the!number!one!language!at!the!EP!but!this!was!not!evident!from!the!aggregated!chart!where!Uralic! languages! ranked! fourth! and! the! aggregated! results! for! Slavic! languages! took!precedence.! This! small! analysis! confirmed! that! there! are! some! imbalances! within! the!language!families!in!terms!of!language!distribution.!While!language!families!prove!to!be!a!very!effective!way!to!graphically!represent!language!distribution!in!one!single!chart!for!a!general! impression,! caution! should! be! exercised! when! discussing! the! results! because!distributions!for!the!same!language!family!are!uneven!across!institutions.!!!
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TgtLang' Count' %'on'tot' Family' 2004'
NL! 23,570! 3.3%! Germanic! pre!
PT! 24,170! 3.3%! Romance! pre!
ES! 25,880! 3.6%! Romance! pre!
FI! 26,765! 3.7%! FinnoQUgric! pre!
EL! 27,810! 3.8%! Hellenic! pre!
IT! 29,270! 4.0%! Romance! pre!
LV! 29,407! 4.1%! Baltic! post!
SK! 30,420! 4.2%! Slavic! post!
DA! 31,266! 4.3%! Germanic! pre!
BG! 33,508! 4.6%! Slavic! post!
SV! 33,826! 4.7%! Germanic! pre!
RO! 35,075! 4.8%! Romance! post!
CS! 38,064! 5.3%! Slavic! post!
HU! 38,510! 5.3%! FinnoQUgric! post!
SL! 38,520! 5.3%! Slavic! post!
PL! 43,431! 6.0%! Slavic! post!
LT! 43,942! 6.1%! Baltic! post!
ET! 47,400! 6.5%! FinnoQUgric! post!
DE! 47,617! 6.6%! Germanic! pre!
FR! 76,049! 10.5%! Romance! pre!
Total! 724,500! 100%! ! !!Aside! from! FR,! Romance! languages! tend! to! appear! in! the! top! half! of! the! list! (where!subsets!of!searches!are!smaller),!whereas!Slavic!languages!seem!to!occupy!the!lower!half!(where! subsets! are! larger).! The! remaining! families! (Germanic,! Finno,Ugric! and! Baltic)!seem! evenly! distributed,! possibly! as! a! consequence! of! the! distribution! of! languages!according! to! the! age! criterion.! As! previously! noted,! languages! belonging! to! the! same!family! in! some! cases! also! belong! to! the! same! age! group! (e.g.! Slavic! and! Germanic!languages).!When! considering! the! age! column,!most! of! the! lower! half! of! the! ranking! is!populated!by!"new"!languages!(i.e.!post,2004),!whereas!most!of!the!"old"!languages!(i.e.!pre,2004)! appear! in! the! top! half! where! datasets! are! smaller.! This! suggests! that! older!languages!tend!to!submit!concordance!searches!less!frequently!than!post,2004!languages.!This! finding! can! be! due! to! a! number! of! factors.! First,! new! languages! can! be! said! to!encounter!more!problem!than!older!languages,!which!is!understandable!because!younger!generations!of!translators!are!not!as!experienced!as!translators!of!pre,2004!languages.!At!the! same! time,! however,! younger! translators!may! be!more! familiar!with! computerized!translation! tools! and! tend! to! submit! queries!more! systematically! than! translators!who!had! a! different! translation! training! and/or!have!different! approaches! to! the! translation!task.! If! all! languages! are! instead! assumed! to! experience! a! comparable! number! of!problems,! this! clustering! might! be! explained! by! that! fact! that! translators! into! "old"!languages! turn! to! resources! other! than! Euramis! whereas! "new"! languages! may! see!Euramis! as! their! main! resource.! A! third! explanation! would! look! at! the! size! of! the!translation! memories! for! each! language! in! Euramis.! Given! the! age! difference,! one! can!assume! that! TM! repositories! for! "old"! languages! are! (much)! bigger! than! those! for! new!
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languages,!hence!the!pre,translation!phase!and!the!project,related!translation!memories!produce!better!results!in!terms!of!text!coverage!than!they!do!for!new!languages,!and!some!pre,2004! material! is! likely! not! to! be! available! in! the! "new"! languages.! This! third!hypothesis! would! also! find! its! justification! within! the! research! field! of! NLP! and! more!specifically!Machine!Translation,!where!a!number!of! the!new!languages!would!probably!still! be! considered! as! "under,resourced"! languages.! However! plausible,! the! third!hypothesis! has! to! be! discarded! after! examining! the! size! of! the! Euramis! database! per!target!language!(Table!10).!
Table!10.!Size!of!Euramis!TM!databases!per!each!target!language!in!terms!of!number!of!stored!
segments!as!of!4th!January!2010!(11!TMs!from!Euramis!included).!
BG! CS! DA! DE! EL! ES! ET! FI! FR! GA! HU!
6,894,617! 6,771,911! 7,344,720! 6,810,395! 5,262,780! 7,485,710! 8,181,431! 8,201,125! 7,267,604! 306,487! 7,275,624!
IT! LT! LV! MT! NL! PL! PT! RO! SK! SL! SV!
6,110,942! 8,199,356! 6,289,393! 6,110,631! 9,200,427! 7,127,518! 13,046,404! 6,226,266! 7,244,807! 8,920,486! 9,345,120!
Total'TGT'segments' 161,539,702! ! Total'SRC'segments' 38,323,579!!After! looking! at! Table! 10,! removing!Gaelic!was! a! justified! choice! given! the! huge! gap! in!database!size!compared!to!all!other!languages.!Despite!an!average!database!size,!Maltese!had! also! to! be! discarded! because! of! the! lack! of! a! sufficient! number! of! searches.! The!hypothesis! that! there!may! be! a! relation! between! the! amount! of! searches! per! language!(size!of!the!subset)!and!the!size!of!the!corresponding!Euramis!TM!might!hold!true!only!for!Dutch!and!Portuguese,!which!ranked!last!and!one,before,last!respectively!for!amount!of!Euramis!searches!but!came!at!the!top!with!respect!to!database!size.!A!large!TM!increases!the! chances! of! finding! matches! either! in! the! pre,translation! phase! or! during! the!translation! with! the! CAT! tool,! thus! reducing! the! need! for! manual! search! in! the!concordancer.!However,! there! does! not! seem! to! be! any! clear! relation! between!TM! size!and! the! amount! of! searches:! for! instance,! ET! has! a! very! populated! database! but! is! the!third!most!searched,for!language!in!Euramis!after!French!and!German.!This!overview!served!the!purpose!of!presenting! the!dataset!and!explaining!each!step!of!the!pre,processing!that!was!carried!out!on!the!original!dataset!in!order!to!obtain!the!final!dataset!of!724,000!searches!that!will!be!analyzed!in!the!following!chapters.!From!now!on!this! final! 724,000! dataset! will! be! referred! to! as! main! or! whole! dataset! and! will! be!abbreviated!as!EN>ALL,!unless!otherwise!specified.!Similarly,!any!reference!to!'overall!XY'!by!default!refers!to!the!724,000!dataset.!5.6 SEARCH!SESSIONS!While!pre,processing!the!dataset,!large!volumes!of!searches!were!scanned!through!to!the!point!where!some!recurring!search!patterns!could!be!identified.!They!can!be!summarized!in!four!main!scenarios:!1. A!one,time!search!with!or!without!settings/filter!selection;!2. A!repeated!search!where!the!exact!same!query!is!resubmitted!more!than!once;!3. A!repeated!search!with!the!same!search!string!but!with!different!settings/filters;!4. A!repeated!search!with!a!different!search!string,!with!or!without!some!changes!in!the!settings.!A!repeated!search!means!that!more!time!was!devoted!to!finding!a!solution!to!a!translation!problem,! suggesting! that! there! was! one! information! need! underlying! the! repeated!
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searches.!One!information!need!is!expected!to!trigger!a!search!episode,!i.e.!an!interaction!between!the!user!and!the!system,!which!can!consist!of!one!or!more!individual!searches.!Web!search!log!analysis!has!used!the!concept!of!query!reformulations!or!query!refinements!(Huang!&!Efthimiadis! 2009:! 77,78)! to! account! for! this! phenomenon,!which! involves! "a!modification! to! a! search! query! that! addresses! the! same! information! need".! Modified!queries!can!be!grouped!together!to!form!a!search!session,!which!is!defined!as!"a!series!of!queries! submitted! by! a! user! and! related! interactions! during! an! episode! of! interaction!between! the! user! and! the! Web! search! engine! around! a! single! topic"! (Jansen! et! al.!2009:!1361).!As!briefly!explained!in!Section!4.5,!Web!log!analysis!uses!some!metadata!(i.e.!user! ID,! IP!address,! cookies,! time!stamps)! to! identify! search!sessions.!Euramis!does!not!log!the!same!metadata!as!Web!search!engines!but!logs!all!searches!using!the!user!log,in!details,!which!in!the!present!study!had!to!be!removed!to!ensure!anonymity!(see!Section!3.2.4).!In!the!following!sections,!operational!criteria!will!be!developed!to!try!and!identify!search!sessions! in! the!concordance!search! logs!using!available!data,! in!compliance!with!the! above! definition.! To! better! exemplify! the! type! of! regularities! in! the! searches,! some!examples!have!been!provided!in!Table!11.!
Table!11.!A!small!excerpt!of!search!logs!from!the!Polish!subset!showing!instances!of!queries.!
Line' Date' Time' Inst106' Quest' TgtLang' Results' Query'
1" 9/1/2010! 10:51:31,176! cdt! TRUE! PL! 30! Staff!Policy!Plan!
2" 9/1/2010! 10:51:31,527! cdce! TRUE! PL! 0! sworn!declaration!that!
3" 9/1/2010! 10:51:32,066! ep! FALSE! PL! 8! Territorial!scope!of!the!Regulation!
4" 9/1/2010! 10:51:39,332! cdce! TRUE! PL! 9! sworn!declaration!
5" 9/1/2010! 10:52:04,017! consil! TRUE! PL! 30! enshrines!
6" 9/1/2010! 10:52:24,756! cms! TRUE! PL! 4! Wireless!infrastructure!
7" 9/1/2010! 10:52:26,377! cms! TRUE! PL! 30! effective!supervision!
8" 9/1/2010! 10:52:29,191! cms! TRUE! PL! 11! modern!foreign!languages!
9" 9/1/2010! 10:52:46,985! ep! FALSE! PL! 3! Material!scope!of!the!Regulation!
10" 9/1/2010! 10:52:54,549! cms! TRUE! PL! 1! modern!foreign!language!
11" 9/1/2010! 10:53:04,463! cms! TRUE! PL! 3! modern!language!
12" 9/1/2010! 10:53:10,036! ep! TRUE! PL! 0! Bachelor!of!Engineering!science!
13" 9/1/2010! 10:53:13,176! cms! TRUE! PL! 7! modern!languages!
14" 9/1/2010! 10:53:18,938! ep! TRUE! PL! 30! Bachelor!
15" 9/1/2010! 10:53:35,881! cdr! TRUE! PL! 30! state!budget!
16" 9/1/2010! 10:53:37,436! cdr! TRUE! PL! 30! state!budget!!Only!logs!from!the!PL!subset!are!displayed!because!the!target!language!is!used!to!separate!the! logs! into! operational! subsets,! but! similar! patterns! can! also! be! found! in! the! main!dataset.!Displayed!logs!refer!to!the!first!day!of!the!month!and!are!chronologically!ordered!according!to!the!time!stamp,!i.e.!they!appear!in!the!order!in!which!they!were!received!by!the! system.!At! a! closer! look,! the!16!queries!were! all! submitted!within! a! time! span!of! 2!minutes.!The!third!column!contains!the!institution!code!and!in!this!case!represents!6!out!of!8!institutions.!When!the!Query!column!is!considered,!recurrences!in!the!searches!seem!to!emerge!which!can!be!of!two!kinds,!the!string!is!exactly!the!same!(e.g.!"state!budget")!or!different! to! some! degree,! e.g.! "modern! (foreign)! language(s)"! and! "sworn! declaration!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!106!Institution!abbreviations!in!the!logs!are!often!based!on!the!French!version.!More!specifically,!cms!=!EC,!cdr!=!COR,!cdt!=!TC,!cdce!=!COA.!
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(that)."!These!instances!are!not!exactly!the!same!but!can!nonetheless!be!considered!to!be!similar!due!to!a!certain!overlap!in!the!words!they!contain.!In!a!short!string!containing!e.g.!two!words,! the!minimum!overlap!would!need! to! be! one!word107.!However,! only! in! one!case!(lines!10!and!11)!were!the!strings!consecutive;!in!all!remaining!instances!there!were!other! strings! in! between! as!many!users!were!using! the! system!at! the! same! time! and! if!more! target! languages! were! considered,! the! strings! in! question! would! likely! be! even!further!apart.!Intuition!tells!that!these!strings!do!belong!together!but!proximity!in!the!list!cannot!obviously!be!a!sufficient!criterion!for!isolating!sessions.!If!metadata!for!recurrent!strings! are! compared,! the! strings! "modern! (foreign)! languages"! turn! out! to! be! all!submitted!on!the!same!day!from!the!EC!whereas!"sworn!declaration"!came!from!the!Court!of! Auditors.! If! time! stamps! are! included,! it! emerges! that! the! queries! in! the! first! group!were!submitted!within!about!30!seconds,!whereas!the!latter!within!less!than!10!seconds.!In!sum,!target!language,!date!and!time,!institution!code!and!query!text!(provided!there!is!at!least!one!word!in!common)!are!pieces!of!information!that!can!be!used!to!extract!search!sessions.! Search! sessions! are! assumed! to! be! handled! by! the! same! user! to! satisfy! one!information! need,! i.e.! to! solve! one! problem.! In! order! to! isolate! a! search! session,! the!following!four!conditions!have!to!be!simultaneously!met:!1. The!searches!must!come!from!the!same!institution!2. The!searches!must!be!submitted!on!the!same!day!3. The!searches!must!be!submitted!within!a!two,minute!time!span108!4. The!search!string!must!have!at!least!one!word!in!common!with!the!next!string!or!the! one! after! that! (excluding! stop! words! such! as! ‘a’,! ‘and’,! ‘by’,! ‘for’,! ‘of’,! ‘the’,!‘to’)109!A! customized! script! in! PHP110!was! employed! to! apply! these! extraction! rules! on! each!language! subset.! Two!output! files!were! generated! for! each! language:! one! containing! all!strings! that! matched! the! criteria,! labelled! search! session;! the! other! containing! all! the!remaining! strings! that! could! not! be! grouped! into! a! search! session! and! labeled! spot!





Lang' Main'Subset' Session'Sub.' Ratio'Session' #'Sessions' Av.Sess.Lgth' Spot'Subset' Ratio'Spot'
BG' 33508! 15638! 46.67%! 6029! 2.59! 17870! 53.33%!
CS' 38064! 13180! 34.63%! 5530! 2.38! 24884! 65.37%!
DA' 31266! 9937! 31.78%! 4276! 2.32! 21329! 68.22%!
DE' 47617! 14766! 31.01%! 6406! 2.31! 32851! 68.99%!
EL' 27812! 9409! 33.83%! 4016! 2.34! 18401! 66.16%!
ES' 25880! 9610! 37.13%! 4014! 2.39! 16270! 62.87%!
ET' 47403! 16472! 34.75%! 6977! 2.36! 30928! 65.24%!
FI' 26765! 9465! 35.36%! 4060! 2.33! 17300! 64.64%!
FR' 76049! 19454! 25.58%! 8582! 2.27! 56595! 74.42%!
HU' 38512! 14246! 36.99%! 5892! 2.42! 24264! 63.00%!
IT' 29270! 10722! 36.63%! 4504! 2.38! 18548! 63.37%!
LT' 43942! 18151! 41.31%! 7462! 2.43! 25791! 58.69%!
LV' 29407! 11306! 38.45%! 4740! 2.39! 18101! 61.55%!
NL' 23594! 8226! 34.86%! 3441! 2.39! 15344! 65.03%!
PL' 43431! 14676! 33.79%! 6243! 2.35! 28755! 66.21%!
PT' 24173! 9894! 40.93%! 4025! 2.46! 14276! 59.06%!
RO' 35075! 13246! 37.76%! 5500! 2.41! 21829! 62.24%!
SK' 30422! 11988! 39.41%! 4971! 2.41! 18432! 60.59%!
SL' 38527! 13439! 34.88%! 5661! 2.37! 25081! 65.10%!
SV' 33826! 12149! 35.92%! 5071! 2.40! 21677! 64.08%!
' ! ! ! ! ! ! !
TOTAL' 724543111! 255974! 35.33%! 107400! 2.38! 468526! 64.67%!
MEAN' 36227.15! 12798.7! 36.08%! 5370! 2.39! 23426.3! 63.91%!
ST_DEV' 11933.44! 3100.7! 4.33%! 1326.9! 0.067! 9363.6! 4.33%!
CV' 0.329! 0.242! 0.120! 0.247! 0.028! 0.400! 0.068!!The! first! thing! to!be!noticed! from!Table!12! is! the!generally!even!distribution!of!queries!across! languages! between! the! two! groups! in! percentage! terms! (see! Ratio! Session! and!
Ratio!Spot).!This! is! confirmed!by! the! low!value!of!both!standard!deviation! (SD)!and! the!coefficient!of!variation!(CV).!!
5.6.1 STANDARD!DEVIATION!AND!COEFFICIENT!OF!VARIATION!Standard!deviation! is!one!of! the! three!main!measures!of!variability! together!with!range!and!variance!(Oakes!1998:!6)!and! is!obtained!by!extracting! the!square!root!of!variance,!which!measures!the!distance!of!every!data!point!from!the!mean!(one!of!the!measures!of!central!tendency!for!a!dataset).!In!this!case,!there!are!two!measures!of!standard!deviation!in! the! ratio! column! (4.33%)! but! they! both! derive! from! the! same! variable! because!percentage!values! for!each! language! for!sessions!and!spot!searches!are!complementary,!hence!SD!value!is!the!same.!As!a!rule!of!thumb,!"the!smaller!the!SD!in!relation!to!the!mean,!the! less! dispersed! the! data! is,! that! is,! the! closer! individual! values! are! to! the! mean"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!111!See!note!104!of!this!chapter!for!an!explanation!for!the!"extra"!43!strings.!
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(Rasinger!2008:!129).!SD! for!sessions! is!4.33%!against!a!mean!of!36%!for!sessions!and!64%!for!spot!searches!and!in!both!cases!it!seems!quite!low.!Both!mean!and!SD!—!which!is!based!on!the!mean!—!are!heavily!influenced!by!outliers!(e.g.!BG!and!FR!in!the!case!of!the!session! ratio).! It! was! previously! noted! (see! the! Introduction! to! this! Chapter)! that!statistical! significance!will!not!be! tested!and!differences!will!have! to!be!discussed!using!different!means.!A!useful!measure!to!interpret!the!relative!magnitude!of!SD!is!to!calculate!the!coefficient!of!variation!(CV).!!The!coefficient!of!variation!measures! the!variability!of!a! series!of!numbers!independently!of!the!unit!of!measurement!used!for!these!numbers.![…]!The!coefficient!of!variation!can!be!used!to!compare!distributions!obtained!with!different!units!(Abdi!2010:!1).!In!TABLE!12,!the!CV!is!computed!by!dividing!the!SD!by!the!mean!and!can!range!from!0!to!! − 1!,!where!N!is!a!finite!sample!of!non,negative!numbers!with!a!real!zero!(Abdi!2010:!2).!There!is!no!distinction!between!the!CV!derived!from!whole!(or!decimal)!numbers!and!percentage! values.! A! high! CV! reflects! inconsistencies! with! the! group,! i.e.! variability,!suggesting! that! the!phenomenon! can!be! considered! language,specific! to! some!extent.! If!the!CV!is!close!to!zero,!low!relative!variability!is!found!across!the!languages!such!that!the!phenomenon!under!observation!might!be!considered!a!general!trend!common!to!most!or!all!languages.!In!the!case!of!sessions!and!even!more!the!case!of!spot!searches,!CV!is!very!close!to!0!suggesting!that!the!general!trend!prevails.!Data!obtained! from! the! string! counts! for! sessions!and! spot! searches! (columns!3!and!7)!have!been!provided! in! the! table! but!will! not! be! taken! into! account! in! that! they! are! too!dependent!on!the!initial!size!of!each!language!subset!(column!2).!The!column!labeled!"#!Sessions"! provides! the! count! of! the! number! of! sessions! found! in! each! language! subset!(whereas!"Session!Sub."!provides!the!total!number!of!strings!in!the!session!subset).!After!dividing!these!two!values,!"Average!Session!Length"!is!obtained,!i.e.!how!many!searches!a!session! contains! on! average.! This! is! an! alternative! approach! to! measuring! "Session!Duration"! (Zhang! et! al.! 2009:! 8)! defined! as! "the! period! from! the! time! of! the! first!interactions!and! the! time!of! the! last! interaction!by!a! searcher! interacting!with!a! search!engine,"! because! the! temporal! cutoff! was! arbitrarily! chosen! as! a! prerequisite! for! the!identification!of!sessions.!Results!suggest!that!the!vast!majority!of!sessions!consist!in!fact!of! two!searches!and!a! small!percentage!consists!of! longer! interactions.!CV! is!again!very!low,!suggesting!very!little!variability!in!session!length!across!languages.!The!two!outliers!are! BG! and! FR.! Bulgarian! has! the! highest! percentage! of! sessions! as!well! as! the! longest!session!duration.!On!the!other!hand,!French!has!the!lowest!values!for!both!categories!but!has,!consequently,!the!highest!number!of!searches!in!the!spot!category.!The!latter!result!may! be! a! side! effect! of! the!much! larger! volume! of! searches! for! FR!with! respect! to! the!other!languages,!which!means!that!individual!searches!(possibly!from!many!more!users)!have!a!higher!relative!weight!than!search!sessions.!This!trend!seems!to!be!confirmed!by!findings! in!Web! searching,! according! to!which! about! 28%! of! the! approximate! 2! billion!Internet!searches!submitted!daily!to!a!search!engine112!are!modifications!to!the!previous!query! (Huang!&!Efthimiadis! 2009).!Generally! speaking,! spot! searches! seem! twice!more!frequent! than! sessions! and! possible! reasons! for! these! skewed! distributions! will! be!discussed!in!Sub,section!6.2.1.2.!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!112!Statistics!from!2006,2007,!based!on!the!year!of!publication!of!the!reference!works.!
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5.6.2 LEVELS!OF!ANALYSIS!In! this! section,! the! concept! of! "search! session"! has! been! introduced,! adding! another!dimension!to!the!analysis!of!concordance!searches.!The!components!and!sub,components!of!a!concordance!search!have!been!outlined! in!the!previous!chapter!(see!Section!4.6)! to!frame!every!individual!search!string.!This!static!dimension!of!concordance!searching!can!be!used!to!describe!spot!searches,!i.e.!one,time!search!events.!If!a!burst,shooting!mode!is!applied,!the!snapshots!will!capture!the!unfolding!of!the!search!process.!This!is!the!case!of!search! sessions,! which! represent! the! dynamic! dimension! of! a! concordance! search! and!should!be!analyzed!as!a!unit.!The!static!and!dynamic!search!dimensions!seem!to!point!to!the!levels!of!analysis!found!in!Web! search! log! analysis,! namely! (i)! session! level,! (ii)! query! level! and! (iii)! term! level!(Jansen!2006:! 417ff).! Session! level! looks! at! the! repeated! interactions! between! the! user!and!the!system!in!a!limited!time!span,!query!level!considers!an!individual!string!whereas!term! level! addresses! a! string! of! characters! delimited! by! e.g.! a! space,! in! this! sense!comparable!to!a!token!in!a!corpus.!!From!now!on,!most!analyses!will!consider!search!sessions!and!spot!searches!separately!to!account! for! both! dimensions.!Whenever! relevant,! an! analysis! at! the! term! level! will! be!added.! The! next! chapter! will! deal! specifically! with! the! search! strategy! component! by!looking! at! the! search! sessions! in! greater! detail! and! these! will! be! further! categorized!according!to!the!types!of!query!refinements,!among!others.!5.7 KEY!CONCEPTS!!
 The!analysis!focuses!on!ecological!validity!by!using!data!from!"real!scenarios".!!
 Data! collection! took! place! under! partly! controlled! conditions! (e.g.! working!environment!and!translation!directionality).!
 The! aim! is! not! so! much! studying! individual! behavior,! but! rather! making!generalizations!and!highlighting!trends.!
 The!dataset!consists!of!a!special!kind!of!corpus!(i.e.!no!whole!texts,!only!strings).!
 English! has! been! selected! as! sole! source! language! without! incurring! in!major! data!loss.!
 The! number! of! target! languages! was! reduced! to! 20! because! MT! and! GA! had! a!excessively!small!dataset!that!caused!these!two!languages!to!behave!oddly.!
 The!dataset!reduction!phases!can!be!summarized!as!follows:!970k!ALL>ALL! !963k!ALL>ALL_1tgt! !750k!EN>ALL! !744k!EN>ALL_1tgt! !740k!EN>ALL_1tgt! !724k!EN>ALL_1tgt_20!(i.e.!the!final!dataset).!
 The!EC!and!the!EP!will!be!the!main!institutions!to!be!examined!because!of!the!volume!of!the!searches!they!produce.!
 Language! Families! and! Language! Age! have! been! chosen! as! grouping! criteria! but!eventually!no!clear,cut!distinction!among!languages!was!possible.!
 A!number!of! criteria! for! the! identification!and!extraction!of! search!sessions!vs.! spot!searches!have!been!identified!and!used.!
 Thanks! to! the! identification! of! spot! searches! and! search! sessions,! two! additional!dimensions!have!been!added!to!the!analysis,!i.e.!static!and!dynamic,!respectively.!! !
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6CHAPTER!6 : !ANALYSIS !OF !THE! 'SEARCH!STRATEGY' !COMPONENT!










tool!settings!!6.1 STRING!LENGTH!String! length! is! one! attribute! of! queries! and! search! logs! that! is! also! shared! by!concordance!searches.!Query!length!is!defined!by!Zhang!et!al.!(2009:!7)!as!"the!number!of!terms!in!the!query"!(including!stop!words),!where!a!term!is!to!be!understood!as!"a!series!of! characters! separated! by! white! space! or! other! separator".! As! previously! noted! (see!Section!5.6.2),!a!term!often!equals!a!word,!but!there!may!be!instances!where!e.g.!numbers,!URLs!or!codes!fall!within!the!scope!of!a!term,!as!clearly!stated!by!Spink!et!al.!(2001:!227):![A!term!is]!any!unbroken!string!of!alphanumeric!characters!entered!by!the!user.!Terms! included!words,! abbreviations,! numbers,! and! logical! operators! […].!URLs!and!e,mail!addresses!were!treated!as!single!terms.!!When!string!length!is!being!measured,!the!number!of!terms!is!counted!without!exceptions!and!the!same!was!done!in!the!case!of!Euramis!searches.!A!customized!Perl!script113!was!used!to!extract!basic!frequency!counts!of!the!number!of!words!(terms)!per!string!across!the! whole! dataset.! Overall! distribution! (EN>ALL)! of! string! length! is! reproduced! in!!Figure!43.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!113!The!author!is!indebted!to!Denis!Navarre,!IT!Project!Officer!at!the!European!Commission,!for!his!help!in!writing!the!script.!
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Figure! 43.! Distribution! of! searches! (724,000)! according! to! the! number! of! words! in! a! search!
string.!











SingleQword!queries! 13.2%! 13.2%! 13.83%!
TwoQword!queries! 39.6%! 40.9%! 34.02%!
ThreeQword!queries! 27.7%! 27.3%! 20.33%!
FourQword!queries! 13.0%! 12.9%! 12.27%!
FiveQword!queries! 4.3%! 3.4%! !6.66%!
SixQword!queries!&!above! 2.2%! 2.3%! 12.90%!
Total' 100%' 100%' 100%'!The!most! frequent!queries!have! two!words,! followed!by!single,word!queries!and!three,word!queries.!Irrespective!of!the!considerable!size!difference!between!the!three!datasets,!distributions!and!percentages!are!remarkably!similar.!The!only!difference!worth!noticing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!114!Assuming!the!same!understanding!of!the!concept!of!"word"!in!all!studies.!115!Percentage!values!calculated!manually!on!the!basis!of!the!distribution!chart!with!frequency!counts!in!Simard!and!Macklovitch!(2005:!72).!!
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is!in!the!last!line!where!queries!with!six!or!more!words!are!included.!TransSearch!queries!account!for!slightly!over!2%!showing!a!decreasing!trend!from!the!previous!tier,!whereas!in! the! case! of! Euramis! they! account! for! almost! 13%,! almost! twice! as!many! as! the! five,word! group.! This! could! partly! explain!why! percentages! in! the! 2,! to! 4,word! groups! are!smaller!for!Euramis!than!for!TransSearch.!In!the!case!of!Euramis,!strings!longer!than!four!words!have!a!greater!weight,!suggesting!that!translators!tend!to!submit!a!fair!number!of!(very)!long!queries,!as!opposed!to!the!more!varied!user!group!of!TransSearch!that!focuses!almost!exclusively!on!very!short!queries.!Researchers!studying!TransSearch! interpreted!their!results!as!follows:![…]! either! TransSearch! users! rarely! encountered! "lexical"! problems! (i.e.!concerning! a! single,! isolated!word),! or! they! turn! to! other! resources!when! that!happens,!e.g.!dictionaries,!glossaries,! thesauri,! terminological!banks,!etc.!What! is!clear,! however,! is! that! multi,word! translation! problems! are! the! number! one!motivation!for!using!TransSearch!(Simard!&!Macklovitch!2005:!72).!For!Euramis,!the!explanation!might!be!a!little!different.!Because!Euramis!offers!a!range!of!services! to! its! users,! there! may! be! some! overlaps! between! different! services.! The!concordancing!function!in!Euramis!is!sometimes!used!to!retrieve!documents,!as!explained!in!Section!3.2.4.!This!can!be!done!by!querying!the!repository!for!a! few!specific!terms!or!expressions! for! that!document!or!by! inputting!a! larger!chunk!of! text,! as! if! it!were!a!TM!sentence!match.!If!results!are!returned,!then!the!user!can!download!the!document!and!e.g.!integrate! it! into! the! locally! stored! TM.! Unfortunately,! the! available! data! do! not!make! a!clear!distinction!between!the!two!approaches!and!statistics!cannot!be!produced.!The!results!in!Table!13!are!also!in!line!with!results!from!Web!studies,!where!mean!query!length!was!calculated! to!be!about!2! to!3! terms!per!query! (e.g.!Silverstein!et!al.!1999:!8;!Spink! et! al.! 2001:! 230;! Johnson! et! al.! 2006;! Arampatzis! &! Kamps! 2008;! Jansen! et! al.!2009:!1365)116.! For! TransSearch,! this!matching! value!may! be! a! result! of! trial! and! error!after!its!users!noted!that!submitting!strings!longer!than!six!words!considerably!reduced!the!chances!of!getting! results! (Macklovitch!et!al.!2008:!414).!There!might!well!be!other!possible!explanations,!but!for!the!time!being!reference!will!be!made!chiefly!to!the!study!by!Azzopardi!(2009)!stating!that!"the!communication!with![the!Information!Retrieval,!IR]!system!appears!to!be!the!most!efficient![…]!when!two!to!five!query!terms!are!used.![…]"!(2009:! 560).! Despite! shorter! queries! being! most! efficient! for! communicating! with! the!system! due! to! the! Principle! of! Least! Effort117,! the! best! total! retrieval! performance! in!Azzopardi's!study!was!obtained!when!the!query!length!was!30.!On!a!smaller!scale,!multi,word!units!(e.g.!bigrams!and!trigrams)!"convey!more!specific!meaning!than!single!word!features!and!therefore!should!be!more!effective!in!targeting!relevant!web!search!results"!in! that! they! make! the! intended! sense! clear! (Johnson! et! al.! 2006).! However,! the! most!commonly! occurring! bigrams! and! trigrams! in! English! convey! little!meaning! because! of!the!high!number!of!stop!words.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!116!Unlike!traditional!IR!searching,!where!the!mean!number!of!search!terms!varies!from!7!to!15!(Jansen,!Spink!&!Saracevic!2000:!217).!117!The!principle!states!that!"a!person!attempting!to!apply!a!tool!to!a!job!does!so!in!order!to!minimize!the!expected!effort!in!using!the!tool!for!the!given!job",!hence!"in!communicating!with!the!IR!system,!the!user!wants!to!expend!minimum!effort!in!explaining!their!information!need!to!the!system,!whereas!the!system!wants!to!expend!minimum!effort!in!interpreting!the!query!in!order!to!return!relevant!documents.!Consequently,!the!system!would!like!longer!and!more!precise!queries,!which!uniquely!identify!relevant!documents,!whereas!the!user!would!like!to!submit!short!and!vague!queries"!(Azzopardi!2009:!557).!
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Because! frequency! distribution! for! Euramis! was! calculated! on! the! whole! dataset! of!724,000! strings,! there! was! no! correction! for! imbalances! between! languages! (e.g.! the!French!subset!is!double!as!large!as!the!second!largest!subset).!Distributions!in!Figure!43!run! the! risk! of! misrepresenting! the! overall! trend! by! favoring! the! most! populated!languages.! In! order! to! correct! for! such! size! bias,!mean! query! length!was! calculated! for!each!language!and!results!were!normalized.!A!customized!Python!script118!was!developed!to!calculate!average!string!length!for!every!language!subset!(Table!14).!Average!length!is!usually!counted!in!words!(stop!words!included)!but!some!decision,making!was!necessary!to!determine!what!was!to!be!considered!a!word.!Generally!speaking,!a!word!is!delimited!by!two!white!spaces!but!the!concept!of!"term"!in!Web!log!analysis!is!"a!string!separated!by!others!by!punctuation,!white!space,!or!a!string!of!characters!contained!within!square!or! curly! brackets,! or! quotes"! (Herskovitch! et! al.! 2007:! 214).! There! are! also! borderline!cases! such!as! the! apostrophe! 's'! or! the!hyphen.!The! former! can! stand! for! a! lexical! item!(verb! 'to! be'! or! 'to! have')! or! a! possessive! form,! while! the! latter! can! be! used! for!compounding!nouns!or!adjectives.!For!both!Perl!and!Python!scripts,!only!the!hyphen!was!retained,!whereas!apostrophes!were!removed.!Terms!with!slashes!were!split!only!if!they!contained! letters! but! if! they! only! consisted! of! numbers! (e.g.! document! numbers),! they!were!kept!as!one!word.!
Table!14.!Distribution!of!string!average!length!across!languages!for!the!whole!dataset!of!
724,000!(both!types!and!tokens)!and!for!search!sessions!and!spot!searches.!
(724k)' BG' CS' DA' DE' EL' ES' ET' FI' FR' HU' IT' LT' LV' NL' PL' PT' RO' SK' SL' SV'
TOKEN' 3.89! 3.42! 3.36! 3.60! 3.49! 3.35! 3.51! 3.46! 3.56! 3.67! 3.61! 3.57! 3.66! 3.58! 3.44! 3.99! 3.54! 3.36! 3.57! 3.53!
TYPE' 3.06! 2.88! 2.96! 3.14! 3.18! 2.93! 2.99! 3.12! 3.14! 3.09! 3.16! 2.83! 3.13! 3.25! 2.87! 3.56! 2.88! 2.73! 3.05! 3.01!
' MEAN' SD' CV' ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
TOKEN' 3.56! 0.162! 0.045! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
TYPE' 3.05! 0.182! 0.060! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
(Tokens)' BG' CS' DA' DE' EL' ES' ET' FI' FR' HU' IT' LT' LV' NL' PL' PT' RO' SK' SL' SV'
SESSION' 4.21! 3.78! 3.82! 4.29! 4.12! 3.78! 3.96! 3.91! 4.01! 4.12! 4.11! 3.94! 4.17! 3.97! 3.87! 4.45! 4.05! 3.78! 4.14! 3.96!
SPOT' 3.61! 3.24! 3.15! 3.29! 3.17! 3.09! 3.27! 3.21! 3.41! 3.40! 3.32! 3.31! 3.34! 3.38! 3.22! 3.67! 3.23! 3.09! 3.27! 3.30!
' MEAN' SD' CV' ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
SESSION' 4.02! 0.18! 0.045! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
SPOT' 3.30! 0.15! 0.045! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!In!the!analysis!of!the!overall!dataset!(724,000),!a!distinction!was!made!between!statistics!including!all!searches!in!the!dataset!and!statistics!where!repeated!queries!were!removed.!In! the! field!of!Web! log!analysis,! researchers!distinguish!between!unique!queries,! i.e.! "all!
differing!queries!entered!by!one!user!in!one!session"!and!repeat!queries,! i.e.!"all!multiple!occurrences! of! the! same! query"! (Spink! et!al.! 2001:! 227;! emphasis! in! the! original).! In! a!corpus,oriented! perspective,! the! definitions! seem! to! be! comparable! to! the! concepts! of!
tokens!and!types!at!word,level,!where!the!former!represents!"orthographic!running!word!forms! in! the! corpus"! while! the! latter! "refers! to! the! number! of! different! words! used"!(Olohan! 2004:! 80).! The! corpus! of! search! strings! may! be! analyzed! by! considering! all!strings! separately! (string! tokens)! or! by! looking! at! unique! searches! (string! types).! The!same!logic!was!applied!by!Lörscher!(1991a:!207)!in!his!analysis!of!translation!problems:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!118!The!author!is!indebted!to!Sabine!Hunsiker,!Linguistic!Solutions!Architect!at!Euroscript!Deutschland,!for!her!help!in!writing!the!script.!
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In! the! terminology! used! in! this! study,! a! distinction! is!made! between! a!problem!and! an! instance!of!a!problem.! The! distinction! corresponds! to! that! between! type!and! token.! The! different! problems! of! the! corpus! of! investigation! represent! the!
types,! the! entire! number! of! instances!of!problems! corresponds! to! the!number! of!
tokens!(emphasis!in!the!original).!Table!14!provides!two!distinct!distributions!of!the!average!length!of!the!searches!across!languages! in! terms! of! tokens! and! types.! The! lower! row! in! Table! 14! shows! the! average!length!distribution! for! the! token!group!between!search!sessions!and!spot!searches.!The!total! number! of! token! strings! was! obviously! 724,000,! while! total! number! of! types!(lowercased! beforehand)! amounted! to! almost! half! the! total! (i.e.! just! below! 340,000).!Mean!values! for!types!and!tokens!across! languages!taken!separately!differ!by!about!0.5,!i.e.!half!a!word.!SD!and!CV!become!slightly!higher!in!the!case!of!types.!The!distribution!for!token!and!types!is!graphically!represented!in!Figure!44!to!better!visualize!differences!and!interpret!results.!
Figure! 44.! Graphical! representation! of! the! distribution! of! average! string! length! (in! words,! Y!
axis)!across!all!languages!(X!axis)!for!both!tokens!and!types119!
!If!all!languages!behaved!in!the!same!way,!the!distance!between!the!same!data!point!on!the!two! lines! (i.e.! the! high,low! lines)! would! be! of! the! same! length.! In! fact,! some! lines! are!clearly!longer!than!others,!e.g.!BG!vs.!FI!and!LT!vs.!EL,!meaning!that!some!languages!have!a!higher!number!of!repeated!queries.!If!string!types!were!to!be!studied!instead!of!tokens,!languages!with!longer!high,low!lines!(e.g.!BG!and!LT)!would!suffer!from!greater!data!loss.!When! types! alone! are! considered,! a! tentative! trend! seems! to! emerge! where! 'old'!languages!submit!longer!queries!(on!average)!than!'new'!languages.!This!may!suggest!that!old! languages! perceive! an! added! value! in! Euramis! (and/or! Quest)! for! querying! longer!portions! of! source! text.! On! the! other! hand,! new! languages! use! Euramis!more! often! (cf.!total! subset! size)! and! for! shorter! queries,! a! possible! indication! of! different! search!strategies! or! different! information! needs.! It! could! also! imply! that! they! tend! to! use!Euramis!for!problems!for!which!'old'!languages!prefer!to!use!other!resources!and/or!that!old! languages! tend! to! use! Euramis! more! often! for! document! retrieval! than! language!queries.!As!will!be!shown!later!(see!Section!6.1.2),!string!resubmission!is!expected!to!play!a!role!in!terms!of!the!specific!search!strategy!adopted!(in!other!words,!it!is!not!accidental)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!119!Lines!linking!data!points!horizontally!do!not!have!any!significance!but!are!just!meant!to!help!visualizing!the!relative!positions!of!each!data!point!and!compare!relative!distance!between!the!two!lines.!
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and!for!this!reason!the!analysis!is!better!carried!out!using!token!counts!instead!of!using!unique! counts! (i.e.! types).! As! regards! the! distribution! in! the! lower! row! of! Table! 14!between!search!sessions!and!spot!searches,!two!clear!trends!can!be!identified!as!shown!in!Figure!45.!
Figure! 45.! Graphical! representation! of! the! distribution! of! average! string! length! (in! words)!
across!all!languages!for!both!search!session!and!spot!searches!(token!count).!
!Session!and!spot!searches!follow!each!a!distinct!trend!with!no!intersections!between!the!lines,!i.e.!in!no!subset!the!average!length!of!spot!searches!is!greater!than!average!length!of!sessions.!Mean! length! for! sessions! is! greater! than!mean! length! for! spots! by! over! half! a!word!(4.02!vs.!3.30!words).!High,low!lines!are!not!of!equal!length,!suggesting!a!different!distribution!across!languages.!Portuguese!(PT)!has!the!highest!average!both!for!sessions!and! spot,! i.e.! tends! to! submit! (much)! longer! strings! than!other! languages.!German! (DE)!has! the!second!highest!average! for!sessions!but! for!spot!searches! its!average! is!close! to!the! mean.! Incidentally,! German! also! has! the! longest! high,low! line! (i.e.! delta! value),!meaning! that!German! translators! tend! to! submit! (very)! long! strings! in!a! search! session!but!submit! (much)!shorter!queries! in! isolation.!At! the!other!end!of! the!spectrum,!Czech!translators! have! the! smallest! difference! in! average! length! between! sessions! and! spot!searches,! i.e.! CS! translators! do! not! differentiate! as! much! between! the! two! types! of!searches.! Search! sessions! having! a! higher! average! length!may! be! explained! by! the! fact!that!the!(first)!search!in!a!session!is!an!attempt!to!submit!a!query!in!a!way!that!was!not!optimal!for!the!retrieval!effectiveness!of!the!system,!hence!query!reformulations.!On!the!other!hand,!spot!searches!average!close!to!the!2,!to!3,word!gravitation!point!which!seems!to!provide!a!solution!to!the!problem!after!the!first!attempt.!For! each! institution,! search! average! length!was! also! separately! calculated! for! the! total!dataset! and! for! sessions!and! spot! searches! so!as! to! see!whether!different! search!habits!could!be!highlighted!(Figure!46).*
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Figure!46.!Distribution!of!average!string! length!per! institution!over! the!whole!dataset!and!the!
session!and!spot!subsets,!respectively.!
!The!first!thing!to!be!noted!is!the!trend!for!each!institution!to!have!systematically!higher!session! lengths! than!overall! average! length;! average! spot! length!was!on! the!other!hand!only!slightly!below!the!overall!average.!Differences!in!average!length!between!institutions!are!also! to!be! found.!Council! translators!submitted! the! longest!queries,! closely! followed!by!the!Parliament.!On!the!other!hand,!the!Translation!Centre,!EESC!and!COR!used!shorter!queries,!the!difference!possibly!due!to!the!specific!text!types!at!each!institution.!For!each!result,! deviations! from! the!mean! should! also! be! taken! into! consideration.! For! all! three!subsets,!the!Court!of!Justice!had!the!highest!value!for!SD!(see!Appendix!B)!because!there!were!no!queries!coming!from!this!institution!for!two!languages!(FI!and!PT),!while!other!languages!(e.g.! IT!and!LV)!reported! the!highest!averages!of!all! institutions!put! together,!i.e.!7.62!and!5.50!respectively,!with!a!peak!of!11.75!for!the!IT!session!subset!submitted!by!the!COJ.!Consistent! average! lengths! seem! to! be! obtained! from!observing! the! data.! These! results!could!be!compared!to!findings!from!other!studies!in!slightly!different!areas!which!can!be!said! to!have!come! to!similar! results.!One!example! is! the!study!carried!out!by!Dias!et!al.!(1999)! which! will! be! further! discussed! in! Sub,section! 7.3.2.6.! The! authors! extracted!multi,word!units! from!proceedings!of! the!EP! in! four! languages! (EN,!FR,! IT!and!PT)!and!found! that! most! of! these! units! were! made! up! of! 2! to! 4! words,! independently! of! the!language! used.! Dragsted! (2004)! also! focused! on! length! in! terms! of! segmentation! and!translation!units!(see!Section!2.8.1);!in!particular,!she!measured!segment!length!in!terms!of! words! to! try! and! find! a! cut,off! length.! She! found! that! both! professionals! and! non,professionals!used!most!frequently!2,!and!3,word!segments!as!Translation!Units.!Hence,! the! distribution! of! 2,,! 3,! and! 4,word! segments! as! the! most! frequent!segment!size!was!identical!for!the!two!groups!of!subjects,!and!it!can!be!concluded!that!segments!of!2!and!3!words!were!the!ones!occurring!most!frequently!in!both!groups!(Dragsted!2004:!126,7).!Interesting! parallels! have! emerged! that! could! connect! the! performance! of! IR! systems,!translation! and! problem! unit! sizes! and! average! query! length! in! Web! searching.! The!question!arises!as!to!how!these!levels!can!be!related!to!one!another!in!a!more!systematic!way.!
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6.1.1 QUERY!REFINEMENT!CATEGORIES!Before!delving!into!the!analysis!of!tool!settings,!an!additional!study!will!be!carried!out!at!the!level!of!search!sessions!where!query!refinement!takes!place.!Refining!a!query!means!changing! the! search! approach! (i.e.! the! strategy)! e.g.! by! changing! string! length! (adding,!removing,!replacing!portions!of!the!original!search!string)!or!adjusting!the!filters!and!the!settings.!Ideally,!a!complete!account!of!search!sessions!should!consider!both!elements!at!the!same!time.!However,!this!section!will!only!consider!changes!in!the!text!string!mostly!in!terms!of!length;!tool!settings!will!be!covered!in!the!second!half!of!the!chapter.!After! search! sessions!have!been! separated! from!spot! searches,! statistics! for! each!group!can!be!easily!generated.!As!a!rule,!spot!searches!are!one,time!searches!where!parameters!are! selected!only!once! (i.e.! scenario!n.1! in!Section!5.6).! In! search!sessions,!on! the!other!hand,!different!combinations!are!possible!because!each!variable!can!be!changed!at!every!new!search!and!each!of! the! three! remaining! scenarios! is! equally!possible.!This! analysis!will!focus!specifically!on!the!text!string!component!and!will!make!use!of!findings!in!Web!search! log! analysis! to! develop! a! methodology! for! a! finer,grained! classification! of! the!searches.! A! brief! review!of! existing! reformulation! strategies! for! query! logs!was! carried!out! by! Huang! and! Efthimiadis,! who! noted! that! available! taxonomies! "are! generally!constructed! by! examining! a! small! set! of! query! logs.! Some! studies! are! out! of! date! or!incomplete.! None! have! built! an! automatic! classifier! distinguishing! reformulation!strategies! […]"! (2009:! 78).! The! authors! instead! developed! a! matching! rule! for! each!strategy! to! identify! the! query! reformulation! types! listed! in! their! own! taxonomy,!combining! categories! found! in! previous! work.! They! identified! 13! reformulation!categories120!(Table!15).!
Table!15.!Taxonomy!of!reformulation!strategies!for!query!logs!according!to!Huang!and!
Efthimiadis!(2009).!
1! Word!Reorder! 8! Expand!Acronym!
2! Whitespace!and!Punctuation! 9! Substring!
3! Remove!Words! 10! Superstring!
4! Add!Words! 11! Abbreviation!
5! URL!Stripping! 12! Word! Substitution! (synonym,! hyponym,! hypernym,!
meronym,!holonym)!6! Stemming!
7! Form!Acronym! 13! Spelling!Correction!!Some!of! the! categories! are! specific! for!Web!navigation! (e.g.! URL! Stripping);! and! others!require! some! additional! resources! for! analytical! purposes,! such! as! Porter's! stemming!algorithm! for! category! 6! (Stemming)! or! the!Wordnet! database! to! identify! the! semantic!relation! between! two! words! (category! 12! –! Word! Substitution).! Given! the! extended!proportions! of! this! study! and! limited! computational! resources,! the! number! of! external!resources!to!be!employed!had!to!be!kept!to!a!minimum.!Such!categories,!if!at!all!present,!would!have!to!be!manually!identified.!Preliminary!observations!of!the!language!subsets!suggested!that!similar!categories!could!be!employed!in!the!case!of!concordance!searches.!Automatic!categorization!was!deemed!necessary! because! consistent!manual! categorization!was! not! feasible!without! incurring!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!120!For!a!more!detailed!discussion!about!taxonomy!creation,!individual!reformulation!strategies,!matching!rules!and!data!volume,!refer!to!Huang!and!Efthimiadis!(2009).!
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difficulties! such! as! inter,rater! agreement,! i.e.! statistical! measures! to! assess! agreement!between!the!ratings!of!two!or!more!evaluators.!Given!the!conditions!for!the!extraction!of!sessions! (see! Section! 5.6),! at! least! one! shared! word! between! two! strings! in! the! same!search!session!was!to!be!expected!and!this!could!be!used!as!a!first!anchor!point!to!study!query! reformulation! both! in! quantitative! and! qualitative! terms.! By! observing! the!automatically!extracted!search!sessions,!a!number!of!general!trends!were!identified!that!were! labeled! as! macro,categories,! namely! (A)! resubmission,! (B)! formal! changes,! (C)!reduction,! (D)!expansion,! (E)! replacement!and! (F)!mixed!strategy.!Each!macro,category!may!include!a!number!of!sub,categories!which!are!detailed!below!and!for!which!examples!will! be! provided! in! Table! 16.! Because! strings! were! lowercased! to! ensure! consistent!matching!in!the!analysis,!all!examples!provided!will!also!be!lowercase.!6.1.1.1 RESUBMISSION!With! Resubmission,! the! system! logs! the! same! query! without! any! changes! made! to! the!string.!The!user!must!have!either!re,submitted!the!same!query!manually!or!simply!clicked!on!the!"Show!more"!button!in!the!Euramis!result!page,!which!the!system!interprets!as!a!new! query.! This! category! also! includes! resubmissions! where! the! text! string! was! left!untouched!and!the!changes!only!affected!the!settings;!at!this!stage!no!distinction!is!made!between! these! two! scenarios.! The! resubmission! category! was! not! considered! in! the!reformulation! strategies! in!Web! logs! (Huang!&! Efthimiadis! 2009;! see! Table! 15),! but! in!that!case!"same!queries"!accounted!for!some!40%!of!the!analyzed!dataset.!6.1.1.2 FORMAL!CHANGES!
Formal!Changes!occur!when!casing!is!changed,!punctuation!is!removed!or!the!string!locale!is!changed.!In!all!three!instances,!there!is!no!loss!or!addition!of!alphanumeric!characters,!at!most!the!replacement!of!a!letter.!In!this!sense,!this!strategy!can!be!seen!as!the!closest!to!category!A,!Resubmission,!and!is!likely!to!be!included!in!scenario!n.!2!in!Table!15!due!to!lowercasing!of!strings!in!the!main!study.!6.1.1.3 REDUCTION!
Reduction!involves!a!shortening!of!the!string!(i.e.!removal!of!words)!and!can!be!compared!to! the! 'Remove! Words'! category! in! Web! searching! (Table! 15);! in! the! present! study,!however,!a!more!detailed!categorization!of!the!types!of!deletion!has!been!made.!The!sub,categories! take! into! account! the! position! or! the! specific! type! of! deleted! portion! in! the!original!search!strings.!Five!possible!sub,categories!were!identified:!1. Left!trim!(left,most!part!removed)!2. Right!trim!(right,most!part!removed)!3. Middle!trim!(central!part!removed)!4. Cross!trim!(both!left!and!right)!5. Removal! of! plural! (or! genitive)! 's'.! It! is! often! the! case! that! a! single! letter! is!removed!from!the!last!word!of!the!string!and!this!generally!is!the!plural!'s'!suffix.!It!has!been!included!as!a!special!kind!of!reduction!that!has!only!a!minimal!impact!on!the!formal!appearance!of!the!string.!6.1.1.4 EXPANSION!
Expansion! is! the!opposite!of!reduction,! i.e.! text! is!added!to!the!original!string,!and!is! the!same!as! category! 'Add!Words'! above.!According! to! the!point! in! the! string!where! text! is!added,!five!sub,categories!can!be!found:!
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1. Left!expansion!(text!added!at!the!beginning!of!the!string)!2. Right!expansion!(text!added!at!the!end!of!the!string)!3. Middle!expansion!4. Cross!expansion!5. Addition! of! the! plural! 's'! suffix! (rarer! than! the! corresponding! subcategory! in!Reduction)!6.1.1.5 REPLACEMENT!
































A' RESUBMISSION' D' EXPANSION'
! A1.#Repeated#query# ! D1.#Left#expansion#
! A2.#Wildcards# ! D2.#Right#expansion#
B' FORMAL'CHANGES' ! D3.#Middle#expansion!
! B1.#Casing# ! D4.#Cross#expansion#
! B2.#Punctuation# ! D5.#Addition#plural#‘s’#
! B3.#Locale# E' REPLACEMENT"
C' REDUCTION" ! E1.#Tense#change#
! C1.#Left#trim! ! E2.#Paraphrase!
! C2.#Right#trim' # E3.#Synonym/Antonym!
! C3.#Middle#trim! # E4.#Word#substitution!
! C4.#Cross#trim! # E5.#Typo#Fix!




Cat_A1' Cat_C1' Cat_C2' Cat_D1' Cat_D2' Cat_Other'
BG' 38.97%! 15.82%! 17.26%! 1.02%! 1.64%! 25.26%!
CS' 21.37%! 22.45%! 20.43%! 1.89%! 2.45%! 31.37%!
DA' 12.27%! 24.08%! 24.34%! 2.31%! 3.22%! 33.74%!
DE' 17.17%! 21.83%! 21.90%! 2.09%! 2.76%! 34.23%!
EL' 8.16%! 26.71%! 25.67%! 2.01%! 3.01%! 34.41%!
ES' 15.27%! 24.36%! 22.94%! 2.84%! 3.13%! 31.43%!
ET' 17.77%! 25.31%! 23.54%! 1.47%! 1.87%! 30.01%!
FI' 9.13%! 25.61%! 23.05%! 1.77%! 2.46%! 37.95%!
FR' 10.73%! 25.94%! 22.25%! 1.75%! 1.85%! 37.45%!
HU' 20.48%! 21.99%! 20.60%! 2.13%! 2.57%! 32.19%!
IT' 14.09%! 23.71%! 22.73%! 2.35%! 3.04%! 34.05%!
LT' 32.61%! 20.97%! 18.42%! 1.03%! 1.32%! 25.62%!
LV' 23.20%! 23.37%! 21.35%! 1.41%! 1.89%! 28.75%!
NL' 10.69%! 23.01%! 20.22%! 2.49%! 3.37%! 40.19%!
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PL' 14.48%! 24.93%! 22.21%! 2.16%! 3.10%! 33.09%!
PT' 18.38%! 23.03%! 20.96%! 1.66%! 2.40%! 33.54%!
RO' 25.01%! 20.72%! 19.90%! 1.96%! 2.21%! 30.16%!
SK' 27.78%! 21.98%! 18.86%! 1.79%! 2.27%! 27.29%!
SL' 18.65%! 22.84%! 22.27%! 1.71%! 2.56%! 31.95%!
SV' 21.10%! 21.33%! 19.62%! 1.87%! 2.28%! 33.78%!
! ! ! ! ! ! !'
MEAN' 18.87%! 23.00%! 21.43%! 1.89%! 2.47%! 32.32%!
SD' 7.91%! 2.40%! 2.07%! 0.45%! 0.57%! 3.85%!
CV' 0.419! 0.104! 0.097! 0.239! 0.231! 0.119!
RANGE' 39%Q8%! 27%Q16%! 26%Q18%! 3%Q1%! 3%Q1%! 40%Q26%!!The!first!thing!to!be!noted!is!that!the!miscellaneous!category!accounts!for!about!one!third!of! the! total!sessions! for!each! language.!This!may!seem!a!high!proportion!but!at!a!closer!look! it! turns! out! that! the! selected! five! categories! account! for! more! than! half! of! the!searches! and! have! a! much! larger! coverage! than! the! dozen! coming! under! the! heading!
Other.!One!word!of!caution!is!necessary!before!discussing!these!results:!Macro,category!E!(Mixed!Strategy)!was!not!singled!out!because!including!it!into!the!picture!in!a!meaningful!way! was! too! complicated.! Since! sessions! longer! than! two! strings! are! fewer! than! two,string!sessions,!no!exact!breakdown!of!the!mixed!strategies!was!deemed!necessary!at!this!stage.!The!automatic! labeling!was!based!on!the! first!couple!of!strings!of!each!session!so!that!evaluation!turned!out!to!be!consistent.!In!the!case!of!a!longer!session,!the!rest!of!the!session!was!generally!not!considered!to!lead!to!an!uneven!distribution!of!mixed!strategies!because!the!initial!strategies!employed!are!likely!to!be!distributed!across!all!categories.!The! first! result! that! emerges! from! Table! 18! is! that! averages! between! two! forms! of!reduction!in!category!C!(or!expansion!in!category!D)!are!quite!close.!However,!there!is!a!very!marked! gap! between! the! total! averages! of! reduction! and! expansion,! showing! that!expansion,!and!in!particular!left!expansion,!occurs!much!more!rarely!than!trimming.!Left!trim! is! the!most! frequent! type!of!strategy!employed,!whereas! left!expansion! is! the! least!common.!!A!closer!look!at!the!results!for!individual!languages!reveals!that!BG!mostly!resorts!to!the!resubmission!strategy!(A1)!as!opposed!to!e.g.!FI!or!EL,!which!hardly!use!it.!This!trend!is!clearly!reflected! in! the! type/token!chart!(Figure!44)!where! longer!high,low!lines!reflect!the! high! proportion! of! strategies! falling! in! A1.! Repeated! strings! seem! a! direct!consequence! of! a! deliberate! search! strategy! rather! than! an! accidental! match! between!different! strings! in! a! language! subset.! The! only! possible! exceptions! to! this! trend! may!come! from!PL! and!PT.! Polish! uses!A1! relatively! little! but! has! a! token/type! delta! above!average,! i.e.! has! more! repeated! searches! than! is! justified! by! the! deployment! of! A1.!Conversely,!Portuguese!makes!an!average!use!of!A1!but!has!a!delta!(well)!below!average,!i.e.! most! resubmissions! are! intentional! or! resubmissions! occur! together! with! other!strategies!or!are!concentrated!in!the!same!longer!search!sessions.!Table!12!in!Section!5.6!shows!that!PT!has!the!second!highest!value!for!average!session!length,!suggesting!that!the!third!hypothesis!is!more!likely.!!Resubmission!(A1)!is!quite!common!in!all! languages!but!has!a!much!higher!SD!(and!CV)!than! C! and! D.! A! greater! variability! should! therefore! be! expected! across! languages,! as!confirmed!by!the!range!values.!Range!is!possibly!the!simplest!measure!of!dispersion!and!shows! the! difference! between! the! lowest! value! and! the! highest! value,! in! this! case! in!percentage!points!(Rasinger!2008:!124).!The!range!for!A1!is!almost!31!percentage!points!
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' aBC>ABC>ABCs:! risk! free! interest! rate! term! structur! >! risk! free! interest! rate! term! structure!>! risk!
free!interest!rate!term!structures!
E9! Trim!(/Expansion)!+!Formal!change! abcd!>!abc!>!ABC!



































!The!classification!of!Mixed!Strategies! is!not!meant! to!be! fine,grained!because! too!many!specific! categories! would! impair! the! understanding! of! the! big! picture! that! is! the! main!purpose!of!this!research!project.!After!these!preliminary!considerations,!results!from!the!manual! comparison! and! the! automatic! labeling! for! the! Finnish! subset,! summarized! in!Table!21,!can!finally!be!discussed.!! !
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Table!21.!Results!from!the!manual!categorization!vs.!results!from!the!PHP!script.!
SCRIPT' Count! %! MANUAL! Count! %! Delta!Count! Delta!Ratios!
A1' 371! 9.14%! A1' 324! 7.74%! 47! 1.40%!
' ! ! A2' 2! 0.05%! ! !
' ! ! B1' 5! 0.12%! ! !
' ! ! B2' 18! 0.43%! ! !
' ! ! B3' 2! 0.05%! ! !
C1' 1040! 25.62%! C1' 959! 22.91%! 81! 2.71%!
C2' 936! 23.05%! C2' 890! 21.26%! 46! 1.79%!
' ! ! C3' 177! 4.23%! ! !
' ! ! C4' 38! 0.91%! ! !
' ! ! C5' 169! 4.04%! ! !
D1' 72! 1.77%! D1' 63! 1.51%! 9! 0.27%!
D2' 100! 2.46%! D2' 86! 2.05%! 14! 0.41%!
' ! ! D3' 22! 0.53%! ! !
' ! ! D4' 3! 0.07%! ! !
' ! ! D5' 67! 1.60%! ! !
' ! ! E1' 168! 4.01%! ! !
' ! ! E10' 9! 0.22%! ! !
' ! ! E11' 64! 1.53%! ! !
' ! ! E12' 72! 1.72%! ! !
' ! ! E13' 4! 0.10%! ! !
' ! ! E2' 132! 3.15%! ! !
' ! ! E3' 24! 0.57%! ! !
' ! ! E4' 121! 2.89%! ! !
' ! ! E5' 13! 0.31%! ! !
' ! ! E6' 13! 0.31%! ! !
' ! ! E7' 24! 0.57%! ! !
' ! ! E8' 5! 0.12%! ! !
' ! ! E9' 4! 0.10%! ! !
' ! ! F1' 44! 1.05%! ! !
' ! ! F2' 26! 0.62%! ! !
' ! ! F3' 25! 0.60%! ! !
' ! ! F4' 144! 3.44%! ! !
' ! ! F5' 75! 1.79%! ! !
' ! ! F6' 93! 2.22%! ! !
Other' 1541! 37.96%! N/A' 301! 7.19%! 1240! 30.77%!
' ! ! ' ! ! ! !Total' 4060' 100%' ' 4186' 100%' 126' 3.01%'!First!of!all,!the!total!number!of!sessions!in!the!manually!labeled!group!exceeds!that!of!the!automatically! labeled! groups! by! about! 130! strings.! Caution! is! necessary! in! the!interpretation! of! both! this! delta! and! the! "N/A"! category! emerging! from! the! manual!labeling.!The! label! "N/A"! comprised!about!7%!of! the! sessions!and!was!used! to! indicate!false!positives!(e.g.!'All!data!elements!defined!in!the!Annexes!>!name!of!the!data!element!>!Element!or!attribute!name';! 'calling! for!a!moratorium!on! the!use!of! the!death!penalty!>!total! abolition! in! all! states!which! still! practise! the!death!penalty').! In! other! cases,! there!was!a!proper!session!but!it!was!in!the!wrong!source!language!(noise!in!the!data)!and!here!too,!the!label!N/A!was!used.!Finally,!there!were!other!instances!where!there!was!a!single!
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string!that!was!clearly!not!part!of!a!session!(e.g.!'limit!itself!to!≠!scope!set!by!>!scope!set')!and!in!this!case!the!outsider!was!labeled!as!N/A.!In!sum,!the!label!"N/A"!was!used!either!as!a!replacement!for!a!non,session!but!also!to! identify!outsider!strings!within!a!session.!As!a!consequence,!the!number!of!labels!in!the!manually!categorized!dataset!turned!out!to!be!higher!that!the!automatically!generated!one.!!All! automatically! labeled! categories! have! higher! counts! than! their! counterparts! in! the!manual! categorization.! Individual! delta! values! between! the! manual! and! automatic!classifications! range! from! less! than! half! a! percentage! point! to! almost! three! points! (i.e.!about!80!strings),!which!can!be!considered!a!good!result!given!that!proportions! in!each!category!are!very!similar.!The!deltas!can!be!explained!by!the!greater!diversification!in!the!manual!categorization!and!by!the!fact!that!the!script!was!generally!not!able!to!distinguish!between!a! two,string! session! and! longer!ones.!Overall,! the! automatic! labeling! seems! to!provide!reliable!results!for!each!category,!covering!about!60%!of!the!total!sessions124.!!As! for! the! actual! categories,! consistent! choices! had! to! be!made! in! a! few! special! cases.!When!sessions!longer!than!three!strings!occurred,!usually!more!than!two!different!macro,strategies!were! involved,!which!posed!a!problem!for! the! labeling.! If! the!same!strategies!occurred! more! than! once,! the! most! representative! category! was! chosen! (e.g.!'Development! Fund! for! the! Electronics! and! Information! Industry! >! Electronics! and!Information!Industry!>!Information!Industry!>!electronics!Industry'!=!E2,125!i.e.!2!trims!+!1!replacement).!Alternatively,!the!chronological!sequence!was!followed!and!the!label!was!attributed!on! the!basis!of! the! first! two!strategies!encountered!(e.g.! 'autonomous!budget!line! >! autonomous! budget! lines! >! autonomous! budget! lines! >! autonomous'! =! E7,! i.e.!addition! of! plural! 's'! +! resubmission! +! trim).! Another! special! case! occurred! when! two!strategies! were! applied! simultaneously! in! a! two,string! session! (e.g.! 'start! and! finish!positions! >! start! position'! =! plural! 's'! +! trim).! In! this! case! preference!was! given! to! the!otherwise! less! frequent! strategy,! which! in! the! given! example! would! be! C3! –! "Middle!Trim".!Where! two! strategies! in! a! string! turned! out! to! be! equally! common! (one! usually!being!F4!–!Typo!Fix),!a!Mixed!Strategy!was!chosen!(e.g.!'State!ransmitting!the!message!>!
transmitting!the!message'!=!E3)126.!The! "Other"! category!accounts! for!almost!40%!of! the! strings! in! the! categorization! from!the! script.! An! additional! purpose! of! the! manual! categorization! was! to! identify! which!individual! categories! would! need! to! be! handled! separately! because! of! their!representativeness.! In! the!C!macro,category,!strategies!C3!–!"Middle!Trim"!(4.23%)!and!C5!–!"Removal!of!Plural!'s'"!(4.04%)!are!the!most!frequent!in!absolute!terms!after!C1!and!C2.!The!F!macro,category! follows!with!F4!–! "Typo!Fix"! (3.44%)!and!F6!–! "Intersection"!(2.22%).! Due! to! the! prominence! of! macro,category! C,! some! Mixed! Strategies! where!Expansion!and!Trim!are!involved!also!score!quite!high:!E1!–!"Expansion!+!Trim"!(4.01%),!E2! –! "Mixed!Trim"! (3.15%)! and!E4!–! "Trim!+!Repeated!Query"! (2.89%).!Unfortunately,!due!to!the!Mixed!Strategy!category!and!the!above,mentioned!uncertainties!in!the!labeling,!reliable!values!for!recall!and!precision!could!not!be!calculated.!This!manual!check!on!a!randomly!selected! language!served!the!purpose!of!verifying!the!reliability!of!the!script!for!the!automatic!labeling!of!the!strings.!Ideally,!the!script!should!be!able! to!distinguish! longer!sessions!and!additional! trim!categories!such!as!C3!and!C5.!This!is!technically!possible,!as!Huang!and!Efthimiadis'!work!has!shown!(see!above).!Other!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!124!Manual!labeling!for!the!same!5!categories!covered!about!55%!of!the!total!sessions!identified.!125!The!script!labeled!this!session!as!C1,!evidently!only!taking!into!account!the!first!two!strings.!126!Such!choices!were!only!required!for!a!handful!of!cases,!which!should!contribute!to!dispelling!the!impression!that!the!results!of!the!analysis!are!biased!in!some!way.!!
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categories!beyond!these!two!could!in!principle!be!identified!(e.g.!B!sub,categories,!tense!changes!(F1),!word!substitution!(F5)!and!typos!(F4))!by!building!an!automatic!classifier!using! the! proposed! unsupervised! algorithms! (2009:! 79ff.)! and! a! finer,grained! study!would! undoubtedly! benefit! from! a! more! accurate! classifier! and! more! accurate!precision/recall!calculations.!For!the!time!being,!however,!the!script!will!suffice!to!study!the!distribution!of!a!selection!of!strategies.!6.1.2.2 REDUCTION!VS.!EXPANSION!Translators! seem! to!prefer! to! start!off!by! submitting!a! longer!query!and!gradually! trim!away! portions! to! increase! their! chances! of! finding! a! match! (recall).! This! trend! is!confirmed! by! the! contextual! inquiry! study! carried! out! by! Désilets! et! al.! (2009),! who!reported!that!"[…]!subjects!seemed!very!adept!at!scanning!a!list!of!potential!solutions,!and!rapidly!sifting!grain!from!chaff,"!particularly!when!the!resource!used!was!a!corpus,based!one,! such! as! a! list! of! Google! hits! or! a! bilingual! concordancer,! where! bad! or! irrelevant!solutions!are!likely!to!be!mixed!with!some!good!ones.!In!a!previous!paper,!Désilets!et!al.!(2008a:!341)!made!a!claim!based!on!their!contextual!inquiry!results:!When! translators! consult! a! resource! (e.g.! Terminology! Database,! Translation!Memory)! to! resolve! a! translation!problem,! they! seem! to! care!more! about! recall!than! precision.! In! other! words,! translators! do! not! mind! seeing! a! list! of! mostly!poor!suggestions,!as! long!as! it!contains!at! least!a!few!good!ones.!Translators!are!highly! skilled! at! quickly! scanning! lists! of! potential! solutions! to! a! translation!problem,! and! identifying! which! ones! (if! any)! are! most! appropriate! for! their!current!situation.!Hutchins!(2005:!13)!had!previously!noted!a!similar!trend!when!stating!that!"[t]ranslators!find!often!that!inexact!examples!are!as!important!for!them!as!exact!repetitions"!but!often!"too!many! irrelevant! examples! [are! retrieved]! or! too!many! potentially! useful! examples!are! missed."! Redundancies! in! the! results! are! sometimes! an! added! issue! because! they!impede! an! efficient! retrieval! and! display! of! the! results.! This! is! often! the! case! with!concordance!searching!on!a! large!TM,!where!the!amount!of!time!needed!to!evaluate!the!results!might!even!prove!counterproductive!for!the!translator!(Benito!2009).!On!the!other!hand,!an!empty!search!(i.e.!one!with!no!results)!could!be!seen!as!more!detrimental!than!a!result,rich!query.!Interestingly,! translators'! inclination!toward!greater!recall!seems!to!run!counter!to!Web!search!behavior,!where!users!were!found!to!increase!the!length!of!the!query!in!the!course!of!the!session,!thus!narrowing!the!information!need!and!increasing!precision!(Huang!et!al.!2003!in!Jansen!et!al.!2009:!1360).!In!Web!searching,!!the!query!length,!measured!in!terms,! is! longer!at!the!end!of!a!session!relative!to!the!beginning.![Researchers]!further!noted!that!the!query!terms!in!the!beginning!of! the! sessions! were! more! general! than! those! at! the! end! of! the! sessions.! This!suggests!that!these!users!go!through!a!process!of!query!reformulation!to!narrow!their! information! need! and! that! there! may! be! a! correlation! between! longer!queries!and!more!specific!information!expressions!(Jansen!et!al.!2009:!1360).!! !
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6.2 TOOL!SETTINGS!String! length! has! been! presented! as! one! way! of! balancing! recall! and! precision! when!submitting!a!search.!In!this!section,!tool!settings!will!be!presented!as!an!additional!means!to!fine,tune!retrieval.!Settings!and!filters!will!be!systematically!analyzed!as!was!done!with!!string! length:! in! the!overall!dataset!of!724,000!strings!and! in! the! two!subsets!of! search!sessions!and!spot!searches.!To! study! tool! settings,! Euramis! logs! will! be! broken! down! into! individual! components,!each! containing!an! item!of!metadata.!Every! feature!of! the!way! in!which! translators!use!Euramis!will! be! discussed! across! all! languages! by!means! of! frequency! counts.! Only! the!"sentence"!field!where!the!text!string!is!contained!will!not!be!taken!into!consideration.!It!is!the!only!'open'!field!where!any!value!can!be!entered!and!it!has!already!been!discussed!in! quantitative! terms! in! the! previous! section.! Whenever! possible! and! meaningful,!individual! filters!will! be! combined! and! their! joint! distribution!will! be! discussed!where!patterns!could!emerge!to!shed!further!light!on!search!strategies!and!information!needs.!




*The!first!thing!to!be!noted!is!that!some!activity,!however!little,!was!logged!for!every!day!of!the!month,! including! weekends.! As! discussed! in! Section! 5.4.1,! lower! activity! is! usually!expected! at! the! beginning! of! September! and! the! peak! is! reached! in! the! very! last!week,!possibly!matching! an! increase! in! the!workload.! The! busiest! day!was! clearly! September!20th! and! it! may! be! partly! due! to! a! presumably! higher! workload! for! the! EP,! in! that!September!20th!was!session!week!in!Strasbourg.!On!the!other!hand,!workload!at!the!EC!is!expected!to!remain!fairly!constant!over!the!month.!Figure!48!shows!how!activity! in!Euramis! is!distributed!on!an!hourly!basis!over!a!single!day,!between!6am!and!9pm.!Activity!clearly!peaks!just!before!lunchtime!and!rises!again!in!mid,afternoon.! This! piece! of! information! might! be! useful! to! try! and! monitor! whether!activity!peaks!cause!longer!response!time.!
Figure!48.!Distribution!of!searches!on!an!hourly!basis.!
!6.2.1.2 EXECUTION!TIME!AND!RESULTS!Execution! time! is! probably! less! interesting! for! this! study! as! it! still! relates! to! the!performance!of!the!system.!If!users!have!to!wait!too!long!for!results!to!be!displayed,!they!are!likely!to!move!on!to!the!next!best!tool!for!their!current!need!and!should!this!happen!
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' Overall'(724k)' Sessions' Spot'
%'zero' 31.33%! 50.07%! 20.83%!
%'successful' 68.66%! 49.92%! 79.12%!
SD' 1.64%! 3.16%! 1.77%!
Success!Result!Range131! ' ' '
1'to'29' 27.62%! 20.38%! 31.75%!
30'' 39.55%! 28.20%! 45.83%!
>'30' 1.48%! 1.34%! 1.57%!!A! more! precise! breakdown! within! the! sessions! subset! (not! reported! in! Table! 22,! see!Appendix!C;!Table!C.1)!shows!that!only!29%!of!the!first!searches!in!a!session!returned!at!least!one! result!whereas! the!percentage!of! success! increased! considerably! (65%)!when!the!remaining!part!of!the!session!was!examined!(i.e.!from!the!second!to!the!last!search).!The!increase!in!the!number!of!results!suggests!that!the!change!in!search!strategy!(query!refinement)! was!more! effective! and! satisfied! the! current! information! need.! The! "spot"!column! in! the! table! above! seems! to! confirm! this! view! in! that! there! is! only! one!unsuccessful!search!every!five!request132.!Getting!results!at!the!first!attempt!automatically!reduces! the!need!of! submitting!a!new!search.!The! lower!half!of!Table!22! (result! range)!reveals! a!more!homogeneous!picture.!The!most! likely! event! is! a! search! that! returns!30!results! (i.e.! the! default! value).! Thirty! has! been! kept! separated! from! the! 1,29! range!because!results! could! in! fact!be!30!or!more.! In! the! latter!case!an!option!appears!on! the!screen! inviting! the! user! to! browse! through! additional! results.! Obtaining!more! than! 30!results!occurs!more!seldom!because! this!option! is!closely! linked! to! the! instances!where!the!maximum!number!of!results!was!increased!(i.e.!4.14%).!!!The!number!of! failed!searches!varies!distinctly!between!each!subset,! as! can!be! inferred!from! SD! values.! When! the! whole! dataset! is! considered,! the! least! variability! is! found!between! the! percentages! of! failed! searches! across! languages.! For! the!main! dataset,! the!ratio!between!no! results! and!successful! searches! is!1:2!but! for! sessions! it! is! in! fact!1:1.!This!may!be!one!of!the!reasons,!if!not!the!main!reason,!why!a!spot!search!develops!into!a!search! session.! The! user! is! not! satisfied! with! the! results! provided! by! the! system! and!decides!to!change!search!strategy!and!submit!a!different!query.!!Even! though! the! overall! average! of! no! results! is! 31.33%,! some! variability! is! expected!across! languages.!A!more!accurate!break!down!of!unsuccessful!searches!per! language! is!provided!in!Figure!49.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!131!Result!range!percentages!were!calculated!by!normalizing!the!counts!on!the!total!number!of!searches!with!results!for!each!subset.!The!values!should!add!up!to!the!corresponding!percentage!indicated!in!the!"%!success"!line!and!not!100%.!132!Possibly,!a!number!of!unsuccessful!searches!would!not!be!even!noted!by!the!user!if!Quest!was!used!as!the!search!interface!because!a!different!resource!likely!responded!and!returned!some!hits.!
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Figure! 49.! Distribution! of! unsuccessful! searches! (i.e.! those! producing! zero! results)! across!
language!pairs,!normalized!by!the!total!number!of!strings!per!language!subset.!
!The! threshold! for! unsuccessful! searches! seems! quite! stable! across! the! whole! dataset,!lying!at!about!30%!in!the!vast!majority!of!cases.!The!technical!reason!why!results!cannot!be! retrieved! was! outlined! in! Sub,section! 3.2.3.2! but! it! is! somewhat! surprising! how!consistent! the! amount! of! unsuccessful! searches! is! across! languages.! Interestingly,! this!result! is! in! line! with! that! of! a! previous! study! (Macklovitch! et! al.! 2000:! 1204),! where!approximately! 39%! of! the! submitted! queries133!returned! no! match.! In! particular,! the!percentage! of! no! results! increased! from! 65%! for! five,word! queries! to! 78%! for! seven,word!queries!up!to!100%!for!fourteen,word!queries!and!the!non,response!rate!was!not!expected!to!change!considerably!after!the!database!size!had!increased!(Macklovitch!et!al.!2008:! 414).! A! search!without! results!may! have! several! causes,! e.g.! the!matching! string!missing!from!the!database!or!a!problem!in!the!retrieval!of!the!searched,for!string!that!can!be!subsumed!under!the!label!"sparse!data!problem".!Johnson!et!al.!(2006)!exemplify!this!by!showing! that!a!vocabulary!of!25,000!words!can!generate!almost!625!million!distinct!bigrams!and!over!15!trillion!trigrams,!most!of!which!will!very!likely!not!be!found!in!the!repository.!
6.2.2 SEARCH!SETTINGS!In! the! following! subsections,! the!attention!will! shift! from! the! information!automatically!added!by!the!system!to!the!available!options!for!refining!and!filtering!the!searches!which!can!be!manually!selected!from!the!chosen!interface,!i.e.!Quest,!Euramis!Simple!or!Euramis!Advanced.!!6.2.2.1 INTERFACE!AND!SEARCH!MODE!The!different!ways!to!access!each!tool!have!been!discussed!in!Section!3.2.3!and!only!the!main!points!will!be!briefly! reprised!here.!Quest!has!a!much!simpler!Web! interface! than!Euramis,!where!only!source!and!target!languages!and!a!choice!of!two!search!methods!are!available! but! the! search! can! also! be! launched! directly! from! the! text! editor! thanks! to! a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!133!The!paper!does!not!provide!an!exact!amount!of!the!total!queries!examined!but!it!may!be!interpreted!either!as!the!total!number!of!queries!submitted!between!1997!and!2000!or!as!the!total!queries!submitted!in!one!month.!
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customized!Microsoft!Word!macro.! If! results! from! Euramis! are! displayed,! the! Euramis!result!page!appears!nested!into!the!Quest!result!window!and!then!the!user!can!switch!to!any!of!the!other!resources!available.!Euramis!can!also!be!accessed!as!an!independent!tool!via! the! intranet!portal,! a!Word!shortcut!or!by!going!directly! to! the! relevant!page! in! the!Web! browser.! Once! the! user! opens! the! Euramis! interface,! either! simple! or! advanced,!some!settings!can!be!customized.!!Statistics!about! interface!usage!show!that!Quest!and!the!Euramis!Portal!are!used!with!a!ratio! of! about! 2:1! in! the! overall! dataset! (63.23%! and! 36.76%,! respectively).! The! same!ratio! can! be! found! in! the! case! of! spot! searches! (66.91%! and! 33.08%)! but! it! tends! to!converge!when!search!sessions!are!considered!(56.97%!and!43.02%)134.!Search!sessions!seem!to!be!more!common!for!the!Euramis!Portal.!However,!both!SD!and!CV!are!higher!in!this! case,! suggesting! that! there! is! a! less! homogeneous! behavior! on! the! part! of! the!translators! for! the!different! languages.!For!example,!BG!and!EL!are! the! fondest!users!of!the!Portal!whereas!EL!and!NL!are!the!top!two!users!of!the!metasearch!engine.!The!overall!popularity!of!Quest!may!be!tentatively!explained!by!two!factors.!On!the!one!hand,!it!can!be! directly! accessed! from! the! text! editor,! where! the! source! text! portion! is! selected! by!highlighting!and!not! typing!or!copying/pasting;!on! the!other!hand,!Quest!hosts!multiple!resources,! of! which! up! to! four! can! be! queried! at! the! same! time.! Pooled! resources,!intuitiveness!and!fewer!options!seem!to!be!the!winning!features.!Whenever! a! search! is! submitted,! the! system! recognizes! the! type! of! resource! and! the!interface!used! (i.e.! simple!or!advanced).!An!overview!of! the!distribution!of! searches! for!each!interface!and!string!group!is!provided!in!Table!23.!!
Table!23.!Percentage!distribution!of!search!modes!for!each!group!of!strings.!
' Main'(724k)' Sessions' Spot'
Simple'mode'(S)' 79.39%! 74.77%! 82.19%!
Advanced'mode'(A)' 20.60%! 25.22%! 17.80%!
SD' 14%! 17%! 12%!
Quest'(included'in''S')' 63.23%! 56.97%! 66.91%!!Overall,!simple!mode!was!used!with!a!ratio!of!about!5:1!with!respect!to!advanced!mode.!As! anticipated! in! Chapter! 3,! advanced! filters! are! not! too! common,! possibly! due! to! the!longer! response! time! in! the! case! of! refined! searches.! The! percentage! of! advanced!searches!increases!slightly!in!the!case!of!sessions!but!falls!again!when!spot!searches!are!considered.!This!suggests!a!possible!relation!between!search!sessions!and!more!complex!queries! involving!different! filters.!However,! overall! averages! tend! to! give! only! a! partial!view!of!the!actual!distribution!of!search!modes!so!the!distribution!of!simple!and!advanced!interfaces!was!calculated!for!each!language!subset!(Figure!50).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!134!See!Appendix!A!for!the!complete!tables.!
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Figure! 50.! Distribution! of! search! mode! (Simple! and! Advanced)! across! the! target! languages!
(normalized!by!total!strings!per!language!subset).!
!As! expected,! advanced!mode! is! used! very! little! with! a! few! notable! exceptions:! BG! has!more!advanced!than!simple!searches,!LT!has!close!percentages!between!the!two!and!LV,!RO!and!PT135!have!the!highest!percentages!of!advanced!searches.!Except!for!PT,!they!are!all!‘new’!languages!though!they!belong!to!different!families.!Advanced! mode! implies! settings! selection,! which! in! turn! contribute! to! increase! the!precision! of! the! search.! Previous! results! have! shown! that! higher! precision! (i.e.! more!limitations)! can! contribute! to! unsuccessful! searches! hence! the! link! between! advanced!search! mode! and! search! effectiveness! can! be! quickly! and! intuitively! established.! The!cross,tabulation!in!Figure!51!aimed!to!check!whether!advanced!mode!could!be!related!to!an!increase!in!the!number!of!zero!results,! i.e.!whether!by!selecting!filters!the!number!of!unsuccessful!searches!would!increase.!!
Figure! 51.! Distribution! of! unsuccessful! searches! (zero! results)! between! simple! and! advanced!




This!chart!reproduces!quite!faithfully!the!situation!that!was!outlined!in!the!previous!chart!(Figure!50).!Again,!the!only!exception!in!the!general!trend!is!BG,!where!the!zero!results!in!advanced!mode!are!higher!than!those!in!simple!mode.!In!a!few!instances!(e.g.!LT!and!RO),!the!gap!between!the!two!columns!is!less!pronounced,!suggesting!either!that!simple!mode!searches!were!more!successful!or!advanced!mode!searches!produced!more!zero!results!for!them!than!other!languages.!A!sample!check!showed!that!both!hypotheses!are!possibly!correct:!there!can!be!an!increase!in!the!number!of!zero!results!in!advanced!mode!parallel!to!an!increase!of!successful!searches!in!simple!mode.!Other!languages,!on!the!other!hand,!show! the! opposite! scenario:!more! zero! results! in! simple!mode! and! less! zero! results! in!advanced!mode,!with!smaller!delta!values!as!a!result.!The!sample!check!was!conducted!as!follows:! two! languages!with!notable!differences! in! the! two! charts!were! selected! (i.e.! SL!and!LT)!and!checked!against!one!language!where!proportions!are!maintained!across!the!two! charts! kept! (FI).! Two! proportions!were! calculated! in! order! to! obtain! the! expected!amount!of!zero!results!for!both!S!and!A!mode,!had!proportions!been!perfectly!maintained.!For! each! language:! [(tot!mode! S):(tot!mode!A)=(zero!mode! S):x]! and! [(tot!mode! S):(tot!mode! A)=x:(zero! mode! A)].! The! results! were! compared! to! the! actual! values! of! x.!Compared!to!the!expected!results!for!x!in!SL!and!LT,!there!was!an!increase!in!the!number!of!zero!results!in!mode!A!and!a!decrease!in!the!number!of!zero!results!in!mode!S;!for!the!control!language!(FI),!the!opposite!trend!was!registered!with!smaller!delta!values!in!the!beginning.!An! additional! perspective! will! be! provided! as! for! possible! causes! of! unsuccessful!searches,! which! cross,tabulates! the! number! of! failed! searches! with! the! submitting!institution,!to!see!whether!there!are!any!relations!between!the!two!(Figure!52).!
Figure! 52.! Distribution! of! unsuccessful! searches! (zero! results)! across! different! submitting!
institutions,!normalized!by!the!total!number!of!searches!for!each!institution.!
!Figure!52!shows!that!there!are!no!outliers!among!the!institutions!and,!at!a!closer!look,!the!percentages!of!unsuccessful!searches!are!very!close!to!the!ones!highlighted!in!the!analysis!per!individual!target!language.!The!hypothesis!of!a!baseline!failure!rate!for!IR!systems!of!about!30%!seems!to!hold.!6.2.2.2 SEARCH!METHOD!AND!DIRECTIONALITY!Search! method! has! a! different! location! on! the! search! interface! and! is! the! only! setting!offered! in! the! main! search! page! of! Quest.! With! this! setting,! the! system! is! told! how!
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stringent!the!retrieval!of!matches!should!be,!i.e.!high!(exact),!medium!(basic)!or!low!(any!word)!(see!Sub,section!3.2.3.2).!The!default!value!for!Euramis!is!"basic",! i.e.!all!words!in!the!source!(but!a!few!stop!words!for!English!and!French)!have!to!be!matched.!In!Euramis,!the! user! can! choose! between! two! alternatives! (basic/exact)! in! simple! mode,! which!become!three! in!advanced!mode.!Quest!only!gives!a!choice!between! 'exact!string'!or! 'all!words'! (i.e.! any! word).! The! possible! combinations! between! search! mode! and! search!method!are!summarized!in!Table!24!together!with!their!distributions.!
Table!24.!Distribution!of!search!method!according!to!search!mode!for!the!main!dataset!
(724,000).!
' Basic'(B)' Exact'(E)' Any'(A)'
Simple'(S)' 74.09%! <1%! 5.69%!
Advanced'(A)' 17.50%! 1.71%! 1.00%!!Basic!search!is!the!default!value!for!both!simple!and!advances!search!interfaces.!Results!clearly! show! that! the! search! method! filter! is! not! particularly! popular! among! users.! In!particular,!exact!search!is!a!common!strategy!to!get!more!targeted!results!in!Web!search!(where!it!is!usually!started!by!adding!quotes!at!both!ends!of!the!string)!but!concordance!users!seem!to!prefer!noisier!results!from!Basic!search.!Similar! to! search!method! is! the! filter! of! directionality,!which!determines!how!extended!the!search!can!be,! i.e.!how!many! language!combinations!should!be!allowed.!The!default!option! is! 'indirect',! i.e.! the! system! looks! for!matches! in! both! directions,! considering! all!results! for! one! language! irrespective! of! its! status! as! source! or! target.! Alternatively,! the!user!can!select!either! 'direct'!or! 'reverse'!mode!from!the!advanced! interface!to! limit! the!search! to! one! directionality! only.! A! thorough! explanation! of! the! inner! workings! of!directionality! is! provided! in! Blatt! (1998:! 97ff.),! even! though! it! refers! to! a! much! older!version! of! the! software.!Unsurprisingly,! the! overwhelming!majority! of! the! searches! are!performed!using!the!default!indirect!mode!with!some!2.5,3%!of!searches!submitted!using!direct!mode,!whereas!usage!of!the!sole!reverse!mode!is!negligible!(<1%).!
6.2.3 DOCUMENT,BASED!FILTERS!The!remaining!filters!are!all!related!to!specific!information!(metadata)!characterizing!the!segments!to!be!retrieved.!In!this!case,!the!filters!do!not!affect!the!overall!search!process!but! rather! make! the! extraction! process! more! selective! because! they! impose! some!conditions! for! the!match.!More!specifically,! the!user!can!restrict! the!search! to!segments!stored!in!a!particular!database!or!filter!results!by!the!translation!requesting!service!and!document!type!or!number.!Another!filter!refines!the!search!by!year(s).!All!these!filters!can!be! combined!within! the! same! search,! but! this! analysis!will! only! consider!one! filter! at! a!time.! For! every! filter,! there! is! a! default! value! that! is! automatically! used! by! the! system.!Consequently,! all! fields! in! the! logs! are! always! filled! with! the! default! value! unless! a!different!parameter!is!specified!by!the!user.!6.2.3.1 DATABASE!FILTER!The!database!filter! is!the!only!filter!that!can!also!be!selected!in!the!simple!interface!and!basically! represents! the! available! internal! Translation! Memories.! TMs! in! Euramis! are!organized! in! several! databases! that! can! be! domain! specific! (e.g.! 'Budget')! and/or!dedicated!to!a!specific!institution!(e.g.!'EP,Budget').!Some!databases!are!interinstitutional!whereas! others! are! only! accessible! by! a! specific! institution.! As! of! 2010,! there!were! 10!
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Ownership' Name' Type' Description'
Commission! ! ! !
! LegisQJuris! final! Legislation!and!jurisprudence!
! Budget! final! Budget!
! Nomenclatures! final! Combined!Nomenclature!
Parliament! ! ! !
! EPQCommittees! working! All! Committee! documents! related! to! procedures! and!
documents!dealt!with!in!the!Plenary!
! EPQStandard! working! n/a!
! EPQBasic!References! final! Final! versions! of! basic! EP! reference! documents:!
Conventions,! Agreements,! documents! related! to! EP's!
Human!Resources!Policy!and!activities!
! LegisQProcess! final! Final!documents!involved!in!legislative!procedures!
Council! ! ! !
! CouncilQMaster! working! Council!documents!and!related!background!information!
EESC/CoR! ! ! !
! EESC/COR! n/a! All!EESC/COR!administrative!and!consultative!documents!
Court!of!Auditors! ! ! !
! ECA! final! Final! ECA! reports! and! reference! documents! on! audit!
methodology!and!administrative!procedures.!
DEDICATED/INTERNAL! ! !
Ownership' Name' Type' Description'
Commission! ! ! !
! ExternalRelations! n/a! RELEX!family!(last!5!years)!
! Policies! n/a! Operational!DGs!(last!5!years)!
! Services! n/a! Internal!and!general!services!(last!5!years)!
! Archive! final! Old! DGs! and! services! (until! 1999)! and! current! DGs'! old!
documents!
! Web! n/a! Web!translations!
! NormativeMem! n/a! Standard!documents!
! OtherDoc! n/a! COM,!SEC,!other!institutions,!international!organizations!
Parliament! ! ! !
! EPQBudget! n/a! !!If!no!database!is!selected,!the!default!value!is!"search!all!available!databases"!(i.e.!"*")!and!this!happens!over!98%!of!the!times.!Despite!the!very!small!percentage!of!searches!filtered!by! TM! selection,! an! additional! count! was! performed! to! see! how! often! searches! were!refined! by! database! in! each! search! mode.! Results136!show! that! in! simple! mode! the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!136!Results!normalized!by!the!total!count!for!each!mode.!See!Appendix!C!–!Table!C.6.!
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database! filter! was! selected! in! only! 1%! of! the! searches! and! for! advanced! mode! the!percentage!was!slightly!higher!(mean!value!of!2.71%).!Averages!for!individual!languages,!however,! ranged! from! slightly! above! zero! (e.g.! SV,! ET! and! DA)! to! an! outlier! value! of!almost! 16%! for! German137.! As! previously! noted! for! search! mode,! the! analysis! also!considers! sessions!and! spot! searches.!Percentage!values!are! slightly!higher! for! sessions!(1.32%! for! simple! and! 3.08%! for! advanced)! and! lower! for! spot! searches! (0.83%! and!2.40%,!respectively).!!Users!can!select!multiple!databases!at!once!so!it!would!be!interesting!to!have!a!closer!look!at!the!most!popular!databases,!despite!the!small!number!of!overall!searches.!A!full!list!of!the!available!databases!with!a!short!description!of!their!content!is!provided!in!Table!25.!Percentages! are! in! this! case!negligible,! so! the! ranking!will! be!based!on!absolute! counts!from!the!main!dataset!(EN>ALL)!and!only!the!most!popular!databases!will!be!mentioned.!Council,Master!(shared),!Policies!(EC,!internal)!and!Web!(EC,!internal)!are!the!databases!that!appeared!most!frequently!as!individual!selections.!Multiple!selections!ranged!from!2!to!18!databases!in!the!same!search!but!in!this!analysis!only!combinations!exceeding!100!searches!per!TM!were! taken! into!account.!The!most!popular!combinations!of!databases!(in!ascending!order!according!to!the!number!of!resources!selected!at!once!and!frequency!count!in!brackets)!are:!1. Legis,Juris/EP,Committees/Council,Master/Legis,Process!(387)!2. Legis,Juris/EP,Committees/EP,Standard/EP,Basic,References/Council,Master/EESC,COR/Legis,Process!(134)!3. Legis,Juris/Budget/EP,Budget/EP,Committees/EP,Standard/EP,Basic,References/Council,Master/Legis,Process!(286)!4. ExternRelations/Policies/Services/Web/NormativeMem/Legis,Juris/EP,Committees/Council,Master/Legis,Process!(118)!5. Legis,Juris/Budget/Nomenclatures/EP,Budget/EP,Committees/EP,Standard/EP,Basic,References/Council,Master/EESC,COR/ECA/Legis,Process!(345)!Some! combinations! (e.g.! 1)! only! rely! on! shared! Translation! Memories! while! others!combine!shared!resources!with!internal!memories.!!6.2.3.2 REQUESTING!SERVICE!AND!DOCUMENT!TYPE!Another! filter!enables!users! to!refine! the!search!according! to! the!requesting!service,! i.e.!who!commissioned!the!translation!(from!a!Directorate!General!to!a!parliamentary!group!or! committee).! Instances! of! advanced! searches! where! the! DG! filter! was! selected!amounted!to!3.51%138!for!the!whole!dataset.!CV!is!close!to!1,!suggesting!some!differences!between!languages.!The!range!is!similar!to!the!one!found!in!the!database!filter,!going!from!values!close!to!zero!(e.g.!SL,!DA,!EL)!to!over!18%!in!the!case!of!Spanish.!Search!sessions!registered!a!higher!mean!(5.41%)!while!the!mean!for!spot!searches!was!4.36%.!Multiple!DGs!can!be!selected,!to!the!extent!that!in!some!cases!several!dozens!DGs!were!used!for!the!same!search.!Once!again,!the!top!three!individual!DGs!have!been!established!on!the!basis!of!absolute!frequency!counts.!Web!is!the!top!selected!requesting!DG,!followed!by!ESTAT!(Eurostat)! and! ECFIN! (Economic! and! Financial! Affairs),! suggesting! that! those! queries!belonged!to!specific!domains.!For!filtering!according!to!document!type!and!number,!a!specific!code!designating!the!type!of! documents! or! a! more! specific! numeric! reference! for! the! document! can! be! selected.!Unlike! the!previous! two!cases! (i.e.! requesting!service!and!database),!Doc.!Type! and!Doc.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!137!CV!for!advanced!mode!was!close!to!1.4!against!values!of!hardly!above!0.5!in!the!other!cases.!138!4.75%!if!the!mean!is!calculated!from!the!individual!means!for!each!language.!
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2011,!2010,!2009,!2008! 0.68%! 1001!!Selections!with!smaller!counts!than!the!ones!provided!in!Table!26!did!not!seem!relevant!in! terms! of! size.! In! all! but! one! instance! in! Table! 26,! the! current! year! (2010)! and! the!previous! year! (2009)! appear,!whereas! the! upcoming! year! (2011)! features! twice.!When!multiple! years! were! selected,! they! were! usually! consecutive! years.! These! are! good!indicators!that!the!main!reason!for!using!the!Year!filter!was!to!get!the!most!recent!results!displayed.!With!only!data! from!2010,! there! is!not!enough!evidence!to!establish!whether!this!was!incidental!(e.g.!due!to!terminological!changes!introduced!by!the!Lisbon!treaty)!or!a! trend! that! occurs! systematically! every! year.! The! previously! cited! Contextual! Inquiry!study! (Karamanis! et! al.! 2010)! substantiates! the! hypothesis! of! a! common! preference!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!139!The!average!calculated!directly!from!the!total!(724,000)!is!actually!higher!(25.01%).!
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among! translators,!who!are! reported! to!pay! attention! first! of! all! to! the!date!of! creation!and! the!author!of!a!given!TM!segment.!Based!on! the!present! results,! the!most! common!filtering!strategy!covers!a!1,3!year!span!in!anti,chronological!order.!However,!differences!can!be!expected!among!individual!languages!and!so!a!breakdown!of!the!Year!filter!across!all! language! pairs! is! shown! in! Figure! 53! in! a! two,bar! chart;! one! bar! includes! all!combinations! where! the! current! year! (2010)! was! included,! the! other! provides! an!overview!of!the!overall!distribution!of!the!Year!filter.!
Figure! 53.! Distribution! of! the! Year! filter! compared! with! the! distribution! of! searches! where!
"2010"! was! selected.! Results! were! normalized! by! the! total! number! of! advanced! searches! per!
language!and!show!that!2010!was!selected!in!the!vast!majority!of!the!searches.!
!There!are!no!noteworthy!differences!between!the!two!bars!for!each!language,!though!LT,!PL!and!SK,!seem!to!particularly!favor!the!possibility!of!filtering!results!by!year,!while!DA,!PT!and!EL!hardly!ever!chose!it.!!It! is! interesting! to! compare!each! right!bar! (i.e.! any!year)!with! the! corresponding!bar! in!Figure!50!showing!the!overall!distribution!of!simple!and!advanced!search.!PT!had!a!ratio!of!advanced!searches!above!average!(above!30%)!but!for!this!filter!almost!no!activity! is!found.!Conversely,!PL!translators!used!the!advanced!filter!in!less!than!5%!of!the!cases!in!the!earlier!chart!but!they!use!the!Year!filter!in!almost!every!other!advanced!search.!This!means! that! PT! translators! are! more! interested! in! other! types! of! filters! than! the!chronological!one,!whereas!filtering!by!year!is!very!important!for!PL!translators.!This!last!statement!can!be!quickly!checked!by!looking!at!another!filter!that!is!used!relatively!often,!i.e.!the!maximum!number!of!results.!The!same!distribution!calculated!for!the!Year!filter!is!reproduced!for!this!filter!but!a!different!scenario!is!obtained,!as!shown!in!Figure!54.!
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Figure! 54.! Distribution! of! the! Max! Results! filter! across! target! languages,! normalized! by! the!
total!number!of!advanced!searches!per!language.!
!!By!looking!at!the!chart,!it!becomes!evident!what!filter!PT!translators!tend!to!use:!90%!of!the!advanced!searches!by!PT!translators!use!the!Max!Results!filter.!A!similar!preference!for!this!kind!of!filter!can!be!found!for!FR!and!PL.!For!PL!the!total!of!the!two!filters!(Year!and!Maximum!number! of! results)! actually! exceeds!100%.!This! can!be! explained!by! the!fact!that!translators!can!select!multiple!filters!during!the!same!search;!for!PL!it!means!that!there! are! instances! where! both! filters! are! selected! at! the! same! time.! During! informal!interviews!with! translators! from! various! language! units,! one! PT! translator! pointed! out!that!he!had!set!up!Euramis!in!such!a!way!that!it!would!automatically!use!advanced!mode!by!default!so!as!to!obtain!the!largest!number!of!results!allowed.!Because!of!the!limited!use!of! such! advanced! features,! this! result! may! quite! convincingly! be! an! example! of!idiosyncratic!behavior!of!a!small!group!of!users.!!






Filter'Type'(not'default)' Total'(724k)' Session' Spot'
Mode!Advanced!(not!Simple)140! 20.60%! ! 25.22%! 17.80%!
Database!(not!*)141! 2.71%! 3.08%! 2.40%!
Method!(not!Basic)! 7.40%! 8.37%! 6.76%!
DG!(not!*)! 4.75%! 5.41%! 4.36%!
Year!(not!*)! 19.87%! 21.03%! 18.9%!
DocType!(not!*)! 0.08%! 0.09%! 0.08%!
DocNum!(not!*)! 0.09%! 0.06%! 0.11%!
Direction!(not!Indirect)! 0.89%! 2.74%! 3.02%!
MaxResults!(not!30)! 4.22%! 5.08%! 3.70%!!Advanced! search!mode!was!used! in!only!one! search!out!of! five! and! therefore!any! filter!(but! the! Year! filter)! is! bound! to! have! low! representativeness! in! absolute! counts.! This!result! is!not! too!surprising!given!that!advanced!searches!are!known!to! take! longer.!The!chronological!filter!turned!out!to!be!the!most!popular!filter!for!selecting!the!current!or!the!most! recent! years.!This! result! indicates! that! filtering! results! by! year! is! possibly! a!more!relevant! filter! for! translators! than!e.g.!database! (TM)!selection,!possibly!due! to! the!way!results!are!displayed! (see!Sub,section!3.2.3.2).!Moreover,! either! the!Year! filter!does!not!particularly! affect! response! time! or! translators! consider! it! so! important! that! they! are!willing!to!wait.!Filters! for!Year,!Method!and!MaxResults,!all!of! them!used!by!virtually!all! languages,!can!also! be! selected! in! Web! searching.! In! a! Google! search,! for! example,! the! basic! search!method!can!be!changed!into!an!exact!search!by!adding!quotes!to!the!string;!the!Year!filter!is!quite!common!and!it!can!be!added!directly!from!the!sidebar!to!the!result!page;!finally,!MaxResults!can!be!adjusted!from!the!setting!page,!where!users!are!offered!the!options!of!10,!20,!30,!40,!50!and!100!results!per!page!(as!of!October!2012).!Advanced! filters! can! be! seen! as! a! good! example! of! the! differences! that! can! emerge!between!overall!trends!and!idiosyncratic!behaviors.!In!multiple!occasions,!high!values!of!SD!and!CV!were!found!which!could!sometimes!be!complemented!and!verified!with! field!observations.!Because!of!the!unbalanced!nature!of!many!results,!advanced!filters!will!not!be!discussed!further!and!will!be!only!referred!to!collectively,!unless!otherwise!specified.!However,!these!findings!are!relevant!because!they!help!to!make!informed!choices!in!the!selection! of! ! subsets! for! future! stages! of! the! analysis,! as! they! provide! a! comprehensive!picture!of!most!variables.!!On!the!other!hand,!this!could!be!seen!as!a!first!result!in!the!analysis!of!general!trends!in!the! use! of! CAT! tools! and! concordancers.! Irrespective! of! the! language! pair,! translators!seem! to! resort! to! search! strategies! in! the! same! proportions,! which! in! turn! closely!resemble!Web!search!behavior,!with!the!notable!difference!of!a!tendency!to!reduce!string!length!when!queries!are!reformulated.!At!this!stage,!only!the!search!strategy!component!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!140!Normalized!by!the!total!count!of!724,000!strings.!141!Databases!could!also!be!searched!in!Simple!mode!but!in!the!chart!only!results!for!advanced!mode!are!displayed.!Average!percentage!values!in!the!case!of!simple!mode!search!are:!1.00%,!1.32%!and!0.83%,!respectively.!
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has!been!dealt!with!from!the!perspective!of!interaction!with!the!tool!and!setting!selection,!after! having! looked! at! the! quantitative! component! of! string! length.! The! nature! of! the!query!(seen!as!a!Problem!Unit)!will!be!addressed!in!the!following!chapter.!6.3 KEY!CONCEPTS!
 Distribution!of!string!length!for!the!whole!dataset!is!in!line!with!results!from!previous!studies! on! the! bilingual! concordancer! TransSearch! and! Web! queries.! The! vast!majority!of!strings!is!between!2!and!3!words!long.!
 There!are!some!differences!between!searches!seen!as!types!of!problems!(types)!and!instances!of!problems!(tokens).!
 Average! results! for! search! sessions! tend! to! be! consistently! higher! than! for! spot!searches!whereas!results!for!a!language!subset!are!generally!halfway.!
 The!most! frequent! query! refinement! (search)! strategy! is! reduction,! i.e.! trimming! of!the!left,!or!right,most!part!of!the!string;!resubmission!is!also!frequent.!
 String! reduction! favors! recall! and! is! in! countertendency!with!Web!searching,!where!string!expansion!(i.e.!precision)!is!preferred.!
 Consistently,!almost!a!third!of!the!searches!in!the!overall!dataset!are!unsuccessful;!the!same!has!emerged!in!other!studies!on!concordancing!tools!and!Web!searching.!
 Users! tend! to! maintain! default! settings! and! perform! simple! and! basic! searches!without!much!filtering.!
 Advanced!mode! is! known! to!make! retrieval! slower! and! is! used! in! only! 20%! of! the!searches.!It!often!corresponds!to!the!choice!of!the!Year!filter.!! !
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7CHAPTER!7 : !ANALYSIS !OF !THE! 'PROBLEM!UNIT ' !COMPONENT!











linguistic!form!!In! the! first! part! (Section! 7.1),! string! length!will! be! taken! into! account! once!more.! This!time,!however,! it!will!not!be! seen!as!a! component!of! a! search! strategy!but! rather!as!an!intrinsic! property! of! the! text! string! and! used! to! group! searches! to! identify! possible!approaches! to! concordance! searching.! The! second! part! (Section! 7.2)! will! attempt! a!semantic!analysis!of!the!queries!so!as!to!achieve!a!semi,automatic!clustering!of!the!strings!according! to! semantic! domains.! For! this! study,! exsiting! content,based! approaches! to!query!clustering!and!categorization!in!the!field!of!Web!serarch!logs!analysis!will!be!taken!into!account!and!adapted! to! the! specific! context!of! translation,related! searches.!Finally,!the!linguistic!form!of!the!strings!will!be!addressed!in!Section!7.3.!This!is!possibly!the!part!of! the! whole! study! where! no! systematic! quantitative! analysis! across! languages! was!possible! for! reasons! that!will! be! detailed! in! due! course.! Initially,! search! strings!will! be!analyzed! from! a! syntactic! perspective! and! part,of,speech! tagging!will! be! performed! to!have!at! least!some!quantifiable!data.!Existing!problem!categories! in!empirical!studies! in!tranlsation!will!then!be!discussed!to!identify!those!that!can!be!successfully!implemented!and! operationalized.! This! small! review! will! lead! the! way! to! a! more! cognitive,oriented!discussion!of!the!search!strings!with!a!particular!focus!on!the!tip,of,the,tongue!state.!The!last! part! of! the! chapter! will! go! back! to! the! concept! of! concordance! searches! as!manifestations! of! (implicit! and/or! explicit)! information! needs! and! propose! a! different!classification! of! translation! problems! into! scenarios! by! taking! an! Information! Retrieval!perspective.!!
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7.1 STRING!LENGTH!In!Section!6.1,! string! length!was!described!as!one!way! to!modulate! recall! and!precision!and!filter!results.!However,!string!length!can!also!be!seen!as!a!fundamental!element!of!a!search! string:! a! string! can! range! in! length! from! a! single!word! to! a!whole! paragraph.! A!continuum!could!be!an!appropriate!visual!representation!of!the!possible!variety!of!string!lengths! (Figure! 56).! The! leftmost! end! of! the! continuum! would! represent! single,word!queries;!these!are!the!hardest!to!interpret!particularly!in!the!spot!searches!group!(i.e.!in!isolation)!due! to!polysemy!and! the! lack!of! context.!Both! factors! are! likely! to!negatively!impact!retrieval!precision!and!produce!false!positives!and!irrelevant!results.!In!addition,!if! the! retrieved! segments! are! long,! the! user! may! spend! more! time! to! identify! the!corresponding! translation! for! the! searched! item.! This! has! been! partly! addressed! using!word,alignment! in! transpotting! and! other! highlighting! systems! both! on! the! source! and!target! side! (see!Section!3.2).!Still,! the!concordancer!does!not! seem!the!best! solution! for!this! type! of! short! lexical! items.!As! opposed! to!multi,word!units,! single!words! are! often!best!found!in!a!(online)!bilingual!dictionary,!a!specialized!glossary!or!a!term!bank,!which!may!provide!a!more!targeted!solution!to!the!problem.!!At!the!other!end!of! the!spectrum,! full!sentences!and!strings!up!to!a!paragraph!are!to!be!found.! In! this! case,! the! query! contains! too!much! information! and! recall! will! inevitably!suffer! because! precision! needs! to! be! too! high.! Intuitively,! for! analytical! purposes! the!longer!the!string,!the!less!clear!the!problematic!item!becomes!up!to!the!point!where!one!may!wonder!whether!there!was!a!problem!in!the!first!place.!When!the!string!becomes!too!long,! the! system! automatically! performs! the! search! based! on! a! maximum! number! of!characters!(230!in!the!case!of!Euramis)!and!transpotting!would!no!longer!help.!This!type!of!search!is!better!compared!to!a!standard!sentence!match!from!a!TM!rather!than!a!search!for! a! specific! sub,segment.! There! can! be! several! reasons! why! a! user! would! decide! to!search! for!a! long!chunk!of! text,! the!most! likely!being!document! retrieval142.!Translators!working!with!a!TM!system!usually!have!a! local!memory! that! is!automatically!generated!(as!is!the!case!at!the!EC)!or!that!users!populate!semi,automatically!before!translating!by!using!specific!interfaces!(e.g.!Twist!and!Shout!!at!the!EP).!While!working,!translators!may!encounter! a! sentence! in! the! text! that! is! not! found! in! the! local! TM! but! that! they! recall!having! translated! or! found! elsewhere.! Euramis! has! a! function! that! enables! users! to!download!the!document!from!the!results!page!by!clicking!on!the!corresponding!sentence!pair!(see!Sub,section!3.2.3.2).!Long!searches!may!therefore!not!be!necessarily!related!to!a!sub,segmental! translation! problem.! As! a! consequence,! in! such! cases! the! concordancer!cannot!be!said! to! serve! the!purpose!of!helping! translators! satisfy!a! specific! information!need! (i.e.! solve! a! translation! problem),! which! is! why! long! search! segments! have!eventually!been!discarded!from!the!dataset!used!for!the!present!study143.!!The! central! part! of! the! continuum! (i.e.! multi,word! units)! corresponds! to! standard!concordance! searches;! the!architecture!of! the! system! is! such! that! it! also!well! suited! for!searches!of! this!kind.!The! three!segments! that!emerge! from!the!continuum!are! taken!to!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!142!In!these!cases,!the!translator!would!either!search!for!a!long!chunk!of!text!or!choose!some!distinctive!keywords!that!would!help!identify!the!text.!Retrieved!documents!can!then!be!used!as!an!external!reference!or!can!be!aligned!and!imported!as!a!TMX!into!the!workbench.!For!Macklovitch!
et!al.!(2000:!1204),!length!was!a!variable!that!correlated!with!the!likelihood!of!an!empty!(i.e.!unsuccessful)!query.!143!Document!retrieval!can!also!be!performed!using!distinctive!keywords.!Unless!the!translator!specifically!states!his/her!intent,!this!scenario!cannot!be!distinguished!from!a!standard!multi,word!concordance!search!and!can!therefore!not!be!considered!further!in!the!discussion!of!document!retrieval.!
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represent! three! main! approaches! to! searching! Euramis! according! to! the! length! of! the!searched! string.! They! can! range! from! single,word! searches! to! long! stretches! of! texts!possibly! for!document! retrieval!while! the! central!part! corresponds! to! the! concordance,proper!search!range,!i.e.!where!the!concordancer!is!likely!to!yield!the!best!results.!Figure!56!provides!a!graphical! representation!of! the!main!possible!approaches! to!concordance!searching!that!will!be!later!operationalized!to!study!the!distribution!of!each!approach!in!the!dataset.!
Figure! 56.! Continuum! representing! the! most! likely! search! approach! as! search! string! length!
increases.!
!After! having! identified! the! central! area! of! the! continuum! as! the!most! relevant! for! this!study,!the!question!arises!as!to!how!long!a!string!should!be!to!fall! into!the!'concordance!proper'! part! of! the! continuum.! Given! the! above! discussion,!minimum! length! should! be!two! words.! Maximum! length! is! more! complex! to! determine! because! there! is! no! set!criterion!to!determine!at!what!length!a!translation!problem!'dissolves'!in!a!longer!string.!A!well,defined! and! quantifiable! definition! of! translation! problem!would! be! of! help! but!such! definition! does! not! seem! to! exist.! Alternative! solutions! need! to! be! found! to!determine!an!operational!cut,off!length!in!the!continuum.!






retrieval!approach!can!therefore!be!identified!by!higher!type/token!ratios,!i.e.!closer!to!1.!Based!on!these!assumptions,!concordance!searches!are!also!expected!to!fall!within!a!more!or!less!specific!range!of!values!in!type/token!ratio.!Based! on! the! 742,033! dataset,! the! queries! were! treated! as! nAgrams! and! grouped!according! to! their! length,! ranging! from! 1! to! 20! words.! "N,gram"! is! a! label! that! is!commonly!used!in!Computational!Linguistics!to!refer!to!a!string!of!words!(or!characters)!of!n!length,!hence!1,grams!are!single,words,!2,grams!contain!two!words!and!so!forth.!The!average!length!of!an!English!sentence!seems!to!range!between!15!and!20!words!according!to!existing!literature144.!A!20,gram!was!considered!a!sentence,like!segment!–!a!string!long!enough!to!fall! into!the!right,most!part!of!the!abovementioned!continuum145.!For!each!n,gram! group,! type/token! ratio!was! calculated! and! results! were! transferred! into! a! chart!(Figure!57).!A!marked!delta!between!two!data!points!would!signify!a!change!in!variability,!i.e.! in! one! group! the! same! strings! are! searched! over! and! over! again!whereas! the! other!group!would!be!characterized!by!fewer!repeated!strings.!The!cut,off!length!is!expected!to!fall!between!two!data!points!where!a!trend!change!occurs,!more!specifically!after!a!drop!in! the! type/token! ratio! value.! No! a! priori! delta! values! were! hypothesized! but! it! was!nonetheless!expected!that!the!cut,off!would!occur!somewhere!between!5!and!12!words,!i.e.!a!plausible!range!for!substring!matches!below!sentence!level.!!
Figure! 57.! Distribution! of! type/token! ratio! for! each! nAgram! group! from! 1A! to! 20! (742,000!
dataset).!
!As!expected,!there!is!a!steep!rise!in!the!type/token!ratio!for!the!shorter!n,grams,!with!1,grams!(i.e.!strings!similar!to!dictionary!lookups)!having!the!highest!value.!This!is!due!to!a!higher!probability!of!finding!a!single!word!repeated!verbatim!than!a!longer!string.!Delta!values!for!strings!shorter!than!7!words!will!not!be!taken!into!account!further!because!no!drop! in! type/token! ratio! occurs.! In! some! cases,! the! delta! is! negative! because! the! ratio!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!144!Among!others:!Matthews!(1961:!535);!O'Neill!(2009:!15).!145!Here!are!a!few!examples!of!20,grams:!'any!fees!imposed!for!the!procedures!on!imported!products!should!be!no!higher!than!the!actual!cost!of!the!service';!'the!commission!invites!each!arm!of!the!budgetary!authority!to!inform!the!other!arm!and!the!commission!on!its!intentions';!'if!no!comments!are!received!by!that!deadline!the!texts!of!the!replies!will!be!deemed!to!have!been!adopted'.!
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decreased! slightly,! e.g.! between! 7,! and! 8,grams146.! The! largest! delta! values! in! absolute!terms!in!the!chosen!range!(i.e.!7,!to!12,grams)!are!found!between!8,/9,grams147!and!12,/13,grams148.!Based!on!the!delta!values!of!the!type/token!ratio,!the!possible!upper!cut,off!length!could!be!one!between!8,/9,grams!and!11,/12,grams!but!no!value!seems!to!justify!the!choice!of!one!over!the!other.!An!alternative!(or!integration)!to!the!type/token!ratio!comes!from!another!concept!used!in!research!in!linguistics!and!corpus!studies!may!provide!some!help!in!defining!a!possible!cut,off!length.!In!his!studies!on!collocation149,!Sinclair!used!the!concept!of!span,!defined!as!"the! amount! of! text! within! which! collocation! between! items! is! said! to! occur"!(Krishnamurthy! 2004:! 10).! The! span! was! calculated! by! testing! significance! for! a! node!word150!with! surrounding! words! that! resulted! in! a! collocation! window! of! –4! and! +4!words! from! the!node! (2004:! 42).! Later,! the! optimal! span!was! recalculated! to! include!5!words! to! the! left! and! 5! words! to! the! right! of! the! node! (2004:! xix).! If! the! window! is!symmetrical,! the!total!span!can!therefore!include!up!to!9!(8+1!node)!or!11!(10+1!node)!words,!but!clearly!"the!wider!the!span,!the!lower!the!significance!in!general"!(2004:!xxvii).!In! the! case! of! problem! units,! they! can! include! one! specific! troublesome! word151!or! a!particular!combination!of!words!that!proves!problematic!as!a!whole.!To!some!extent,!the!text! string! of! a! search! log! resembles! a! collocational! window,! though! the! word!"collocation"! referring! to! a! problem! unit! is! here! purposely! avoided! (see! Sub,section!7.3.2.2).!The!problem!unit,!be!it!a!single!word!or!a!group!of!words,!can!be!seen!as!a!node!around!which! the! string!expands! (or! shrinks).!Therefore,! it!may! seem! legitimate! to!use!the! collocational! window! as! a! benchmark! to! find! an! appropriate! cut,off! length! for! the!searches.! For! the! sake!of! simplicity,! only! symmetrical!windows!will! considered,! though!examples!of!asymmetrical!collocational!windows!might!be!just!as!valid:!"[…]! the! span!does!not! have! to! be! equally!wide! to! the! left! and! to! the! right.! For!some!purposes,!for!instance!if!you!are!looking!for!subjects!of!certain!verbs,!it!can!be!better!to!just!look!at!the!five!words!to!the!left:!–!5"!(Lindquist!2009:!73).!A! third! justification! for! the! identification! of! the! cut,off! length! takes! into! account! a!cognitive!perspective.!A!search!string!can!be!seen!to!represent!a!piece!of!the!source!text!that! the! translator! was! focusing! on! at! a! given!moment! (see! Section! 4.2)! and! that! was!therefore!occupying!the!translator's!working!memory.!As!noted!by!Dragsted!(2004:!36),!![w]orking!memory! is! traditionally! defined! as! a! readily! accessible! repository! for!temporary! storage! of! information! that! is! being! consciously! processed! in! any!range!of!cognitive!tasks![…].!Researchers!seem!to!agree!on!the!limited!capacity!of!the!working!memory,!even!though!no! consensus! can! be! found! on! the! (exact)! number! of! items! the! working! memory! can!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!146!Examples!of!7,!and!8,grams!are:!'setting!up!an!eu!rapid!response!capability';!'a!strategy!for!smart!sustainable!and!inclusive!growth'.!147!Examples!of!9,grams!are:!'un!convention!on!the!rights!of!persons!with!disabilities';!'the!commission!should!be!empowered!to!adopt!delegated!acts'.!148!Examples!of!13,grams!are:!'internal!rules!on!the!implementation!of!the!general!budget!of!the!european!union';!'it!shall!not!affect!the!validity!of!the!delegated!acts!already!in!force'.!149!Collocations!are!defined!as!"the!co,occurrence!of!two!items!in!a!text!within!a!specified!environment"!(Krishnamurthy!2004:!10).!150!Node!is!the!term!chosen!by!Sinclair!(1991:!115)!to!refer!to!the!word!being!studied,!whereas!
collocate!refers!to!"any!word!that!occurs!in!the!specified!environment!of!the!node",!i.e.!the!span.!151!This!scenario!seems!confirmed!by!Dragsted!(2004:!57):!"the!presence!of!a!problematic!item!in!the!source!text!will!reduce!the!number!of!items!in!a!translation!unit,!possibly!to!only!one!word."!
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171! european!semester! 913! at!this!time! 151!
memorandum!of!
understanding!




680! hard!work! 152! digital!agenda! 817! in!support!of! 132! level!playing!field!
669! along!with! 149! flagship!initiative! 777! with!respect!to! 124!
millennium!development!
goals!
655! subject!to! 135! smart!regulation! 772! as!part!of! 122! credit!default!swaps!
649! based!on! 128! innovation!union! 722! in!line!with! 107! lifelong!learning!programme!
609! as!required! 127! resource!efficiency! 716! in!keeping!with! 94! credit!rating!agencies!
587! as!appropriate! 124! legal!certainty! 707! make!a!difference! 92! enterprise!europe!network!!The! first! thing! to! be! noted! is! the! considerable! gap! in! the! frequency! counts! between!TransSearch! and! Euramis.! If! normalization! is! carried! out! the! picture! changes! quite!remarkably.! For! example,! the!most! searched,for! query! in! TransSearch! has! a! frequency!count! of! 1195! vs.! 199! for! Euramis.! The! dataset! in! the! TransSearch! study! amounted! to!over! 7.2! million! queries,! while! the! Euramis! dataset! included! slightly! over! 742,000!searches.! Expressed! in! percentages,! the! two! frequencies! therefore! become!0.017%!and!0.027%!of!the!total!strings!for!each!subset.!However!small,!Euramis!string!turns!out!to!be!proportionately!more! frequent! than! that!of!TransSearch.!The!other!observation!regards!the!type!of!searches.!TransSearch!strings!correspond!almost!exclusively!to!prepositional!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!152!For!a!more!detailed!discussion!about!working!memory!capacity,!see!Dragsted!(2004:!42ff.).!
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groups!while!Euramis!searches!include!lexical!items,!chiefly!compound!nouns.!A!possible!explanation! for! this! discrepancy! is! that! Euramis! tends! to! be! used! self,referentially.! EU!translators!use! it! to! translate!EU,related!material!by!accessing!previously! translated!EU!texts.!TransSearch,!on!the!other!hand,!is!accessed!by!users!who!do!not!necessarily!work!for! the! Canadian! government! or! translate! parliamentary! debates! and! court! rulings.!Greater! variability! should! therefore! be! expected! in! the! lexical! queries! submitted! to!TransSearch! that! do! not!make! it! to! the! top! ten.! In! Euramis,! a! string! like! 'as! amended'!ranks!98th!and!has!a!frequency!count!of!72!(close!to!0.01%)!while!'in!terms!of'!is!294th!and!amounts! to!47!hits,! i.e.! 0.006%!(vs.! 0.014%! in!TransSearch).! Clearly,! percentage!values!from! frequency!counts!are! too! small! to!be! really! informative!but! they!are! still!useful! to!put!raw!frequencies!in!perspective,!if!needed.!!7.1.1.1 STRING!CATEGORIES!The! frequency!counts!suggested! that! there!are!some!recurring! types!of! searches!but!no!clear!or!exhaustive!categories!could!be!obtained!from!the!results.!Moreover,!short!strings!such!as!bigrams!and!trigrams,!despite!being!most!frequent,!are!too!short!to!be!useful!as!candidate! cut,off! lengths.! !After! looking!at! the! top!and!bottom!50! ranked! strings! in! the!whole! dataset! and! for! each! language! subset,! some! potential! recurring! categories! were!highlighted! such! as! such! acronyms,! formulae,! collocations,! compounds,! prepositional!phrases! and! Eurojargon,! but! no! categorization! was! deemed! so! satisfactory! as! to! be!systematically!implemented.!Strings!were!then!grouped!according!to!their!length!and!the!top!30!searches!for!each!n,gram!subset!(from!5!to!15!words)!were!considered!so!as!to!see!whether! the! top! searches! could! be! ascribed! to! a! particular! category.! The! top! 10!most!frequent!8,!and!11,grams!in!Euramis!are!listed!in!Table!29.!
Table!29.!Top!10!most!frequent!8A!and!11Agrams!with!absolute!frequency!counts!(742,000!
dataset).!
Freq' 8=grams'(Top'10)' Freq' 11=grams'(Top'10)'
121! treaty!on!the!functioning!of!the!european!union! 54! high! representative! of! the! union! for! foreign!
affairs!and!security!policy!
52! acting! in!accordance!with! the!ordinary! legislative!
procedure!
35! after! transmission! of! the! draft! legislative! act! to!
the!national!parliaments!
39! charter! of! fundamental! rights! of! the! european!
union!
33! european! convention! for! the! protection! of!
human!rights!and!fundamental!freedoms!
28! unlocking! the! potential! of! cultural! and! creative!
industries!




21! convention! on! the! elimination! of! all! forms! of!
discrimination!against!women!








13! establishing! the! organisation! and! functioning! of!
the!european!external!action!service!
21! european! network! of! civil! aviation! safety!
investigation!authorities!
12! aquaculture! inland! fishing! processing! and!
marketing!of!fishery!and!aquaculture!products!
21! action! plan! on! enhancing! the! security! of!
explosives!
11! non!acceptance!of! the!appropriate!measures! for!
the!fisheries!insurance!scheme!!Two!main! types! of! strings! seem! to! emerge! from! Table! 29:! strings! that! are! exclusively!nominal!(e.g.!'charter!of!fundamental!rights!of!the!european!union',!'non!acceptance!of!the!
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association! budget! framework! day!(+!prep)!
authority! charter! guidelines! week!(+!prep)!
body! code!of!conduct! instrument! !
centre! communication! network! !
commissioner! convention! network! !
committee! covenant! panel! !
confederation! directive! policy! !
directorate!general! dossier! principles! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!153!Dates,!times!and!the!other!numerical!values!listed!actually!evoke!the!concept!of!"placeable"!in!a!TM!system.!154!JRC,Names!is!a!free!multilingual!collection!of!named!entities!covering!over!200,000!person!and!organization!names!in!up!to!20!different!languages.!
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institute! handbook! strategy! !
organization! protocol! system! !
representative! regulation! ! !
society! report! ! !
task!force! treaty! ! !!The! category! Classic! includes! references! to! persons'! titles! (e.g.! 'Commissioner')! and!organizations! (e.g.! 'Agency',! 'Institute')155.! The! sub,category!Document! includes! several!types! of! (official)! written! documentation,! such! as! 'treaty',! 'charter'! and! 'directive'.!
Abstract!Concept! contains!relatively! loose!and!sometime!blurry!concepts! that!can!either!refer! to! an! existing! entity! or! be! intended! in! a! prospective! and! general! sense! but!nonetheless!have!their!official!denomination!(e.g.!'strategy',!'instrument',!'policy').!Finally,!the!sub,category!Events!contains!festivities!or!titles!of!conferences.!!After!populating!each!category,!special!attention!was!given!to!the!overall!structure!of!the!string.! Trigger! words! alone! were! not! enough! to! isolate! a! string! representing! a! named!entity!and!a!few!additional!parameters!had!to!be!born!in!mind.!For!a!string!to!be!labeled!as!NE,!it!had!to!meet!some!specific!criteria.!They!are!listed!below!together!with!examples!of!strings!that!do!not!comply!with!the!stated!condition.!!For!it!to!be!labeled!a!Named!Entity,!a!string!had!to:!
 contain!no!verbal!forms!(e.g.!'memorandum!of!understanding!signed!at!the!ninth!meeting! of! the! conference! of! the! parties! cop9')! or! predicative! expressions! (e.g.!'financial! regulation! applicable! to! the! general! budget! of! the! european!communities…')!!
 be! clearly! identifiable! (e.g.! 'report! from! the! commission! to! the! european!parliament!and!the!council',!'deep!and!comprehensive!free!trade!agreement')!
 contain! no! indefinite! article! (e.g.! 'a! strategy! for! smart! sustainable! and! inclusive!growth')!
 contain! no! additional! prepositional! groups! (e.g.! 'as! a! consequence! of! the! entry!into!force!of!the!lisbon!treaty',!'agreement!in!the!form!of!an!exchange!of!letters')!
 have!the!trigger!word!as!the!nominal!head!(e.g.!'europol!heads!of!high!tech!crime!units!task!force').!7.1.1.3 OTHER!STRING!TYPES!The!other!type!of!string!encountered!in!the!dataset!contained!one!or!more!verb!form(s).!The! label!Verb/–ing! form!will! be! used!whenever! the! string! has! a! predominantly! verbal!nature! (e.g.! 'should! therefore! be! amended! accordingly')! or! when! the! first! word! of! the!string! is! an! ",ing"! form! that! reminds! of! citations! contained! in! documents! (e.g.!resolutions),! such! as! 'having! regard! to! the! treaty! on! the! functioning! of! the! european!union'156.! Should! they! actually! be! full! sentence! citations157,! they! would! fall! under! the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!155!As!previously!stated,!abbreviations!are!included!in!the!category!and!are!also!present!in!the!dataset,!but!will!not!be!taken!into!account!in!that!they!are!usually!found!in!the!1,gram!category.!156!This!string!clearly!contains!a!NE,!but!because!of!the!verb!there!is!no!certainty!as!to!whether!or!not!the!named!entity!was!the!main!focus!of!the!translator's!attention.!
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Classic! 7! 14! 7! 10! 6! 4! 3! 1! 0! 2! 1! 55!
Docs! 3! 3! 5! 6! 4! 5! 3! 8! 8! 3! 9! 57!
Abstract! 7! 2! 6! 3! 4! 4! 2! 3! 5! 1! 2! 39!
Event! 0! 2! 2! 0! 0! 0! 0! 1! 1! 0! 0! 6!
LGP! 2! 1! 0! 1! 1! 1! 1! 3! 1! 9! 3! 23!
Verb/QING! 1! 0! 5! 4! 3! 2! 2! 4! 2! 4! 6! 33!
Unlabeled! 10! 8! 5! 6! 12! 14! 19! 10! 13! 11! 9! 117!
Total! 30! 30! 30! 30! 30! 30! 30! 30! 30! 30! 30! !
Max!Freq! 100! 53! 51! 121! 51! 21! 54! 32! 31! 16! 13! !
Min!Freq! 26! 18! 14! 13! 9! 8! 8! 7! 5! 5! 4! !
Delta!Freq! 74! 35! 37! 108! 42! 13! 46! 25! 26! 11! 9! !!This!brief!analysis!once!again!highlighted!the!8,/9,gram!and!the!10,/11,gram!subsets!as!dividing!points!in!a!general!trend.!Interestingly!enough,!these!are!the!same!cut,off!lengths!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!157!Citations!in!EU!documents!are!the!sentences!"stating!the!legal!basis!for!the!act!and!listing!the!procedural!steps"!and!generally!begin!with!"having!regard!to"!(DGT!2012:!60).!
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previously!identified!when!type/token!ratio!was!calculated!and!collocational!window!and!working!memory!capacity!were!discussed.!!This!result!can!be!taken!as!a!good!indicator!as!to!what!an!adequate!cut,off!length!may!be.!The!choice!seems!to!be!between!the!two!ranges!identified!by!Sinclair!(in!Krishnamurthy!2004),!i.e.!the!±4!or!the!±5!windows,!which!translates!into!8,/9,grams!and!10,/11,grams!respectively,!depending!as!to!whether!the!node!word!is!included.!9,grams!and!11,grams!have! similar! range! and!delta! values!whereas! 8,grams! and!10,grams!have! exceptionally!high! and! low! delta! values,! respectively.! The! most! searched,for! string! in! 9,grams! was!'standing! committee!on! the! food! chain!and!animal!health',!which! is! one!of! the! standing!committees! in! the! area! of! food! safety158!whereas! 'high! representative! of! the! union! for!foreign!affairs!and!security!policy',!i.e.!the!official!title!of!Commissioner!Ashton159,!was!the!most!searched,for!11,gram.!Both!are!examples!of!a!non,TM!type!of!search,!because!in!this!case!both!strings!represent!a!single!entity!–! it! just!so!happens!that! the!name!is!a!rather!long! one.! The! string! 'high! representative'! is! ranked! 24th! in! the! 2,gram! frequency! list,!indicating!that!the!title!of!Commissioner!Ashton!occurs!many!times!as!a!search!string.!On!the!basis!of! all! of! the!above,! the! final!decision!was! to! choose!11,grams!as! the!arbitrary!cut,off! length.! Any! string! above! 11! words! will! be! taken! as! an! example! of! a! search!following! a! TM! match! approach! where! no! particular! translation! problem! can! be!identified,!or!at!least!no!problem!distinct!from!the!string!in!its!entirety.!Indeed!the!most!frequent!search!for!the!12,grams!group!is!a!citation,!namely!'having!regard!to!the!opinion!of! the!european!economic!and!social! committee'.!After!establishing! the!cut,off! length!at!11!words! to! signal! a! change! in! the! approach! to! the! concordancer,! distributions! can! be!calculated! for! all! languages! in! the! final! dataset! of! 724,000! strings! as!well! as! for! search!sessions! and! spot! searches.! A! customized! Python! script! was! developed160!that! would!divide!the!strings!for!each!language!subset!into!three!groups:!single!words,!2,!to!11,word!string! and! queries! longer! than! 11! words.! The! aim! was! to! examine! how! often! each!approach!(Dictionary,style!Search,!Concordance!Search,!TM,Match,!see!Section!7.1)!was!used.!Results!are!summarized!in!Table!32.!
Table!32.!Distribution!of!the!three!categories!of!nAgrams!representing!three!different!
approaches!to!concordance!searches!for!each!of!the!three!analyzed!datasets.!
(Token!Count)! 1=grams' 2/11=grams' >'11=grams'
Overall'(724k)' ! ! !
Mean' 13.82%! 83.38%! 2.80%!
SD' 1.66%! 1.85%! 0.65%!
CV' 0.120! 0.022! 0.230!
Search"Sessions' ! ! !
Mean' 8.01%! 88.06%! 3.93%!
SD' 1.12%! 1.70%! 0.99%!
CV' 0.140! 0.019! 0.253!
Spot"Searches' ! ! !
Mean' 14.74%! 82.67%! 2.58%!
SD' 1.94%! 2.10%! 0.57%!
CV' 0.131! 0.025! 0.222!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!158!http://ec.europa.eu/food/fs/rc/index_en.html![last!accessed:!October!2012].!159!http://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010,2014/index_en.htm![last!accessed:!October!2012].!160!The!author!is!indebted!to!Sabine!Hunsiker,!Linguistic!Solutions!Architect!at!Euroscript!Deutschland,!for!her!help!in!writing!the!script.!
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!In!all!three!datasets,!the!concordance!approach!(2/11,grams)!unsurprisingly!dominates.!More! interesting! considerations! can! be! made! if! the! other! categories! are! considered.!Single,words! were! looked! up! almost! once! every! five! searches! in! the! overall! dataset!whereas!strings!longer!than!11!words!were!relatively!rare.!In!the!search!session!subset,!1,grams! decreased! by! almost! six! percentage! points! compared! to! the! overall! figure!whereas! the! other! two! categories! increased! slightly.! Spot! searches,! on! the! other! hand,!followed! their! usual! trend! and! decreased! in! the! case! of! concordance! and! TM! searches!with! respect! to! the! main! dataset,! increasing! slightly! only! in! the! case! of! single,word!searches.! These! results! suggest! that! search! sessions!mostly! deal!with!multi,word! units!and! longer! strings,! in! agreement! with! the! main! theoretical! purpose! of! a! concordance!search.!Vice!versa,!spot!searches!tend!towards!the!short!end.!A!finer,grained!breakdown!of!the!central!group!of!n,grams!would!be!necessary!to!make!more!detailed!observations!about! the! tendency! to! use! shorter! or! longer! strings.! It! could! easily! be! obtained! by!changing! some! parameters! in! the! Python! script! but! this! was! beyond! the! scope! of! this!specific!analysis.!As! for! averages! across! languages,! spot! searches! have! two! of! the! highest! SD! values,!indicating! greater! variability! within! the! subset.! Without! going! too! much! into! detail!(comprehensive!statistics!can!be! found! in!Appendix!B),!Greek!and!Spanish!are! the!most!active! users! of! 1,grams,! particularly! in! spot! searches,! whereas! Latvian! is! the! language!with!most! single,word!searches! in! the! session!group.!At! the!other!end!of! the! spectrum,!Bulgarian!tends!to!use!very!long!queries!in!all!three!instances!and!Portuguese!follows!at!close!distance.!Finally,!French!is!unmistakably!the!most!active!user!in!all!cases!within!the!concordancer!proper!range,! followed!by!Dutch.!Once!again,! there!does!not!seem!to!be!a!clear!trend!to!justify!any!specific!language!clustering.!This!analysis!has!shown!how!problem!units!can!eventually!be!of!very!different!sizes!and!that!there!is!no!clear!pattern!as!to!what!size!is!the!most!common.!In!Section!2.9,!problem!units!were!presented!as!a!special!kind!of!translation!unit161.!No!clear!relationship!can!be!established! between! the! two! in! terms! of! size! (e.g.! problem! units! are! generally! shorter!than! translation! units)! with! the! available! data! but! clearly! they! are! both! very! dynamic!concepts!that!cannot!be!framed!into!a!fixed!length.!!A! good! example! comes! from! a! more,in,depth! analysis! of! the! occurrences! of! specific!strings.!The!title!of!Commissioner!Ashton!was!previously!mentioned!as!the!most!common!search!for!the!11,gram!subset!and!a!smaller!portion!of!that!string!("high!representative")!ranked! quite! high! in! the! frequency! list! of! bi,grams.! In! a! search! of! this! kind,! the! most!obvious!information!need!is!that!of!finding!the!target!language!equivalent!for!the!title!of!Commissioner! Ashton.! From! a! translation! perspective,! this! could! be! regarded! as! a!straightforward!information!need,!because!for!proper!nouns!and!titles!there!tends!to!be!a!1:1!correspondence!between!source!and!target,!provided!that!a!translation!exists!in!both!languages.! A! range! of! different! string! lengths! can! be! used! to! search! for! a! NE:! from!entering!the!proper!noun!only,!in!the!expectation!that!the!corresponding!title!will!appear!somewhere!in!the!aligned!segments,!to!a!(much)!longer!query,!possibly!quoting!the!exact!wording!of!the!title!found!in!the!source!text.!!If! all! occurrences! of! "high! representative"! are! searched! within! the! dataset! and! then!filtered!to!contain!only!those!strings!with!no!additional!items!to!the!named!entity,!a!range!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!161!Readers!should!be!reminded!that!this!study!only!deals!with!translation!problems!that!can!be!quantified!and!that!there!are!higher,levels!types!of!problems!(e.g.!cohesion!problems)!that!cannot!be!resolved!with!available!computerized!translation!support.!
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5! 1! ashton! 3! 7! high!representative!for!foreign!and!security!policy!
2! 2! baroness!ashton! 27! 8! high!representative!for!foreign!affairs!and!security!policy!
2! 2! catherine!ashton! 1! 8! high!representative!for!foreign!relations!and!security!policy!
83! 2! high!representative! 4! 8! high!representative!of!the!union!for!foreign!affairs!
1! 3! catherine!ashton!high! 1! 9! vice! president! of! the! european! commission! and! high!
representative!
1! 3! chief!catherine!ashton! 3! 9! high! representative! for! the! common! foreign! and! security!
policy!
5! 3! eu!high!representative! 1! 9! high!representative!of!the!european!union!for!foreign!affairs!
2! 3! high!representative!ashton! 6! 9! eu!high!representative!for!foreign!affairs!and!security!policy!
1! 3! ashton!high!representative! 1! 10! high!representative!for!foreign!affairs!and!security!policy!vice!
president!
2! 3! high!representative!vp! 1! 11! catherine! ashton! eu! high! representative! for! foreign! affairs!
and!security!policy!
1! 3! high!representative!cfsp! 6! 11! european!union!high!representative!for!the!common!foreign!
and!security!policy!
21! 3! high! representative! viceQpresident!
(vice!president/vicepresident)!
53! 11! high! representative! of! the! union! for! foreign! affairs! and!
security!policy!




6! 4! high! representative! viceQpresident!
ashton!
2! 11! eu!high!representative! for! foreign!affairs!and!security!policy!
commission!viceQpresident!
1! 4! eu! high! representative! viceQ
president!
1! 12! eu! high! representative! of! the! union! for! foreign! affairs! and!
security!policy!
1! 4! viceQpresidentQhigh! representative!
ashton!
3! 12! the! high! representative! of! the! union! for! foreign! affairs! and!
security!policy!
3! 4! high!representative!for!the!cfsp! 17! 12! high!representative!of!the!european!union!for!foreign!affairs!
and!security!policy!!
1! 4! viceQpresidentQhigh!representative! 1! 12! commission! high! representative! of! the! union! for! foreign!
affairs!and!security!policy!
4! 4! high! representative! and! viceQ
president!
7! 12! viceQpresident!of! the!commission!high! representative!of! the!
union!for!foreign!affairs!
2! 5! eu! high! representative! viceQ
president!ashton!
3! 13! eu! high! representative! of! the! european! union! for! foreign!
affairs!and!security!policy!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!162!No!distinction!is!made!here!between!search!sessions!and!spot!searches,!even!though!multiple!strings!could!belong!to!the!same!search!session,!i.e.!they!emerge!from!the!same!information!need.!
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2! 5! high! representative! for! foreign!
affairs!
1! 14! the! high! representative! of! the! union! for! foreign! affairs! and!
security!policy!and!viceQpresident!
1! 5! high! representative! for! foreign!
relations!
1! 15! high! representative! of! the! union! for! foreign! affairs! and!
security!policy!viceQpresident!of!the!commission!
1! 5! eu! high! representative! catherine!
ashton!
3! 15! vice! president! of! the! european! commission! and! high!
representative!for!foreign!affairs!and!security!policy!
3! 5! high! representative! and! viceQ
president!ashton!




2! 16! eu! vice! president! of! the! european! commission! and! high!
representative!for!foreign!affairs!and!security!policy!




1! 6! viceQpresident! of! the! commission!
high!representative!
3! 16! high! representative! of! the! union! for! foreign! affairs! and!
security!policy!and!viceQpresident!of!the!commission!
9! 6! high! representative! viceQpresident!
of!the!commission!
3! 17! eu! high! representative! of! the! union! for! foreign! affairs! and!
security!policy!and!viceQpresident!of!the!commission!
8! 6! high! representative! of! the! union!
(for)!
! ! !
' ' TOTAL" '353' Average'Freq.'='5.98;'SD'Freq.'='13;'CV'Freq.'='2.173'!The!average!length!of!a!string!in!this!selection!is!just!below!8!words!but!the!actual!values!range!from!1!word!('ashton')!to!17!words!('eu!high!representative!of!the!union!for!foreign!affairs!and!security!policy!and!vice,president!of!the!commission').!Within!the!chosen!cut,off!range,!62!searches!would!have!been!missed!out!because!they!were!longer!than!the!set!threshold!of!11!words.!Theoretically,!all!these!strings!can!be!easily!recognized!as!different!realizations!of!the!same!information!need.!However,!automatic!recognition!and!clustering!of!strings!is! in!fact!much!more!challenging!due!to!a!well,known!phenomenon!in!Natural!Language!Processing:!the!sparse!data!problem.!NLP!uses!many!statistical!methods!based!on!collections!of! training!data.!Probability!estimation! in!e.g.! IR!and!machine! translation!however,! cannot! be! precise! because,! irrespective! of! the! size! of! the! training! corpus,!relatively! common! events! may! not! be! estimated! reliably.! In! the! words! of! Katz!(1987:!400):!Sparseness!of!data!is!an!inherent!property!of!any!real!text,!and!it!is!a!problem!that!one! always! encounters!while! collecting! frequency! statistics! on!words! and!word!sequences! (m,grams)! from!a! text! of! finite! size.! This!means! that! even! for! a! very!large!data!collection,!the!maximum!likelihood!estimation!method!does!not!allow!us! to! adequately! estimate! probabilities! of! rare! but! nevertheless! possible! word!sequences!–!many!sequences!occur!only!once!(“singletons”)163;!many!more!do!not!occur!at!all.!Inadequacy!of!the!maximum!likelihood!estimator!and!the!necessity!to!estimate! the!probabilities!of!m,grams!which!did!not!occur! in! the! text! constitute!the!essence!of!the!problem.!In! the! case! of! concordance! searches,! this! means! that! the! same! information! need,! i.e.!finding!the!target!language!version!of!a!named!entity,!has!been!expressed!in!59!different!ways.!Because!of!data!sparseness,!co,occurrences!of!words!within!a!named!entity!cannot!be! predicted! in! such! a! way! that! they! can! be! successfully! identified! automatically.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!163!In!corpus,based!studies,!word!forms!occurring!only!once!in!the!corpus!are!called!"hapax!legomena".!Given!the!previous!adaptations!of!the!concepts!of!token!and!types!to!string!level,!a!hapax!(or!"singleton")!could!be!considered!a!string!that!appears!only!once!in!a!frequency!list.!
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Frequency! lists!are!without!doubt!a!good!starting!point! for!studying!the!most!recurring!types! of! problems! but! they! are! not! enough! to! account! for! the! actual! frequency! of! a!problem!category!or!a!specific!problem.!!7.1.1.5 CORE!STRINGS!It!was!previously!pointed!out! that! the! longer! the!string,! the! less!evident! the! translation!problem!becomes,!and!the!lower!its!frequency.!As!a!consequence,!short!strings!will!likely!be! high!up! in! a! frequency! list! and! could! be! seen! as! a! core!(problem)!string,! i.e.! a! string!where! the! translator's!attention! is!clearly! focused!on!and!one! that! is! likely! to!appear! in!combination!with!other!words!in!longer!queries.!In!the!case!of!Named!Entities,!however,!core! strings!may! simply! represent! the!most! effective! retrieval! element! for! that! named!entity!because!they!provide!a!clear!reference!to!that!entity.!This!is!very!likely!the!case!of!'high!representative',!in!that!the!full!string!has!10+!words.!Because! a! core! string! can! be! expected! to! occur! in! longer! strings,! the! concept! of!collocational! window! could! be! a! useful! starting! point! for! a! quantitative! analysis.! A!customized!Python!script164!was!developed!to!quantify!the!collocational!window!of!one!or!multiple! core! string(s).! First,! candidate! core! strings! are! chosen! and! these! are! then!identified!within!the!dataset.!Candidate!core!strings!can!be!chosen!based!on!their!ranking!in!a!frequency!list!or!can!be!manually!entered!as!a!list!in!a!separate!file!that!will!be!used!as!input!for!the!script.!The!script!looks!for!the!matching!strings!in!the!dataset!and!counts!the!number!of!words! to! the! left! and! to! the! right!of! the! core! string.!The! top!100! strings!were!selected!and!manually!analyzed!using!the!tentative!categories!outlined!earlier!(see!Sub,section!7.1.1.1).!The!30!top!ranked!strings!are!summarized!in!Table!34!
Table!34.!Top!30!most!searched!strings!in!the!main!dataset!(724,000)!with!absolute!frequency!
counts.!
Freq' Search'String' Freq' Search'String'
221! youth!on!the!move! 132! terms!of!reference!
200! single!market!act! 131! esma!
198! europe!2020! 130! level!playing!field!
195! european!external!action!service! 127! resource!efficiency!
194! tfeu! 126! digital!agenda!for!europe!
177! europe!2020!strategy! 125! innovation!union!
171! economic!governance! 123! cip!
170! european!semester! 122! millennium!development!goals!
155! erdf! 121! legal!certainty!
155! impact!assessment! 121! capacity!building!
151! digital!agenda! 118! credit!default!swaps!
146! memorandum!of!understanding! 117! stability!and!growth!pact!
136! flagship!initiative! 117! treaty!on!the!functioning!of!the!european!union!
135! smart!regulation! 115! european!regional!development!fund!
135! eeas! 114! eafrd!!Twenty,three! per! cent! of! the! strings! of! the! top! 100! are! labeled! Named! Entities! (10%!Abstract,! 7%! Classic,! 6%! Documents)! with! an! additional! 13%! of! acronyms! and!abbreviations!that!could!technically!be!included!into!the!NE!count.!LGP!strings!accounted!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!164!The!author!is!indebted!to!Philip!John!Gorinski,!graduate!student!at!Universität!des!Saarlandes,!for!his!help!in!writing!the!script.!
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Left' String' Right' Freq.' Left' String' Right' Freq.'
0' 1' 0' 155' 0! 4! 0! 126!
0! 1! 1! 20! 2! 4! 0! 9!
4' 1' 0' 15' 0' 4' 1' 6'
0! 1! 2! 9! 0! 4! 3! 3!
0! 1! 4! 9! 3! 4! 0! 3!
3! 1! 0! 7! 29! 4! 8! 2!
10! 1! 4! 6! 0! 4! 2! 2!
1! 1! 1! 6! 1! 4! 0! 2!
2! 1! 0! 5! 0! 4! 6! 2!
3! 1! 1! 4! 27! 4! 5! 1!
4! 1! 1! 4! 4! 4! 0! 1!
5! 1! 0! 3! 0! 4! 7! 1!
4! 1! 5! 2! 29! 4! 5! 1!
2! 1! 4! 2! 29! 4! 3! 1!
33! 1! 7! 2! 0! 4! 4! 1!
4! 1! 2! 2! 29! 4! 7! 1!
1! 1! 0! 2! 7! 4! 8! 1!
33! 1! 6! 1! 4! 4! 2! 1!
34! 1! 22! 1! 29! 4! 6! 1!
0! 1! 3! 1! 19! 4! 11! 1!
31! 1! 4! 1! 24! 4! 29! 1!
0! 1! 5! 1! 2! 4! 5! 1!
3! 1! 5! 1! 27! 4! 29! 1!
6! 1! 28! 1! 25! 4! 12! 1!
9! 1! 1! 1! 2! 4! 6! 1!
3! 1! 2! 1! 32! 4! 7! 1!
36! 1! 6! 1! 8! 4! 11! 1!
10! 1! 1! 1! 2! 4! 11! 1!
33! 1! 2! 1! 30! 4! 10! 1!
33! 1! 5! 1! ' ' ' '
10! 1! 12! 1! ! ! ! !
6! 1! 5! 1! ! ! ! !
33! 1! 4! 1! ! ! ! !
2! 1! 1! 1! ! ! ! !
18! 1! 5! 1! ! ! ! !
Total'freq.' 271' Total'freq.' 175'
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!For!each!string!four!columns!are!provided:!string!contains!the!length!in!number!of!words!of!the!core!string!(here!1!and!4,!respectively)!and!is!surrounded!by!the!columns!with!the!width!of!the!collocational!window!to!the!right!and!left;!finally,!the!fourth!column!provides!the! weighted! frequency! of! each! combination.! Unsurprisingly,! the! acronym! totals! more!combinations!than!the! longer!string!and!has!a!higher!total! frequency!(271!vs.!175).!The!absolute! frequency! for! each! core! string! alone! can! be! found! in! the! first! row,!where! the!collocational! window! is! [0,! string,! 0],! and! represents! 57%! and! 72%! of! the! total!occurrences,!respectively.!A!few!window!sizes!seem!relatively!popular![4,1,0]!and![2,4,0]!whereas! for! the! remaining! window! sizes,! frequency! drops! quickly! down! to! one.! In!particular,!there!are!a!few!instances!where!the!number!of!words!at!either!side!of!the!core!string! exceeds! 30.! These! are! very! likely! queries! where! one! very! long! sentence! was!searched,for! and! the! relevance! of! the! isolated! string! becomes! negligible.! If! all! three!columns!are!added!together!for!each!search!type,!the!11,word!cut,off!is!exceeded!in!many!occasions.!A! final! look! at! the! strings! reveals! that! they! are! actually! related! to! one! another,! in! that!'erdf'!is!nothing!but!the!acronym!for!'european!regional!development!fund'.!They!refer!to!the!same!named!entity!and!can!be!considered!two!different!representations!of!the!same!information! need,! provided! the! referent! for! the! acronym! is! known.! This! can! be! seen!reflected!quite!well! in! the! respective!windows.!On! the!one!hand,! there! is! a! single,word!preceded! by! four! words! [4,1,0]! repeated! 15! times;! on! the! other! hand! a! string! of! four!words! followed!by!a! single!word! [0,4,1]!6! times.!This! is! the! case!where! the! spelled!out!form! is! accompanied! by! the! acronym! and! according! to! the! overall! frequency! list! this!occurs! 4! times! total.! Numbers! are! unfortunately! not! particularly! high! but! they! should!suffice! to!raise!awareness!about! the!challenges!of!quantifying! the!exact! frequency!of!an!information!need.!!There!are!many!methodological!issues!to!be!raised!here,!such!as!finding!the!best!way!to!handle! this! extreme! variability:! should! different! instances! of! a! problem!with! the! same!named! entity! ('erdf'! vs.! 'european! regional! development! fund')! be! kept! separate! or!added?! In! the! latter! case,! the! NE! would! account! for! almost! 450! searches! (overlaps!included!and!without!cut,off! length)!on!the!basis!of!sheer! frequency!counts.!The!case!of!'high!representative'!is!slightly!different!because!the!vast!majority!of!the!longer!searches!already! contained! the! bi,gram.! When! the! strings! with! the! named! entity! "title"! were!examined!earlier,!total!frequency!was!353.!If!the!Python!script!is!run!using!the!core!string!'high!representative',! it! totals!556!with!windows!exceeding!by! far!25!words.!How!could!the! 353! instances! of! the! same! named! entity! be! singled! out! from! the! 556! found! by! the!automatic!script?!!These!remain!open!questions!in!the!present!research!project!because!the!answer!depends!eventually!on! the!understanding!of! the! "core! string"! and! the! specific! interest! in! exactly!quantifying! each! instance! of! a! problem.! When! translation! tools! are! developed,! overall!trends!are!more! relevant,!while! the!present!analysis!only! served! the!purpose!of! raising!awareness! on! specific! aspects! to! consider! when! providing! support! to! translators.!Nonetheless,!being!able!to!systematically!analyze!the!size!of!collocational!windows!for!a!specific! string!may!prove!useful! to!better!quantify! segmentation!patterns!and,!possibly,!cognitive!loads.!Named!Entities!in!the!broad!sense!can!be!said!to!represent!one!frequent!category! of! problems! for! translators,! as! suggested! by! the! high! frequency! with! which!acronyms!and!NEs!are!looked!up.!Introducing!the!concept!of!Named!Entities!means!that!we!are!moving!a!step!forward!from!pure!quantitative!analysis!and!starting!to!consider!the!
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semantic!content!of!a!string.!The!next!section!attempts!to!carry!out!a!quantitative!study!of!the!distribution!of!strings!in!terms!of!subject!domains.!7.2 STRING!CONTENT!This! part! of! the! chapter! will! deal! with! the! semantic! content! of! the! strings.! More!specifically,!the!Problem!Units!will!be!labeled!according!to!their!content!in!an!attempt!to!group! together! strings! that! may! relate! to! a! given! (specialized)! domain! and! those! for!which!no!specific!domain!can!be!identified.!A!previous!study!with! translation!professionals!(Désilets!et!al.!2009)!has! found!that! the!problems!encountered!by!translators!can!be!divided!into!two!main!categories!according!to! their! degree! of! specialization.! Researchers! identified! Language! for! Special! Purposes!(LSP)!problems!and!Language!for!General!Purposes!(LGP)!problems,!which!were!found!to!be!distributed!in!two!groups!of!about!the!same!size.!This!result!will!be!taken!as!a!baseline!reference! for! this! part! of! the! study.! A! preliminary! study! on! this! topic! (Valli! 2011)!was!carried! out! which! already! confirmed! the! original! results! but! at! that! time! a! different!dataset165!was! used.! To! make! the! analysis! consistent,! the! study! needs! to! be! replicated!with!the!final!724,000!dataset.!The!data!volume!from!the!Contextual!Inquiry!conducted!by!Désilets! et! al.! (2009)! was! of! a! manageable! size! and! researchers! could! perform! their!categorization!of!the!whole!dataset!by!hand.!Unfortunately,!the!present!data!volume!does!not! allow! for! a! systematic! and! unbiased! manual! categorization! and,! for! this! reason,!methodologies! will! be! surveyed! to! try! and! find! a! suitable! approach! to! classify! strings!automatically.! Pu!et!al.! (2002:! 619)! state! the!methodological! problem! in! computational!terms:! The!problem!is!to!develop!an!automatic!categorization!method!that! is!effective!in!classifying!each!term!t!in!T!into!one!or!more!appropriate!categories!in!C!that!indicate!the!subject!domain(s)!of!t's!search!interests.!First! of! all,! the! scope! of! LSP! and! LGP! needs! to! be! specified! because! translation!environments!in!Désilets!et!al.!(2009)!and!the!present!study!are!different.!LSP!strings!are!expected!to!mainly!relate!to!topics!concerning!the!EU!whereas!LGP!strings!are!expected!to!be!content,neutral166.!Approaches!to!automatic!labeling!can!be!drawn!directly!from!the!field!of!Web!search!log!analysis.!Many!studies!aim!at!grouping!(i.e.!clustering)!the!logs!in!order! to! establish! the! areas! and/or!domains!where!users! are!most! active.!A!number!of!different!methodologies!have!been!proposed!over! the!past!decade,! some!of!which!have!been!evaluated!as!potential!methodologies!for!the!present!analysis.!Clustering!techniques!include!co,occurrence!of!terms!(Ross!&!Wolfram!2000),!classification!in!topical!categories!(Jansen! &! Booth! 2010)! and! autocategorization! based! on! feature! terms,! i.e.! using! seed!terms! previously! categorized! by! hand! into! a! predefined! taxonomy! (Pu! et! al.! 2002).!Generally!speaking,!they!all!require!either!major!manual!work!or!additional!automatized!operations! that! could! not! be! carried! out! here.! The! lack! of! context! is! a! well,known!limitation! in! this! data! type! and! originates! from! the! nature! of! a! search! query,! which! is!written! in! a! particular! way!—! often! keyword,like.! For! the! purposes! of! this! study,! the!classification!will!be!carried!out!on!a! string,by,string!basis!and!by!only! considering! the!textual!information!each!string!contains:!if!a!string!can!be!ascribed!to!an!LSP!domain,!it!is!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!165!For!the!preliminary!study,!only!about!510,000!searches!were!used!because!searches!with!no!results!had!been!removed.!166!Examples!of!LGP!strings!in!the!dataset!are:!'greeting!card';!'determined!accordingly';!'come!across';!'timely';!'must!be!proportionate';!'at!the!invitation!of';!'gave!its!consent';!'will!continue!to!give';!'provides!input';!'is!aware!that';!'applicable!option';!'against!this!background.'!
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Communication! [Arts]! Computers!or!Internet! Business!
Computing! Business!&!Finance! Education!or!Humanities! Computing!
Education!





Free!Object! Computers!&!Networks! Government! Games!
Games!
[Telecom! Industry,! Software,!
Hardware,! Network! Services,! Search!
Engines]!
Health!or!Sciences! Health!
Gaming,!Lottery! Entertainment! NonQEnglish!or!Unknown! Holiday!
Government,!Law!
[Stars,! Popular! Music,! Entertainment!
News]!
People,!Places!or!Things! Home!
Graphic!Arts! Recreation!&!Chat! Performing!or!Fine!Arts! Misspellings!





History! [Computer!Games,!Game!Codes]! ! Other!
Jobs,!Business! Science!&!Technology! ! Places!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!167!Looking!at!trends!rather!than!individual!preferences!can!also!be!useful!from!the!perspective!of!tool!developers,!who!need!to!take!into!account!what!the!majority!of!users!prefer!and!do.!
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Multimedia! [Bibliographic!Info.,!Science]! ! Porn!





Organizations! Media!&!News! ! Sports!
Persons! [News]! ! Travel!
Pictures! Politics!&!Society! ! URL!
Places! [Local!Culture]! ! !
Publication! Adult! ! !
Reference! [Sex!Photos,!Sex!Info]! ! !
Science! Travel! ! !
Sexuality! [Travel!Abroad,!Travel!Info]! ! !
Sports! ! ! !
Stories! ! ! !
Trade! ! ! !
Travel! ! ! !
TV,!Films! ! ! !
Web!Or!Network! ! ! !!Generally!speaking,!no!additional!details!are!provided!as! to!what!criteria!were!used! for!labeling!queries!and!no!examples!of!queries!for!each!category!are!given.!Quite!obviously,!a! number! of! the! listed! categories! are! not! relevant! to! the! present! study! (e.g.! holidays,!games,!shopping,!sexuality,!TV!&!films)!and!other! important!categories!are!missing!(e.g.!European!Union).!None!of!these!categorizations!can!be!successfully!applied! 'as! is'! to!the!present!study.!Viable!alternatives!had!to!be!found!without!resorting!to!manual!evaluators,!which!would!have!complicated!the!classification!and!created!additional!issues!with!inter,rater! agreement! scores,! for! example.!The!aim!was! to! find!a! compromise! taxonomy! that!could!be!fit!for!immediate!use!and!account!for!the!vast!majority!of!the!domains!wherein!the!EU!operates,!while!keeping!human!intervention!to!a!minimum.!!To!effectively!target!domains!of!EU!activity,! the!Europa.eu168!portal!was! initially!used!to!try!and!find!a!suitable!categorization.!The!first!option!was!to!use!the!domains!of!the!EU!Factsheets! from! the! European! Parliament's! website169!but! they! turned! out! to! be! too!generic! to! be! effective.! The! second! option! was! to! resort! to! the! Summaries! of! EU!Legislation! found! on! the! Commission's! website170.! The! content! is! organized! under! 32!headings,!which!seemed!reasonable!for!a!finer,grained!classification!of!LSP!domains.!The!practical!problem!was! to!determine!how!each!string!could!be!automatically!assigned! to!one!category.!One!option!was!to!crawl!the!relevant!Web!pages!and!extract!keywords!for!each!domain!but!this!would!have!been!too!onerous!given!the!limited!time!and!resources!available.!The!solution!was!eventually!found!thaks!to!EuroVoc171.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!168!http://europa.eu/index_en.htm![last!accessed:!December!2012].!169http://www.europarl.europa.eu/aboutparliament/en/0044c3dd41/EU,fact,sheets.html![last!accessed:!October!2012].!170!http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/index_en.htm![last!accessed:!October!2012].!171!http://eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal/![last!accessed:!October!2012].!
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! Transport! !!Compared!to!the!Factsheets!and!the!Summary!of!EU!legislation,!EuroVoc!seems!to!strike!a!good! balance! in! terms! of! domain! coverage,! granularity! and! number! of! domains.! In!addition,!it!does!not!require!keyword!extraction!or!other!technical!operations!because!the!descriptors!are!readily!available.!Poliquen!et!al.!(2003)!point!out!that!there!is!a!difference!between! performing! a! keyword! extraction! and! a! keyword! assignment.! The! former!identifies!keywords!as!they!appear!in!the!texts,!whereas!the!latter!selects!the!appropriate!keyword! from! an! external! controlled! vocabulary! used! as! reference! (generally! a!thesaurus).!Because!the!controlled!vocabulary!lists!descriptor!terms,! it!may!well!be!that!the!descriptors!are!not!found!as!such!in!the!text.!They!are!meant!to!be!somewhat!abstract!and!artificial!so!as!to!provide!a!more!exhaustive!coverage!of!a!given!field.!This!is!also!the!reason! why! EuroVoc! is! considered! a! conceptual! thesaurus,! as! opposed! to! a! natural!




! !Within!each!micro,thesaurus! (e.g.!0426!–!Parliamentary!Proceedings),! there!are! the! so,called! top! terms! (e.g.! Legislative! Procedure),! i.e.! the! first! descriptors! below! the!micro,thesaurus!level.!According!to!the!chosen!perspective!(top,down!or!bottom,up),!EuroVoc!provides! a! list! of! multiple! levels! of! narrower! terms! (NT)! or! broader! terms! (BT).! For!example,!'NT1!–Amendment'!means!that!the!term!is!one!level!below!its!corresponding!top!term;! 'NT2! –! Government! Bill'! means! that! there! are! two! levels! between! the! current!descriptor! and! its! corresponding! top! term,! and! so! forth.! There! are! also! non,descriptor!terms! for! each! level! within! the! micro,thesaurus! that! point! to! the! corresponding!descriptor! term! in! the!micro,thesaurus! to! facilitate! the! indexing.!These!non,descriptors!are! linked! to! a! specific! term! in! the!hierarchy!but! belong! to! a! different!micro,thesaurus!and!their!relationship!to!the!current!term!is!indicated!as!RT!(related!term),!i.e.!there!is!an!associative!relationship!between!the!terms!belonging!to!different!micro,thesauri.!!In! the! terminological! list! (Figure! 59),! USE! or! UF! (used! for)! means! that! there! is! an!equivalent! relationship! between! the! terms,! e.g.! democracy! and! political! pluralism.! For!indexing! purposes,! however,! only! 'democracy'!will! be! used,! as! it! is! the! preferred! term.!Preferred!terms!are!always!used!as!descriptors,!non,preferred!terms!are!not!and!will!only!serve!as!pointers!to!a!preferred!term.!
Figure!59.!Example!of!a!terminological!list!in!EuroVoc.!
!The!whole!list!of!preferred!and!non,preferred!terms!provides!a!comprehensive!account!of!validated! terms! encompassing! the! areas! where! the! EU! is! actively! working! as! well! as!national!points!of!view,!with!an!emphasis!on!parliamentary!activities,!all!of!which!can!be!
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classified!as!examples!of!LSP.!Because!of!the!way!EuroVoc!has!been!maintained!and!has!expanded! over! time,! the! fields! are! assumed! to! be! sufficiently! populated! and! balanced,!making! EuroVoc! a! reliable! source! for! clustering.! According! to! the! EuroVoc!webpage174,!however,!the!multilingual!thesaurus!has!some!limitations:!EuroVoc! has! been! designed! to! meet! the! needs! of! systems! of! general!documentation! on! the! activities! of! the! European! Union;! it! is! not! suitable! for!indexing!and!searching!for!specialised!documents;!EuroVoc!cannot!claim!to!cover!the!various!national!situations!at!a!sufficiently!detailed!level;!however,!efforts!are!being!made!to!take!account!of!the!needs!of!users!outside!the!EU!institutions.!In! fact,! the! nominal! form! and! average! length! of! the! descriptors! make! EuroVoc! a!particularly! well! suited! basis! for! a! reference! corpus.! There! have! already! been! some!attempts!to!automatically!annotate!multilingual!text!collections!with!EuroVoc!in!the!early!2000!(Pouliquen!et!al.!2003).!Less!than!one!third!of!the!documents!in!the!training!corpus!used! in! the! study! (587! out! of! the! almost! 60,000! texts! of! 8! different! types)! explicitly!contained!the!descriptors!which!had!been!manually!assigned!to!the!texts!(5.6!descriptors!per! text! on! average).! A! descriptor! could! be! automatically! assigned! only! if! the! string!occurred! explicitly! in! the! text! but! then! the! automatically! assigned! descriptor! was! not!chosen! by! the! human! evaluator! in! 9! out! of! 10! times.! These! figures! can! appear!discouraging! at! first! but! they! refer! to! a! study! serving! different! purposes! and! using!different! data! from! the! present! analysis! (i.e.!whole! texts! as! opposed! to! the! text! strings!considered!here).!
7.2.2 METHODOLOGY!The! aim! of! this! analysis! is! to! (automatically)! compare! Euramis! strings! to! EuroVoc!descriptors! in! order! to! establish! how! much! they! overlap.! Eurovoc! descriptors! will! be!matched! against! the! search! strings! in! Euramis! and! whenever! a! match! is! found,! the!corresponding!two,digit! field!descriptor! is! to!be!appended!to!the!search! log.!Eventually,!search!strings!will!be!filtered!by!this!code.!The!various!steps!of!this!content!analysis!are!detailed!in!the!following!sub,sections.!7.2.2.1 PRE,PROCESSING!OF!THE!DESCRIPTOR!LIST!Some!minor!pre,processing!of!the!descriptor!list!was!necessary!in!order!to!turn!the!over!15,000! descriptors! into! a! usable! reference! corpus! for! the! analysis.! The! only! piece! of!information! to! be! used! in! the! analysis! was! the! field! code.! Based! on! the! hierarchical!structure! of! the! descriptors,! each! preferred! and! non,preferred! term! was! given! the!corresponding!two,digit!field!code.!The!EuroVoc!webpage175!provides! information! about! some!of! the! grouping! conventions!used,!which!are!useful!to!know!for!anticipating!future!weaknesses!in!the!analysis:!The! grouping! of! descriptors! into! fields! is! to! a! certain! extent! arbitrary.! One! of!EuroVoc’s! distinctive! features! is! the! limitation! of! polyhierarchy.! Descriptors!which!could!fit!into!two!or!more!subject!fields!are!thus!generally!assigned!only!to!the! field! which! seems! the! most! natural! for! users,! in! order! to! facilitate! the!management!of!the!thesaurus!and!limit!its!volume.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!174!http://eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal/?q=node/304&cl=en![last!accessed:!November!2012].!175!http://eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal/?q=node/305&cl=en;!http://eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal/?q=node/316&cl=en![last!accessed:!November!2012].!Emphasis!in!the!original.!
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In! all! the! language! versions,! the! preferred! terms! and! non! preferred! terms! are!generally! in! the! singular,! and! the! plural! is! used! when! the! singular! does! not!correspond!to!normal!usage.!
Abbreviations! have! been! avoided! as! far! as! possible! in! order! to! make! the!thesaurus! easier! to! understand! and! use.! Only! the! acronyms! of! well,known!international! organisations! have! been! taken! as! preferred! terms.! Specific!associations!have!been!modelled! to! represent! the! relationships!between!a! term!(full*name)!and!its!acronym!or!short*name.!These!apparently!neutral!conventions!may!have!a!great!impact!on!the!domain!analysis!to!be!carried!out.!For!example,!without!lemmatizing!the!search!strings!and!removing!e.g.!the!plural! form,! a! simple!match! between! descriptors! and! strings! is! likely! to! fail.! Ideally,! a!fuzzy! match! approach! should! be! adopted! to! make! up! for! morphological! and! syntactic!variations.!At!the!same!time,!the!choice!of!avoiding!acronyms!and!abbreviations!as!much!as! possible! implies! that! most! acronyms! contained! in! the! search! strings! will! not! be!matched,!even!though!they!should!in!fact!belong!to!the!LSP!group!of!problems.!!An!alternative!solution!was!devised!so!as!to!try!and!make!up!for!the!missing!acronyms.!A!Eurojargon!dictionary! (Davies!2004)!was!deemed! fit! for!purpose!and!contained,!among!others,!explanations!for!thousands!of!acronyms!and!abbreviations!for!European!projects,!schemes! and! agencies.! This! seemed! appropriate! at! first! because! it! would! isolate! as! an!independent! category! exactly! those! words! that! are! recognized! as! Eurojargon.! When!looking!at! lists!of!Eurojargon!terms,!some!expressions!are!re,semantizations!from!other!domains! or! are! related! to! typical! EU! word,forming! procedures! (e.g.! 'directive',!'regulation'! –! see! Cosmai! 2007;! Goffin! 1994).! In! the! EU! portal,! there! is! only! a! short!glossary!about!Eurojargon176!containing!very!specific! terms.!Those!examples!are! indeed!very!useful! for! laymen!and! common! citizens!who! are!not! familiar!with!EU! terminology!and!procedures.!However,!most!of!these!items!are!quite!unlikely!to!be!looked!up!by!staff!translators! on! their! own! because! they! are! very! common! words! for! someone! working!internally!(e.g.!'regulation'!and!'directive').!By!the!same!token,!words!such!as!'Eurocrat'!or!'Fortress! Europe'! are! expressions! which! are! unlikely! to! appear! on! a! daily! basis! in! EU!documents!to!be!translated.!This!means!that!those!Eurojargon!words,! if!at!all!present!in!the!queries,!will!not!be!helpful!for!a!macro,categorization.!!The! only! drawback! was! that! the! most! recent! available! edition! of! the! Eurojargon!dictionary! dated! back! to! 2004,! i.e.! six! years! before! the! current! dataset! was! collected.!While! this!will! not! impact!on!most! established!acronyms,! it! could!be!a!problem! for! the!most! recent! ones,! which! are! also! the! most! likely! to! cause! problems! to! translators.!Unfortunately,! there! was! no! ready! solution! that! would! not! involve! some! kind! of!information!extraction!task,!so! it!was!decided!not! to!update!the! list!but! for!a! few!items.!Noise!in!the!results!both!in!terms!of!false!positives!and!false!negatives!was!to!be!expected!in! both! subgroups,! i.e.! LGP! strings! labeled! as! LSP! and! actual! LSP! strings! not! labeled! as!such.!To!verify!this,!some!preliminary!tests!were!conducted.!7.2.2.2 PRELIMINARY!TESTS!After! importing!all!descriptors!and!dictionary!entries! in!a! single! file177,! some!duplicates!were! removed! from! the! dictionary! entries! but! no! additional! editing! was! performed!because!the!first!trial!run!would!use!the!original! list!to!test!the!methodology!and!define!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!176!http://europa.eu/abc/eurojargon/index_en.htm![last!accessed!September!2012].!177!The!entries!from!the!Eurojargon!dictionary!were!given!the!field!code!'00EJ'!so!that!they!could!be!easily!told!apart!from!the!official!EuroVoc!field!codes.!
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editing! criteria,! if! needed.!A!Perl! script!was!written178!that!would! take!every!descriptor!and!match!it!against!a!20,000!sample!of!Euramis!search!strings.!A!provisional!output!was!generated! to! check! how! the! matching! performed.! From! a! quick! check! of! the! results,!matching!seemed!to!work,!in!some!cases!producing!reasonably!high!volumes!of!matches!and! there! was! an! encouragingly! low! amount! of! false! positives,! often! due! to! a! domain!descriptor! that! did! not! seem! to! fit! very!well! the! domain! in!which! it! appeared! (e.g.! the!descriptor!'economic!theory'!in!the!domain!'science').!!!A! further! check! on! recall! and! precision!was! carried! out! using! a! random! sample! of! 100!strings.! Using! a! random! number! generator179,! 100! random! ID! numbers! were! obtained!between!1!and!19,918,! i.e.! the!number!of!different! IDs! for! the!EN,IT!sample!used! in!the!test.!The!strings!corresponding!to!the!generated!IDs!were!extracted!and!imported!into!an!excel! file.! At! this! point,! the! strings!were!manually! evaluated! and! assigned! to! either! the!LGP! group!or! one! (or!more)!Eurovoc!domain(s),! i.e.! the! LSP! group.! This! resulted! in! 44!LGP!strings!and!56!LSP!strings180.!The!same!string!sample!was!then!run!against!the!test!version!of!the!script!and!the!unedited!descriptor!list.!53!strings!were!not!labeled!(LGP!=!53%)!against!47%!of!LSP.!Percentage!values!for!the!two!trials!are!quite!close!but!a!closer!look!at! the!results!was!still!needed!because!matching!LSP!strings! from!the!two!samples!had!to!be!compared!to!ensure!that!they!were!indeed!the!same.!It! turned! out! that! 38! automatically! labeled! LSP! strings! matched! the! manual!categorization,! which! means! that! there! was! 68%! recall! and! 81%! precision181.! A! small!domain! count!was!made!and! it! turned!out! that!Finance! (24)!was! the!most! represented!domain,! followed!by! International!Relations! (08)! and!European!Communities! (10).! The!mismatched!strings!were!used!to!further!evaluate!the!strings!that!could/should!be!edited!to! improve! the!matching.! Some! of! the! identified! false! positives! and! negatives! could! be!grouped!under!general!categories:!
 Plural!'s':!Some!descriptors!in!the!reference!corpus!may!appear!in!both!forms!but!in!all!likelihood!this!is!not!the!case!for!most!of!the!other!words.!A!point!was!made!to!ensure!that!the!most!relevant!keywords!were!included!in!both!forms;!
 Polysemous! or! homonymous! descriptors:! Some! of! these! could! be! mistaken! for!verbal!forms!or!grammatical!words,!sometimes!due!to!casing!(e.g.!'who'!vs.!'WHO',!'lead'!vs.!'(to)!lead',!'will'!vs.!'(to)!will');!
 Hyphenated!words:! these! sometimes! seemed! to!be! recognized! independently!of!the!hyphen,!while!some!other!times!they!generated!no!match;!
 Duplicate! descriptors:! excessive! domain! coverage! in! the! 00EJ! field! causes!overlaps! with! other! domains! due,! among! others,! to! duplicate! descriptors! (the!domain! accounts! alone! for! roughly! a! third! of! the! total! descriptors).! Double,!dubious!and!overlapping!entries!were!amended!accordingly.!False!negatives!looked!like!being!mainly!caused!by!missing!descriptors.!Furthermore,!the!manual! analysis! highlighted! the! presence! of! strings! in! languages! other! than! English,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!178!The!author!is!indebted!to!Daniel!Hardt,!associate!professor!at!Copenhagen!Business!School,!for!his!help!in!writing!the!script.!179!The!Random!Integer!Generator!function!that!was!used!that!can!be!found!at!http://www.random.org/![last!accessed:!March!2011].!180!The!manual!classification!was!not!always!straightforward!as!it!had!to!be!born!in!mind!that!the!matching!was!based!on!formal!resemblance!between!string!and!descriptors!and!not!by!semantic!association,!i.e.!deliberately!adding!contextual!information!to!the!strings.!181!The!number!of!retrieved!Relevant!items!(38!LSP)!as!a!proportion!of!all!relevant!items!(56!manually!categorized).!As!stated!in!Section!4.4,!precision!is!measured!by!dividing!the!number!of!retrieved!relevant!items!(38)!by!the!number!of!retrieved!items!(47!LSP!strings).!
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which! was! indicative! of! some! noise! in! the! corpus.! Long! search! strings! are! one! of! the!overall! problem! areas,! due! to! the! imbalance! between! search! content! and! matching!descriptors.!This!suggests!that!automatic!string!labeling!is!far!from!being!watertight!but!at! least! any! "mistakes"!would!be! consistent! throughout! the! analysis.! Furthermore,! long!strings! raise! the! question! as! to! whether! the! previously! identified! cut,off! length! of! 11!words!should!have!been!employed!for!this!analysis.!Eventually,!it!was!decided!not!to!limit!the! analysis! to! a! specific! length! range! but! to! allow! multiple! matches! within! the! same!string,! instead.! In! this! way,! fields! could! be! more! evenly! represented! while! statistical!calculations!were!made!slightly!more!complex.!7.2.2.3 EDITING!OF!THE!DESCRIPTORS!The!preliminary!analysis!showed!that!there!was!room!for!improving!the!matching!scores!by!slightly!amending!the!reference!corpus.!First!of!all,!the!most!populated!fields!(i.e.!00EJ,!72!and!76)!were!examined!to!remove!double!descriptor!entries! introduced!after!adding!the! dictionary.! Subsequently,! false! negatives! were! examined! and! some! missing!descriptors! were! added! to! the! list.! This! was! done! heuristically! by! looking! for! single!keywords!in!the!strings!that!could!be!used!effectively.!Where!possible,!internal!variability!was!exploited!in!that!both!singular!and!plural!forms!were!added!and!each!was!assigned!to!a! different! domain! to!make!up! for! the! issue!of! homographs.! In! other! cases,! descriptors!that! returned! false!positives! (particularly! in! the!LSP!group,! e.g.! "WHO"!vs.! "who")!were!removed! from! the! dictionary.! This! generally! involved! eliminating! homographs! with!common!words,!particularly!auxiliary!verbs!(e.g.!'will'!used!as!'testament'!in!the!list).!!The!editing!was!obviously!carried!out!on!the!basis!of!the!small!sample!available!and!was!aimed!at!testing!whether!recall!and!precision!could!be!improved!rather!than!altering!the!original!descriptor!list.!The!added!descriptors!received!a!special!code!in!order!for!them!to!be!easily!recognizable!so!that!–!if!necessary!–!they!could!be!easily!removed.!After!editing!the!descriptors,! the! same! randomly!generated! list! of! strings!was! run!against! the!edited!descriptor!list.!The!test!produced!57!matches!for!LSP!strings!(just!as!in!the!manual!case)!and,!of!these,!51!matched!the!manually!identified!ones.!Compared!to!the!previous!results,!precision! slightly! increased!whereas! recall! improved! considerably.! The! relatively! small!size!of!the!sample!allowed!for!effective!improvements!by!simply!editing!a!few!strings.!A!new! random!sample!of!100! strings!was! therefore! generated!and!extracted.!This! time!the!script!was!run!directly!on! the!edited!version!of! the!descriptor! list.!According! to! the!manual!categorization,! there!should!be!a!50,50!ratio!between!LSP!and!LGP!strings.!The!script!produced!53!matches!for!LSP!and!47!for!LGP,!suggesting!that!the!edited!version!of!the!descriptors!produced!more!matches!than!the!manual!categorization.!For!LSP!strings!80%!recall!was!found!and!precision!amounted!to!75%,!meaning!that!recall!improved!but!precision!was!reduced!compared! to! the! first! test.!This!can!be!explained!by! the! fact! that!the! edited! list! contained! some! one,word! keywords! whose! purpose! was! to! increase!coverage! (=! recall)! but! this! obviously! negatively! affected! precision.! Results! were!nonetheless!satisfactory!and!the!slightly!edited!version!of!the!descriptor!list!was!chosen!for! the!main!analysis.!Repeated!analyses!were!conduced!at!different!stages!of! the!study!before! the! final! version! of! the! dataset!was! developed.! At! each! stage,! additional! checks!were! made! on! the! Eurojargon! dictionary! to! clean! potential! noise! sources! (mostly!acronyms!that!were,!in!fact,!homographs!of!English!words,!e.g.!home,!heart,!scale,!impact,!step,!rule,!core,!scope).!In!the!final!version!of!the!descriptor!list,!false!positives!and!false!negatives!were!still!present!but!they!were!expected!to!even!each!other!out,!at!least!for!the!whole! dataset.! However,! this! meant! that! some! domains! would! possibly! be!underrepresented!due!to!missing!descriptors.!This!is!the!case!of!e.g.!the!science!field!(36),!which! was! negatively! affected! by! the! lack! of! descriptors! to! match! e.g.! the! names! of!
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chemical!substances!found!in!the!searches.!On!the!other!hand,!other!fields!containing!very!common! descriptors! such! as! European! Communities! (10)! and! Eurojargon! (00)! were!likely! to!be!overrepresented.!No!adjustment!measure!was! found! for! this!problem!other!than! re,writing! the! descriptor! list,! which! was! neither! possible! nor! reasonable.! Results!should!therefore!be!taken!with!caution,!particularly!when!discussing!the!least!populated!fields!and!domains.!
7.2.3 DOMAIN!ANALYSIS!TEST,PHASE!!After! fine,tuning! the! reference! list! and! finalizing! the! Perl! script,! the! analysis! on! the!724,000!dataset!was!finally!carried!out.!The!script!compared!each!descriptor!against!each!search! string! and! appended! the! field! codes! of! the!matching! descriptors! to! the! log.! The!script!was!run!on!each! language!and! for!each! level!of!analysis,!namely! language!subset,!search!sessions!and!spot!searches182.!Normalized!percentage!distributions!for!each!group!are!summarized!in!Table!38,!showing!the!amount!of!LGP!and!LSP!strings!found!as!well!as!the!amount!of!LSP!strings!where!multiple!matches!were!appended.!
Table!38.!Distribution!of!LGP!and!LSP!strings!for!each!language!pair!at!each!of!the!three!levels!
normalized!by!the!total!number!of!searches!for!each!language.!
Lang!Pair! Main! Sessions! Spot!
! LGP' LSP' MULTI' LGP' LSP' MULTI' LGP' LSP' MULTI'
BG' 41.88%! 58.12%! 37.90%! 40.32%! 59.68%! 39.20%! 43.05%! 56.95%! 36.70%!
CS' 39.03%! 60.97%! 37.85%! 37.18%! 62.82%! 40.02%! 39.94%! 60.06%! 36.58%!
DA' 42.79%! 57.21%! 34.79%! 41.42%! 58.58%! 36.72%! 43.40%! 56.60%! 33.91%!
DE' 41.79%! 58.21%! 34.47%! 38.99%! 61.01%! 37.14%! 43.02%! 56.98%! 33.21%!
EL' 45.08%! 54.92%! 34.85%! 42.24%! 57.76%! 37.25%! 46.49%! 53.51%! 33.51%!
ES' 45.65%! 54.35%! 33.27%! 45.15%! 54.85%! 33.85%! 45.90%! 54.10%! 32.84%!
ET' 42.93%! 57.07%! 34.86%! 41.54%! 58.46%! 36.33%! 43.64%! 56.36%! 33.99%!
FI' 42.13%! 57.87%! 33.02%! 40.67%! 59.33%! 33.11%! 42.77%! 57.23%! 32.96%!
FR' 46.56%! 53.44%! 33.20%! 45.09%! 54.91%! 34.21%! 47.05%! 52.95%! 32.86%!
HU' 39.48%! 60.52%! 37.05%! 37.08%! 62.92%! 39.22%! 40.81%! 59.19%! 35.64%!
IT' 42.14%! 57.86%! 34.27%! 40.16%! 59.84%! 36.24%! 43.27%! 56.73%! 33.08%!
LT' 41.45%! 58.55%! 35.17%! 40.68%! 59.32%! 36.50%! 41.87%! 58.13%! 34.10%!
LV' 42.32%! 57.68%! 36.93%! 40.83%! 59.17%! 37.99%! 43.18%! 56.82%! 36.17%!
NL' 42.93%! 57.07%! 35.78%! 42.91%! 57.09%! 37.93%! 42.73%! 57.27%! 34.53%!
PL' 40.72%! 59.28%! 36.55%! 39.29%! 60.71%! 37.49%! 41.27%! 58.73%! 35.97%!
PT' 41.50%! 58.50%! 38.44%! 39.55%! 60.45%! 40.81%! 42.73%! 57.27%! 36.77%!
RO' 40.06%! 59.94%! 39.07%! 39.25%! 60.75%! 41.22%! 40.47%! 59.53%! 37.72%!
SK' 40.17%! 59.83%! 37.87%! 37.88%! 62.12%! 39.51%! 41.57%! 58.43%! 36.53%!
SL' 42.61%! 57.39%! 36.98%! 40.26%! 59.74%! 40.65%! 43.85%! 56.15%! 34.92%!
SV' 41.48%! 58.52%! 36.07%! 38.81%! 61.19%! 37.39%! 42.94%! 57.06%! 35.21%!
' ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !MEAN' 42.13% 57.87% 35.92% 40.47% 59.54% 37.64% 43.00% 57.00% 34.86%
SD' 1.93%! 1.93%! 1.83%! 2.21%! 2.21%! 2.28%! 1.86%! 1.86%! 1.56%!
CV' 0.046! 0.033! 0.051! 0.055! 0.037! 0.061! 0.043! 0.033! 0.045!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!182!The!analysis!proved!to!be!very!time!consuming!if!run!on!an!average!laptop.!For!instance,!the!first!run!of!the!script!on!the!EN>ALL!dataset!was!launched!at!2am!and!terminated!at!9.20pm!whereas!the!average!processing!time!per!one!language!subset!was!of!about!one!hour.!This!explains!why!so!much!time!was!devoted!to!preliminary!analyses!and!multiple!checks.!
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!The! usual! variability! in! sessions! and! spot! searches! compared! to! the! main! dataset! is!confirmed,!with!an!overall!ratio!of!about!40,60!between!LGP!and!LSP.!This!suggests!that!there! is! no! huge! difference! between! LSP! and! LGP! problems,! as! previously! noted! by!Désilets! et! al.! (2009).! LSP! problems! seem! to! occur! more! frequently! than! LGP! ones,!particularly! in! the! case!of! search! sessions.!As! for! individual! language!pairs,!FR! tends! to!consistently!show!the!highest!proportion!of!LGP!strings!and!CS!the!lowest.!This!might!be!due!to!the!considerably!large!size!of!the!French!subset,!which!may!not!be!well!covered!by!the!EuroVoc!descriptors.!EL!and!ES!also! tend! to!have!higher!percentages!of!LGP!strings!whereas!HU,!RO!and!SK!request!more!LSP!strings.!Despite! the! fact! that!SD!and!CV!have!rather!low!values,! i.e.!there!is!not!much!variability!within!the!different!language!pairs,!a!trend!seems!to!nonetheless!emerge!such!that!newer!languages!require!more!support!for!LSP!problems!whereas!older!languages!look!for!general!language!strings.!As!for!the!distribution!of!multiple!matches,!it!was!expected!that!strings!with!the!highest!average! lengths! (PT! and! BG)!would! also! have! the! highest! amount! of!matches! and! vice!versa!for!the!shortest!ones!(ES,!DA,!SK).!This!was!partly!verified,!in!that!PT!and!BG!were!at! the! higher! end! whereas! ES! and! DA! at! the! tail! end.! However,! no! target! language!systematically!ranked!at!the!very!top!or!bottom.!Instead,!RO!consistently!had!the!highest!amount!of!multiple!matches,!suggesting!more!"content!dense"!searches,!whereas!FI!often!had! the! lowest! amount! of! multiple! matches! while! SK,! despite! using! short! strings,! was!found! in! the! top!positions,!with!queries! that!were!possibly! even!more! "content! dense".!With! regard! to!multiple!matches,! the!mean!percentage!values!are! in! line!with! those! for!sessions!and!spot! searches,! suggesting! that! there! is!no! increase! in!multiple!matches! for!search!sessions,!as!one!might!have!expected.!The!percentage!values!for!each!language!are!an!indicator!of!the!likelihood!that!a!concordance!search!is!of!the!LGP!or!LSP!kind.!There!are,!however,!some!EuroVoc!fields!or!descriptors!that!are!more!likely!to!be!found!in!the!strings!(e.g.!descriptors!in!the!European!Communities!field)!and!that!may!increase!match!percentages.! For! example,! one! corpus,based! study! comparing! national! and! European!parliamentary! texts! found! that! the! most! frequent! words! in! documents! from! the! EU!parliamentary! debates! were! indeed! 'European',! 'Parliament',! 'the! Council'! and! 'the!Commission'!(Danielsson!2003).!The!next!step!in!the!analysis!was!the!average!distribution!of!each!domain!across!the!20!language! pairs,! which! came! before! the! analysis! of! the! distribution! for! each! language!individually.! Distributions! for! each! language! pair! were! analyzed! in! the! preliminary!studies!on!the!reference!descriptors!but!results!were!inconclusive!because!there!were!too!many!variables! to!be! considered! simultaneously.!Grouping!by! language! family!was! also!attempted! (Valli! 2011)! but! proved! not! ideal! due! to! the! imbalances! in! language!distribution! (Figure! 62)!whereas! the! age! criterion! did! not! produce! fine,grained! results!(Figure! 63).! Average! domain! distribution! was! therefore! calculated! for! each! level! of!analysis,!as!summarized!in!Figure!60,!while!Table!39!lists!the!domains!considered!in!the!analysis!with!descriptor!codes!in!ascending!order.!!
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76! INTERNATIONAL!ORGANISATIONS!!As!can!be!seen! in!Appendix!D! (Tables!D.2,!D.3!and!D.4),! the!highest!SD! is! found! for! the!three!most!populated!fields,!i.e.!10!(European!Communities),!12!(Law),!24!(Finance)!and!indeed,!a!more!visible!gap!can!be!noted!between!the!'session'!and!'spot'!sub,groups.!This!suggests!that!the!most!populated!domains!are!more!common!in!search!sessions,!possibly!because! the! same! items! re,appear!within! the! sessions.! Field! 36! (Science)! is! by! far! the!least! populated! but! in! this! case! a! potential! bias! should! be! pointed! out,! in! that! the!variability! in! e.g.! chemical! substances! or! other! technical! terms! could! not! be! properly!accounted! for! in! the! descriptors.! Overall,! the! proportions! for! each! field! seem! to! be!
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maintained!across!the!three!levels!and!can!be!used!to!estimate!the!likelihood!that!an!LSP!search!belonged!to!a!given!domain.!A!quick!check!(with!SL!taken!as!sample)!into!the!distribution!of!zero!results!per!domain,!indeed!suggests! that!domain!36! is! the!most! challenging! for!users!because! it! clearly!has!the!highest!proportion!of!unsuccessful!searches!(Figure!61).!
Figure!61.!Distribution!of!domains!and!zero!results!(SL!sample!taken!from!the!724,000!set).!
!As! previously! mentioned,! earlier! analyses! looked! at! the! distributions! according! to! the!language!family.!Because!a!different!dataset!was!used!for!the!analysis!at!that!time!(about!510,000! strings),! results! in! Figure! 62! cannot! be! directly! compared! with! the! ones!discussed!above;!they!only!serve!as!an!indication!of!trends.!
Figure!62.!Distribution!of!domains!according!to! language!families.!The!dataset!used!amounted!
to!some!510,000!queries!and!was!normalized!using!the!total!amount!of!LSP!strings.!
!Slavic!languages!clearly!stand!out!in!most!domains,!whereas!the!two!other!major!families!(Romance! and! Germanic)! are! often! on! a! par.! This! observation,! however,! cannot! be!generalized! to! all! languages! within! a! single! family! because,! as! previously! noted! (see!Section!5.5.2),!there!can!be!forms!of!internal!compensation!that!do!not!emerge!from!this!representation.!A!further!breakdown!into!individual!languages!is!technically!possible!but!it!would!make!data!interpretation!and!comparison!extremely!hard!because!each!of!the!20!domains!would!have!to!contain!20!columns!instead!of!six.!!
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From! a! chronological! perspective,! in! the! EU! context! Slavic! languages! are! all! newer!languages! as! opposed! to! most! Germanic! and! Romance! languages.! This! suggests! that! a!different!clustering!approach!could!be!attempted!as!shown!in!Figure!63.!
Figure! 63.! Distribution! of! domains! according! to! the! language! age! clustering! (510,000!
normalized!by!total!LSP!strings).!
!Unfortunately,!differences!are!not!as!marked!as!one!might!have!expected!from!the!above!considerations.!A!few!domains!(in!particular!n.!10)!show!a!more!marked!gap!between!the!two!groups!but!generally!speaking!all!languages!seem!to!behave!consistently!or!rather!the!clustering!by!age!produces!too!general!results.!The!reasons!behind!the!popularity!of!a!given!domain!may!be!due!to!several! intervening!factors! but! the!main! reason! seems! linked! to! the! actual! volumes! of! translation! for! each!domain,!the!most!popular!being!"politics,!law!and!economics"!(Wagner!et!al.!2002:!44).!In!order!to!have!a!more!accurate!estimate!of!the!incidence!of!the!searches!in!each!language,!frequencies!for!each!domain!should!in!principle!be!normalized!against!the!actual!number!of!documents!translated!into!each!language!whose!content!relates!to!any!of!the!EuroVoc!fields.! There! are! some!general! domains! that! obviously! are!more!or! less! always!present!and! others! that! are! not,! and! results! could! just! be! a! consequence! of! some! domains!occurring!more!often!than!others.!The! fact! that! Slavic! languages! are! most! active! within! each! domain! suggests! that! they!prefer! using! the! concordancer! to! solve! LSP! problems.! Alternatively,! it! may! be! a! direct!consequence! of! a! poorer! performance! of! the! pre,translation! phase! in! the! workflow! in!terms!of! exact!matches,! leaving! translators!with!more! text! to! translate.!However,! given!the!TM!sizes!provided!in!Table!10!(Chapter!5),!this!latter!hypothesis!seems!less!likely,!in!that!TM!sizes!are!comparable!across!most!languages.!In! the! final! part! of! this! section,! results! from! this! study! on! domain! distribution!will! be!combined! with! some! other! items! from! the! tool! settings! to! check! whether! domain!distribution! could! be! affected! by! search! strategy! components.! For! this! analysis,! the!510,000!dataset!will!still!be!used!(Valli!2011).!The! joint! frequency!distribution!between!the!domains!of!the!descriptors!and!the!institution!field!was!not!informative!as!far!as!the!main! trends!were! concerned,! because!EC,! EP! and!Council! consistently! covered! the! vast!majority! of! the! searches.! A! closer! look! into! the! percentages! (all! below! 5%)! for! the!remaining! institutions! provides! further! insight! into! search! behavior.! For! example,! the!Court! of!Auditors!peaks! in! the!domains! relating! to! economics! and! finance! (16,! 24)! and!
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agriculture!(56,!60)!whereas!the!Court!of!Justice!only!peaks!at!domain!12!(law).!For!other!institutions! the! distribution! was! less! clear! but! this! may! still! be! an! indication! that! the!number!of!searches!for!a!domain!could!be!linked!to!the!volume!of!translated!documents.!Another! joint! frequency!distribution!was!generated!between!domains!and!search!mode,!as!shown!in!Figure!64.!
Figure!64.! Joint! frequency!distribution!of!search!mode!and!descriptors!domains,!normalized!by!
the!total!strings!in!each!domain.!
!Figure!64!clearly!shows!that!both!LGP!and!LSP!domains!are!mostly!found!in!conjunction!with!simple!search!mode.!Domains!56!and!60!(both!relating!to!agriculture)!seem!to! the!have! the!highest!proportions!of!advanced! filters,!about!25%.!Domains!76!(international!organizations)! and! 72! (geography)! are! below! the! average! of! about! 20%,!meaning! that!advanced!filters!are!rarely!used!in!these!cases.!!This! section! focused!on! the! analysis! of! string! content! in!order! to! automatically!process!the! strings! from! a! semantic! perspective! and! build! on! the! findings! of! previous! studies!conducted!on!a!smaller!scale.!After!reviewing!a!number!of!approaches!in!the!field!of!Web!log!analysis,!an!ad!hoc!methodology!was!devised!to!automatically!label!the!strings!based!on! their! content! and! assign! them! to! a! macro,category! (LSP! or! LGP).! The! labels! (i.e.!domain! codes)!were! attributed! according! to! the! similarities! between! the! strings! and! a!collection! of! descriptors! distributed! across! about! 20! domains! for! a! finer,grained!classification!of! the!LSP!strings.!Any!string! that!did!not! receive!a! label!was!classified!as!LGP.!Overall! the!distribution!of! searches! into! the!macro,categories!LSP!and!LGP! turned!out! to! be! not! too! far! off! the! benchmark!with! a! consistent! ratio! of! about! 3:2! across! the!three! levels!of!analysis.!Using!an!earlier!version!of! the!dataset,!domain!distribution!was!calculated! using! the! two! suggested! grouping! criteria,! namely! language! families! and!language!'age'.!Irrespective!of!the!chosen!data!representation,!the!same!four!domains!can!be! identified! as! the! most! populated! (Eurojargon,! European! Communities,! Law! and!Finance).!The!same!result!was!obtained!when!the!distribution!was!corrected!for!multiple!matches! in!Appendix!D!(see!Table!D.5).!Additional!distributions!were!then!calculated!to!see! whether! a! relation! could! be! hypothesized! between! domains! and! number! of! failed!searches!(Figure!61)!or!search!mode!(Figure!64).!With!only!one!or!two!outliers,!results!of!the!cross,tabulations!show!a!rather!uniform!distribution!across!domains.!This! tentative! study! showed! that! in! principle,! strings! can! be! automatically! categorized!into! domains,! though! the! specific! results! obtained!may! not! be! too! informative! (e.g.! the!
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most! populated! domains! are! rather! unsurprising).! The! outcome! of! the! analysis! relies!heavily!on!the!descriptor!list!and!its!organization!into!domains,!which!in!this!case!was!not!addressed! from! a! methodological! perspective! in! that! the! classification! was! readily!available.!!After! examining! the! strings! from! a! quantitative! and! a! content,related! perspective,! the!string!analysis!will!consider!the!linguistic!form!of!the!strings,!i.e.!the!third!level!of!analysis!for!the!Problem!Unit!component.!!7.3 LINGUSTIC!FORM!OF!CONCORDANCE!SEARCH!STRINGS!In!the!previous!sections!and!chapters,!search!strings!were!found!to!resemble!Web!queries!under!many!aspects!and!some!existing!methodologies!were!borrowed!for!their!analysis.!Similarly,! existing! studies!will! be! examined! for! relevant!methodological! approaches! for!the! study! of! the! linguistic! form! of! the! searches.! An! automatic! and! systematic!categorization!of!strings!as!described!earlier!was!not!feasible!in!the!case!of!the!linguistic!analysis! for! a! number! of! reasons! that! will! be! detailed! in! due! course.! The! analysis! and!discussion! will! therefore! be! conducted! qualitatively! using! several! examples! but! no!comprehensive!statistics!covering!all!language!pairs!will!be!provided.!For!most!analyses,!the! strings! have! been! lowercased! to! ensure! better!matching! and! reduce! the! number! of!variables.! All! examples! of! searches! provided! in! the! following! sections! will! also! be!lowercased!for!consistency.!
7.3.1 LINGUISTIC!CATEGORIES!OF!WEB!QUERIES!A!preliminary!step!in!the!analysis!was!the!scrutiny!of!the!few,!available!linguistic,oriented!taxonomies!of!Web!queries.!The!overwhelming!majority!of!Web!queries!are!known!to!be!noun!phrases,!usually!with!both!nominal!head!and!modifier,!yet!sometimes!"it!is!not!clear!to!what!lexical!category!a!term!belongs"!(Jansen!et!al.!2000a),!particularly!if!the!analysis!is! carried! out! at! term! level.! In! their! study,! Jansen! et! al.! (2000a)! performed! a! lexical!analysis! of! the! first! 511! queries! in! their! dataset! by! studying! lexical! patterns.! However,!their!investigation!dates!back!to!over!a!decade!ago,!when!the!Internet!was!not!as!widely!used!as!it!is!today,!and!it!should!best!be!considered!of!an!exploratory!nature.!Web!query!language! turned!out!not! to!be!comparable! to!common!English!usage,!particularly!at! the!level! of! syntax.! Overall,! no! grammatical! consistency! was! found! in! the! search! logs! and!eventually! five! syntactic! categories! were! identified:! (i)! adjective! and! noun! phrase,! (ii)!grammatically! correct,! (iii)! verbal! phrase,! (iv)! random! category! and! (v)!miscellaneous.!The! first!group!represented! the!attributive!construction!and! it!was! the!most!populated.!The!second!group!included!all!queries!that!took!the!form!of!a!WH,question!whereas!the!category!"verbal!phrase"!included!non,complete!English!sentences!where!at!least!a!verb!or! a! "verbal"! (i.e.! ,ing! form)! appeared.! The! last! two! categories! do! not! bear! very!informative! labels!and!were!respectively!defined!as!"a!series!of!words!of!varying! lexical!categories! and! which! defied! syntactical! categorization"! and! "any! query! pattern!represented!less!than!10!times"!which!included!URLs,!email!addresses!and!proper!names!(Jansen!et!al.!2000a,b).!In!spite!of!the!fact!that!virtually!all!these!five!categories!could!be!populated!with!examples!from!the!Euramis!concordance!logs,!the!proposed!classification!was!unsuitable!for!the!planned!analysis.!However,!the!conclusion!that!"[…]!this!particular!strategy![Adjective!and!Noun!Phrases]!either!works!best!or!is!the!default!for!many!human!users!when! they! are! not! sure!what! syntax! applies"! (Jansen! et!al.!2000b:! 174)! is!worth!keeping!in!mind.!!
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A!more! recent! study! (Barr!et!al.!2008)!used!part,of,speech! (POS)! tagging! to!parse!Web!search! logs.! It! built! on! previous! findings! that! highlighted! potential! POS! ambiguities! in!queries!and!aimed!at!resolving!them!by!developing!a!trained!tagger!that!considered!inter,annotator!agreement!scores.!Researchers!sampled!queries!from!the!Yahoo!!search!engine!and!their!results!confirmed!that!the!majority!of!queries!(over!70%)!were!noun!phrases.!The! most! common! tag! in! their! tag! set! of! 19! unique! classes! was! "proper! noun"! which!amounted! to! 40%! of! all! query! terms! (2008:! 1022,3).! However,! "[t]he! sparse! textual!information!in!search!queries!presents!difficulties!beyond!standard!corpora,!not!only!for!part,of,speech! tagging! software,! but! also! for! human! labelers"! (Barr! et! al.!2008:! 1022).!Inter,rater! agreement!was!particularly! compromised!by!proper!nouns.!A! string! such!as!'stillwater!chamber!of!commerce183'!could!be!considered!either!as!one!single!proper!noun!or! could!be! split! so! that! only! the! first!word,token!would! count! as! a! proper!noun.! Such!labeling! issues! are! particularly! relevant! in! the! light! of! the! earlier! discussion! about! the!different! realizations! of! the! string! 'high! representative'! (see! Sub,section! 7.1.1.4).! POS,tagging!showed!that!Web!queries!present!peculiarities!of!usage!with!respect!to!published!texts,!which!affects! the!distribution!and!variety!of!POS,tags.!One!of! the! instances! in! the!Euramis! searches!was! the! inconsistent! or! infrequent! capitalization! of! nouns,! otherwise!used!as!a!reliable! indicator! for! tagging!texts.!The!same! issue!was! found! in!Web!queries,!where! capitalization!was! used! inconsistently:! 83.2%! out! of! a! sample! of! about! 290,000!queries!were!all,lowercase!and!16.8%!contained!some!capitalization,!of!which!3.9%!were!all,caps! (Barr! et! al.! 2008).! Irrespective! of! casing,! some! degree! of! syntactical! structure!emerged!from!the!tagging,!and!7!categories!were!identified:!(i)!noun!phrase!(ca.!70%),!(ii)!URL,! (iii)! word! salad,! (iv)! other! query,! (v)! unknown,! (vi)! verb! phrase,! (vii)! question!(2008:!1027).!Once!again,!the!main!problem!seems!to!lie!in!the!choice!of!sometimes!very!blurry! labels! (e.g.! "word! salad",! "other! query")! that! make! these! studies! difficult! to!replicate,!especially!on!different!sets!of!data.!On!the!other!hand,!linguistic!categories!such!as! "verb! phrase"! and! "noun! phrase"! seem! to! provide! a! more! solid! basis! for! further!considerations!about!the!nature!of!the!strings,!as!opposed!to!other!commonly!used!labels!that!will!be!discussed!later!on!in!the!chapter.!7.3.1.1 POS,TAGGING!In!order!to!verify!whether!some!of! the!claims!about!Web!queries!could!be!applicable!to!concordance! searches,! the! dataset! was! POS,tagged.! The! first! issue! was! finding! a! POS,tagger184!that!would!only!parse!the!"sentence"!field!while!preserving!the!rest!of!the!string!(i.e.!its!metadata).!Some!suggestions!on!available!taggers!were!found!in!the!literature!(e.g.!Barr!et!al.!2008:!1024)!but!these!taggers!involved!a!lot!of!manual!work!and!training!was!always!involved!for!which!this!project!lacked!adequate!resources.!A!solution!was!found!in!the! IMS! Open! Corpus! Workbench! (CWB)185,! which! provides! a! collection! of! tools! for!querying! and!managing! large! text! corpora!using! linguistic! annotation.!Different! subsets!were!selected!for!testing!purposes!but!each!had!first!to!be!pre,processed!in!order!to!work!with!the!corpus!query!processor!(CQP),!the!central!component!that!performs!the!queries.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!183!Example!provided!by!the!authors!(2008:!1023).!Strings!were!all!lowercased!in!the!pre,processing!of!the!data.!184!Some!common!examples!are!the!Stanford!POS!tagger!or!the!TreeTagger;!a!more!comprehensive!list!can!be!found!at!http://www,nlp.stanford.edu/links/statnlp.html#Taggers![last!accessed:!October!2012].!185!CWB!was!originally!developed!at!IMS!Stuttgart!and!in!2007!it!was!released!as!open,source!software;!available!at!http://cwb.sourceforge.net/![last!accessed:!October!2012].!
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tot!MD! !!10,218!!Unsurprisingly,! the!most!populated! category!by! far!was! that! of! nouns! (NN)! and!proper!nouns!(PN),!both! in! the!singular!and!plural! forms.!The!second!most!populated!category!(with!less!than!half!the!occurrences!of!the!nominal!category)!was!adjectives!(JJ),!possibly!because!adjectives!usually!appear!in!conjunction!with!nouns.!The!category!of!verbs!(VB;!base!and!other!verb!forms)!ranked!third,!but!modal!verbs!(MD)!should!perhaps!be!added!to! the! VB! group.! Conjunctions! and! adverbs! were! rarer.! Adjectives! came! in! a! higher!number! of! occurrences!with! respect! to! the! aggregated! volume!of! verb! forms,! including!past! forms,! gerunds! and! conjugated! verbs.! These! figures! should! only! be! taken! as!indicative! of! the! respective! volumes! for! POS! tags! as! the! count! suffers! from! some!systematic!problems!which!will!be!detailed!below.!These! results! are! in! line! with! another! study! (Johnson! et! al.! 2006)! aimed! at! better!targeting!Web! searching,!which! calculated! the!most! frequent!POS! templates! for! strings.!Aside! from! the! top! (grammatical)! bigrams! and! trigrams! that! convey! little!meaning,! the!extraction! of! high,utility! phrases! (or! content! phrases)! showed! the! following! most!
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frequent!POS! templates:!A+N,!N+N,!A+A+N,!A+N+N,!N+A+N,!N+N+N,!and!N+Pronoun+N!(2006:!3).!Almost!all!potential!content!phrases!in!that!study!could!be!covered!by!a!set!of!40!bigrams!and!61!trigrams,!excluding!phrases!containing!stop,words.!Similarly,!Barr!et!
al.! (2008:!1028)! highlighted! the! telegraphic! nature! of! queries,! which! were!much!more!likely!to!have!an!NP!structure!of!type!Adj+N!rather!than!Det+Adj+N.!In!order!to!study!the!most!common!combinations!of!POS,tags!in!the!Euramis!corpus,!a!frequency!count!of!POS,patterns!was!performed,!as!summarized!in!Table!42!together!with!some!examples!for!the!top!20!combinations.!!
Table!42.!Most!frequent!POS!patterns!in!the!nAgrams!string!corpus.!Only!the!top!20!POS!
combinations!out!of!some!60,000!found!are!shown.!
Rank' Count' POS=pattern' Example'strings'
1' 51921! NN/NN! radio!bandwidth,!gender!identity,!interoperability!constituents,!silver!economy!
2' 49456! JJ/NN! criminal!record,!virtuous!cycle,!indicative!list,!total!cost,!reasonable!access!
3' 28999! NN/NNS! core!values,!entity!vehicles,!business!startQups,!quality!checks,!contract!agents!
4' 26911! JJ/NNS! basic!metals,!mobile!communications,!corrective!measures,!natural!events!
5' 15902! NP/NP! EU!Roadmap,!Van!Rompuy,!Southern!Corridor,!Crown!Corporation,!HR!CFSP!
6' 11238! NP/NP/NP! European!Youth!Forum,!Working!Time!Directive,!GATT!Kennedy!Round!
7' 10073! JJ/NN/NN! direct!heating!process,!international!investment!strategy,!public!health!capacity!
8' 7194! NP/NN! Nokia!case,!Gulf!region,!Hague!programme,!H1N1!influenza,!BEREC!office!
9' 6807! NN/IN/NN! freedom!of!establishment,!case!by!case,!diffusion!with!water,!autonomy!of!decision!
10' 6493! JJ/NN/NNS! secondary!steel!plants,!annual!lease!payments,!external!aid!instruments!
11' 6224! NN/NN/NN! service!provider!contract,!business!registration!number,!research!funding!program!
12' 4792! NP/NNS188! GHG!savings,!IACS!controls,!Israel!colonies,!IGC!states,!EU!funds,!US!authorities!
13' 4497! NP/NP/NP/NP! European!Atomic!Energy!Community,!Regional!Innovation!Performance!Index!
14' 4423! VB189/NN! take!effect,!obtain!feedback,!recognise!asylum,!bring!relief,!ensure!coherence!
15' 4100! VBG/NN! rolling!plan,!continuing!education,!ensuing!risk,!losing!momentum,!creating!value!
16' 4054! JJ/JJ/NN! foreign!direct!investment,!solid!scientific!basis,!pulpy!whole!fruit!
17' 3995! NN/IN190/NNS! growth!for!jobs,!number!of!observations,!body!of!laws,!mapping!of!services!
18' 3817! NN/NN! tender!notice,!evidence!base,!emergency!planning,!wood!oil,!asset!freeze!
19' 3250! VBG/NNS! supporting!data,!implementing!laws,!vending!ingredients,!exporting!countries!
20' 3196! VBN/NNS! delegated!acts,!regulated!articles,!estimated!numbers,!reasoned!opinions!!Results!clearly!show!that!the!vast!majority!of!these!strings!are!nominal,!including!singular!and! plural! nouns! as!well! as!many! proper! nouns.! The! examples! provided! are!meant! to!illustrate!different!realizations!of!each!pattern,!but!in!some!cases!a!remarkable!amount!of!false!positives!was!found,!as!can!be!anticipated!by!looking!at!some!examples.!In!the!case!of!VBG!and!VBN,!there!are!instances!where!the!word!is!probably!used!as!an!adjective!and!it!is!not!entirely!clear!whether!the!form!should!be!labeled!as!an!adjective!or!as!a!VBG.!For!example,!'integrated!hub'!is!labeled!JJ+NN,!just!like!'limited!company';!'ranking!system'!is!also! tagged! JJ+NN,! just! like! 'outstanding!balance'.!However! limited,! such! instances! raise!questions!as!to!how!the!tagging!should!be!interpreted.!Another!problematic!case!is!that!of!homographs!that!can!be!used!both!as!nouns!and!as!verbs.!!The!pattern!VB+NN!may!have!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!188!This!is!a!tricky!pattern!due!to!lots!of!false!positives!(capitalization).!189!Another!tricky!pattern!due!to!lots!of!false!positives!(homographs).!190!Both!here!and!in!pattern!n.9!the!impression!was!that!the!vast!majority!of!IN!were!instances!of!the!prepositions!'of',!but!in!the!examples!greater!diversification!was!sought.!
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suffered! from! this! ambiguity! and! many! strings! may! be! in! fact! be! false! positives,! even!without! additional! context! (e.g.! 'cover! page',! 'stem! cell',! 'double! interest',! 'welcome!dinner').!The!most!affected!categories! in!terms!of! false!positives!were!possibly!the!ones!distinguishing!between!proper!and!common!nouns,!i.e.!NP!and!NN.!Casing!was!once!again!the!culprit.!The!system!associates!a!capitalized!word!to!a!proper!noun,!which!is!useful!to!identify!acronyms!or!Named!Entities!(in!the!broad!sense)!(e.g.!'European!Maritime,!Safety!Agency',!'External!Action!Service'),!but!in!fact!inconsistent!capitalization!negatively!affects!this! rule! (e.g.! 'Employment! Strategy',! 'Freelance! Management',! 'Dear! President').!Moreover,!a! capitalized!word!may!simply! indicate! the!beginning!of!a! sentence! (e.g.! 'Old!age',! 'Verification!service',! 'Bacon!crisp',! 'Weak!practice').!By!considering!all!noun! forms!as! one! aggregated! category! these! issues! could! be! eliminated,! but! the! usability! of! such!large!category!remains!questionable.!!One!study!aimed!at!distinguishing!Named!Entities!(i.e.!proper!nouns)!from!other!types!of!text! strings! (Vincze! et! al.! 2011:! 291)! has! found! that! humans! are! better! at! identifying!Named!Entities! (NE)! as!opposed! to!other! categories!of!multi,word!units! (MWU).! In! the!study,! manual! categorization! of! a! small! corpus! of! Wikipedia! articles! showed! higher!aggregated!counts!for!NE!than!MWU,!suggesting!that!the!incidence!of!NE!is!not!negligible.!When! terminology! is! considered,! the! most! represented! POS! is! the! 'noun'! with! a!proportion!between!84%!and!98%.!The!great!imbalance!between!nouns!and!other!parts!of! speech! is! due! to! the! tendency! of!most! languages! to! use! (complex)! nouns! over! other!parts!of!speech!to!label!concepts!(L'Homme!2005:!1119):!users!tend!to!refer!to!nominal!strings! as! terms! and! such! high! numbers! of! nouns! in! the! searches! somehow! justify! the!labeling!of!the!concordancer!as!a!terminological!tool.!This! brief! overview! showed! that! it! is! indeed! possible! to! study! strings! using! POS,tags.!However,!several!shortcomings!(e.g.!the!unknown!ratio!of!false!positives)!have!also!been!highlighted! that!make! finer,grained! results! unsuitable! for! a! systematic! study! based! on!frequencies.!Results!were!often!found!to!be!in!line!with!previous!findings!in!Web!search!log! analysis! and! Natural! Language! Processing.! As! expected,! POS! tagging! was! not!particularly!efficient!because!of! the!potential! ambiguities!both! in! form!and!meaning! for!each!searched!word!(e.g.!acronyms!that!resemble!lexical!words!where!the!only!difference!is!formatting,!which!is!generally!disregarded!by!the!system).!!7.3.1.2 VARIATION!ACROSS!STRINGS!IN!SEARCH!SESSIONS!The! aforementioned! linguistic! categories! in!Web! searching!were! labeled! "adjective! and!noun!phrase"!or! "verbal!phrase",! i.e.! the! categorization!was! carried!out! at! the! syntactic!level.!Following!the!definitions!in!Bussmann!(1996),!a!Noun!Phrase!(NP)!is!understood!as!made!up!of!a!head!and!one!or!more!attributes!whereas!an!Adjective!Phrase!(AdjP)!has!an!adjective! as! head! that! can! be! modified! by! an! adverb! of! degree! or! a! complement!(1996:!20);! a! Verb! Phrase! (VP)! consists! of! a! verb,! its! (obligatory)! complements! and! its!(optional)!adjuncts.!Prepositional!Phrases!(PP)!have!a!preposition!and!a!NP!that!serves!as!its!object.!An!additional!level!was!included!to!account!for!longer!chunks!of!text!introduced!by! a! coordinate! conjunction! in! the! 2/11,grams! dataset.! They! can! take! the! form! of! a!coordinate! phrase! or! a! coordinate! clause,! where! the! clause! is! seen! as! structurally!independent!(Bussmann!1996:!716).!There! are! two! main! approaches! to! investigate! strings! in! terms! of! their! syntactic!constituents.!The!first!only!considers!individual!strings,!e.g.!the!strings!found!in!the!spot!search! subsets;! the! other! approach! looks! at! the! dynamic! group! of! strings,! i.e.! search!sessions.!The!underlying!difference!between!the!two!approaches!lies!in!the!granularity!of!the!analysis.!The!former!assigns!the!whole!sting!to!a!category,!whereas!the!latter!looks!at!
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INDEPENDENT! how! to! get! paid! for! goods! and! services;! ! The! objective! of! the! inspection! was! to!
ensure!that;!These!findings!are!being!followed!up!
DEPENDENT! since! the! application! should! be! dismissed;! After! which! they! would! be! deemed!
approved!!Table!43!only!provides!a!few!examples!for!each!category!taken!verbatim!from!the!logs!but!there!are!also!instances!where!there!is!a!combination!of!phrases!(e.g.!'at!regular!intervals!after! each! session',! 'enter! into! force! with! immediate! effect',! 'take! account! of! the!implications! of! the! Lisbon! Treaty').! Given! the! results! of! the! analysis! of! the! lexical!categories,! the! vast! majority! of! strings! are! noun! phrases! and! to! a! lesser! extent! verb!phrases.! At! the! same! time,! this! classification! is! not! particularly! informative! because! it!does! not! offer! a! considerably! different! picture! from! the! previous! POS,tagging! analysis.!Moreover,! the! focus! of! attention! in! terms! of! string! size! does! not! change! in! the! case! of!static!searches!and!no!additional!information!about!problem!units!can!be!obtained.!The!dynamic!analysis!of!searches!takes!into!account!search!sessions.!This!study!is!more!complex!than!the!previous!one!because!more!variables!are!involved.!The!question!arises!as! to! if!and!how!the! translator’s! focus!of!attention!changes!with!respect! to! the!problem!unit!when! the! temporal!dimension!of!a! search!session! is! considered.!Given! the!adopted!definition!of!search!session!(see!Section!5.6),!the!information!need!is!not!going!to!change!within! a! search! episode! but! the! focus! of! attention! can! be! directed! to! different! textual!elements.!The!first!string!in!a!session!can!be!taken!to!represent!the!working!source,text!segmentation! made! by! the! translator.! While! working,! the! translator! has! first! to!cognitively!process! the!ST!and! it! is! only! at! a! second! stage! that! s/he! submits! the!query.!During! the! session,! the! string! changes! in! size,! implying! that! the! core!problem!unit!was!either!framed!in!the!very!first!string!or!left!as!a!shortened!string!at!the!end!of!the!session.!The! first! string!does!not! always!necessarily!match! the!problem!unit.!The!assumption! is!that! the! first! search! operation! is! carried! out! according! to! the! Principle! of! Least! Effort!(Azzopardi!2009:!557):!the!user!tends!to!submit!the!search!that!s/he!feels!best!suited!for!
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Attr.'Adj.! regulators! nursing!regulators! …! !
! ! ! ! !





Prep.'Attr.! …! ! quarterly!report! quarterly!report!on!the!euro!area!




























































































































































































































guarantees'!This! small! analysis! highlighted! a! number! of! changes! that! can! affect! phrases! and! their!components.!The!most!articulated!group!was!found!to!be!the!Noun!Phrase,!particularly!at!the! attribute! level,! even! though! it! also! was! the! sub,group! with! most! empty! cells,!especially! for! the! expansion! category.! Generally! speaking,! strings! belonging! to! sessions!
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where! the! end! part! was! modified! (right! trim/expansion)! seemed! to! change! more!markedly!in!terms!of!length!than!strings!in!the!left!trim/expansion!categories.!Trimming!or! adding! whole! semantic! or! syntactic! units! (e.g.! attributes,! adjuncts)! at! the! end! of! a!string! rather! than! at! the! beginning! seems! cognitively! easier! (or!more! relevant)! and! is!probably!a!consequence!of!the!syntax!of!English.!Ambiguity!in!the!strings!due!to!the!lack!of!context!can!becomes!a!problem!when!trying!to!label!a!search!from!a!linguistic!perspective.!Consider!for!example,!strings!such!as!'targets!as!a!reference'!or!'government!expenditure!targets'.!In!isolation,!the!first!'targets'!could!be!considered!a!verb!and!the!string!would!become!a!VP,!whereas!the!second!will!initially!be!read!as!a!noun!(NP)!but!at!a!closer!look!the!verb!option!cannot!be!excluded.!If!the!whole!string! is! searched! for! in! the!Web,! the!original! sentence! is! found,! i.e.! 'The!assessment!of!effective!action!will!benefit!from!taking!compliance!with!general!government!expenditure!targets!as!a!reference,!in!conjunction!with!the!implementation!of!planned!specific!revenue!measures',!from!which!it!becomes!clear!that!the!word!'targets'!has!to!be!interpreted!as!a!noun.!Unfortunately,! this! additional! check!cannot!be!performed! for! the!vast!majority!of!the!strings,!particularly!in!the!case!of!spot!searches.!!The! linguistic!analysis!of! syntactic! categories,! at!both! lexical!and!phrasal! level!has!been!useful! to! highlight! once! again! the! similarities! with! Web! queries.! However,! it! has! not!provided!much!new!information!nor!suggested!how!to!approach!existing!ambiguities.!The!analysis! has! to! move! beyond! the! syntactic! level! and! look! at! the! data! from! another!perspective.!
7.3.2 PROBLEM!CATEGORIES!IN!EMPIRICAL!STUDIES!OF!TRANSLATION!Empirical! studies! have! occasionally! used! categories! for! translation! problems! either! in!experiments! or! in! translation! teaching! (see! Chapter! 2).! In! this! section,! a! reprise! of! the!main! translation!problem!categories! in! the! literature!will!be!briefly!discussed!and! their!usability!for!the!present!analysis192!will!be!assessed.!!The! first! categories! to! be! identified! back! in! the! mid,1980s! were! reception! problems!(Rezeptionsprobleme),! production! problems! (Wiedergabeprobleme)! and! combined!reception,production! problems! (Krings! 1986a:! 144,152),! in! the! attempt! to! link! the!problematic!element! to! the!L2,! the!L1!or!both.!A! few!years! later,!Lörscher!(1991a:!201,217)!defined!translation!problems!as!manifesting!themselves!in!the!source,language!text!and!grouped!them!into!three!categories.!His!first!and!eventually!most!populated!category!!(ca.! 70%)!was! called! lexical! problems,! i.e.! "single! lexemes! of! the! SL! text! for!which! the!subject!has!no!corresponding!TL!lexemes!available"!(1991a:!202),!e.g.!'Eigenschaften!und!Merkmale'.! The! second! category! (syntactic! problems,! ca.! 8%)! was! concerned! with! the!syntactic!arrangement!of!the!lexemes!(e.g.!'wann!welches!Deutsch!mit!wem!geschprochen!wird')! while! the! third! group! (lexico,syntactic! problems,! ca.! 22%)! either! included! both!levels!or!was!used!when!no!distinction!between!the!two!could!be!made!(1991a:!203),!e.g.!'einen! kommunikationsorientierten! Unterricht'! or! 'the! poetry! of! the! race'.! The! main!problem!with!both!tripartite!categorizations!is!the!presence!of!the!third!"hybrid"!group,!not!helpful!for!a!systematic!analysis.!A!further!source,language!based!categorization!was!proposed! by! Campbell! (1999)! who! identified! problematic! (i.e.! "difficult")! source! text!chunks!on!the!basis!of!evidence!in!the!translated!version.!He!came!to!the!conclusion!that!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!192!In!this!brief!review!no!reference!will!be!made!to!aspects!such!as!the!specific!experimental!conditions!and!the!types!of!subjects!etc.!despite!the!fact!that!they!are!likely!to!have!played!a!role!in!the!choice!of!the!categories.!
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Term! adjunct! professor! /! Junior! High! School! /! currency! (Finance)! /!
letter!carrier!depot!
Highly!polysemic!vocabulary! determine!/!!outcome!/!step!/!grave!









Misc.!General!Language! inconsistency! /! disempower! /! initially! /! young! and! growing!








Named!Entities! Sun!(company),!Xinjian!Uighur!autonomous!region!!A!different! take!on!problematic! items!can!be! found! in!Angelone!(2010),!where!problem!solving! is! associated! with! uncertainty,! operationalized! as! an! interruption! of! the!translation!flow.!In!his!analysis,!he!examines!the!textual!level,!the!behavioral!level!and!the!translation! locus! but! the! present! discussion!will! only! touch! upon! the! textual! level.! The!textual!level!is!aimed!at!locating!the!problem,solving!behavior!"at!a!particular!location!of!difficulty! in! the! text"! (2010:!28)!and! takes! into!account! the! following! levels:! lexis,! term,!collocation,!phrasal,!syntax,!sentential!and!macrolevel.!However,!no!further!definitions!or!examples!are!provided!as!to!what!is!precisely!understood!under!each!label.!Adopting!the!same!categories!for!Euramis!becomes!quite!challenging!and!some!of!the!listed!categories!would!have!to!be!left!out!given!the!specific!nature!of!the!dataset!in!this!study.!!A! recent! doctoral! dissertation! deals! specifically! with! the! topic! of! "how! translation!trainees!use!the!Web!as!an!external!resource!to!satisfy!their!information!needs!within!the!context! of! domain,specific! translation"! (Enríquez) Raído! 2011:! 145,6),! which! bears!evident! resemblance! to! the!present! study!but!has!a!wider! scope!because! it! investigates!
any!type!of!information!need!for!which!the!Web!can!be!used.!Enríquez)Raído's!data!show!that!the!most!frequent!information!need!concerns!general!lexical!items!(2011:!414)!but,!at! a! closer! look,! a! good! deal! of! the! identified! items! could! in! fact! be! ascribed! to!terminological! and/or! thematic! needs! (p.! 415).! Although! no! systematic! labeling! of! the!problems! encountered! by! the! subjects! is! performed,! a! number! of! categories! are!mentioned!in!the!discussion!of!results.!Information!needs!(both!common!and!individual)!are! associated! with! nouns,! adjectives,! verbs,! adverbs,! multi,word! expressions,!collocations,!acronyms!(p.!348)!and!proper!names!(p.!422);!participants'!feedback!added!the! categories! "unknown! words",! "allosemic! words"! (i.e.! words! that! are! used! in! an!unusual! sense),! "polysemous!words"!and!"false! friends"! (p.!348).!Finally,!one!additional!category!includes!unreported!general!lexical!problems!"for!which![students]!were!mainly!looking! for! confirmation! (or! 'reassurance')! of! already! existing! tentative! solutions"! (p.!486).! Here,! too,! different! levels! are! combined,! from! lexical! to! semantic! categories! and!from!lexico,syntax!to!familiarity,!but!no!scope!is!provided!for!the!given!categories.!!Eventually,!none!of!these!classifications!can!be!directly!transposed!in!a!formal!language!to!be!used!with!a!script.!The!main!shortcoming!in!most!of!the!covered!classifications!is!the!use!of! intuitive!categories!that!are!loosely!defined!and!allowed!to!overlap!or! intertwine.!Before!attempting!a!further!categorization!of!strings!from!a!linguistic!perspective,!a!closer!look!into!the!commonly!chosen!labels!is!necessary!to!better!understand!the!scope!of!each!category.! A! known! problem! when! using! taxonomies! and! classifications! for! units! of!language!is!the!lack!of!frequency!data,!particularly!for!phrases!(Stubbs!2002:!215).!This!is!due!to!both!a!deeply!rooted!lexicographic!tradition!which!tends!to!consider!only!selected!examples!and!the!variability!of!the!units!in!question.!The!smallest!unit!to!be!analyzed!is!the!word,!generally!nouns,!and!the!categories!employed!are!meant!to!discuss!polysemy!or!parts! of! speech! but! additional! categories! need! to! be! found! for! strings! longer! than! one!word.! Quigley! (2005:! 29,31)! identifies! a! cline! that! ranges! from! a! single! lexeme! (e.g.!
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'baseload')! to! longer! structures! that! include! several! lexemes! but! cannot! be! considered!unit,like!(e.g.!'Unregulated!electronic!information!processing!industry');!some!of!the!most!frequent!labels!are!discussed!in!the!following!sub,sections.!7.3.2.1 COMPOUNDS!A!compound!is!defined!as!lexical!unit!consisting!of!a!set!invariable!combination!of!two!or!more! words! which! has! a! single! referent! or! designatum! (Quigley! 2005:! 30)! but! in! fact!there! are!many! types! of! compounds!without! there! being! clear,cut! boundaries! for! their!identification.!Three!main!types!can!be!nonetheless!identified:!1. Close!compounds,!i.e.!words!written!solid!without!any!space!or!hyphen;!2. Hyphenated!compounds,!such!as!'fuel,oil'!in!Table!49;!3. Open!compounds,!i.e.!words!separated!by!a!space,!which!is!usually!the!form!taken!by!new!compounds.!Different! types! of! compound! have! uneven! frequency! distributions,! which! makes!compound! analysis! quite! challenging.! According! to! a! recent! study! (Maguire! et! al.!2010:!67),!some!compounds!come!with!a!lexicalized!definition!but!many!compounds!are!unique!or!occur!only!once!in!a!dataset,!as!is!the!case!for!almost!70%!of!the!400,000!types!found!in!the!BNC!(Lapata!&!Lascarides!2003!in!Maguire!et!al.!2010:!67).!This!is!a!concrete!problem!in!the!field!of!Computational!Linguistics,!where!the!best!performing!methods!to!interpret!compounds!focus!on!2,!and!3,word!NN!compounds.!These!systems!rely!either!on!domain,specific!hand,coded!semantic! taxonomies!or!statistical!models!built!on! large!collections!of!unlabeled!data,!but!the!large!number!of!rare!and!infrequent!NN!compounds!makes!probability!estimation!unreliable!(Girju!2008:!189).!Another!problem!derives!from!the!potential!polysemy!of!many!compounds,!which!are!by!necessity! context,dependent.! Their! meaning! cannot! be! derived! without! knowing! the!context! because! the! same! structure! can! have! equally! probable! interpretations! just! as!different! structures!may!have! hardly! any! semantic! differences! (Berg! 2006:! 212,4).! The!study!conducted!by!Berg!(2006)!focused!mainly!on!four,word!compounds!both!in!English!and!German.!He!considered!nominal!(NN)!compound!strings!such!as! 'air! traffic!control',!'child!language!acquisition!research!group',! 'meat!safety!assurance!scheme'!and!'fork!lift!truck!driver'!which!are!considered!unmarked,! i.e.! their!constituent!structure!reflects!the!semantic! structure.! In! the! specific! case! of! English! and! German! the! compounds! comply!with!the!"right,hand!head!rule",!i.e.!they!have!a!modifier,head!structure,!which!implies!a!left!branching!of!the!compound!in!the!case!of!recursivity.!Left,branching!compounds!are!perceived! as! the! unmarked! structure,! therefore! they! are! more! easily! understood! than!right,branching! compounds! (2006:! 224).! This! theoretical! framework! is! in! line! with!findings! from! psycholinguistic! studies! according! to! which! people! exploit! statistical!regularities! when! interpreting! novel! compounds! (Maguire! et! al.! 2010:! 51).! Previous!studies!(e.g.!Gagné!&!Shoben!1997!cit.! in!Maguire!et!al.!2010)!have!identified!a!set!of!16!possible! relations! between! noun! and! modifier,! and! findings! from! experiments! have!shown!that!difficulties!arise!when!there!is!an!unfitting!relationship!between!the!noun!and!the!modifier(s).!For!example,!'plastic'!is!usually!associated!with!the!relation!<made!of>!so!the!combination!'plastic!bag'!is!easier!to!understand!than!the!combination!'plastic!crisis'!where!there!is!a!relation!of!type!<about>.!A!similar!example!found!in!the!dataset!for!the!present!study!could!be!'carbon!emission'!or!'carbon!leakage'!compared!to!'carbon!tax'!or!'carbon! footprint'.! In! other! words,! the! problem! originates! from! the! semantic! relation!between!constituents,!which!is!often!implicit.!The!concept!of!the!unexpected!relationship!within! compounds! was! also! developed! by! Girju! (2008).! To! correctly! interpret! a! NN!compound,! one! requires! information! ranging! from!word! knowledge! to! lexico,syntactic!
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and! discourse! information! and! much! depends! also! on! the! syntactic! and! semantic!directionality!of!the!compound!(2008:!186).!The!standard!case!involves!two!lexical!nouns!with!a!particular!syntactic!directionality!(usually!N1!is!the!syntactic!modifier!and!N2!is!the!syntactic! head)! encoding! a! semantic! relation! with! two! semantic! arguments! (Arg1! and!Arg2)! with! the! same! semantic! directionality.! One! example! is! 'beer! glass'! where! N1!modifies! N2! and! Arg1! expresses! a! PURPOSE! relation! with! respect! to! Arg2.! Compound!interpretation! is! undermined!whenever! there! is! a!mismatch! between! the! syntactic! and!the!semantic!directionalities,!i.e.!when!N1!does!not!match!Arg1.!In!addition,!Maguire!et!al.!(2010:! 55)! point! out! that! the! analysis! is! challenged! when! only! the! most! frequent!combinations!are!considered!because!there!are!thousands!of!possible!combinations!for!a!given! noun! and! restricting! the! scope! to! the! top! frequencies! may! result! in! an!unrepresentative!sample.!These! studies! are! generally! carried! out! with! native! speakers! and! in! a! monolingual!environment.! In! the! case! of! translation,! the! scenario! is! even! more! complex! because!contrastive! studies! would! be! needed! to! better! evaluate! particular! structures.! One!hypothesis! is! that! family! proximity! between! the! two! languages! involved! in! translation!makes! the! transfer! of! some! semantic! structures! unproblematic! whereas! the! same!semantic! structure! could! represent! an! issue! for! a! speaker! of! a! more! distant! language!family.! In! other!words,! some!problems!may! arise! from! interference! between! languages!and!the!lack!of!a!statistical!basis!to!interpret!compounds.!In!the!particular!context!of!the!EU! there! can! be! instances! of! artificial! interference! that! may! add! to! the! difficulties! of!interpreting!and!translating!compounds.!Some!examples!of!this!kind!of!interference!were!provided! by! a! number! of! EU! translators! in! their! replies! to! a! questionnaire! (DGT!2010a:!71ff.):!The! German! equivalent! of! the! term! Lisbon! process! was! translated! under! the!influence!of! the!English!drafting! language!as!LissabonAProzess!using!and!thereby!distorting!the!term!Prozess,!originally!used!in!German!language!to!mean!a!'judicial!trial'!or!'natural!processes'!(2010a:!92).!Autonomous! concepts! of! EU! law! expressed! by! autonomous! term! (conformity!
assessment,!type!approval)! are!often! calqued! from! the!original! language! into! the!other!official!languages!(2010a:!73).!In! some! legal! acts,! the! term! 'reception'! was! erroneously! translated! into!Portuguese!as!receoção!as!a!result!of!reciprocals!translinguistic!lexical!attraction!with! the! French! term! réception.! […]! The! expression! retrait!des!navires!was! also!translated! under! reciprocal! translinguistic! attraction! by! retirada! de! navios,!however,!the!correct!term!would!have!been!abate!de!navios!(2010a:92)193.!Compound!interpretation!can!be!ascribed!to!two!main!approaches,!i.e.!statistic,based!and!schema,based! theories.!According! to!Maguire!et!al.!(2010:!66),! "[…]!people! can!activate!conceptual! knowledge! selectively! by! exploiting! regular! patterns! that! exist! in!compounding,! thus! avoiding! the! consideration! of! irrelevant! information",! i.e.! the!activation! of! a! full! conceptual! schema.! Their! results! (2010:! 57)! show! a! significant!association!between!semantic!content!and!combinatory!use,!i.e.!similar!concepts!combine!in!similar!ways.! In!other!words,!the!more!similar!concepts!are,!the!more!likely!they!will!combine! with! the! same! nouns! but! the! combination! probability! varies! according! to!whether! the! noun! is! used! as! a! head! or! modifier! (2010:! 63).! Moreover,! productivity! is!closely!linked!to!interpretation,!in!that!a!productive!pattern!is!strongly!associated!with!a!particular! semantic! interpretation! of! the! compound,! which! explains! why! some! very!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!193!All!emphases!in!the!examples!cited!were!found!in!the!original.!
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infrequent! structures! in! a! language! are! perceived! as! difficult.! For! example,! some! EU,specific! expressions! (such! as! the!Polish!EU,term! for! 'certificate! of! conformity',!which! is!different!from!and!broader!than!its!national!equivalent,!and!the!Finnish!term!for!'female!bovines'!which!was!specifically!created!at!the!EU!level!and!even!attracted!criticism!among!Finnish! speakers;! DGT! 2010a:! 75,! 79)! are! perceived! as! difficult! by! translators! even!though! they! have! an! internal! unmarked! structure.! In! sum,! "statistics! based! on! the!interaction! of! semantic! categories! are! more! informative! than! statistics! based! on! the!relation!preference!of!individual!words"!(Maguire!et!al.!2010:!65).!!This! brief! theoretical! overview! on! compounding! has! highlighted! how! entangled! the!syntactic! and! the! semantic! levels! are! in! groups! of! two! or! more! nouns.! They! may! be!considered!two!sides!of!the!same!coin!and!this!dual!nature!is!partly!found!in!the!two!main!approaches!to!the!study!of!collocations:!the!statistical!approach!(e.g.!that!of!Firth,!Sinclair!and! Smadja)! and! the! semantic,lexicographic! approach! (associated! with! the! names! of!Hausmann,!Benson!and!Mel'čuk).!For!others!(Partington!1998:!15! in!Mollin!2009:!177),!there!are!not!two!but!three!different!approaches:!(i)!textual!(Sinclair!1991),!(ii)!statistical!(Halliday!1985)!—!the!standard!approach!in!contemporary!corpus!linguistics!—!and!(iii)!associative!(such!as!Hoey's!theory!of!"lexical!priming",!2005).!7.3.2.2 COLLOCATIONS!That!of!"collocation"! is!a!particularly!challenging! label!given!that!admittedly!"[t]he!term!collocation! does! not! cover! the! same! range! of! linguistic! phenomena! for! all! linguists! […]!and! unfortunately,! not! all! researchers! spell! out! their! definition! of! the! phenomenon"!(Mollin!2009:!176).!The! concept!of! collocation!was! first! suggested!by!Firth! (1957)! as! a!new! category! of! meaning! that! looked! at! lexical! co,occurrences! in! a! text! from! a!quantitative!perspective!and!from!there!collocation!theory!developed194.!!In! her! definition,! Quigley! (2005:! 28)! resorts! to! the! idea! of! a! continuum! and! describes!collocation!as!"a!bond!of!varying!strength,!from!loose!to!tightly!cohesive,!between!two!or!more!words".! This! can! range! from! a! transitional! combination! to! a! compound,! but! it! is!ultimately! impossible! to! know! the! exact! strength! of! this! word! group! (2005:! 29).! A!collocation!is!generally!understood!to!mean!"the!occurrence!of!two!or!more!words!within!a!short!space!of!each!other!in!a!text"!(Sinclair!1991:!170);!more!specifically,!collocations!are!"unidades! fraseológicas! fijadas!sólo!en! la!norma,!es!decir,!sintagmas!completamente!libres!a!los!que!el!uso!les!ha!conferido!cierto!grado!de!restricción!combinatoria"!(Corpas!Pastor! 2003:! 135).! The! word! combinations! that! could! be! labeled! collocations! are! not!entirely!free,!in!that!there!is!a!greater!(but!not!fixed)!likelihood!than!chance!for!the!words!to!occur!together195.!In! the! framework! of! the! statistical! approach,! this! greater,than,chance! likelihood! is!measured!with! some! standard! statistical!measures! such! as! the!pAvalue,! the! tAscore! and!probability!measurements.!Stubbs!(1995)!used!raw!frequencies,!Mutual!Information!(MI)!and!the!t,score!to!study!collocations!and!calculated!an!I,value!for!lexical!collocates!and!a!T,value!that!identified!lexical!and!grammatical!collocates.!The!statistical!value!of!verifying!a!null,hypothesis! that!assumes!no! correlation!between! two!phenomena! in! the! language!was! challenged! by! Kilgariff! (2005)! who! maintained! that! language! is! never! random,!therefore!the!null!hypothesis!will!never!be!true!because!"almost!any!combination!is!more!frequent! than! expected! by! chance! in! real! language"! (Mollin! 2009:! 192).! Statistically!significant! deviations! are! generally! sought! in! real! corpora! compared! to! hypothetical!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!194!See!Krishnamurthy!(2001)!for!an!essential!historical!overview.!195!Also!known!as!"certain!mutual!expectancy"!(Jackson!1988:!96!in!Quigley!2005:!28).!
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corpora!but! textual!data!are!never!proper!random!samples!and!"this!calls! into!question!whether! such! statistics! can! reasonably! be! used! on! language! data"! (Stubbs! 1995:! 29).!Significance!in!statistical!analysis!is!not!always!reached!due!to!the!high!natural!variability!of! language! and! because! statistical!measures! are! often! transformed! to! fit! known! value!sets.! For! this! reason,! raw! frequencies! and! joint! co,occurrences! should! always! be! taken!into! consideration! in! the! discussion! of! statistical! results.! Absolute! frequencies! together!with!a!range!of!association!measures!such!as!MI,!z,score!and!log,likelihood!models!were!also!employed!by!Mollin!(2009:!177),!who!adopted!a!corpus,based!statistical!approach!to!collocations.! Her! analysis! highlighted! the! possible! biases! of! association! measures.! For!example,! some! measures! favor! very! infrequent! terms! with! respect! to! grammatical!collocations,!which!are!in!turn!overestimated!by!other!measures.!!The! non,randomness! of! word! combinations! appears! partly! substantiated! by! Quigley!(2005:! 28),! who! states! that! there! is! an! intimate! relationship! between! collocations! and!verb! complementation! (i.e.! valency)! in! that! many! Noun,Verb! collocations! require! a!specific! distribution! of! semantic! roles! and! collocations! should! not! necessarily! be!considered! as! binary! units.! Association! measures! are! not! suitable! to! account! for! the!complexity!of!linguistic!phenomena!because!they!are!only!able!to!consider!two!variables!at! a! time,! as! already! established! earlier! (Dias! et! al.! 1999).! In! addition,! there! is! no!consensus! in! the! literature! as! to! the! cut,off! point! below! which! instances! of! node! and!collocate!should!be!discarded!(Dayrell!2007:!383),!though!some!studies!use!a!frequency!of!4!instances.!This! is! where! the! psycholinguistic! associative! approach! becomes! very! relevant,! in!particular!the!concept!of!lexical!priming!(see!Hoey!2005)!according!to!which!"words!are!'primed'!for!use!through!experience"!(Mollin!2009:!178).!Results!show!that!the!strength!of!the!collocation!in!the!corpus!(in!statistical!terms)!does!not!correlate!with!the!strength!of! association! (Mollin! 2009:! 185)! and,! what! is! more,! there! seems! to! be! no! systematic!relationship!between!frequency!of!co,occurrence!and!the!frequency!of!association!found!in!experiments.!In!addition,!Hunston!(2002:!20!in!McGee!2009:!81)!affirms!that!humans!have! a! weak! intuition! with! respect! to! collocations,! frequency,! semantic! prosody! and!phraseology,! and! combinations! are! often! difficult! to! evaluate! without! (statistical)!information! from!corpus!data.!This! is!confirmed!by!Stubbs!(2002:!219,220),!who!states!that!native!speakers!cannot!spontaneously!and!systematically!retrieve!the!most!frequent!two,word!collocations!(node!and!top!collocate)!but!will!recognize!them!"in!retrospect!–!as!entirely!banal".!Additional!limitations!in!word!combinations!are!also!discussed!in!Beitzel!et!al.!(2007:!13),!who! address! the! concept! of! "selectional! preference",! according! to!which!words! tend! to!prefer! syntactic! arguments! that! belong! to! particular! semantic! classes.! L'Homme! and!Bertrand!(2000:!497)!use!a!different!label!to!refer!to!word!combinations!involving!a!term!(a!'keyword',!for!example!a!noun)!and!a!co,occurrent!(e.g.!a!verb,!an!adjective!or!another!noun).! They! call! them! Specialized! Lexical! Combinations,! i.e.! concept,bound! word!combinations!to!be!found!in!specialized!domains!which!differ!from!Collocations,!i.e.!word!groups!used! in! LGP.!A! concept,based! labeling!distinguishes!between! lexical!collocations!where! the!co,occurrent!combines!with!a!single! terminological!unit! (1:1)!and!conceptual!
collocations! where! there! is! a! 1:n! relationship! between! the! co,occurrent! and! other!terminological!units! (Heid!1994:!239! in!L'Homme!&!Bertrand!2000:!498).!According! to!their!findings,!conceptual!collocations!are!highly!productive!in!specialized!languages!with!one!specific!term!being!used!more!frequently!over!the!other!semantically,related!terms.!McGee! (2009:! 97)! moves! a! step! further! when! he! maintains! that! longer! sequences! in!human! lexicons! appear! not! to! be! collocations! but! language! chains! whose! lexical!
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components!seem!less!available!to!memory!searches!according!to!the!responses!elicited!from! the! subjects! in! the! course! of! an! experiment.! For! example,! the! dyad! 'possible!exception'!is!usually!embedded!in!a!larger!chain!such!as!'with!the!possible!exception!of'.!The! noun! collocate! 'exception'! of! the! adjective! 'possible'! seems! to! be! less! accessible! to!memory! searches! than! unit,like! complete! collocations! such! as! 'good! idea'! which! often!occurs!without!the!determiner.! In!other!words,!"most!frequent!noun!collocates!typically!combine! with! the! adjective! in! a! larger! chain! of! language,! and! they! are! ‘incomplete’! as!‘bare’!collocates"!(McGee!2009:!98).!!The!challenge!posed!by!collocations!has!also!been!addressed!in!a!practical!sense!by!tool!developers! who! have! put! together! systems! for! collocation! analysis! and! retrieval.! One!example! is! COLLOCATION! |! ANALYZER! (Kimmes! &! Koopman! 2010)! a! tool! to! retrieve,!verify!and!compare!collocations!developed!with!translators!in!mind.!Another!resource!is!the!Sketch!Engine196!a!multilingual!Web,based!program!whose!core!functions!are!to!show!possible!concordances!and!provide!information!about!the!grammatical!and!collocational!behavior!of!words.!7.3.2.3 LANGUAGE!CHAINS!AND!PHRASEOLOGY!The!notion!of!linear!sequences!of!uninterrupted!word,forms!has!received!attention!from!several!scholars!who!have! labeled!them!in!different!ways!(e.g.!clusters,!chains,!recurrent!
wordAcombinations,! lexical! bundles)! as! there! is! no! standard! term! for! such! strings.!Irrespective! of! the! chosen! label,! the! understanding! of! such! units! is! usually! linked! to!quantitative!aspects! (i.e.! frequency),!which!brings! them! intuitively!close! to! the!problem!category!"phraseology".!In!its!wide!sense,!!la! fraseologia! […]!engloba! todas!aquellas! combinaciones! formadas!por!al!menos!dos! palabras! y! cuyo! límite! superior! se! sitúa! en! la! oración! compuesta,!caracterizadas!por!una!alta!frequencia!de!aparición!en!la!lengua!y!de!coaparición!de! sus! elementos! integrantes,! así! como! la! institucionalización,! la! estabilidad,! la!idiomaticidad! y! la! variación! que! dichas! unidades! presentan! en! diverso! grado!(Corpas!Pastor!2003:!135).!For!Stubbs!(2002:!238),!there!are!different!aspects!of!English!phraseology!to!be!captured!which! correspond! to!different!underlying! concepts.!The! concept!of! collocation! refers! to!the! habitual! co,occurrence! of! two! content! words! within! a! small! span,! whereas! the!concept! of! colligation! identifies! frequent! co,selections! of! a! content! word! and! an!associated!grammatical! frame!(that!he!also!calls! "chain").!He!defines!a! chain!as!a! linear!sequence!of!two!or!more!uninterrupted!word,forms,!which!occur!more!than!once!in!a!text!corpus,!but!also!acknowledges!that!several!terms!are!used!to!refer!to!these!word!groups,!such! as! dyads/tryads,! clusters,! recurrent!word! combinations,! statistical! phrases,! lexical!bundles! and! n,grams! (Stubbs! 2002:! 230).! In! the! same! fashion,! there! are! no! standard!terms! for! the! abstract! grammatical! sequences!underlying! these! strings,! variously! called!canonical!form,!construction,!extended!lexical!unit,!frame,!pattern!and!template.!!By!finding!frequently!occurring!chains!in!different!texts,!evidence!can!be!provided!about!units!of! language!use197.!The!statement!"[p]eople!speak! in!set!phrases!—!rather! than! in!separate!words"! (Mel'čuk! 1998:! 23)! seems! to! effectively! summarize! this! last! point.! Set!phrases! (or!phrasemes)! are!one!of! the!biggest! challenges! for! theoretical! linguistics! and!lexicographers!alike.!Mel'čuk!explicitly!acknowledges!the!non,uniformity!in!the!use!of!the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!196!http://www.sketchengine.co.uk/!(last!accessed:!December!2012).!197!Units!of!language!use!should!not!be!confused!with!language!units!because!often!times!the!chains!are!not!complete!syntactic!or!semantic!units!(Stubbs!2002:!230).!
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label! "collocation"198,! which! he! sees! as! the!most! prominent! subclass! of! set! phrases.! As!such,! collocations! need! to! be! defined! by! their! distinctive! features! with! respect! to! set!phrases! that! are! not! collocations.! The! main! property! of! a! phraseme! is! non,compositionality,! i.e.! they! are! lexical! units! that! need! to! be! treated! as! a! whole.!Interestingly,! when! seen! as! lexical! units,! phrasemes! outnumber! words! 10:1! in! any!language! (Mel'čuk! 1998:! 24).! However,! different! languages!may! have! different!ways! to!encode!and!interpret!the!relationship!between!nouns!in!nominal!phrases!and!compounds.!According!to!Corpas!Pastor!(2003:!194),![…]! la! fraseología! constituye! uno! de! los! aspectos! más! problemáticos! en!traducción.! Además! de! la! dificultad! de! detectar! tales! unidades! en! el! texto! de!origen,!resulta!complicado!determinar!las!estrategias!de!traducción!adecuadas!en!cada!momento.! Salvo! los! casos! raros! de! equivalencia! total! (por! ejemplo,! en! los!europeísmos),! la!mayoría!de! las!veces!se! trata!de!equivalencia!nula,!aparente,!o,!en!el!mejor!de!los!casos,!parcial.!Girju! (2008:! 186)! conducted! a! contrastive! analysis! between! English! and! Romance!languages! (ES,! IT,! FR,! PT,! RO)!with! a! special! focus! on!Romanian,! focusing! primarily! on!compositional! noun! phrases! and! more! specifically! nominal! phrases! (NPN)! and! noun!compounds! (NN).! While! English! tended! to! use! both! NN! (right,headed)! and! NPN! (left,headed)! structures,! Romance! languages! preferred! the! NPN! structure! with! very! few!occurrences! of! NN! compounds 199 ,! which! were! usually! restricted! to! few! semantic!categories!or!a!specific!text!genre.!For!example,!European!Union!texts!(from!the!Europarl!corpus200)!have! instances!of!NN!compounds!such!as! 'legge!quadro'!or! 'Stato!membro'! in!Italian,! which! precisely! map! the! NN! structure! in! English.! If! a! NN! English! compound!becomes!a!nominal!phrase!(NPN)! in!Romance! languages,! the!preposition! is! the!element!that! should! encode! the! semantic! relationship! and! as! such! it! should! cover! the! same!semantic! range! as! intended! in! the! English! compound.! However,! the! NN>NPN!transformation! is! not! necessarily! straightforward! and! easy! to! match! semantically.! For!example,!in!English!'tea!cup'!and!'sailor!suit'!only!encode!the!semantic!relation!PURPOSE!but! the! same! words! in! a! NPN! structure! ('cup! of! tea'! and! 'suit! of! the! sailor')! encode!CONTENT,CONTAINER!and!MEASURE!and!POSSESSION,! respectively! (Girju! 2008:! 187).!In!her!experiment,!annotations!of!compounds!from!two!corpora!resulted!in!instances!(5,8%! of! relevant! occurrences)! where! an! example! could! belong! to! multiple! semantic!categories!in!the!same!context!(2008:!196).!!In!particular,!Girju!(2008:!186)!noted!that!there!are!very!few!studies!dealing!specifically!with! the! function! of! prepositions! in! natural! language! processing! (NLP)! applications,!despite! the! fact! that! prepositions! are! probably! the! most! polysemous! category! in! the!language! and! a! notoriously! problematic! one! (Dragsted! 2004:! 109).! The! cross,linguistic!dimension! explored! in! her! study! has! hardly! been! handled! in! the! works! on! automatic!interpretation! of! nominal! phrases! and! compounds! and! there! have! not! been! any!investigations! on! the! role! of! prepositions! in! automatic! NP! interpretation! between! e.g.!English!and!Romance! languages! (Girju!2008:!191).! Just! as!with! tokens! in! a! text! corpus,!there!is!agreement!that!a!limited!number!of!semantic!relations!have!a!high!frequency!of!occurrences! but! there! is! no! clear! picture! as! to! their! number! and! level! of! abstraction.!Girju's! experiment! highlighted! consistent! prepositional! choices! across! Romance!languages! in! the! encoding! of! a!NN!English! compound! into! a!NPN! structure,! e.g.! for! the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!198!"[…]!there!is,!as!far!as!I!know,!no!universally!accepted!formal!definition!of!collocations!nor!a!proposal!for!their!uniform!and!systematic!treatment"!(Mel'čuk!1998:!23).!199!With!the!possible!exception!of!Romanian,!which!uses!a!genitive!marked!NN!compound.!200!http://www.statmt.org/europarl/![last!accessed:!December!2012].!
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semantic! relations! PURPOSE! and! LOCATION.! In! particular,! the! preposition! "de/di"! (i.e.!"of")!was! frequently!used!but! in! fact! it!can!be!considered!semantically!unspecified,! thus!covering! the! vast! majority! of! the! remaining! semantic! relations.! Her! experiment! also!highlighted!that!each!Romance! language!gives!a!contribution!to! the! interpretation!of!an!English!instance;!combining!information!from!different!languages!may!thus!help!interpret!a! structure! that! is! semantically! ambiguous,! i.e.! where! multiple! NPN! combinations! are!possible!due! to!various!noun! senses! (2008:!212,216).!This! seems! to!apply!very!well! to!Euramis,! where! the! user! has! the! possibility! of! selecting!multiple! target! languages! (see!Sub,section! 3.2.3.2)! to! double! check! the! proposed! solutions! against! solutions! in! other!languages! and! increase! the! chances! of! getting! results! in! case! of! no! results! for! one!language.!In!this!case,!the!chosen!language!combinations!will!also!depend!on!the!language!proximity!between!target!languages!so!that!a!user!may!select!a!language!that!he!does!not!actually!know!or!speak!just!because!it!is!close!enough!to!the!one!s/he!is!interested!in.!The!study! of!multiple! language! combinations! has! not! been! carried! out! in! the! present! study!and!searches!where!multiple!target!languages!were!selected!have!been!initially!discarded!but! they! may! nonetheless! provide! interesting! insights! into! which! combinations! users!perceive!as!useful!and!relevant.!7.3.2.4 FORMULAIC!SEQUENCES!Formulaic! sequences! possibly! fall! in! the! realm! of! set! phrases;! from! a! cross,linguistic!perspective,!they!are!likely!to!extend!beyond!the!level!of!phraseology!up!to!the!category!of! routine! translations! of! longer! stretches! of! text.! Just! as! Quigley! (2005)! identified! a!continuum! in! the! case! of! compounds,!Wray! and! Perkins! (2000:! 1)! describe! a! cline! for!
formulaic! sequences.! They! use! this! neutral! label! to! describe! a! phenomenon! that!encompasses! strings! of! various! lengths! that! appear! to! be! stored! and! retrieved! from!memory!as!self,contained!chunks.!More!specifically,!a!formulaic!sequence!is!!a! sequence,! continuous! or! discontinuous,! of! words! or! other!meaning! elements,!which!is,!or!appears!to!be,!prefabricated:!that!is,!stored!and!retrieved!whole!from!memory!at!the!time!of!use,!rather!than!being!subject!to!generation!or!analysis!by!the!language!grammar!(Wray!&!Perkins!2000:!1).!At!one!end!of!the!spectrum,!there!are!tightly!idiomatic!and!immutable!strings!which!are!semantically!opaque!and!syntactically!irregular!(e.g.!'by!and!large');!at!the!other!end!there!are!transparent!and!flexible!structures!with!slots!for!open!class!items!(e.g.!'NP!be,TENSE!sorry!to!keep,TENSE!you!waiting').!These!structures!can!be!categorized!according!to!the!extent! of! their! fixedness! from! non,idiomatic! to! idiomatic,! like! one! of! the! problem!categories!listed!in!Campbell!(1999).!The!authors!propose!the!following!exemplification:!'under! the! table'! (free! combination),! 'under! attack'! (restricted! collocation),! 'under! the!microscope'!(figurative!idiom),! 'under!the!weather'!(pure!idiom)!(Wray!&!Perkins!2000:!6).! "Formulaicity"!manifests! itself! in! text! strings!where! the! relation! of! each! item! to! the!rest!is!relatively!fixed!and!where!there!is!limited!scope!to!substitute!one!item!by!another!of!the!same!category.!Once!again,!the!authors!underline!"the!looseness!of!the!terminology,!which! makes! it! extremely! difficult! to! be! sure! when! like! is! being! compared! with! like"!(Wray!&! Perkins! 2000:! 3)! and,! as! a! case! in! point,! they! list! over! 40! terms! found! in! the!literature!to!refer!to!one!or!more!types!or!subtypes!of!formulaic!language.!!!!!
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7.3.2.5 TERMS!
Term!and!terminology!are!possibly!among!the!notions!that!are!most!frequently!associated!with!translation!problems!as!terminology!is!known!to!require!a!high!level!of!accuracy!and!is!often!a!fundamental!component!of!a!high!quality!translation.!However,!the!concept!of!"term"!has!to!be!further!investigated!to!better!understand!the!actual!scope!within!which!the!label!can!be!applied.!One!of!the!main!issues!is!the!ambiguous!use!of!the!word!term!in!the!specialized!literature:!it!sometimes!refers!to!the!combination!of!form!and!meaning!in!specialized! vocabulary;! in! other! cases! it! is! a! formal! label! for! a! specialized! concept;! in!other! cases! still,! it! is! used! in! a! more! generic! sense! without! referring! to! any! specific!theoretical!approach!(L'Homme!2005:!1112,3).!Most!of!the!classifications!encountered!so!far! do! not! explicitly! distinguish! between! specialized! and! general! context,! with! the!possible! exception! of! the! Specialized! Lexical! Combinations! in! L'Homme! and! Bertrand!(2000).!Terminology!is!one!of!the!distinctive!features!of!LSP!texts!and!its!constituents!are!terminological! units,! understood! as! units! of! knowledge! and! communication.! Given! the!results!obtained! in! the!analysis!of! the! search! strings!against!EuroVoc! (Section!7.2),! one!may!argue!that!there!is!a!considerable!amount!of!terminology!in!the!strings.!!In! the! integrated! theory! proposed! by! Cabré! Castellví! (2003:! 181ff.),! i.e.! the!Communicative! Theory! of! Terminology,! terminological! units! are! examined! in! their!linguistic! and! semantic! components! as! indivisible! combinations! of! form! and! content201.!They!are!seen!as!lexical!units!with!or!without!a!syntactic!structure!and!may!coincide!with!units! belonging! to! general! discourse! but! acquiring! a! discreet!meaning!within! a! subject!field!(2003:!184).!The!reason!why!word!combinations! in!the!analyzed!strings!cannot!be!systematically!labeled!as!'terminology'!is!that!![i]n! a! theory! of! natural! language! the! terminological! units! are! not! perceived! as!separate!from!the!words!which!constitute!a!speaker's!lexical!space!but!as!special!meanings!of!the!lexical!units!at!a!speaker's!command!(Cabré!Castellví!2003:!189).!In! practical! terms,! there! are! no! distinguishing! features! of! terminological! units! with!respect! to! lexical! units! in! phonological,! morphological,! syntactic! terms! but! only! in!semantics!and!pragmatics.!In!other!words,!!a!lexical!unit!is!by!itself!neither!terminological!nor!general!but![…]!it!is!general!by!default!and!acquires!a!special!or!terminological!meaning!when!this!is!activated!by!the!pragmatic!characteristics!of!the!discourse!(Cabré!Castellví!2003:!189,190).!Terminological!units!are!better!referred!to!as!units!of!special!meaning!because!any!lexical!unit!has!the!potential!of!being!a!terminological!unit,!but!the!condition!of!"terminological!unit"!does!not!exist!prior!to!its!usage!in!a!specific!communicative!context!(Cabré!Castellví!2003:!190).!!La!particularité!du!terme,!par!rapport!aux!autres!unités!lexicales!d'une!langue,!est!d'avoir!un!sens!spécialisé,!c'est,à,dire!un!sens!qui!peut!être!mis!en!rapport!avec!un!domaine!de!spécialité.![…]!La!définition!de!«!terme!»,!contrairement!à!celle!qui!est!donnée!pour!d'autres!unités!linguistiques,!est!donc!relative.!Elle!dépend!de!la!délimitation! qu'on! a! faite! d'un! domaine! spécialisé! et! les! objectifs! visés! par! une!description!terminologique!(L'Homme!2005:!1125).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!201!The!other!theoretical!models!in!terminology!are!the!General!Theory!of!Terminology!(GTT),!Socioterminology,!Textual!Terminology,!the!sociocognitive!approach!and!Computational!Terminology.!They!are!reviewed!e.g.!in!L'Homme!2005!and!Cabré!Castellví!2003.!
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This! is!possibly! the!most!suitable!approach! to!discuss! terminology! in! the!context!of! the!present! corpus! of! search! strings! in! that! there! is! no!way! to! establish!what! the! original!communicative! context! was! despite! the! fact! that! the! EU! itself! may! be! considered! a!specialized! context! a! priori.! In! this! sense,! it! may! be! hypothesized! that! one! type! of!information! need! derives! from! the! specificity! of! the! context! rather! than! from! the!combination!of!words:! their!meaning!and! translation!as! terminological!units!have! to!be!checked.!A!string!such!as!'organic!unit'!might!be!labeled!as!a!terminological!problem,!i.e.!one! for! which! an! appropriate! translation! exists! for! a! specialized! domain,! as! the! string!'organic! unit'! can! refer! to! e.g.! a! military! context,! biology! or! an! organizational! chart.!Conversely,! a! string! such! as! 'expiry! review'! is! more! likely! to! represent! a! syntactic!problem.!Even!though!it!tends!to!appear!in!an!unambiguous!context,!the!semantic!relation!between! the! constituents! may! not! be! entirely! transparent! for! all! languages.! An! Italian!translator,!for!instance,!may!be!faced!with!two!possible!standard!renditions!of!strings!of!the! kind! N+N,! such! as! 'water! distribution':! one! using! a! N+P+N! structure! (e.g.!"distribuzione! dell'acqua");! the! other! with! a! right,expansion! (N+A;! "distribuzione!idrica").! The! translator! may! already! have! in! mind! options! for! both! structures! because!they!are!virtually!possible!and!grammatically!acceptable,!but! s/he!would!need! to!verify!whether! both! solutions! are! actually! used.! If! so,! s/he!would! have! to!make! sure! that! the!domains!of!the!translations!match!the!source!text!domain!and/or!verify!which!solution!is!most! frequent!or!most! recent.! In! the! case!of! 'expiry! review',!neither! syntactic! rendition!may!work!'as!is'.!One!official!translation!found!in!EU!documents!is!"riesame!in!previsione!della! scadenza",! which! means! that! the! preposition! slot! in! the! N+P+N! structure! was!rendered!with!an!even!more!explicit!P+N+P!structure! (i.e.! "in!view!of"),! the! final! string!being! N+P+N+P+N.! Not! all! syntactic! transformations! from! the! initial! NN! structure! are!equally! straightforward! in! spite! of! the! fact! that! the! source! text! element! is! clearly!contextualized!and!understandable.!!A! close! relationship! between! the! problem! (what)! and! the! rationale! behind! the! search!(why)! emerges!when! the! query! logs! are! examined! from! a! linguistic! perspective.! Saying!that!Euramis!is!used!for!terminological!searches!implies!that!the!main!usage!of!the!tool!is!for! finding!domain,specific! translations! for!a!given! item,!but!about!40%!of! the!searches!have!been!labeled!as!LGP!problems!(see!Section!7.3.2),!which!are!possibly!less!related!to!terminology! than!LSP!strings.!However,! a!blurry! list!of! concepts!and! labels! that!are!not!well,defined!and!often!overlapping,!like!the!ones!discussed!in!the!preivous!sub,sections,!is!not!ideal!to!carry!out!a!systematic!analysis!of!the!searches!and!discuss!the!units!found!in! the! corpus.! Choosing!one! label! over! another!will! produce! a!partial! or! even!distorted!view!of!the!information!need!behind!the!search,!particularly!in!cases!where!no!additional!information!about!the!context!is!available.!Therefore,!none!of!the!categories!discussed!so!far!can!be!effectively!used!in!the!analysis!and!a!viable!alternative!for!labeling!the!strings!has!to!be!found.!7.3.2.6 MULTI,WORD!UNITS!!One!of! the!main!problems!encountered! in! the!studies!reviewed!here! is! the!multitude!of!labels!and!approaches!to!the!study!of!closely!related!linguistic!phenomena,!suggesting!a!blurry!dividing! line!between!categories.!Another! issue! is! the! frequent!use!of!metaphors!such!as! "cline"!or! "continuum"! to!account! for!phenomena!of!variation.! Such!metaphors,!however,!do!not!lend!themselves!to!being!encoded!into!a!script!or!a!formal!language.!This!is! the! main! reason! why! none! of! the! previously! discussed! categories! can! be! effectively!used!'as!is'.!!Another!common!label!for!word!combinations!is!Multi!Word!Units!(MWUs)!or!Multiword!Lexical! Units,! used! in! lexicography,! corpus,based! studies,! Natural! Language! Processing!
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and! information! extraction,! and! sometimes! used! as! alternative! to! nAgrams! in! more!computation,oriented!fields.!Lexicographers!(Quigley!2005:!27)!have!also!used!the!same!label! to! include! compounds,! phrasal! and! prepositional! verbs! and! possibly! also!abbreviations,!acronyms!and!proper!nouns.!MWUs!are!defined!in!lexicography!as!a!string!of! two! or! more! words! acting! as! a! single! lexeme! and! are! used! as! superordinate! term,!whereas! collocations! (of!varying!degrees!of! strength),! translational! combinations202!and!compounds!are!subordinate!species!(Quigley!2005:28).!MWUs!still!remain!a!thorny!issue!for! lexicographers! because! there! is! no! accepted! approach! as! to! how! they! should! be!entered! in! dictionaries.! A! similar! concept! is! that! of!Multiword!Expressions! (MWEs),! i.e.!"lexical! items! that! can! be! decomposed! into! single! words! and! display! lexical,! syntactic,!semantic,!pragmatic,!and/or!statistical! idiosyncrasy"! (Vincze!et!al.!2011:!289).!Subtypes!include! compounds,! verb,particle! constructions! (i.e.! phrasal! verbs),! idioms,! light,verb!constructions!(i.e.!a!semantically!weak!verb!that!accompanies!a!semantically!full!noun).!In! the! field! of!Natural! Language! Processing,!Monti! et!al.! (2011:! 11)! define! a!MWU!as! a!group! of! two! or!more!words! (or! terms)! in! a! language! lexicon! that! generally! conveys! a!single!meaning.! They! also! agree! that! it! is! difficult! to! precisely! delimit! the! concept! and!propose! concurrent! labels! such! as! 'multi,word! expression',! 'fixed! expression',! 'idiom',!'compound! word'! or! 'collocation'! to! show! how! varied! their! scope! can! be.! Because! "a!linguistic!specification!of!multiword!lexical!units!seems!to!be!a!never!ending!task"!(Dias!et!
al.! 1999:! 12),! a! statistical! specification! of! multi,word! units! is! proposed,! according! to!which!they!are!seen!as!"a!group!of!words!that!occur!together!more!often!than!expected!by!chance"! (Dias!et!al.! 1999:! 11),! just! like! collocations,! and!partly! overlap!with! compound!nouns,! compound! verbs,! adverbial! locutions,! prepositional! locutions! and! frozen! forms.!From! this! definition,! three! types! of! MWUs! are! identified,! based! on! their! structure:! (i)!contiguous,!(ii)!non,contiguous!with!gaps!to!be!filled!by!interchangeable!words!and!(iii)!free!sequence!of!words.!!MWUs! can! be! extracted! using! their! syntactic! regularities! on! the! basis! of! POS,tagging,!shallow!morphosyntactic!information!combined!with!statistics!or!using!purely!statistical!and!language!independent!approaches.!MWUs!may!appear!relatively!easy!to!identify!but!are!in!fact!a!thorny!issue!for!many!applications!in!Natural!Language!Processing!because!there!is!extreme!variability!in!the!number!of!words,!syntactic!categories!and!relations!as!well! as! the! flexibility! of! the! expression.! Different! processing! solutions! can! be! adopted!based! on! the! degree! of! variability! of! the! unit! (i.e.! the! part! of! the! continuum!where! the!MWU!is!placed),!provided!that!a!semantic!unity!is!found.!For!example,!compound!words!with! almost! no! variability! and! a! specific! grammatical! function! need! to! be! lemmatized,!whereas!MWUs!with!high!degree!of!variability!need!to!be!handled!with!rules!(Monti!et!al.!2011:! 12).! A! concrete! problem! occurs! when! there! are! nested! expressions,! i.e.! MWEs!containing! another!MWE! (e.g.! 'carbon!monoxide! leak')! (Vincze! et! al.! 2011:! 292),! which!may!be!solved!with!hierarchical!annotation.!This! brief! overview! of! multi,word! units! in! the! literature! has! highlighted! existing!differences! in! the! way! the! label! is! used! and! understood! by! researchers.! Despite! the!inevitable!differences,!some!common!features!can!be!found:!1. The! definition! of!MWU! presupposes! that! a!word! combination! is! perceived! as! a!(lexical!or!semantic)!entity.!2. The! concept! is! used! in! different! fields:! lexicography,! phraseology,! information!extraction!and!machine!translation.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!202!"[L]ess!variable!than!collocations!but!not!yet!as!unchanging!as!compounds"!(Quigley!2005:!29).!
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3. There! seems! to!be! some!agreement! about! the! superordinate!nature!of! the! label!"multi,word!units"!with!respect!to!labels!such!as!compounds,!collocations,!idioms!and!prepositional!locutions.!In!sum,!the!concept!of!Multi,Word!Unit!can!be!said!to!be!interdisciplinary,!superordinate!and!produce! recognizable! units.! These! three! features! seem! to!meet! basic! requirements!for!describing!the!strings!in!the!dataset.!The!choice!of!the!label!is!particularly!important!because!this!analysis!aims!to!be!descriptive!and!as!comprehensive!as!possible.!However,!a!given!label!may!produce!some!undesired!associations!and!consequently!unsubstantiated!assumptions!may!arise,!as!previously!exemplified.!The!concept!of!Multi,Word!Unit!does!not!presuppose!anything!but!the!fact!that!the!user!perceived!the!string!as!a!unit!(or!part!of!a!larger!unit)!when!the!search!was!launched.!!The!only!exception! in! this! respect!may!be! represented!by!Named!Entities!because! they!are!generally!not! listed!as!a! subtype!of!MWUs! like! collocations,! idiom!and!phraseology,!though!theoretically!they!fit!the!given!definitions.!Multi,word!Named!Entities!are!proper!nouns,! traditionally! belonging! to! the! categories! of! person,! organization! and! location!names;!they!"can!be!composed!of!any!words!or!even!characters!and!their!meaning!cannot!be!traced!back!to!their!parts"!(Vincze!et!al.!2011:!289)!but!they!can!also!be!a!component!of! in! a! nested! expression,! e.g.! 'FBI! special! agent'! (2011:! 292).! Person! names! are! often!more! challenging! than! other! names! (e.g.! location! names)! in! that! they! involve! a! deeper!semantic! analysis! of! the! surrounding! text! and! have! greater! variability! (Fleischmann! &!Hovy!2002:!1).!A!clear!boundary!should!however!be!established!to!determine!the!extent!to!which! the! label!NE! is! applicable! to! some!MWUs,! given! the! examples! of! possible!NEs!discussed!earlier!(see!Sub,section!7.1.1.2).!This!involves!finding!an!operational!definition!for!NEs!to!possibly!include!references!to!elements!such!as!documents,!projects!and!funds.!!To!sum!up,!Multi,Word!Unit!will!be!the!label!applied!to!the!strings!ranging!from!2!to!11!words! in! length,!with! the! tentative! subcategory!of!Named!Entities.!Following!Dias!et!al.!(1999:!13)! the!concept!of!MWUs!can!be!operationalized!as! "specific! contiguous!or!non,contiguous!nAgrams! in!a!window!of! ten!words"! (5:5).!The!MWUs! in! the!Euramis!corpus!were! not! extracted! automatically;! they! were! deliberately! selected! by! the! user! as! a!meaningful!word!combination!wherein!an!information!need!lies.!In!this!sense,!they!can!be!seen!as!manifestations!of!the!way!humans!segment!and!possibly!parse!a!text!they!have!to!translate203.!Different! statistical! methods! to! extract! MWUs! from! text! corpora! (i.e.! debates! of! the!European!Parliament)! in! four! languages! (Portuguese,! English,! Italian! and! French)!were!compared! and! evaluated! in! a! study! by! Dias! et! al.! (1999).! Irrespective! of! the! purely!statistical!considerations,!all! tested!models! tended! to!extract!more!MWUs! in! Italian!and!the!smallest!amount!in!French.!Precision!rates!seemed!to!confirm!this!trend,!i.e.!best!for!Italian,!worst!for!French.!Researches!further!distinguished!between!contiguous!and!non,contiguous!MWUs! (1999:!18).!The! former!were! further! subdivided! in! (i)! noun!phrases,!(ii)! verbal! lexical! units,! (iii)! prepositional/conjunctive/adverbial! locutions! and! (iv)!prepositional/relative/coordination!structures.!The! latter!also!were!grouped!in!(i)!noun!phrases,! (ii)! verbal! phrases,! ! (iii)! syntactical! structures! and! (iv)! templates! for! "long!idiomatic! domain! dependent! phrases"! (1999:! 19).! For! each! language,! over! 70%! of! the!extracted!MWUs!were!noun!phrases,! in! line!with!a!previous! finding!according! to!which!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!203!This!is!an!important!specification!as!it!has!been!proven!that!reading!for!translation!involves!different!patterns!of!eye!movements!(i.e.!visual!attention)!than!e.g.!reading!for!monolingual!text!comprehension!(Jakobsen!&!Jensen!2008)!and!differences!in!pause!patterns!have!also!been!found!in!writing!tasks!(writing!for!translation!vs.!monolingual!text!production)!(Immonen!2006).!
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more!than!70%!of!technical!terms!are!MWUs!(Justeson!1993!cited!in!Dias!et!al.!1999:!19).!Interestingly,!the!researchers!found!that!the!distribution!of!MWUs!across!languages!was!remarkably!similar.!More!specifically!FR,!EN!and!IT!mostly!had!noun!phrases!and!verbal!units,!whereas! PT! had!more! locutions! than! verbal! units,! possibly! due! to! the! domain! in!question!(i.e.!legal).!In!addition,!over!60%!of!extracted!MWUs!had!a!frequency!of!only!2!in!the!selected!corpus,!irrespective!of!the!language,!suggesting!that!the!percentage!of!hapax!could! also! be! quite! high.! In! the! present! study,! the! percentage! of! hapax! legomena!calculated! as! string! types! amounted! to! 46%! for! 1,grams;! it! quickly! rose! to! 68%! for! 3,grams!and!stabilized!around!80%!from!6,grams!onwards!(see!Appendix!D!–!Table!D.1).!Results! cannot! however! be! directly! compared! across! studies! because! all! strings! in! the!Euramis! dataset! are! in! English! and! the! target! language! is! just! a! parameter.! However,!striking! similarities! among! languages!were! also! found! at! various! levels! as! discussed! in!Chapter!6!and!the!study!by!Dias!et!al.!suggests!that!this!may!not!be!accidental.!Provided!that! similar! additional! results! can! be! collected,! generalizations! of! some! linguistic!phenomena!will!be!possible!on!the!basis!of!consistent!empirical!results.!
7.3.3 THE!BILINGUAL!MENTAL!LEXICON!A! searched,for! segment! implies! that! the! translator's! attention! is! focused! on! that!particular! text! portion,! which! can! now! be! referred! to! as! a! Multi,Word! Unit.! In! the!previous! section,! some!suggestions!emerged!as! to!why!some! types!of!Multi,Word!Units!may! be! problematic! for! a! translator.! Cognitively,! motivations! included! mismatches!between!the!semantic!and!syntactic!structure!of!the!string!or!an!unexpected!relationship!between! its! components! (see! 7.3.2.1).! Language! interference! is! also! expected! to! play! a!role,! particularly! in! the! case! of! an! EU! translator,!who!may! be! asked! to!work! on! a! text!drafted!in!his/her!L2,!L3!or!even!L4.!Ultimately,!the!concept!of!translation!problem!seems!to! boil! down! to! a! question! of! accessibility! to! a! given! MWU! in! the! translator's! mental!lexicon.!This!would!account!for!the!great!variety!of!searches!that!sometimes!are!linked!to!individual!traits.!!The!mental! lexicon! can! be! described! as! "[…]! a! repository! of! all! the!words! in! a! certain!language! an! individual! knows"! (Stamenov! et! al.! 2010:! 325).! Broadly! speaking,! a!translator's!brain!may!be!compared!to!a!bilingual!brain!where!a!bilingual!lexicon!is!found.!!The! underlying! assumption! is! that! the! acquisition! of! more! than! one! language!requires!at! the!very! least!a!change!to!or!expansion!of! the!existing! lexicon,! if!not!the! formation! of! language,specific! components,! and! this! is! likely! to!manifest! in!some!way!at!the!physiological!level!(Meuter!2009:!1,2).!Neurolinguistic! studies! on! bilinguals! "fairly! consistently! point! to! proficiency! as! the!determining! factor! in! efficient! language! use"! (Meuter! 2009:! 18).! When! discussing!translation!problems,!differences!were! found!not!only!between!novice!and!professional!translators!but!also! in!experiments!where!specialized!translators!were!given!a!text!type!from! a! different! domain! or! a! general! purpose! text,! e.g.! a! newspaper! article! (O'Brien!2009:!262).!Specialized!terminology!for!an!expert!in!the!field!is!generally!not!problematic!(i.e.!routine!lexicon)!but!it!may!become!so!if!his/her!area!of!specialization!differs!(i.e.!non,routine!lexicon).!!The!notion!of!problem!tends!to!become!a!highly!subjective!concept,!increasingly!linked!to!acquired! knowledge! as! well! as! the! accessibility! of! this! knowledge.! In! the! case! of!translation,!there!are!at!least!two!sets!of!(linguistic)!notions!that!need!to!be!accessed!and!coordinated,! i.e.! information! about! source! and! target.! Eventually,! a! problem! can! be!thought!to!occur!whenever!the!translator!fails!to!retrieve!the!relevant!information!about!
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the! source! (or! the! target)! language! and/or! "coordinate"! the! retrieved! pieces! of!monolingual! information.! Drawing! a! parallel! with! IR,! at! any! given! point! in! time,! the!translator! possesses! a! Knowledge! State! (KS)! which! is! a! collection! of! Knowledge! Items!(KI)204!that! are! used! in! the! task! at! hand.! At! some!point! during! the! translation! task,! the!translator!cannot!access!a!necessary!KI!and!a!problem!(i.e.!an! information!need)!arises.!The!KS!can!change!in!time,!i.e.!a!transition!into!a!new!KS!occurs,!for!two!different!reasons:!(i)! by! internal! inference! which! takes! place! without! a! perception! system! (inferential!
transition)!or!(ii)!by!receiving!information,! i.e.! the!subject!perceives!something!from!the!outside!world!leading!to!a!new!KS!(nonAinferential!transition)!(Mizzaro!1996:!235,236).!A!fairly!direct!comparison!can!be!made!between!the!two!reasons!behind!a!change!of!KS!and!the!two!main!types!of!support!available!to!a!translator:!internal!and!external!support!(see!Section!4.1).!The!choice!of!either!support!is!not!necessarily!mutually!exclusive!but!there!may!be! instances!where!external! support!backs!a!weak! internal! support,!as!may!be! the!case! with! the! categories! of! interaction! between! internal! and! external! support! in! the!classification!by!the!PACTE!group!(2005:!615,616).!This!can!happen!when!the!translator!theoretically! knows! both! source! and! target! items! but! for! some! reason! is! unable! to!retrieve!the!translation.!In!this!case,!internal!support!is!insufficient!and!external!support!needs!to!be!employed!to!eventually!solve!the!problem.!A!related!phenomenon!is!known!in!neurolinguistic! studies! with! monolingual! and! bilingual! subjects! as! tip,of,the,tongue!(TOT)!state.!7.3.3.1 THE!TOT!STATE!The! tip,of,the,tongue! (TOT)! state! is! known! as! an! occasional! and! temporary! retrieval!failure!when!the!desired! item!is!momentarily! inaccessible!to!the!subject!but!a! feeling!of!imminent!retrieval!is!nonetheless!experienced205.!The! speaker! is! certain! that! he! knows! a! momentarily! unavailable! word! (the!target),! feels! close! to! recalling! it! and! frequently! has! access! to! partial! target!attributes! and/or! related! words! (associates)! during! word! search! (Ecke!2009:!185).!As! can! be! noted! by! the! reference! to! "the! speaker"! in! the! quote,! this! refers! to! oral!experiments! generally! conducted!with!monolingual! and!bilingual! subjects206!who!are! in!some!cases!affected!by!aphasia!or!other!brain!lesions.!The!main!focus!of!these!studies!is!on!verbal!communications!and!retrieval!is!generally!manifested!through!speaking.!In!this!sense,!parallels!might!be!more!easily!drawn!with!interpreters!while!the!question!arises!as!to! the! relevance! of! these! findings! for! written! translation.! According! to! Diamond! and!Shreve!(2010:!291),!the! bilingual! brain! of! a! translator! or! interpreter! might! be! expected! to! exhibit!differences!relative!to!that!of!a!typical!bilingual!using!both!languages!primarily!for!routine!speech!production!and!comprehension.!Over!time,!with!repeated!practice!in! the!performance!of! specific! cross,language! tasks,! the!nature!and!operation!of!the!lexico,semantic!system,!and!perhaps!other!cognitive!structures,!of!a!language!mediation! professional! could! be! expected! to! be! altered! in! response! not! only! to!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!204!Mizzaro!(1996:!234)!also!lists!possible!alternatives!for!the!concepts!of!KSs!and!KIs!such!as!logical!theories,!semantic!nets,!sets!of!beliefs,!situations,!recursive!models,!minds!and!ideas.!205!This!experience!is!sometimes!contrasted!with!the!Feeling,of,Knowing!(FOK)!judgment,!in!which!the!subject!feels!that!he!will!eventually!be!able!to!recall!the!item!(Schwartz!2008:!9).!Clearly,!both!judgments!have!many!overlapping!traits.!206!In!his!review!of!existing!studies!on!bilingual!lexical!retrieval,!Ecke!(2009:!186)!actually!reports!that!there!is!relatively!little!research!on!TOTs!in!bilinguals.!
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developing! language! proficiency,! but! to! cross,language! task! performance!proficiency!as!well.!For! interpreters,! the!emphasis! is!on!switching!between!speech!production!and! listening!comprehension! whereas! for! translators! it! lies! between! reading! in! one! language! and!writing!in!another!(Diamond!&!Shreve!2010:!291).!According!to!Pyers!et!al.!(2009:!324),!one!of!the!causes!of!a!TOT!is!a!phonological!blocker,!in!that!the!bilingual!subject!has!both!SL/TL!phonological!representations!always!active!and!naturally!thinks!of!the!word!in!the!other!language.!Irrespective!of!all!phonological!considerations,!a!written!manifestation!of!a! successful! retrieval,! i.e.! the! typing! of! the! translation,! could! still! be! considered!comparable!to!verbalizing!the!retrieved!item.!The!moment!when!the!translator!looks!up!a!string!in!a!concordancer!instead!of!typing!the!TL!string,!very!likely!signifies!some!degree!of!retrieval!difficulty.!!In!practical!terms,!speakers!experience!a!TOT!when!they!fail!to!retrieve!a!word!or!name!they! are! sure! they! know.! Despite! the! TOT! state,! speakers!may! still! be! able! to! provide!some! information! about! the! target! word! form! (Kroll! &! De! Groot! 2005:! 393).! A! brief!overview! of! studies! on! TOT! states! highlighted! some! recurrent! findings! that! can! be!relevant! for! the!present! analysis.! First! of! all,! evidence! shows! that! bilinguals! experience!more! TOTs! than!monolinguals! (Ecke! 2009:! 185)! and! this! suggests! that! the!mechanism!underlying! TOTs! is! sensitive! to! the! existence! of! more! than! one! lexicon! and/or!phonological! systems! (Pyers! et! al.! 2009:! 323).! Since! translators! can! be! said! to! have! a!bilingual!brain!and!to!work!inter,linguistically,!they!can!be!expected!to!experience!more!TOTs!than!people!using!just!one!language!in!their!work.!Second,!Schwartz!(2008:!11)!reports!that!there!seems!to!be!a!link!between!TOT!state!and!working! memory,! in! that! they! share! the! neurocognitive! monitoring! processes.! Items!involved!in!TOTs!may!also!affect!working!memory.!Working!memory!has!previously!been!discussed! in! relation! to! translation!problems! and! cognitive! load! (see!Chapter! 2),! hence!the! interplay! between! TOT! and! working! memory! is! worth! investigating.! In! language!production,! there! appear! to! be! separate! access! stages! for! meaning! and! form! because!people! are! often! able! to! retrieve! alternative! words! that! are! either! meaning,! or! form,related!to!the!target!word!(Pyers!et!al.!2009:!323).!In!the!case!of!TOT!experiments,!form!should!be!rather!read!as!"phonological!encoding"!because!when!this!level!fails!completely!or! in!part,! semantic! and! syntactic! information!has! generally!been! specified! already!and!this! is! seen!as! evidence! for! a! two,stage!encoding!process! (Ecke!2009:!185).!Pyers!et!al.!(2009:!324)!identify!as!the!second!cause!of!TOTs!a!"semantic!blocker"!because!meaning,related!alternate!words!are!often! involved! in!a!TOT.! In! this!view,!TOTs!are!supposed!to!take!place!at!an!early!stage!of! retrieval!where! the! lexical! representation! is! chosen.!This!probably!happens!in!bilinguals,!where!translation!equivalents!could!function!as!blockers!because! their!meanings!are!almost!entirely!overlapping.!With! respect! to! the! form! level,!the!majority! of! TOTs! seem! to! occur! via! a! semantic! blocking,! i.e.! at! the! earlier! retrieval!locus.! This! may! be! particularly! relevant! to! explain! the! documented! difficulties! in!translating!e.g.!terminology.!!Third,!experiments!have!shown!that! the! type!of! target! item!to!be!retrieved!can!have!an!impact! on! the! likelihood! of! experiencing! a! TOT! state.! In! particular,! proper! nouns! are!known!to!be!challenging!for!retrieval!and!are!the!most!commonly!reported!type!of!TOT!target!(Kroll!&!De!Groot!2005:!393,4).!Word!frequency!is!also!taken!to!affect!TOT!states.!In! this! particular! case,! however! there! are! differences! between! TOTs! experienced! by!monolinguals!and!bilinguals.!Ecke!(2009:!203)!and!Kroll!and!De!Groot!(2005:!393)!report!that!monolinguals!generally!experience!TOTs!with!(very)!low,frequency!words.!However,!bilinguals! are! found! to! also! experience! TOTs! with! words! of! relatively! high,frequency!
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ranges! as! a! consequence! of! reduced! use! of! individual! word! forms! (in! both! L1! and! L2)!compared! to!monolinguals.! In! particular,! bilinguals! are! reportedly! disadvantaged!when!retrieving!nouns,!verbs!and!adjectives!but!not!so!much!when!retrieving!cognate!word!and!proper! names207.! Frequency! thus! represents! the! third! type! of! potential! blocker! after!phonology!and!semantics!(Pyers!et!al.!2009:!324).!In!this!case,!researchers!do!not!assume!a! direct! competition! for! selection! between! languages! but! rather! attribute! the! blocking!effect!to!a!weak!connection!between!meaning!and!form!or!rather!incomplete!activation!of!the! target! lexical! representation! (2009:! 328).! As! bilinguals! divide! their! language!production!between!two!languages!(possibly!even!more,!in!the!case!of!translators),!they!use! each! language! less! frequently! than!monolinguals.! This! is! also! known!as! the!weaker!
links! account,! according! to! which! increased! TOT! rates! are! due! to! relatively! weak!connections! in!the!bilingual! lexical!system!without!considering!effects!of!cross,language!coactivation!(Gollan!&!Acenas!2004:!264).!So! far,! the! elements! pertaining! to! the! blocking! hypothesis! have! been! discussed.! This!hypothesis! assumes! that! TOTs! are! caused! by! interfering! competitors! (usually! more!frequently!or!recently!used)!that!are!activated!prior!to!the!target!item!and!subsequently!block/inhibit! its! retrieval! (Ecke! 2009:! 186).! A! different! approach! proposes! the!incomplete! activation! hypothesis,! according! to!which! there! is! an! incomplete! activation!(retrieval)!of!the!target!(from!a!phonological!perspective).!In!other!words,!!the! target!word's!meaning! and! syntactic! attributes! have! been! specified,! but! the!activation!of! the! target's!phonology! fails,!due!to!weakened!connections!between!the! nodes! of! the! two! representational! levels.! […]! [M]eaning,form! connections!become! weak! with! infrequent! or! nonrecent! target! word! use! and! aging! (Ecke!2009:!186).!Should!it!be!possible!to!replace!the!phonological!level!with!the!target's!form!in!a!written!representation,! then! this! second! hypothesis! could! be! also! considered! applicable! to! a!translation!problem.!Irrespective!of!the!chosen!hypothesis,!findings!seem!to!converge!on!the! conclusion! that! switching! between! languages! involves! processing! costs,! both! for!translators!and!interpreters!(Diamond!&!Shreve!2010:!308).!If!TOT!states!are!considered!applicable!to!translation!(and!interpreting),!the!experienced!failures!in!the!retrieval!of!the!target!expression!may!be!considered!a!type!of!translation!problem.!If!the!translator!feels!s/he! can! retrieve! the! target! item,! the! information! need! may! be! reduced! to! finding! a!simple!cue!to!trigger!the!retrieval!(e.g.!the!first!syllable)!and!a!translation!support!such!as!the!concordancer!can!easily!provide!this!type!of!help.!Cues!of!this!kind!have!been!shown!to!assist!recall!in!studies!with!bilinguals!on!TOTs!and!include!the!target's!initial!letter!(or!sound),!the!letters!(or!sounds)!of!its!first!syllable!and!sound,related!words.!In!particular,!words! sharing! the! first! syllable! albeit! differing! in! syntactic! class! have! been! proven!particularly!effective!(Ecke!2009:!202).!!Compared! to! a! complete! failure! to! produce! the! target! word,! a! TOT! should! not! be!considered!as!a!"serious"!type!of!translation!problem!because!it!has!a!temporary!nature!and!fragmentary!information!is!nonetheless!available!to!the!translator.!Directionality!can!however!play!a!role!in!a!TOT!state!as!far!as!target!retrieval!is!concerned.!As!explained!by!Ecke!(2009:!202),!![s]imilarities! and! differences! in! lexical! retrieval! have! been! suggested! for! stable!lexis,! usually! of! dominant! languages! or! L1s,! and! unstable! lexis,! usually! of! non,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!207!The!presence!of!proper!names!as!a!non!disadvantageous!retrieval!target!might!be!explained!either!by!the!fact!that!they!are!to!be!understood!as!proper!names!not!requiring!a!translation!or!they!are!equally!problematic!for!monolinguals!and!bilinguals!to!retrieve.!
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dominant! languages! or! L2s:! TOTs!with!words! of! less! stable! L2s! generate!more!sound,related! associates! and! fewer! meaning,related! associates! compared! to!TOTs!of!more!stable!L1s,!suggesting!that!their!resolution!is!more!form,driven!and!less!meaning,driven.!In! this! section,! TOT! states! have! been! introduced! as! a! minor! translation! problem,! an!information! need! which! is! related! to! some! retrieval! block! from! the! bilingual! mental!lexicon!that!can!however!be!easily!solved!with!different!forms!of!cueing.!The!concept!of!cueing!has!been!addressed!in!the!literature!as!prompting!when!discussing!a!very!similar!phenomenon!to!a!TOT!state.![The!idea!of!prompting]!is!based!on!the!following!intuition.!Even!if!we!know!what!a!word!in!a!source!language!means,!from!time!to!time!its!translation!equivalent!in!target! language! may! not! be! available! when! we! need! it.! Sometimes! we! can!translate! a! word! immediately;! sometimes,! however,! we! have! to! search! in! our!memory!for!a!longer!time!(for!a!whole!set!of!different!reasons)!in!order!to!find!the!correct! translation!equivalent.!During!this! time!we!"look!around"!and,!suddenly,!we!have!an!"aha"!experience:!the!word!we!looked!for!has!popped!up.!Prompting!serves! the! function! of! alleviating! the! search! for! an! appropriate! word! in! target!language! under! the! assumption! that! translators! already! know! the! word! in! the!source!language!and!its!meaning,!but!have!the!problem!of!finding!a!word!in!target!language!that!matches!its!meaning!!(Stamenov!2009:!240,1).!In! conclusion,! language! switching! is! a! cognitively!demanding!activity! that! is! an! integral!component! of! a! translation! task.!However,! translation! very! likely! involves! a! number! of!other! systems! that! are! not! necessarily! language,specific.! When! discussing! translation!tasks! and! its! component! processes,! one! should! take! into! account! that! translation! is! "a!complex!higher,order!and!problem,solving!activity!rather!than!a!primarily!linguistic!one"!(Diamond!&!Shreve!2010:!309).!
7.3.4 IMPLICIT!VS.!EXPLICIT!INFORMATION!NEEDS!Translation!as!a!problem,solving!activity!is!by!all!means!not!a!new!concept!in!translation!studies! (see! Section! 2.6)! but! if! the! problem,solving! part! is! replaced! by! the! notion! of!information! retrieval,! a! new! light! can! be! shed! on! the! topic.! As! previously! noted! (see!Section!4.4),!information!retrieval!presupposes!an!initial!information!need!that!has!to!be!satisfied.!Problem!solving!involves!taking!action!to!obtain!the!desired!result,!which!in!this!case! means! retrieving! the! missing! information.! TAP! experiments! in! translation! have!shown!that!automated!translation!processes!exist!and!are!performed!without!conscious!control! by! the! (experienced)! translators! (Bernardini! 2001:! 249,250).! Automaticity! of!processing!can!be!interrupted!or!altered!by!non,routine!task!conditions!that!are!likely!to!be! noted! and! verbalized.! This! distinction!may! be! brought! a! step! further! by! adding! the!technological! component! of! translation! support.! Process! automatization! could! be!revisited! in! the! light! of! technological! advances.! The! review! of! available! forms! of!translation!support!in!Chapter!3!showed!how!cognitively!cheap!current!forms!of!external!support!can!be.!!During! informal! interviews!with! staff! translators! and! tool! developers! at! the! EC,! it! was!noted!that!there!was!some!discrepancy!between!what!people!said!they!were!doing!with!the!concordancer!(and!were!expected!to!do)!and!what!they!actually!did.!Officially,!the!tool!was! known! to! aid! with! terminological! searches! and! document! retrieval! but! when! the!actual!search! logs!were!examined!together!with!the!translator,!s/he!reported!additional!rationales,! such!as!verifying!a! translation!or!getting!help! in! choosing!among!alternative!translations!they!had!in!mind!or!disambiguating!a!syntactic!construction.!There!seem!to!
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be! instances!where!the!translator!only!requires! the!concordancer! for!a!quick!check!of!a!translation!solution!—!a!check!that!takes!place!almost!automatically.!When!asked!about!his/her! activity,! the! translator! is! more! likely! to! report! about! major! problems! or!noteworthy! issues! that! were! cognitively! demanding,! similarly! to! what! happens! with!traditional!verbal!protocols.!!In! this! sense,! it! seems! justifiable! to! distinguish!between! implicit! information!needs!and!








IN!NNS!IN! 84! in!terms!of,!by!means!of!!Most!of!these!patterns!would!probably!fall!in!the!LGP!group!of!strings!and!would!not!be!mentioned!by! the! translator!when!asked!about! the!problematic! items! found! in! the! text.!This!is!of!course!just!a!hypothesis!on!the!perception!of!such!strings!by!the!translators.!A!fully,fledged! experiment!would! be! needed! to! verify! that! these! searches! can! be! used! as!examples!of!implicit!information!needs.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!208!In!translation!process!studies,!too,!the!equal!importance!of!problems!and!non,problems)was)recognized*by*some*scholars,*e.g.*Jääskeläinen*(1993:*101),*Jakobsen*(1999:*15)*and*Enriquez*Raído!(2011:!49)!209!To!be!precise,!the!POS,tag!IN!includes!prepositions!and!subordinate!conjunctions!but!excludes!the!preposition!"TO".!
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The! distinction! between! implicit! and! explicit! information! needs! can! be! mapped! onto!different!translation!problems.!An!information!need!was!previously!(Section!4.4)!defined!as! "the! gap! between! people's! current! information! and! information! sufficiency!threshold210"! (Lu! &! Yuan! 2011:! 134)! or! "the! amount! of! information! people! feel! they!further!need!to!adequately!handle!a!given!task![here:!translation]"!(Lu!&!Yuan!2011:!135).!To!satisfy! the!need,!people!would!try! to!apply! the!principle!of! least!effort!when! looking!for! the! solution.! In! addition! to! this! principle,! information! retrieval! also! resorts! to! the!concept! of! sufficiency,! which! states! that! "people! always! strike! a! balance! between!minimizing! their! efforts! and! maximizing! their! decision! confidence"! (Lu! &! Yuan!2011:!135).!The!relative!importance!of!one!factor!will!take!precedence!over!another!and!influence! decision,making! (e.g.! quality! and! accessibility! of! the! source),! meaning! that! a!given!information!need!can!be!perceived!as!more!pressing!than!another!and!the!principle!of!least!effort!will!be!adjusted!accordingly.!!Sufficiency! eventually! depends! on! the! information! need,! just! as! different! types! of!information! needs! correspond! to! different! effort! levels.! Lu! and! Yuan! (2011:! 135ff.)!distinguish! three! levels!of! information!needs:! (i)!high,! (ii)!medium!and! (iii)! low.!A!high!information!need!means!that! the! information!seeker!has!a!high! level!of!uncertainty!and!equivocation,! limited! knowledge! about! the! subject! and! low! confidence! in! judging! the!results.!Therefore,!precedence!will!be!given!to!quality!of!the!source!over!accessibility.!In!the! case! of! the! concordancer,! this! could! mean! checking! the! metadata! or! filtering! by!database! or! year,! but! it! may! also! correspond! to! a! search! session,! where! more! time! is!devoted!to!finding!an!answer!or!making!crosschecks.!Vice!versa,!a!low!information!need!implies! that!people! "are!very! focused!on! the! information,seeking!process,!meaning! that!they!know!exactly!what!they!are!looking!for"!(2011:!142).!According!to!Lu!and!Yuan,!only!high,quality! sources! can! serve! the! need! of! the! information! seeker! but! in! the! case! of!translation!this!may!be!debatable,!as!shown!in!the!Contextual!Inquiries!with!professional!translators.!If!translators!know!exactly!what!information!they!are!after,!they!should!also!be!able!to!quickly!evaluate!results.!In!this!case,!accessibility!might!be!equally!(if!not!more)!important!as!quality.!A!very!generic!information!source!could!be!easily!tolerated!as!long!as! it! is! readily!available,!because!people!already!have! the!means! to! judge! the!quality!of!information!and!are!very!clear!about!their!search!aim.!The!information!seeker!is!focused!on! the! information,seeking! process! and! may! already! possess! considerable! knowledge!about!the!topic.!In!the!case!of!a!concordance!search,!a!low!information!need!may!simply!mean! that! the! translator! already! has! a! target! language! version! available! and! simply!wishes! to! double,check! it,! differently! from! source! selection! in! "traditional"! information!seeking!where!both!accessibility!and!quality!were!found!to!be!critical! in!the!case!of! low!information!needs!(2011:!142).!As!a!consequence,! the!concordance!search!will!be!more!targeted,!very!likely!in!the!form!of!a!spot!search.!Unsuccessful!searches!are!probably!not!tolerated! and! the! translator! may! well! give! up! the! search! after! the! first! failed! attempt!because!no! additional! time!will! be! allotted! for! a! low! information!need.!This! is!where! a!low,quality!quickly!accessible!source!may!still!help,!as!opposed!to!a!high,quality!one!that!produces!no! results.! Finally,!medium! information!needs!may!be! considered! as! one! that!strikes!a!balance!between!accessibility!and!quality!of!the!source.!In!the!case!of!a!medium!information! need,! a! "good,enough"! answer! would! suffice! and! the! "best"! one! is! not!considered!necessary!(2011:!142).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!210!The!information!sufficiency!threshold!is!understood!as!the!level!of!(adequate)!information!individuals!need!in!order!to!make!decisions!and!which!would!curb!further!need!for!information!for!that!task.!
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With!this!categorization!in!mind,!the!distinction!between!implicit!and!explicit!information!needs! can!be! enriched!with!hypotheses! about! the! type!of! information!need! involved.! It!would! seem! that! in! the! case!of! explicit! information!needs,! translators!would! remember!and! verbalize! about! the! problem,! and! the! information! need! would! range! from! high! to!possibly! medium,! i.e.! the! cases! where! translators! are! still! dependent! on! the! source! of!information.!On!the!other!hand,!implicit!information!needs!can!be!though!of!ranging!from!medium!to! low,! in! that! the!translator!may!not!even!perceive!them!as!problems!because!confidence! is! sufficiently! high.! Search! behavior!might! be! less! goal,dependent! than! one!may!assume!and!more!conditioned!by!the!status!of!the!information!seeker!with!respect!to!the! current! information! need.! Eventually,! it! may! all! boil! down! to! a! trade,off! between!quality!and!accessibility!of! information,!where!accessibility! could!be!also! interpreted! in!terms! of! finding! the! appropriate! balance! between! precision! and! recall.! Lu! and! Yuan!(2011:! 142)! conclude! that! "[…]! individuals! skillfully! adjust! their! information,seeking!strategies! according! to! their! information! needs."! Once! again,! concordance,searching!behavior!resembles!in!many!respects!Web!searching!and!information!retrieval!but!while!Web! searching! can!have!a! variety!of!purposes! (see! Section!4.5),! concordance! searching!has! always!as!one!ultimate!goal,! i.e.! the! retrieval!of! a! target! language!version! for! an!SL!element.!






!The!actual! translation!problem!categories!are! found! in!the!circles!at! the!end!of! the! flow!chart,! together! with! the! corresponding! suggested! level! of! information! need.! The!preceding!nodes!encountered!on!a!given!path!lead!to!a!problem!type!and!may!be!used!to!better!target!translation!support!according!to!the!required!level!of!information!need.!Whenever!a!translator!focuses!on!an!text!portion!to!be!translated!the!brain!also!focuses!on!the!relevant!"Area!of!Interest"! in!the!source!text!and!determines!whether!the!item!is!known! or! unknown! ("Can! the! Problem! Unit! from! the! source! text! be! recognized! as!familiar?"),!where!known!item!means!that!the!SL!text!can!be!found!in!the!mental!lexicon!or! that! it! can! at! least! be! matched! against! some! existing! item.! This! becomes! clear! if! a!comment!such!as! "I've!never!heard!this!word!before"! (PACTE!2011b:!334)! is! considered.!The!diagram!however!deliberately!avoids!the!word!"known"!in!favor!of!"familiar"!because!there! can! be! instances! where! the! item! is! in! fact! not! known! beforehand! but! it! may! be!linked! and/or!matched! against! an! existing! one.! The! adjective! "familiar"! was! chosen! in!connection!to!the!phenomenon!of!family!resemblance!discussed!by!Wittgenstein!(1953!in!Rosch!&!Mervis!1975:!574,5).!A!family!resemblance!relationship!consists!of!a!set!of!items!of!the!form!AB,!BC,!CD,!DE.!That!is,!each!item!has!at!least!one,!and!probably!several,!elements!in!common!with!one!or!more!other!items,!but!no,!or!few,!elements!are!common!to!all!items.!One!example!of!familiarity!may!be!cognate!words,!defined!as!pairs!of!words!in!the!same!or!different! languages! that!are!similar! in! form!and!meaning!and!whose!origin! is! shared!(true! cognates)! or! different! (false! cognates)! (Stamenov! 2009:! 219,220).! A! more!operational!definition!of!cognates!is!found!in!Simard!et!al.!(1993:!7):!Cognates! are! pairs! of! words! in! different! languages! which,! usually! due! to! a!common! etymology,! share! phonological! or! orthographic! properties! as! well! as!semantic!properties,!so!that!they!are!often!employed!as!mutual!translations.!
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The!"familiar"!word!in!the!source!language!might!not!have!been!in!the!mental!lexicon!but!if! a! cognate!word!was,! chances! are! that! the! source! language! item!will! be! perceived! as!known!because!it!formally!resembles!the!word!in!the!lexicon.!!Information! retrieval! from! the! lexicon! is! understood! in! terms! of! lexical! access,! which!involves!"matching!a!seen!or!heard!word!form!with!the!associated!word!meaning!stored!in! the! lexicon"! (Stamenov! et!al.!2010:! 325).! Lexical! access! occurs! in! two! stages:! lexical!activation! and! lexical! selection.! In! the! phase! of! lexical! activation,! the! stimulus! triggers!candidate! words! (with! their! corresponding! meanings)! according! to! the! form! of! the!stimulus! word! (phonological! or! visual)! (2010:! 325).! Form! seems! to! take! slight!precedence!over!meaning!and!the!familiarity!check!might!therefore!be!first!performed!at!form!level.!Meaning!then! follows!and!the!translator! thus!attempts! to!retrieve!or!deduce!the!meaning! of! the! unit! ("Can! its!meaning! be! inferred?").! If! this! step! is! not! successful,!neither! form! nor! meaning! can! be! retrieved! and! the! item! is! therefore! perceived! as!unknown.! At! this! point,! the! translator! will! most! likely! turn! to! external! support! for!understanding!the!SL!element,!which!represents!a!reception!problem.!
Reception! problems! occur! when! a! subject! has! difficulties! in! receiving! a! source,language! text! segment,! i.e.! in! the! intake! of! information! from! an! SL! lexeme! or!combination! of! lexemes,! and! in! the! subsequent! sense! constitution! (Lörscher!1991a:!95;!emphasis!in!the!original).!In! this! case,! the! translator! relies! exclusively! on! the! external! resources! available! to!understand!and!translate! the!problematic! item.!Due!to! the!high! level!of!uncertainty!and!dependency!on!the!external!resource,!this!type!of!problem!can!be!given!the!status!of!high!information!need.!A!possible!example!of!the!Problem!Type!"Unknown!SL"!from!authentic!interviews!is!the!following!(Karamanis!et!al.!2010):!"in!most!cases!if!there!is!a!difficult!term!someone!researches!it!and!it!goes!to!the!TM,!
after!the!review!it!stays!in!the!TM!and!this!is!the!final!decision!about!it,!if!I!am!a!new!
translator!and!I!come!across!this!term!I!trust!the!TM".!An!even!more!explicit!one!can!be!found!in!PACTE!(2011b:!334):!"I!didn't!know!how!to!say!
it!in!X".!However,!there!can!also!be!instances!where!the!translator!does!not!recognize!the!item!at!the!formal!level!but!is!nonetheless!able!to!guess!its!meaning,!using!e.g.!the!context!and!some!intuition.!In!this!case,!the!scenario!converges!into!a!different!node!that!belongs!to!a!different!path.!Starting! again! from! the! top! node! in! the! diagram,! this! alternative! path! will! be! now!explored.!This!time,!the!translator!is!able!to!recognize!both!form!and!meaning!of!the!given!item211!and! the!question! arises! as! to!whether! s/he! is! able! to!produce! a! target! language!version!("Can!a!TL!version!be!found?").!This!is!taken!to!coincide!with!the!phase!where!the!translator! supposedly! retrieves! the! corresponding! target! version! from! the! bilingual!lexicon.! The! actual! cognitive! process! is! beyond! the! scope! of! this! discussion! and! no!distinction! will! be! made! between! form! and!meaning.! Suffice! it! to! say! that! any! further!branching! from! this! node! falls! in! the! scope! of! production! problems! because! all!subsequent!nodes!are!related!to!the!TL!rendition!of!a!source!language!item212.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!211!In!this!case!both!levels!are!included!in!the!concept!of!familiarity,!somehow!suggesting!that!there!can!be!meaning!without!form!but!no!form!without!meaning.!In!the!case!of!the!converging!path,!obviously,!form!is!not!recognized.!212!This!stage!could!be!linked!to!the!"retrieval!strategies"!and!further!sub,strategies!(Krings!1986b:!270)!that!are!linked!to!a!recall!problem.!They!refer!to!"a!learner's!conscious!attempt!to!recall!a!known!lexical!item".!
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Production! problems! occur! when! a! subject! has! difficulties! in! finding! a! target,language! text! segment! which! s/he! considers! equivalent! to! the! corresponding!source,language!text!segment!(Lörscher!1991a:!95;!emphasis!in!the!original).!At!this!point,!the!TL!item!is!either!retrievable!or!non,retrievable.!If!it!is!non,retrievable,!a!further! check! is! necessary! to! be! able! to! distinguish! between! two! different! information!needs,!i.e.!(i)!find!a!(new)!translation!for!the!SL!concept!and!(ii)!find!a!way!to!recover!the!non,retrievable! TL! from! (long,term)! memory! ("Was! the! non,retrievable! TL! version!previously! known?").! If! the! translator! feels! s/he! knows! the! target! language! version! in!question,! the! information! need! is! reduced! to! retrieving! the! TL! item! from! the! bilingual!mental! lexicon.! This! scenario! closely! resembles! the! TOT! state! described! earlier:! the!translator!knows!the! item!but!simply!cannot!retrieve!the!target! form!(i.e.!verbalize! it! in!the!TL)213.!This!can!apply!with!virtually!any!type!of!string,!from!LGP!to!LSP,!and!may!be!affected! by! a! number! of! factors! such! as! frequency! of! use,! tiredness,! expertise! and!language!combination.!!However,!there!can!also!be!instances!where!the!translator!understood!the!source!text!but!was!not!able! to!retrieve!or! find! the! target! language!version!because! it!never!was! in! the!mental! lexicon.!This! is! the!case!of!an!unknown!TL! item,!possibly! frequent!when!dealing!with! (technical)! terminology! or! specialized! phraseology.! Solutions! are! likely! obtained!using!forms!of!external!support.!Differently!from!reception!problems,!the!translator!now!evaluates!the!source!language!side!of!a!concordance!search!(much)!faster!and!only!has!to!spot! the! corresponding! TL! item! in! the! translated! version.! Both! scenarios! have! been!tentatively!labeled!as!medium!level!information!needs.!These!instances!were!particularly!hard!to! frame!it! into!a!single! information!need! level!because!depending!on!a!number!of!internal! and! external! factors! (e.g.! time! pressure,! domain! knowledge),! accessibility! and!quality!of!the!resource!can!easily!take!precedence!one!over!the!other.!Finally,!going!up!one!level,!if!the!translator!can!find!a!TL!version,!it!means!s/he!is!able!to!retrieve!or!produce!a!translation!for!the!SL!item.!However,!this!first!translation!proposal!may! not! be! the! same! as! the! one! eventually! used! in! the! translation.! This! is! why! an!additional!node!is!necessary!("Is!the!current!TL!version!going!to!change?").!A!'NO'!answer!means! that! the! translator! is! quite! sure! about! his/her! choice! and! only! needs! the!concordance! search! to! double! check! the! TL! version,! be! it! for! consistency! reasons,!compliance! with! specific! requirements! or! other! reasons.! In! this! case,! the! information!need! is! low! because! the! translator! has! a! clear! picture! of! what! s/he! is! after! and! could!virtually! do! without! the! external! resource.! Here! is! one! example! for! the! problem! type!"Double!Check"!extracted!from!a!Contextual!Inquiry!(Karamanis!et!al.!2011:!40):!




have!never!worked!with."!If!however! the!current!TL!version! is!going! to!change,! it!means! that! the! translator! is!not!completely!satisfied!with!the!initial!translation!(e.g.!because!of!register,!frequency!of!use,!domain! or! style)! and! is! hoping! to! find! an! alternative! to! the! current! TL! version.! A! few!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!213!A!similar!situation!is!reported!in!Krings!when!discussing!"retrieval!strategies"!of!language!learners.!This!was!the!case!when!subjects!had!troubles!recalling!a!lexical!item!that!they!had!already!learnt!but!"as!soon!as!the!term!reappeared!in!their!minds!they!considered!the!problem!solved"!(1986b:!270).!
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examples! for! problem! type! "Alternative! Translations"! can! be! obtained! from! the!transcripts!of!retrospective!protocols!and!Contextual!Inquiry!(Karamanis!et!al.!2010):!









ourselves"!Similarly! to! the! “stacking! options”! example! […],! the! problem! was! not! that! the!translator!needed!help!to!find!out!what!“device”!meant!but!that!he!had!to!choose!between!the!various!ways!in!which!this!term!had!been!translated!in!the!past.!In! this!case,!external!resources!become!more!relevant! than! in!a!simple!double!check,! in!particular!the!accessibility!of!the!source,!which!is!why!this!information!need!was!labeled!as!"medium".!These!examples!prove!a!point!already!brought!forward!by!e.g.!Jääskeläinen)(1993:!106)!and!Sirén&and&Hakkarainen&(2002:&77):!problems!do!not!necessarily!involve!serious! or! difficult! processing! to! be! solved! and! strategic! behavior! is! related! both! to!problems!and! to!unproblematic!decisions.! In! a! real! situation,! translators! are!not! asking!themselves!all!these!questions!nor!are!they!considering!scenarios!other!than!their!current!information!need.!The!resource!used!to!satisfy!a!given!information!need!may!be!adopted!as! the!prototypical! resource! for! a! given! type!of! information!need.!The! following! can!be!seen!as!an!example!of!Complex!Problem!Type!"Unknown!SL/TL"! followed!by!a! "Double!Check"!using!mixed!resources,!i.e.!online!dictionary!and!Web!search!engine!(Karamanis!et!
al.!2010):!the!translator!was!challenged!by!the!phrase!'dual!throttle'.!He!searched!an!online!dictionary!which! included! 'forum!discussions'.! After! looking! at! the!meanings! of!the!dictionary!entries!for!'throttle',!he!looked!at!the!links!in!the!forum:!
"let’s! see! 'full! throttle'! [clicks! on! 'fullA! throttle'! link! in! the! forum! discussion]! and!




what! I! assume! that! it!means! [searches! Google],! let’s! see! how!many,! 'full! throttle'!
[pause]! this! is! proz,! [pause]! 'half! throttle',! 'half! acceleration'! so! it’s! definitely!
acceleration!so!no!further!question."!At! a! closer! look,! these! categories! of! information! needs! have! probably! not! turned! into!categories! that! can!be!directly! operationalized.! In! fact,! they!have! taken!a!user,centered!perspective!that!can!help!to!better!understand!the!degree!of!support!sought!by!different!groups!of! translators.!New! forms!of! support! could!emerge! from! the!understanding! that!e.g.!professional!translators!mainly!need!to!double,check!a!translation!proposal!whereas!translation! trainees! require! more! support! for! unknown! TL! items.! Findings! from! past!studies!support! the!user,centered!approach! that!helps! to! identify!general! trends!on! the!one!hand!and!allows!some!room!to!account! for! individual!preferences!on!the!other.!For!
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Reception! Unknown!SL!item! NO! NO! NO! NO! /! HIGH! Explicit! NO!
Production! Unknown!TL!item! YES/NO! YES! NO! NO! /! MEDIUM?! Explicit! NO!
Production! TOT!State! YES!(NO?)! YES! NO! YES! /! MEDIUM?! Implicit! YES!
Production! Double!Check! YES!(NO?)! YES! YES! YES! NO! LOW! Implicit! YES!
Production! Alternative!
Translations!
YES!(NO?)! YES! YES! YES! YES! MEDIUM! Explicit?! YES/NO!
!This!change!in!perspective!was!deemed!useful!to!try!and!account!for!the!large!number!of!variables!that!characterize!a!translation!task!and!that!affect!the!way!in!which!translation!problems! and! information! needs! are! perceived! and! rationalized.! One! difficulty! with!general!classifications!of!translation!problems!is!that!they!tend!to!match!similar!searches!(on! the! surface! level)!with! a! specific! resource,! e.g.! a! terminology! database! is! generally!linked!to!"terminology!problems"!(likely!a!high!to!medium!information!need)!but!in!fact!it!can!very!well!be!used!for!a!simple!double,check!(low!information!need).!By!doing!so,!they!implicitly!attribute!the!same!importance!to!all!problems!of!the!same!kind,!which!in!fact!is!not! necessarily! the! case,! as! the! transcripts! from! the! other! studies! have! shown.! This!overview!is!only!meant!to!be!an!initial!theoretical!model!built!'bottom,up';!the!model!will!need!to!be!checked! in!a!more!systematic!way!against!real!scenarios.!This!user,centered!approach! may! prove! useful! to! effectively! interact! with! the! users! when! eliciting! data!rather!than!using!traditional!categories!and!concepts!such!as!the!labels!described!earlier!in!this!chapter.!Taking!concordance!searches,! fixations!or!pauses!as!a!starting!point,! the!translator! could! be! asked!whether! or! not! a! given! item!was! recognized! as! familiar! and!according! to! the! answer! provided,! the! next! question! on! the! path! can! be! asked,! as!suggested!in!Figure!65,!which!eventually!would!lead!to!a!problem!category!and!a!level!of!information!need.!A!nominal!string!may!thus!be!linked!to!a!high!information!need!if!the!source! element! is! not! recognized! or! understood! by! the! subject! but! it! can! just! as! likely!become! a! low! information! need! in! case! of! a! double,check.! This! approach! can! help! to!further!differentiate!between!novice!and!professional!translators!(the!former!more!likely!to!experience!high! information!needs,! the! latter!medium! to! low)!or! simply!gain! further!insight!in!the!translation!behavior!and!different!translation!styles.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!214!The!2nd!ranked!match!was!judged!to!be!more!useful!than!the!highest!ranked!match!in!almost!40%!of!the!instances!(Fifer!2007:!103!in!Bowker!&!Barlow!2008:!11).!
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7.4 KEY!CONCEPTS!
 Translation! support! forms! can!be! related! to! string! length!on!a! continuum! that! goes!from!dictionary,style!search!to!concordancing!to!document!retrieval;!as!string!length!increases,!translators!are!more!likely!to!move!from!one!to!the!other.!
 The! length! of! strings! likely! to! be! searched! for! mainly! through! concordancing! was!established! to!be!between!2! and!11!words;! this! interval!was! arrived! at! considering!type/token! ratio,! the! collocational! span,! working! memory! and! segmentation! in!translation.!
 Nominal! strings! are! by! far! the!most! frequent! type! of! search;! the! sub,type! "Named!Entities"!deserves!special!attention.!
 The!traditional!concept!of!named!entity!should!probably!be!adapted!to!account!for!a!whole!range!of!topical!signatures!for!the!Named!Entities!found!in!the!corpus.!
 Search! strings! are! also! affected! by! the! "sparse! data! problem"! which! makes!classification!and!clustering!quite!challenging.!
 Short!and!frequent!searches!were!considered!as!instances!of!core!problem!strings!and!examined!in!the!context!of!longer!strings!and!with!a!view!to!further!clustering!some!searches!triggered!by!the!same!information!need.!
 Content! analysis! attempted! to! distribute! strings! between! the! LSP! (~60%)! and! LGP!(~40%)!problem!groups,!based!on!a!list!of!descriptors.!
 A! finer,grained! domain! distribution! highlighted! European! Communities,! Law! and!Finance!as!the!most!popular!EuroVoc!fields.!
 Various!clustering!approaches!were!applied!to!search!strings!from!which!it!emerged!that!Slavic!languages!are!the!most!active!searchers!in!most!domains.!
 Reference!to!linguistic!analysis!of!Web!queries!was!found!not!to!be!useful!for!labeling!concordance!searches;!POS!tagging!as!a!labeling!and!classifying!method!was!tested.!
 POS! tagging! confirmed! findings! of! previous! studies! that! nouns! are! by! far! the!most!represented!lexical!category!in!search!strings!and!that!the!most!frequent!searches!are!for! noun! phrases.! However,! POS! tagging! could! not! be! systematically! employed! and!only!provided!approximate!results.!
 Instead!of!classifying!isolated!strings,!search!sessions!were!considered!and!the!"delta!string"! between! the! first! and! the! last! query! was! classified! from! a! syntactic!perspective.!
 Traditional! categories! of! translation! problems! were! reviewed! and! the! existing!!literature! for! categories! such! as! compounds,! collocation,! phraseology! and!terminology!was! further! analyzed! to! check!whether! any! label! could! be! successfully!applied!to!the!present!analysis.!
 Eventually,!"Multi,Word!Unit"!was!chosen!!as!general!label!for!referring!to!the!strings.!
 Translation! problems! were! then! related! to! the! structure! and! functioning! of! the!bilingual!mental!lexicon.!
 The!Tip,of,the,Tongue!state!was!described!and!presented!as!a!possible!cause! for!an!information!need.!
 While! translating,! the! translator! faces! both! implicit! and! explicit! information! needs.!However,! translators! are! expected! to! consciously! retain! only! the! latter! type! and!consequently!the!former!have!likely!been!under,examined!in!previous!studies.!
 Search!behavior,!just!like!translating,!is!made!up!of!automatized!and!non,automatized!patterns!in!response!to!implicit!and!explicit!information!needs.!
 Translation! problems! can! be! classified! according! to! the! level! of! information! need!perceived!by!the!user:!high,!medium!and!low.!
 Five!different!scenarios!of!information!need!were!suggested!which!account!for!the!majority!of!translation!problems!experienced!by!translators.!! !
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How!do!translators!interact!with!a!concordancer!as!a!translation!aid?![RQ3]!The!concordancer!was!chosen!as!the!object!for!the!study!because!it!is!very!often!used!by!professional!translators!in!their!working!practice!and!can!be!seen!as!"a!source!of!external!support! since! it! has! to! be! looked! up! by! the! translator! and! works! differently! from! the!standard! solutions! provided! by! the! TM"! (Alves! &! Liparini! Campos! 2009b:! 201).! One!additional!purpose!was!to!present!the!concordancer!as!a!valuable!source!of! information!on! the! translation!process! and! suggest! that! greater! attention! should! be! devoted!by! the!research! community! to! this! long,established! tool.! In!particular,! the! concordancer!might!be!a!useful! and!unobtrusive!way! to!elicit! additional!User!Activity!Data! for! triangulation!purposes.!By!triangulating!search!logs!with!pauses!and!fixations,!researchers!may!have!a!more!objective!basis! to! identify!segmentation!patterns!and!problem!units!by!measuring!pause!length!immediately!before!a!search.!Search!logs!could!provide!an!empirical!basis!to!identify! the!most!appropriate!cut,off! length! for!pauses!and!possibly!determine!whether!their!length!should!vary!according!to!other!parameters!such!as!expertise!or!text!difficulty.!Before!addressing!the!main!research!questions,!concordance!searches!were!presented!as!manifestations! of! translation! problems! and! included! in! the! theoretical! framework! used!for! process! research! as! an! additional! data! type! for! triangulation.! To! access! the!concordancer!and!submit!a!search,! the! translator!has! first! to! interrupt! the!ongoing! task!and! leave! the! translating! environment.! This! interruption! in! TT! production! can! be!explained!in!terms!of!an!information!need!that!the!translator!is!not!able!to!satisfy!just!by!using!his/her! internal!support,! i.e.!cognitive!resources.!A!concordance!search!contains!a!source! text! item! that! triggered! the! use! of! external! support! and,! just! like! other! types! of!problem!indicators,!can!be!used!to!try!and!isolate!Problem!Units!(PUs).!!The!relationship!between!PUs!and!other!kinds!of!units!in!translation!was!explored!at!the!end! of! the! literature! review! in! Chapter! 2! where! Problem! Units! (and! Translation!Problems)! were! presented! as! a! special! kind! of! Attention! Units! (or! Translation! Units),!which! in! turn! could!be! thought!of! as!manifestations!of!underlying!Cognitive!Units.!This!hierarchy!can!be!easily!applied!to!instances!where!the!"unit"!can!be!clearly!established,!as!is!the!case!with!the!segmentation!spontaneously!produced!by!consulting!various!forms!of!translation! support.! For! other! types! of! problems! that! cannot! be! broken!down! as! easily!into!units,!such!as!cohesion!problems,!hardly!any!non,relational!form!of!external!support!would! come! in! useful.! Theoretical! considerations! made! at! sentence! and! sub,sentence!level!cannot!be!generalized!to!all!possible!instances!of!problems,!even!though!they!can!be!expected!to!cover!the!vast!majority!of!problems!as!"[m]ost!instances!of!external!support!involve!web! searches! or! dictionary! look,ups! to! find! translation! alternatives! for! specific!terms"!(Alves!&!Liparini!Campos!2009b:!203).!This!sub,segment!dimension!(as!opposed!to! problems! at! higher! levels)! seems! justified! by! Levelt's!model! of! language! processing!(1989,! in! Campbell! 1999:! 37),! according! to! which! lexis! takes! precedence! in! language!
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processing!over!syntax!so!that!difficulties!arise!if!no!lemma!exists!in!the!mental!lexicon!or!if!a!retrieval!failure!occurs.!8.1 ![RQ1]!THE!LANGUAGE!PAIR!!The! language!pair!was! initially! chosen! as! the!main! independent! variable! and!was! used!whenever! possible! in! the! analysis.! The! first! research! question! assumed! that! variability!existed! across! language! pairs,! particularly! at! the! level! of! language! families.! This!possibility! was! discussed! in! greater! detail! in! Section! 5.5.2,! where! the! distribution! of!languages! across! families! was! studied.! The! 20! target! languages! in! the! dataset! are!distributed! rather! unevenly! across! language! families,! ranging! from! a! maximum! of! five!languages!to!a!minimum!of!one!language!per!group.!Such!uneven!distribution!prevented!direct!comparisons!of!the!results!across!language!families.!In!addition,!taking!into!account!their!relative!age!as!official!EU!language,!some!language!families!fall!entirely!either!in!the!group!of! the!"new"! languages!or! that!of! "old"! languages!one!which!turned!out! to!be! the!only! level! at! which! differences! could! be! systematically! highlighted.! Because! of! this!overlap,! it!was!not!possible!to!clearly!establish!whether!the!differences!were!due!to!the!language! family!categorization!or!rather! to! the!relative!age!of! the! languages,!which!was!not! a! linguistic! parameter.! For! this! reason,! the! initial! hypothesis! assuming! differences!across! language! families! could! not! be! verified! and! consequently! the! research! question!about!differences!across!languages!is!still!pending.!!In! the!course!of! the!study!(see!Section!5.6),! three!new!levels!of!analysis!were! identified!(language!sub,set,! search!sessions!and!spot! searches),!which!were!expected! to! increase!the! chances! of! finding! differences! among! languages.! Irrespective! of! the! chosen! level! of!analysis,! findings! were! rather! balanced! across! languages! and! interestingly,! most!languages! tended! to! behave! consistently! at! each! level! so! that! small! differences! were!generally!maintained!throughout!the!whole!dataset.!The!quantitative!analyses!in!Chapters!5!and!6,!in!particular,!highlighted!Bulgarian!as!the!possibly!sole!outlier!and!confirmed!the!chronological! criterion! for! clustering! as! the! only! criterion! that! provided! some! kind! of!consistent!differences!across!languages.!!As!for!the!analysis!of!the!Problem!Unit!in!Chapter!7,!methodological!limitations!prevented!a! systematic! and! quantitative! analysis! of! the! problems,! which! means! that! no!comprehensive!data! for! each! language! could!be!obtained,! as! opposed! to! the! analysis! in!Chapter! 6.! The! initial! frequency! lists! that! were! used! as! resources! to! perform! a!quantitative! study!did!not! prove! effective! in! the! end.!The!main!problem! in! this! respect!was!the!difficulty! in!finding!suitable!operational!definitions!for!the!categories!needed!to!perform!any!linguistic!analysis.!In! sum,! the! answer! to! the! first! research! question! is! that! much! fewer! differences! than!expected!emerged!from!the!comparison!of!the!language!pairs,!at!least!in!terms!of!search!strategies.! Based! on! the! quantitative! findings! it! could! be! hypothesized! that! not! many!differences!across!languages!should!be!expected!from!a!linguistic!perspective,!though!this!statement! could!not!be!verified!empirically.!Overall,! global! factors! seem! to!prevail! over!language,specific! elements.! These! partial! results! seem! nonetheless! to! justify!generalizations! from! existing! empirical! studies! covering! a! limited! number! of! language!pairs! and! in! particular! those! reviewed! in! Chapter! 2.! For! example,! as! regards! text!difficulty,!"the!source!text!can!be!an!independent!source!of!translation!difficulty!and![…]!a!substantial!proportion!of!the!items!can!be!equally!difficult!to!translate!into!typologically!different!languages"!(Campbell!1999:!33).!
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8.2 [RQ2]!THE!PROBLEM!UNIT!The! second! research! question! was! first! addressed! indirectly! in! Chapter! 2,! where! the!concept! of! Problem!Unit!was!discussed! from!a! theoretical! viewpoint! and! related! to! the!concept!of!unit!of!translation.!!The!Problem!Unit,!i.e.!the!actual!searched,for!string,!was!considered!one!of!the!two!main!components! of! a! concordance! search! and!was! further! broken! down! into! string! length,!string!content!and!linguistic!form!to!account!for!the!three!main!perspectives!from!which!a!text!string!could!be!analyzed.!The!Problem!Unit!was!then!reduced!to!include!strings!of!up!to! 11! words! in! an! attempt! to! distinguish! between! concordance! searches! that! could!contain! a! problem! of! some! kind! and! longer! searches! that! resembled! a! Translation!Memory! search! approach.! In! this! perspective,! three! main! approaches! for! using! the!concordancer! were! found,! which! correspond! to! three! different! "types! of! searches":!dictionary,style! search! in! the! case! of! single,word! searches,! concordance!proper! for! the!middle!range!(2,11!words)!and!TM!approach!or!document!retrieval! in!the!case!of!much!longer!strings.!Concordance!searches!were!categorized!based!on!whether!or!not!the!searched,for!string!could!be!linked!to!a!specific!topic.!This!classification!was!obtained!by!performing!a!semi,automatic! categorization,! which! produced! a! content,oriented! distribution! of! searches!between!LGP!and!LSP!and!a!finer,grained!classification!of!strings!into!more!specific!LSP!domains.!Within! the!LSP!group,!more!precise! results!emerged!about! the!most! frequent,!likely!and/or!problematic!domains,!i.e.!European!Communities,!politics,!law!and!finance.!Results!were!not!necessarily!straightforward!because!higher!frequencies!could!intuitively!mean! that! strings! belonging! to! some! domains! (e.g.! law! and! finance)!were! perceived! as!more! difficult! (problematic)! while,! on! the! other! hand,! high! frequency! counts! in! the!domain!"European!Communities"!could!rather!be!explained!by!the!greater!likelihood!for!EU,related!items!to!appear!in!a!string!than!represent!a!translation!problem.!!Some! domains! seemed! to! contain! a! high! number! of! Named! Entities! (NE),!which!was! a!quite! common! category! both! within! the! range! of! "proper"! concordancing! and! in! the!single,word!subgroup,!where!they! featured!as!acronyms.!Named!Entities!were!analyzed!as! a! separate! category! because! of! their! peculiarity! from! a! translation! perspective.!However,!the!definition!of!NE!was!partially!reworked!to!broaden!its!scope!and!include!a!range!of!"non!standard"!NE!according!to!the!general!understanding!of!the!concept!in!the!field! of! Natural! Language! Processing.! In! quantitative! terms,! Named! Entities!—! in! their!spelled,out!form!as!well!as!acronyms!—!were!quite!high!up!in!the!frequency!lists,!which!can! be! explained! in! a! number! of! ways.! First! of! all,! Named! Entities! can! be! seen! as! an!intrinsically!problematic!element!that!translators!feel!the!need!to!look!up!very!frequently,!in!line!to!some!findings!of!neurolinguistic!studies!where!proper!nouns!were!found!to!be!challenging! for! retrieval! (see! Sub,section! 7.3.3.1).! Should! that! be! the! case,! target! text!variation!as!an!indicator!of!problems!and/or!difficulties!as!suggested!by!Campbell!(1999,!2000)!and!Dragsted! (2012)! should!be!partially! revised!because!NE!often! translate!with!virtually!1:1!correspondence!between!source!and!target!text.!Another!explanation!could!however! be! that! the! concordancer! is! considered! a! particularly!well,suited! resource! for!this!type!of!search!(at!EU!level).! In!any!case,!what!these!results!certainly!suggest! is!that!there!is!room!for!some!automatized!form!of!support!for!the!translation!of!Named!Entities,!given!that!the!concordancer!is!accessed!manually!and!NEs!can!be!considered!as!a!special!kind!of!search!string.!The!most!challenging!part!of!the!analysis,!however,!turned!out!to!be!the!categorization!of!strings! from! a! linguistic! perspective.! In! order! to! process! such! large! dataset,! a! clear,cut!
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operational! categorization! had! to! be! found.! However,! existing! taxonomies! and!categorizations! were! not! suited! to! the! task! because! they! are! generally! not! explicitly!defined! and! could! not! be! replicated.! Definitions! of! frequently! recurring! concepts! in!existing!studies!were!examined!but!after!a!short!review!of!the! literature,! the!conclusion!was! reached! that! the! only! operational! category! to! be! used!was! the! "Multi,Word! Unit",!which!however!is!not!particularly!informative!in!terms!of!the!initial!understanding!of!the!type! of! search.! During! this! stage,! no! quantitative! analysis! of! the! strings! could! be!performed!systematically.!More!sophisticated!computational!approaches!would!probably!provide! some! solutions! to! this! challenge! which! seems! rooted! in! both! a! theoretical!problem!of!definitions!and!agreement!among!scholars!and!the!peculiar!nature!of!language!as!an!object!of!study!through!computational!methods.!!Nonetheless,!some!smaller,scale!analyses!have!established!that!the!most!frequent!type!of!search! involves!nouns!and!noun!phrases!and! that! it!would!be!possible! to! isolate!a! core!search! string! and! analyze! its! distribution! in! the! dataset! so! as! to! obtain! aggregated!frequency!counts!from!any!level!of!analysis.!Frequency!counts!turned!out!to!be!a!tempting!and! easily! available! resource.! However,! they! can! also! be! dangerous! on! a! large,scale!analysis!because!comparisons!can!be!easily!skewed!and!ultimately!"the!corpus!frequency!of! words! may! not! necessarily! correlate! with! the! accessibility! of! items! in! the! mental!lexicon"!(Campbell!1999:!56)!nor!with!the!concept!of!"familiarity".!Frequency!counts!do!not!necessarily!relate!to!difficulty!nor!can!the!same!source,text!item!be!always!ascribed!to!the! same! problem! category,! suggesting! that! there! should! be! another!way! of! looking! at!concordance!searches.!A!concordance!search!as!a!Problem!Unit!can!be!seen!as!a!special!kind!of!Translation!Unit!(see! Section! 2.9).! In! this! perspective,! all! concordance! searches!would! become! Problem!Units!because!the!search!has!been!triggered!by!a!knowledge!gap!of!some!kind.!However,!there! cannot! be! a! 1:1! correspondence! between! a! Problem! Unit! and! the! underlying!"problem"! because! of! the! dynamic! dimension! of! the! searches! (i.e.! the! search! sessions),!where! multiple! searches! within! a! search! episode! are! in! fact! triggered! by! the! same!information! need.! In! this! sense,! Problem! Units! within! a! search! session! would! rather!represent! different! realizations! of! one! underlying! problem.! Overall,! they! tend! to! be!nominal,!are!rather!balanced!between!LGP!and!LSP!strings!and!a!sub,category!of!Named!Entities! can! be! quite! easily! singled! out.! Ultimately,! the! Problem! Unit! can! be! useful! for!operationalizing! the! manifestation! of! a! "problem"! by! applying! clear! boundaries! to! a!source!text!string!but!it!can!be!hardly!used!as!an!absolute!(static)!concept.!8.3 ![RQ3]!THE!SEARCH!STRATEGY!The! third! research! question! was! aimed! at! studying! users'! behavior! in! terms! of!interactions!with!the!concordancer!at!the!level!of!both!search!sessions!and!spot!searches.!User!behavior!is!here!understood!in!terms!of!a!search!strategy!for!translation,!searching!or!problem,solving!purposes.!The! study! of! the! search! strategy! represented! the! quantitative! part! of! analysis,! in! that!search! logs! were! examined! by! systematically! looking! at! the! average! string! length,! the!distribution! of!metadata! and! any! other! additional! search! filter! used! for! each! of! the! 20!languages.! Additional! differences! between! languages! were! sometimes! highlighted! by!combining! different! parameters,! for! example! looking! at! patterns! of! (un)successful!searches! (see! Sub,section! 6.2.1.2).! Overall,! results! were! once! again! quite! close! across!languages,! suggesting! that! global! search! strategies! prevailed! over! language,specific!strategies!(e.g.!those!that!emerged!for!Bulgarian).!Knowing!that!global!strategies!seem!to!
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take! precedence! over! language,specific! ones! suggests! that! looking! at! general! search!trends!is!enough!to!obtain!data!about!the!search!habits!of!translators!and!that! language!customization!is!not!necessarily!a!priority.!Search! strings! were! quite! short,! generally! between! two! and! three! words! per! query,!similarly!to!what!was!found!for!Web!searching.!Simlar!to!Web!searching,!users!were!not!particularly! interested! in! using! advanced! settings! and! filters! and! when! they! did,! they!opted!for!the!Year!filter!to!rank!results!according!to!a!chronological!perspective.!Results!for! tool! settings! are! relevant! for! tool! developers! because! they! show! what! pieces! of!information! translators! perceive! as! most! relevant! and! useful,! thereby! providing!developers!with! first,hand! information!about! the! features! that! translators!would! like! to!see!implemented!in!a!tool.!!Translators! clearly! favored! a! pooled! form! of! translation! support! (Quest)! over! the!standalone! concordance! tool! (Euramis! only),! suggesting! that! a! combination!of! different!types! of! translation! resources! is! their! preferred! approach! to! problem,solving.!Consequently,!there!does!not!seem!to!be!great!interest!in!adjusting!the!search!strategy!to!better! interact! with! a! specific! resource.! Rather,! a! larger! pool! of! translation! resources!increases! the! chances! of! obtaining! at! least! one! useful! and! usable! solution,!which! is! the!main!intent!behind!a!search!as!already!pointed!out!by!Sharoff!et!al.!(2006:!745).!This!type!of! interaction! is! a! clear! sign! of! the! prominence! of! recall! over! precision! in! concordance!searching.!In! terms! of! the! overall! approach! to! searching,! translators!were! found! to! operate!more!frequently! at! the! string! level! than! with! the! search! settings.! When! it! comes! to! search!sessions! and!query! refinements,! they! are!more! likely! to! shorten! (or! expand)! the! string!rather!than!change!search!settings!to!adjust!recall!and!precision.!In!particular,!strings!in!a!session!were!found!to!be!generally!longer!at!first!and!then!progressively!shortened!either!from! the! left! or! right! end.! All! operations! identified! at! string! level! were! classified! in! a!taxonomy! of! reformulation! strategies.! In! addition! to! the! reduction! strategy,! other! five!main!search!strategies!were!identified,!namely!resubmission,!formal!changes,!expansion,!replacement! and! mixed! strategy.! Each! was! further! broken! down! into! sub,categories,!though!the!vast!majority!was!hardly!represented!in!the!dataset!beside!some!specific!sub,categories!of!expansion,!reduction!and!resubmission.!Based!on!these!results,!a!relationship!between!Translation!Units!and!Problem!Units!could!be! hypothesized! in! terms! of! length.! The! underlying! assumption! is! that! PUs!will! hardly!ever! be! longer! than! TUs! and! most! likely! have! the! same! size.! Statistics! about! search!sessions!highlighted!that!the!main!trend!for!the!strings!is!to!become!shorter!rather!than!longer! in! the! course! of! a! search! session.! If! the! search! session! is! considered! as! a!refinement!of!the!query!to!make!it!more!targeted!for!the!actual!problem,!then!Translation!Units!can!be!identified!with!the!initial!query!whereas!the!Problem!Unit!can!be!identified!with!the!shorter!text!string!(vice!versa!in!the!case!of!expansion).! If!however!the!session!was!a!result!of!a!first!unsuccessful!search,!then!it!becomes!harder!to!establish!that!the!PU!was! contained! in! a! larger! TU! because! an! unsuccessful! search! necessarily! involves! a!change!in!the!strategy.!8.4 INFORMATION!NEEDS!The!analysis!of!the!Problem!Unit!in!Chapter!7!showed!that!a!different!perspective!had!to!be! taken! in! order! to! attempt! some! kind! of! classification! of! translation! problems.! At! a!closer! look,! evidence! from! existing! studies! revealed! that! problems! "do! not! necessarily!refer! to! something! serious! or! difficult"! (Sirén&&!Hakkarainen!2002:! 77).! Evidence! from!
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TAPs! and! interviews!highlighted! that! often! translators! are!not! struggling!with! a! source!text! expression! but! only! seek! confirmation! and! use! translation! support! to! take!"unproblematic!decisions"!(Jääskeläinen!1993:!106).!When!talking!about! the!translation!process,!translators!themselves!are!likely!to!gloss!over!unproblematic!decisions,!provided!they! are! aware! of! them! in! the! first! place.! Therefore,! researchers! have! traditionally!focused! on! problematic! instances! rather! than! considering! the! overall! picture.! If! a!concordance!search!is!indeed!a!problem!indicator,!then!all!concordance!searches!should!be!a!manifestation!of!some!kind!of!"problem".!Translation!problems!were!presented!as!a!manifestation!of!knowledge!gaps!associated!with!a! corresponding! information!need.!By!resolving! the! related! information! need,! the! translation! problem! is! also! automatically!addressed.! This! is! the! main! reason! why! the! label! "translation! problem"! has! been!eventually!complemented! in!this!study!by!"information!need",!which!can!better!account!for! those! instances! that! translators! themselves!would!not! call! "problematic"! in! the! first!place! because! the! information! need! is! likely! to! be! "low"! (as! opposed! to! "high"! or!"medium").! Conversely,! translators! possibly! seem! more! aware! of! "problematic"! items!because,!by!addressing!a!high!information!need,!they!eventually!increase!their!knowledge!base!with! the! solution! to! that! problem! in! terms! of! e.g.! adding! a! new! concept! or! a! new!translation! to! their! knowledge! base! ("What! did! I! learn! with! this! translation?").! Lower!information!needs!may!be!linked!to!elements!already!present!in!the!translator's!cognitive!system! that! tend! to! be! processed! automatically! without! the! translator! necessarily!becoming!aware!of!it!or!explicitly!verbalize!about!it:![…]! the! interview! data! of! this! study! shows! that! some! of! the! participants! […]!omitted!to!report!the!information!needs!that!they!considered!unproblematic.!The!more! general! nature! of! the! unreported! needs! in! fact! seems! to! support! the!assumption! that! the!participants! tended!not! to!report!on!searches! that! involved!unproblematic! processing! and! that! primarily! aimed! at! confirming! preexisting!solutions!(Enríquez!Raído!2011:!486).!Findings! have! shown! that! problems! encountered! by! translators! do! not! differ!considerably,!at!least!on!the!surface!level:!"all!participants!had!a!similar!number!of!more!or! less! problematic! items! (generally! associated! with! technical! terms)! in! both! tasks"!(Enríquez!Raído!2011:!486)!but!nonetheless!the!underlying!level!of!information!need!may!still! differ,! which! would! make! similar! searches! become! in! fact! different! information!needs.!Prior! work! in! Information! Retrieval! and! the! notion! of! information! need! were! used! to!develop!a!diagram! (Section!7.3.5)! that!begins!with! the! identification!of! an!element! that!cannot! be! processed! as! "automatically"! as! others! during! a! translation! task.! Through! a!number!of!possible!paths!with!binary!choices!(yes/no)!at!each!node,!five!main!categories!of! information! needs! have! been! proposed! according! to! the! type! of! underlying! issue!(Unknown! SL! item;! Unknown! TL! item;! Tip,of,the,Tongue! State;! Double! Check;!Alternative!Translation).!Each!category!has!been!assigned!to!a!level!of! information!need!which! affects! the!quality! and! accessibility! of! the! source!perceived!by! the!user.! The! five!types! of! information! needs! could! be! broadly! grouped! into! two! macro,categories! of!problems! in! the! traditional! sense:! reception! problems,! if! no! lemma! exists! in! the!translator's!mental! lexicon,! or!production!problems,! if! it! is! a!matter!of! retrieval! failure.!Krings'!third!mixed!category!(comprehension!and!production!problems)!could!potentially!also!exist!because!in!the!case!of!an!unknown!source!language!item,!chances!are!that!the!translator! would! not! know! the! target! language! version! either.! However,! this! instance!would!probably!represent!a!sequence!of!information!needs!("first!understand!the!SL!and!then!worry!about! the!TL")! rather! than! two!concurrent!ones.!Krings'! third! category!had!already!been!rejected!by!Jääskeläinen)(1987:!36)!because!!
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a! problem’s! nature! changes! so! considerably! when! a! comprehension! problem!turns!out! to!be!a!production!problem!as!well,! that! there!are!really! two!separate!problems! connected! with! the! same! item! in! the! source! text,! rather! than! one!combined!problem.!The!diagram! is! very!much! subject,oriented!because! it!was! felt! that! the! intra,subjective!perspective!on!difficulties!was!a!very!important!element!when!dealing!with!information!needs,! as! shown! by! experiments! where! great! variability! was! generally! found! among!participants! because! "not! all! translators! and! interpreters! find! the! same! items! difficult"!(Séguinot!2000:!145).!Similarly,!Enríquez!Raído!(2011:!486)!noted!that![i]n!contrast!to!my!original!position,!in!which!I!envisaged!information!seeking!as!motivated! by! the! need! to! solve! a! (translation)! problem! […],! the! results! of! this!study!appear!to!support!Case’s!statement!that! information!seeking!is!sometimes!motivated! by! 'a! desire! to! simply! have! more! or! less! of! some! quality;! more!information;!stimulation,!or!assurance;!or!less!uncertainty,!boredom!overload,!or!anxiety'!(2008:!88).!!With!these!categories!of!information!needs,!classifying!searches!becomes!a!dynamic!task!(the!same!search!can!fall!into!different!categories)!as!opposed!to!the!more!"static"!(albeit!sometimes!blurry)!traditional!classifications!of!translation!problems!at!sentence!and!sub,sentence!level.!!8.5 FUTURE!AVENUES!OF!RESEARCH!If! deemed! appropriate,! the! diagram! arrived! at! in! Chapter! 7! could! be! easily! transposed!into! questions! for! retrospective! interviews! or! written! questionnaires! so! that! the!participants!themselves!can!point!out!the!type!of!information!need,!and!this!information!can!then!be!used!to!verify!quantitative!experimental!data.!Furthermore,!the!questions!can!be!asked!to!virtually!anyone,!from!language!learners!to!translators!with!various!levels!of!expertise,!and!it!would!be!interesting!to!test!the!level!of!awareness!that!translators!have!about!the!medium!to!low!types!of!information!needs.!In!this!way,!some!answers!could!be!provided!to!some!pending!questions,!for!example,!![w]ill! it!be!possible!to!figure!out!whether!a!translation!pause!is!due!to!unknown!terminology! […],! or! for! instance,! […]! whether! it! is! due! to! a! more! complicated!understanding!(and!translating)!problems?!(Carl!2009a)!The!usefulness!of!a!translation!tool!is!closely!linked!to!its!ability!to!effectively!respond!to!users'! needs.! For! concordancing! tools,! this! may! be! more! challenging! given! the! broad!spectrum!of!searches!that!are!submitted!to!the!system.!Unfortunately,!information!needs!cannot!be!easily!told!apart!by!simply!looking!at!the!searched,for!item!and,!as!previously!suggested,!different!displays!of!results!may!be!necessary!for!the!same!searched!string!as!different! information! needs! can! underlie! the! same! query! (e.g.! chronological! display! or!frequency,based! ranking).! Display! criteria! can! also! include! similarity! of! context! and!identity! in! the!TM!metadata! in! addition! to! the!quality! and!accessibility! of! the! resource.!The!challenge!is!to!define!behavioral!indicators!to!identify!the!correct!level!of!information!need! and! develop! criteria! to! assign! a! specific! display! of! results! to! a! given! information!need! (e.g.! a!high! information!need!would!possibly!prioritize!context!whereas! frequency!would!work!better!for!a!medium!information!need).!The!way!results!are!displayed!has!a!direct!impact!on!the!usefulness!and!effectiveness!of!the!search.!The!tool!may!even!find!the!required!information!but!if!it!is!not!able!to!display!it!in!an!adequate!way!for!the!user,!the!search!might!still!prove!unsuccessful.!The!search!rationale!can!vary!greatly!from!search!to!search!and!from!user!to!user!and!the!architecture!of!each!tool!has!different!features!and!
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capabilities.!Data!type,!data!storage!and!retrieval!mechanisms!are!also!critical!elements!in!the! performance! of! the! tool.! Results! from! this! study! on! professional! translators! (albeit!from! a! quite! specialized! domain)! could! be! taken! as! a! baseline! for! future! studies! that!analyze! search! logs! from! other! (commerical)! standalone! concordancers! to! study!translators'! behavior! in! different! domains! (e.g.! localization)! as! well! as! the! interaction!between!non,professional! translators! (i.e.! general! Internet!users)!and! the!concordancer!so!as!to!better!provide!better!support!to!the!different!user!groups.!A!customized!tool!that!is!able!to!guess!the!information!need!and!the!appropriate!way!to!display!results!would!require!a!trial!phase!where!different!solutions!(results!displays)!are!offered!to!the!users!who!can!manually!select!the!one!they!find!most!useful.!Once!enough!data! have! been! collected,! tool! architecture! can! be! appropriately! fine,tuned.! With! a!considerable!amount!of!field!studies,!information!needs!could!even!be!related!to!a!specific!type!of! resource! (e.g.! a! bilingual! dictionary!used! for! a! high! information!need!due! to! an!unknown!SL!item)!so!that!each!resource!would!be!optimized!for!the!most!frequent!type!of!search!performed.!Given!the!increasing!tendency!to!combine!resources!in!the!same!tool,!such! differentiation! may! be! unrealistic! but! it! could! still! be! interesting! to! study! which!criteria! should! be! considered! and! followed! when! presenting! translators! with! search!results.!Standalone!concordancing!tools!are!not!yet!systematically!used!(particularly!outside!the!EU)!and!it!would!be!hard!to!collect!enough!data.!Using!an!unfamiliar!concordancing!tool!in! experiments! may! also! invalidate! the! results.! A! possibly! easy! way! to! systematically!collect!data!on!concordance!searches!would!be!to!add!a!logging!feature!in!a!traditional!TM!system! that! keeps! track!of! concordance! searches! even! in!off,line!working!mode,! as!has!already!been!attempted!with!OmegaT.!On!a!methodological!note,!before!engaging! in! large,scale!studies!using!concordancers,!a!few!experiments!should!be!carried!out!to!verify!the!usability!of!search!logs!in!the!field!of!translation!process!research!and,!in!particular,!to!determine!how!they!can!best!be!used!in!conjunction!with!key,logging!and!eye,tracking.!!!! !
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!e following tables refer to the analysis presented in Chapter 7.
Table D.1 contains a breakdown of the raw amount of string-types and string-tokens for each 
n-gram group (from 1-gram to 15-grams, individually). Based on these values, the type-token 
ratio was calculated, which can be found in the third line. !e fourth line contains the percentage 
of hapaxes (i.e. strings with frequency of 1) for each n-gram group. !e percentage clearly 
increases as the string becomes longer.
Tables D.2 to D.4 contain the same information "elds but each table refers to a di#erent subset, 
i.e. level of analysis: (D.2) full language subset; (D.3) search sessions; (D.4) spot searches. !e 
small table in the top corner of the page provides the percentage of strings for each language for 
which a match with a domain descriptor was found and the second column shows the percentage 
of the strings with multiple matches. !e large table gives an overview of the distribution of 
matches for each domain across all languages.
At the bottom of each column, some statistics are provided: mean, standard deviation and 
coe$cient of variation.
Due to multiple matches, the actual distribution of each "eld is tricky to calculate using the 
previous tables. Table D.5 provides a di#erent perspective of analysis so as to obtain a more 
precise distribution of descriptor "elds. !e "st column contains the descriptor "elds. !e second 
column contains the distribution of matches for those strings where only one descriptor matched 
the string content. !e remaining columns show at which position in a multiple match the "eld 
was matched. !is table should give a better idea of the order in which matches are found (the 
script works on a "rst-come-"rst-matched principle). For example, "eld 32 (Education and 
Communication) only appears as "rst match, whereas "eld 24 (Finance) tends to be matched 
more o%en as second. Others, like "elds 00 (Eurojargon) and 10 (European Communities), are 
(much) more frequent as third match rather than as "rst match. !is strongly suggests that these 
last "elds tend to occur in combination with others. !e last column shows a more accurate 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































!is section contains examples of the 100 most frequent strings (in absolute terms) for each 
n-gram length, from 1-grams to 15-grams.
!e strings come with their respective frequency count. !e longer the strings, the lower the 
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